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various international, bilateral and Soviet meetings of social scientists, and a variety of bibliographical materials-

Our Questionnaire
Here is some preliminary information about our readers'replies to
the Questionnaire published a year ago, in Social Sciences No. 3,
ty76.

We have received replies from more than 30 countries and are
happy to state that practically all sections of our journal are
favourably received.
In response to our readers' requests made in their replies to the
Questionnaire, we are publishing already this year articles on a wide
range of the problems our readers are interested in and, in particular,
on various aspects of peaceful coexistence, the economy of mature
socialism, social and cultural development in the socialist countries,
the history of Russian revolutionary traditions, the specific, features
of the development of the Third World countries, polemics
with various foreign sociological concepts, the class nature of

fascism- the impact
imnact of the scientific and technolocical
logical revolution upon
uoon
fascism,

the structure of economic ties,. space exploration, ecology, the theory

of science, etc.
We intend to continue giving coverage to topics of interest to our
readers and once again express our sincere appreciation of their
goodwill and kind cooperation, to promote which we shall spare no
effort. More detailed information about the Questionnaire and our
plans for the future will be given in one of our next issues.
As always readers' comments and suggestions will be welcomed
and will be given thoughtful consideration.

Dbveloped Socialism:
Theoretical Problems
PYOTR FEOOSEYEV

The theoretical problems of developed socialism are among the
rnost topical problems of Marxism-Leninism today.

Foreign Policy is a programmatic document for communist construction.
The 25th Congres
the previous Congres
a comprehensive cha
the USSR and formul
econd, formulated the
economic, socio-political
is, the stage of mature
economic strategy for the
he next five years, but
socialism, and sEi out the
also for a longer period ahead.
The Leninist Party's conclusions concerning the stages in building
the new society, the duration of the socialist phase and the historically

An abildged text of the report by Academician Pyotr Fedosayev, Vice-Presidont ol
the USSR Acadomy of Sciences, and Chairman of the Socral Sciences Section of
the Presidium ot the USSFI Academy of Sciences and Chairman ol the Editoilal
Councit of this iaurnat, given at an All-Union Scientific and Theoretical Conterence
on "The 25th Congrcss of the CPSU ancl the Development at Marxist-Leninist
Theory" (October 1976, Moscow).

majority of the socialist countries.
The 25th Congress of the CPSU was a striking derdonstration of
the common views held by the Communist and Workers' parties of
the socialist community countries on the key problems in socialist
lies of its deve
development. This
construction and on the basic regularities
was reaffirmed by the fraternal parties'' congresses held before and
after the 25th CPSU Congress. These congresses adopted policy
documents envisaging the creation of a developed socialist society in
h country and
accordance rvith the
people in its
with an eye to the
of our Party's
creative activity. The
arising in the
theoretical contributi
construction and development of socialism and the ways of its growth
into communism. The CPSU's theoretical activity has met with broad

many Social-Democratic leaders have now been
theoretically but also in the course of life itself.
The "Left"-opportunist'
which had been expressed
economic laws of socialism

debunked not only
nism" conceptions,

n the denial of the
of petty-bourgeois

the great importance of our

socialist construction again

variously coalesced either
"democratic socialism" or
conceptions within the liberation movement.
The construction of the developed socialist society in this country
and the process of its construction in other fraternal countries are the
result of creative enrichment and consistent application of the
Marxist-Leninist principles of socialism in practice. It is no exaggeration to say that the historical fact of these principles having been
workins
workins class
class and all the working
imolemented by
bv our parties,
oarties. the working
implemented
people in the socialist community countries by dedicated labour effort
is their most important achievement.
The course of socialist construction has helped to confirm,
express in concrete terms and give greater depth to the Marxist9

Leninist tenets concerning the regularities and basic stages in the
formation of communis-so-ciety. Li-fe has borne out the correctness of
the theore
historical
communis
new socio-economic formation ha

eed for the dictatorshiP of the
been convinced from their own

into a socialist state of the whole peo-ple'
when
""Tilit grows
the crisis
?i"ti-"f p"rtiii ti""e drawn the lessonsoffiom
subversive
the
because
countries
in
some
.i,"p"
iali"g
situaiions
imperialist !1s!ieat91, a19'nave
utti"itv
that underestimation
conclusion
reached
lism after the construction of its
of the 1
basis is fraught with great comP

sTilth'*i.x'l';$'"T"T:,'#J

ither.

The scientific generalisation
elaborate characteristic of the so

allround manifestation of lhe

socio-political and ideologi

helps io create highlY imPo

Po

full flowering of the individual and the establishment of the socialist
way of life.
In working to perfect socialist society, the CPSU and the other
fraternal parties have done much to solve the present-day problems in
Marxist-Leninist theory. This includes above all their conclusions
about the ways to build up the material and technical basis of
developed socialism and communism; socialist economic integration
as the material foundation for the community of fraternal countries;
improvement of socialist relations of production and their economic
mechanism; ways to overcome the substantial distinctions between
town and country and between workers by hand and by brain, and to

Party of the working class in the developed socialist society as the
Party of the whole people; the ways to establish and perfect the
socialist way of life; the moulding of the new man and his harmonious
development.

We are aware that a great amount of scientific research is to be
done by us. Our society is now at a stage when the general
considerations of principle concerning the stages in the emergence of
the communist formation need to be filled up with concrete content,
ises ror
for
:epanng the
rne premrses
and the concrete lines and means for preparing
hieher phase
ohase of com
communism
m determine
determined- Of primary
transition to the higher
importance among these questions is clarification of the ways of
building up its material and technical basis, improvement of
socio-economic relations, and development of the state of the whole
people and the socialist way of life.
In analysing the problems of m6ture socialist society, the CPSU
has warned against two extremes.
First, it is wrong to run ahead of events and to try to leap over the
necessary stages. One should bear in mind that developed socialism is

it is a stage which is within the
framework of the socialist phase. In practice this means that at the
present stage society is faced with the task of further boosting the
productive forces and building up the material and technical basis of
communism through the further use of material and moral incentives,
economic instruments and the laws and principles inherent in

not yet communism, and that

socialism.

Indeed, at this stage the need is not to fold up but fully to practice
the fundamental principle of socialism: from each according
cording to his
ability,
aor[ry, to
ro each
to his
eacn according
accorglng ro
nls work.
Jocral progress ts
is bound
worK. Social
Douno to be
slowed down by any attempt to ignore this principle and to supplant it
with an egalitarian distribution of the articles of consumption.
consumotion. It is
common
common knowledge
knowledce that the fuller the practical
oractical application
aoolication of the
t
principles and advantages of socialism, the greatei the success in
creating the socio-economic premises for transition to the higher
phase

of

communism

tl

I

accumulation of technically ever more perfect means of labour and

the spread of industrial methods to all the sectors of material
production without exception, and the switch from extensive to
intensive economic development.
There is especially rapid development today in the electric-power,
atomic, oil and gas, chemical and petrochemical industries, and in
engineering, including instrument-making and radio-electronics. In
1975, these industries accounted for 37 per cent of industrial output
(in wholesale prices of January l, 1975), and by 1980 the figure is to g<r
up to 4l per cent. Their product, as Leonid Brezhnev aptly put it, is a
kind of catalyst which serves to accelerate the transfer of the whole
economy to the most modern technical and technological basis.

A fundamental feature of the material and technical basis of
mature socialiiim is that it has made possible and necessary a
complex approach to production and social problems while carrying
out a deep-going orientation of the economy upon the solution
of the diverse problems of raising the people's well-being. At the
earlier stages of socialist construction, the level of production was not
high enough to make it ptissible simultaneously to meet the
accelerated development of the productive forces and the growing
fulfitment of the early fiv-e-year plans'
As a result of the successful
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material requirements. These problems had to be ranked in a definite
At the present stage, national-economic plans

sequence of priorities.

are increasingly oriented upon social problems, and this is an
objective regularity of the developed socialist society.
The rising level of socialisation and organisation of production,
and the formation of production and scientific-cum-production
associations may be regarded as a highly important qualitative feature
which is inherent in the material and technical basis that is adequate to
developed socialism. By the end of 1975, there were 2,300 such
associations, and ttrey accounted for 24 per cent of the sale of
manufactured products.
The associations are being justly regarded as a qualitatively new
phenomenon in economic development because they are not a
mechanical aggregation of enterprises but a coherent production and
economic complex organically fusing science and production and
making extensive use of specialisation and cooperation.
The transformation of science into a direct productive force under
the current scientific and technological revolution makes it imperative
for science and production to be even more closely linked with each
other. This objective tendency is expressed in the broad development
of the most diverse forms of integration of scientific establishments
and industrial enterprises. Within the framework of scientific-cumproduction associations, conditions are created for a marked
acceleration of the pace at which scientific and technical achievements are ploughed into production.
There is ever broader spread of associations in agriculture and its
allied sectors, which are known as agro-industrial complexes. The
establishment of large-scale building and assembly associations is an
urgent task, meeting the specific requirements of the present stage in
the development of the Soviet economy, helping to improve the

organisational structure of the economy and of economic managemEnt, and enhancing the efficiency of the material and technical basis

whole of economic construction and in particular the planning of the
national economy.
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the Party that the working class exerts its decisive influence on every
aspect of social life in socialist society.
Fundamental changes have also taken place in the conditions of
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developed socialist societY'

PERFECTION OF THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE

anri proilftdel oncnNlsATloN oF soclETY

the Soviet peasantry. Collectivisation meant a deep historical
transformation of the social Structure of Soviet.society, for the class
of small owners was converted into a new socialist class of
cooperated peasants.
The formation of the intelligentsia as a socialist social group has
been completed. In origin and activity it is closely bound up with the
working class antl thc collective-farm peasantry.
Conseqtrently, the construction of developed socialism in the
Soviet Union led to the establishment, for the first time in history, of
the people's socio-political and ideological unity, Ieading to the
forrnlrlion <lf a socially homogeneous society, consisting exclusively
oI sociirlly similar-type socialist classes and social groups.
However, that does not mark the end of the changes in our social
structurc. The Party does not regard as frozen or immutable a social
structure in which there are two different classes-the class of
workers and the class of peasants-existing on the basis of different
forms of property. The Farty's assumption is that the distinctions
between these classes are mobile and will reduce so as to ultimately
disappear altogether.
At the stage of developed socialism the alliance of the working
class and the peasantry is being intensively consolidated, as these two
friendly classes move ever closer to each other with the real prospect

of the distinctions Lretween them being obliterated altogether. This
also fully applies to the relations between these classes and the

intelligentsia.
The Party has set itself the programmatic objective of building a
classlesS society, achieving complete social homogeneity by eliminating the class distinctions themselves and every trace of them as well.
This is possible only by overcoming the still existing distinctions
between town and country and between mental and manual labour.
Noteworthy processes have been going forward in this direction
within the mature socialist society.

The general boosting of the economy helps to bring

about

substantial changes in the conditions of agricultural production. The

collective farms continue to be a stable form of the socialist
organisation of the peasantry, but they have become much larger and
more powerful. The socialisation of production has been rising to an
ever higher level. In this context one must note the highly important
processes of intercollective-farm cooperation and agro-industrial
inl.egration. The technical facilities per farmer have been sharply
increased. Living standards among the collective-farm peasantry have
risen, and their working and everyday conditions have been changing,
as the countryside steadily moves closer to urban standards in the

conditions of both production and everyday life. Here, the state
farms, which are large-scale enterprises owned by the whole people,
have a tremendous role to play. Since 1940, their number has
multiplied almost 4.5-fold. There are more than 8 million men and
t6

women now working on the state farms, a sizable section of the
working class, makin-g up more than one-third of all those employed in
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growth is a reflection of the conjunction being-achieved- between the
icientific and technological revolution, and the advantages of
socialism.

The substantial distinctions between the working class,

the

and contains elements of creative activity.
sophisticated
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This process goes on as two interrelated tasks.are being fulfilled.
One of these is the transformation of industry, agriculture, transport,
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by brain, especially scientists, teehnicians and agronomists involved
in material produciion, have been moving ever closer to the workers
and oeasanis in the creation of the material and technical basis of
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EfficiencY of Social Production
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national income.
Academicia

Production-

A

These indicators were more widely used in the postwar period, and
this was reflected both in scientific writings and in economo-planning
practice. In the 1950s, a theory of capital-investment efficiency was
formulated in the USSR, according to which efficiency was measured
through the ratio of national income'to production assets, and national
income increment to capital investments.
At every stage of social.development, economic efficiency differs
in terms of quality and quantity. As an economic category, it is
determined by the basic economic law of each social formation.
Efficiency expresses the quality of economic activity which is proper
to the given formation, and its inherent relation between the inputs of
social labour and the results obtained.
In the capitalist and the socialist systems of social production both
the content and the indicators of efficiency are fundamentally distinct
from each other in virtue of the distinctions between the private and
the social property in the means of production, the private and social

interests, and the private-economy and the people's economy
approaches. But this does not rule out the possibility of making
comparisons between efficiency of economic activity under different
social systems. Thus, to bring out the advantages of socialism over
capitalism it is legitimate to compare, on the basis of specially
elaborated method principles, economic parameters of the opposite
systems like rate in the growth of production, the relation between
expenditures and the effect obtained, and various value and natural
indicators. Two aspects, the theoretical (conceptual) and the computative, may be identified within the problem of international
comparisons of efficiency. These aspects are linked with each other,
but the role of the first is crucial. No concrete computations of
efficiency can be regarded as being truly scientific, where for
capitalism these are limited to a determination of the income-tocapital ratio or the profit-to-investment ratio, without any consideration either of the relations of exploitation, or the wasteful use of
resources, and so on. Nor is efficiency under socialism a mere
relation between inputs and results, for it reflects the socialist
principles governing the satisfaction of requirements and the social
achievements in the first phase of communism.
The purpose of socialist production is known to be the utmost
elevation of the people's material and cultural standards, on the basis
of utmost development of socialist production. This requires optimal
disposal of all the resources of society and the rnost appropriate
distribution and use of socialJabour inputs. The results these inputs
yield and the level of efficiency attained in social production will
make it possible to judge the quality of economic rnanagement in the
broad sense of the word, and show whether economic activity is
correct and rational at every "tier". Accordingly, the effectiveness of
social production is ultimately determined by the time and inputs it
takes to secure the attainment of the goals.
At this point we approach the definition of the criterion of
efficiency under socialism. It should evidently be considered in close
connection with the socio-economic tasks of social development"

Under capitalism, the criterion of efficiency is the satisfaction of
private-economic interests and the maximisation of profits. [.lnder
socialist ownership, this criterion is based on the interests o[ the
national.eco-lomy as a whole, on the intere sts of the whole of society.
All that is effective which best promotes the earliest attainment of the
tasks set before the economy. The fullest use of labour and material

level of efficiency?

This approach envisages the attainment of the maximum effect
under
ler given inputs or a given effect under minimum inputs. It is also
acceptable in selecting the optimal variant of an economic
economic plan or
project, and in evaluating economic measures realised in production,
construction, circulation, and so on.
Let us take a closer look at the questions which arise lna
comparison of effect and inputs-the
in
numerator and the denominator-that is, the ratio whictr helps to measure efficiency.
The magnitudes being cornpared may be homogeneous, being
expressed in terms of value (national income, fixed assets) or ii
physrcal terms (steel output in tons, number of workers employed in
ferrous metallurgy). They can also be heterogeneous, being expressed
both in terms of value and
and physical volume (gross product per
worker). As a rule, the globai national-econoini. and sectoral
indicators of efficiency
efficiencv are-both homogeneous
homoseneous and heterogeneous.
heteroseneous
Furthermore, the indicators being com
(the
total volume of fixed assets, the natironal i
(the
increment of assets, the product, stocks,
Here, much importance attaches to the question of the time lag.
The national income, the product, the increment of assets, capital
investments are taken for the year, and the fixed assets and the
number of employed are
or as an average for

the year. There is need to

tween the inputs and
depending on the
character of the inputs and the effect, ranging from a few days in the

the effect obtained.

x

Its

economic effect, and this is an approach whiclt is slttrtcrl lry irlrttosl
everyone at the present time.
The national income is the value of the nel protltlcl lttlttetl ottl ilr
the course of a definite period, or the difference hctwecrt lltc gtoss
product and the value of the means of production consulnc(l withirr
that period. Its magnitude is proportional to the quantity of thc livirrg
social labour expended in the process of production and expressctl in
terms of simple labour. In value terms, the national income does not
reflect the growth in the physical volume of production, which is why
it is necessary to determine it in cornparable prices, and this makes it
possible to take account of the growing productivity of social labour,
and also of the increase in the material volume of production. In
material terms (as the net product) it is equal to the sum-total of the
consumer goods and rneans of labour (with the exception of those
which have gone to make up for wear and tear) produced within the
given period, plus or minus the difference between the stock of the
products of labour at the beginning and at the end of the period, and
plus or minus the difference between exports and imports.
Because the national income includes only the newly created
value, leaving aside the inputs which have gone to create it, it is on the
whole the best of the available indicators for the national economy on
the basis of which one is able to judge the magnitude of the effect
obtained in social production.
It is a different matter when the efficiency indicator is applied to
the sectors and especially to the lower echelons. For the national
econorny as a whole we start from the assumption that the sum-total
of prices is equal to the sum-total of values, which is why the total
magnitude of the national income reflects the actual volume of
production. That is not so for the sectors of the national
economy-agriculture, transport-and especially for the individual
industries. Here, in many instances there is a long-term, if not
constant, deviation of prices from values, so that sectoral indicators
may greatly over- or understate the actual volume of production.
The deviations are even greater for the individual enterprises, and
here we have to resort to such substitute indicators as profit or gross

able prices or in a sum of
stitute ones because they
duction but also the changes
largely reflect not
in prices, the use of more costly raw materials, and so on.
The product-to-assets ratio (or the assets-to-product ratio, the
inverse magnitude) is now frequerrtly used as an indicator of
efficiency. For the national economy as a whole, the product-toassets ratio is computed as a ratio between the national income and
the production assets: fixed or circulating,. or only fixed.
From 1955 to 1975, the product-to-assets and the assets-to-product
ratios for the riational economy of the USSR changed as follows
(computations are made on the basis of Soviet Economy yearbooks
for corresponding years):

output increment,
inputs. We call
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tytS
National income
(actually effective
prices; thous. mln
rubles)
Fixed production
ass€ts on Jan. I of
corresponding
year (in 1955
prices; thous. mln
rubles)
Product-to-assets ratio (kopeks per rublc's

2E9-9 305

174

83.3

313.6

352.O

27E

69.6

58.7

62.6

6:

worth of assets)

Assets-to-product ratio (kopeks per rublc's
worth of national

ll3

120

144

r45

160

16l

rncome

r in contemporary prices-741.
incremental
_---3"computations. product-to-assets ratio is also frequently used in
such
This is the ratio between the nitional income
lncrement, or capital investments in production assets.
1975

Annual national
income increment (thous. mln

8.0

rubles)

Annual increment
of fixed produc-

tion assets on
Jan. I of corresponding year
(thous. mln
rubles)
Incremental product-to-assets

ratio (kopeks per
ruble's worth of
assets)

Incremental assets-to-product
ratio (kopcks
per ruble's
worth of national income)

245

l3E

The table shows that the incremental magnitudes are much more
variable and unstable than the basic magn'itudes, whose dynamic
characterises the overall tendency in development.

The dynamics of the product-to-itsscls ttttrl tts'rclr lo ptorlttct
ratios, however, are inadequate for judging rlhottl llte le vcl oI

of labour productivity. A differentiated measurement of labour
productivity by groups of workers helps to determine the effect
obtained from educati,on or training and experience. It is much more
difficult to compute the effect of executives' higher standards in
production, because the'only data provided for conclusions here are
to be found in special statistical studies, questionnaires, polls, and so
on.

The effect of an improvement in the people's health may

be

evaluated from reports, like the decline in production losses because
of a reduction in absenteeism for health reasons, that is, ultimately
also according to the level of labour productivity. Concerning the

other intellectual values, leisure time, etc., it is hardly possible to
express these in quantitative terms, unless some artificial coefficients
are applied.
Now, to attain an indicator of efficiency there is need to compare
the magnitude of the effect computed with the aid of the abovementioned methods, and the inputs required to achieve this. If the
effect is taken as the numerator of the fraction, the inputs will be
denominator.

Soviet economic writers frequently recomrnend the adoption of

rise in the assets-to-product ratio over the past l0 years was
compensated by a drop in the cost of production.
An of this ihows that in order to judge about the efficiency of
production there is need for indicators not only. of the assets-toiroduct. ratio (or of - the product-to-assets ratio), but also for
economies on current inPuts.

'* *
the
consequently, the gro*tn Jt
and
form of an increment of fixed n
the
consumer values (the mass of
global effect of social production.
" To this magnitude oi the increment in material resources need to
be added the n6n-material values which are expressed in the growth of

indicat
extent
would

effect of education could to some
required for this purpose. Eut this
puis of labour for the acquisition of

knowledge by those who obtairi it and, what is most important, of the

effect of ttr6 development, of prgduction thanks to the knowledge

ohtained by
hv the
the workers and executives.
obtained

The imirovement of the workers' skill in

con-sequenc-e

of their

acquisition of knowledge and experience has an effect on the growth

T

the gross social prodrtct as the indicator of inputs, meaning that it is a
reflection of the whole amount of the inputs of past and living labour
effected in the course of the year, and that this gives the ground for a
comparison with it of the net produgt as the effect realised by means
of these inputs. As a result, we obtain the following formula:

v+m

c+v+m
However, this equation cannot be regarded as an indicator of
efficiency. It is the ratio of the annual national income to the gross
social product, or the share of the net product within the gross
product. In the past few years, this share for the national economy

has been as follows:

Gross social product (thous. mln
rubles)
National income
(thous. mln
rubles)
Share of national
income (per ceot)

3(N

420

tu

685

717

771

816.4

145

194

2CJ

305

tt4

J17

354

47 -1

6.2

44.5

43.8

43.7

4f .4

The table shows that the share of the national income in the social
product has tended to decline. And that is quite natural. It is in general
characteristic of the development of the productive forces for the
31
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ratio of

#

Ir

determined

for the nationai economy (in

19,2,

y€ars.
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What has been said shows, we believe,lhut lhis kinrl of cletrtirtg of
the given year's gross inputs from repeated (and rrruttiple) corrnls
yields a magnitude which corresponds to the vuluc o[ llrc finul

product: net product (national income) plus depreciation: v Ln I il.ln
that case, the ratio of effect to inputs (or efficiency) is cqurrl lo

r
condition for
production ass
However,

to

the sum-total

a

he

in
or physical terms-could not be produced at all.That is why one
should relate the effect-obtained not only to current inputs, buf also
the inputs into the effective assets produced
over tie orecedinq
orecedinp
Droduced over
v_alue

tn5

Tg the production fixed
circulating assets should also be
- and
i'on of the payroll fund for the workers
onofthe

in mind that payment for man-power
d of the fitll cvcle nf the circrrit qffa'
which it can be made out of the returns from the sale or the whole

In that case, the efficiency of social production as thg ratio of

effecttoinputscouldbeexpresSed^"uffi6porI+#-,where
D is the national income and P the final

product.
^
niE7.

One should seek to attain the maximum valuefcir

At this

point, a very important question arises: what is the period in which

ihis maximum shoul,l be.achieved? On the answer to this question

depends both the magnitude of the required inputs and their structure.
This problenn was studied by A. Notkin, who showed that the inputs
turned out to be quite different if the airn is to achieve the possible

v

(thous. mln.nrbles)
The same as a perceirtage
of used national income

Increment of fixed Production assets and material ciriulating resources and reserves (thous.
mln. rubles)
The same as a percentage
of used national income
Used hational income in
rubles per ruble of
accumulation
Used national income in
rubles per ruble of Production accumulation
Consumption in rubles Per
ruble of accumulation
Consumption plus increment
of non-production assets
in rubles per ruble of
production accumulation

,4.7

39.9

3E.t

t7.5

32.1

I1.0

9.?

ll.3

28.7

39.8

65.2

04,t

75.s

71.4

20.1

m.9

22.9

20.8

2r.6

bo.t

Incr€ment of fixed Production assets in a year

lo.7

3.13

1-79

3.39

t.u

3.55

1.78

4.98

4.79

4.38

4.79

4.61

4.94

2"73

2.79

2.39

2.64

2.55

2.78

3.9E

3.79

3.38

3.79

1.62

1.94

on the whole, the figures in this table show that in the recent
perioa the relation betieen consumption and accumulation was
stable. From 1970 to liiS,itre strare of production accumirlation hds.
on the whole, been stable
a5

Together with the above-mentioned indicators of cconomic
efficiency, some recommend the use of increment indicatrlrs: lhe ratio
of national income increment to production asscts incrcment or
consumption increment to accumulation increment, suggesting that
these indicators could more clearly respond to the individual spCcifics
of the dynamic from year to year. However, one should use these
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For their part, the oil- and gas-exporting countries, continuing
their policy of concluding agreements with the Western countries on
assistance in economic development, have sought:
to establish a firm connection between prices for raw materials
and manufactures delivered under production or purely commercial
agreements. This kind of price stabilisation would considerably
facilitate their task of putting through development plans;
to use these agreements to develop national petrochemistry;
to secure a stable rnarket not only for their oil, but also for their oil
products, and subsequently also for petrocheri,rical products;
to develop, alongside oil extraction, other types of energyresources production in their countries, so as to make ever greater use
of oil as a raw material for the chernical industry.
Practice shows that the Western countries and their entrepreneurs
are attracted not only by the prospect of obtaining oil in the
developing oil-exporting countries. There is also the urge on the part
of monbpoly capital to make use for its own interests of the inilustrial
construction which is being carried on in most oil-exporting countries
and their sizable financial resources. There are the characteristic
circumstances of the development of lran's automobile industry,
which has been sharply accelerated under the impact of the energy
crisis. General Motors has taken account of the relatively faster
growth of demand for motor cars on the Iranian market and the
availability of cheap petrol, with the result that it'has switched to Iran
surplus production from its subsidiaries in the FRG, with an eye to the
possibility of exporting motor cars to the markets of other countries in
the area.
The energy crisis has facilitated to some extent the search for oil
and gas and the development of the oil industry in various Third
World countrles whictr were not regarded as oil exporters until 1973.
Thus, prospecting is being carried on in India, the Arab Republic of
Egypt, some countries of Africa, Latin America and Southeast Asia.
Extensive interstate measures are also an indication of this tendenqy.
Thus, in February 1974,the first African oil conference held under the
auspices of the UN Economic Commission for Africa met in Tripoli to
discuss a wide range of questions bearing on the state of the
oil-extracting industry on the continent, the prospects and forms of its
development, legislation in this field, the availability of manpower
and specialists, and the ascertainment and study of reserves. In late
1n3,22 Latin American countries set up their Latin American Energy
Organisation, whose main purpose is to conduct a common policy of
control over the foreign companies' geological exploration on the
continent, and elaboratl a common syitem for setting oil prices.
The energy crisis, having aggravated relations between the
developed and the developing parts of the world capitalist economy,
also impelled world capitalism to exert a more active and diverse
influence on the economic and social development of the young states
in Asia, Africa and Latin America.
This tendency has been developing in contradictory conditions.
Thus, the worsening of the balance-of-payments position of some
4l

West European countries and Japan as a result of the sharp increase in
the cost of imports of energy resources should have impelled these
countries to reduce their outlays on "aid" to the developing countries.
But on the growth of such aid depends the expansion of exports to the
developing countries, which is a way of improving the balance of
payments of the developed capitalist countries.
Thus, in Apil 1974, the United States resumed its "aid" to
India,which it had suspended in December 1971, over the IndoPakist3rni armed conflict, definitely with an eye to the impact of
Middle East developments. An international consortium for aid to
India enlarged the volume of its credits for 197411975 and to some
extent made its terms "easier". Holland decided to increase its aid to
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh by 20 per cent. Japan's government
aid to the developing countries in 1974 went up by 69 per cent,5 and
the FRG's-by 10 per cent.?
While carrying on their economic expansion in the Third World
countries, the developed capitalist states have also made use of the
financial resources accumulated by the oil exporters. Thus, three
French banks gave Sudan a $2fi) million loan, which was underwritten
by Saudi Arabia for a period of l0 years at two per cent per annum,
for building industrial projects, including an oil refinery.
The use of the developing countries'foreign-exchange resources
by the developed capitalist countries is not a fundamentally new
phenomenon and has been included among the instruments of the
neocolonialist methods of expanslon. The US Administration, for
instance, has advised US businessmen in Latin America to rely on
local sources of finance, while repatriating their profits to the United
States. The West is now seeking to use the need, which has
objectively arisen at the present stage of development in some Third
World areas, to set up their own money markets and credit-andmonetary establishments. The French journal Euriporgne said: "It is
paradoxical that countfies like Syria, Jordan, Egypt, Sudan and
Yemen are acutely in need of capital to meet the requirements of their
economic development, while other Arab countries have it in great
excess and seek to invest it abroad, from where the capital ultimately
often goes back to the Middle East.... This kind of picture was
characteristic of financial relations between the European countries
and the United States until 1963.... The specific relations between
Arab countries in the monetary sphere depend on economic, political
and institutional factors.... The problem is that their economy in
general and their monetary systems in particular are more effectively
with the outside world than with each other."t
' The imperialist
.connected
countries expected to see the organisation of a
network of credit and financial establishments with their participation
in the Middle East and North Africa to create even more favourable
conditions for their penetration into the economy of the area, to help
them use petrodollars for the same purposes, and painlessly to funnel
petrodollars accumulating
to these institutions some of the pe
liquidity
accumulatinc as liquidity
in the United States and Western Europe.

a

The developed capitalist countries seek to use these new forms of

, once they are
italist countries,

Quite naturally, the energy crisis has exerted a different influence

countries now frequently find themselves in debt to conservative

regimes which are in power in some of the donor countries, and which
could have a stake in holding back progressive socio-economic

transformations.

The energy crisis has intensified the tendincy for the movem6nt
into the developing countries-frequently in form of jointly owned
enterprises-of some basic industries from the developed countries
with a high labour-intensiveness and a high demand for raw materials
and energy, and this has resulted in an increase in the covert import of
energy. The developed countries have been importing a large
proportion of the raw materials in the form of semi-finished products,
or concentrated ore, which means importing the energy that has gone
into the extraction and primary processing of these materials in the
exporting countries. Let us note that these inputs are very

considerable:

on the initiative of the Arab side, it was also decided to accelerate
the establishment of a special Arab Bank for Africa's economic
d^evelopment w-ith^ an iliiial.capitd of llei *i!i"*.1r11t:.11
Organiiation of Arab Petroleuin Exportin-g^Cou-ntries' Fund for
million- It was announced
Afiica's development amounting to $200 million.
African countries could obtain loans on easy terms at only
that the Africai
one per cent per annum, which is some 7-8 per cent below the going
interest rate.

it takes 26 kwh of electric power to produce

one

kilogramme of copper, and 70-75 kwh to produce one kilogramme of
aluminium. In this way. the foreign monopolies seek to cut their costs
of production in some sections of their manufacture, while maintaining their control over production and also securing leading positions
on the markets of the countries where such enterprises are being set
up.

The "equal partnership" in development, which the ideologists of
neocolonialism claim this movement has been producing, has done
nothing to eliminate, but has in fact gone to spread the technical gap
between the developed and the lagging areas of the world capitalist
economy. The location of technically advanced and science-intensive
industries in the developed part of the capitalist world, and of the
basic raw-material and labour-intensive industries in the backward
part results in a kind of "sectoral confrontation" between them.
Foreign capital in the form of international monopolies operating in
the developing countries seeks to establish positions in every sector of
their national economy. The international monopolies which maintain
their neocolonialist system of the international division of labour are
the chief instruments of the exploitation of the developing countries,

while also being the main obsta;le in the way of their genuine

in their economy from the oil-rich states.

socio-economic progress.

The "equal partnership" has not rid neocolonialism of its,
is why it is fraught with serious

sharpening contradictions. which

collisions, upheavals and explosions" The incipient evolution of
relations between the oil-exporting and the developed capitalist
countries, the growing use of new forms of direct participation by
Western governments and monopolies in the developing countries'
economy has not at all ruleo our the steady growth of contradictions
between the two groups of countries, or berween the forces of
neocolonialism on the state and the monopoly level. The functioning

4
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of the whole system of neocolonialism very largely depends on the
concerting of the interests of the international monopolies operating
in the Third World and the state economic interests of the leading
imperialist powers. However, there, too, conflict situations latent
with crisis phenomena for neocolonialism as a whole likewise tend to
emerge.

At the same time, the new situation opens up definite opportunities for the developing countries which export oil and other raw
materials in pursuing more extensive initiatives in their domestic and
external economic policies. The possibilities of using the oil potential
are not limited to the concrete economic advantages already secured
in 1973 and 1974. These successes pave the way for a further
offensive along a broad front of struggle for economic independence.
First, with the general extension of the socio-economic basis in
many developing countries, these successes have provided fresh
impulses to the nationalisation of foreign property and its displacement by national, chiefly state property. The energy crisis has
invigorated the search for oil and gas under the control of national
states. Some oil-exporting countries have extended this to the
working of other mineral raw materials, and this has resulted in the
emergence of various new forms of agreements between these
countries' government organisations and foreign companies on the
joint
exploration, development and working of natural resources.
- Second,
in the fighi against the domination of the foreign
monopolies, the developing countries have tackled the task of
exercising full sovereignty over their natural resources, which implies
the right to dispose of these resources, that is, the right to decide on
how these are to be used.
Third, virtually for the first time in the history of the struggle
against imperialism, the developing countries have demonstrated the
effectiveness of pooling theii efforts, of their unity, which the
industrial capitalist countries cannot confront with collective
neocolonialism, being forced to act separately and to seek to renovate
the forms of their cooperation with these countries.
Fourth, it has become even more obvious that the conjunction of
economic and political demands in the anti-imperialist struggle helps
to secure considerable successes, and that this tends especially 1o
sharpen the inter-imperialist contradictions. In general, the energy
crisis has added new features to the inter-imperialist contradictions,
and this has been duly used by the developing countries. The nature of
the measures which the oil-importing capitalist countries have been
forced to take in this crisis situation-direct contacts with the
oil-extracting countries, bypassing the middle-man services of the
international monopolies, and alliance with other importers, diversification of import sources and the use of new forms of cooperation-have all considerably extended the prospects in the further
struggle by the developing countries for their economic indepen-

dence.
The immediate results of this struggle and the new elements in the
positions taken up by the contendingparties, brought out in the light
t5

of the energy crisis, largely determine the current stage of the Third
World's anti-imperialist struggle as a whole. At the same time, they
have generated new tendencies in the world economic ties of
present-day capitalisrn.
A striking example of this is offered by the general changes taking
place on the raw-material commodity markets, which have been given
an additional impetus by the energy crisis.
The raw-material crisis of the world capitalist economy has not, of
course, sprung exclusively from the energy upheavals of the past few
years. It is fundamentally due to the long-established and typically
colonialist policy of "cheap raw materials" which the imperialist
monopolies have pursued.
The cheap raw-materials policy was foisted by the developed
capitalist countries on the Third World and was maintained even after
the collapse of the colonial system, because it rested on a number of
factors. The newly independent states were acutely in need of
resources for their economic development and material back-up of
their social transformations. Such resources were available only on
the external market, and this called for an increase in exports.
However, in most developing countries, the export industries were
subordinate to monopoly capital, which continued to operate on the
basis of the old treaties and concession agreements concluded for long
periods. The new type of agreements ("partnership" and '"contracting" in the oil-producing countries) taking more account of the
interests of these countries were secured only in long and heavy
struggle.

The imperialist, mostly multinational monopolies continued to
per cent of the

of the property of the monopolies were fraught with a"X',,11t",13f.1"#
real threat to
the existence of their political regimes. In defending the interests of
its monopolies, imperialism frequently resorted to armed intervention
(the tripartite aggression in Egypt in 1956), extensively resorted to
subversive operations, made use of domestic reactionaries in the
Third World countries (the events in Chile, the Dominican Republic,
Brazil, and so on).
The intensive working of the Third World's raw-material resourcs
by the international monopolies over a long period led, on the one
hand, to the satisfaction of the world demand for raw materials, and

econorny.

However, as a result of the rise to political independence of the
a process intensified and accelerated by the
multifaceted influence of world socialism, the situation began to

former colonies,

o

framewerk of neocolonialist dependence, which could be broken
ps of developing coun
Neocolonialism, with
has turned out to be a
roductive forces and
economic ties within the world capitalist economy and within the
economy of the whole world under the economic competition and the
economic interaction between the capitalist and the socialist states. At
the same time
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countries over
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circumstances
struggle
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by the developing countries for their economic
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tional prospects are being opened up in this st
Additional
struggle with the
aggravation
ion of the contradictions of capitalism on a world scale, and
with the need for the Ieading industrialised countries to help the
further development of the periphery for the purpose of using the

advantages
advantases of the international division of labour. The growing
erowins
economic ties between the "industrial" and the "peripheral" parts of

the world capitalist economy make it easier for the

developing

countries to realise their demands for a fundamental change of their
status within the system. As a result, it is now even more obvious that
the developing countries' efforts to consolidate their state sovereignty
and to achieve economic independence are interdependent, because
these two lines of struggle fuel each other.
The existence of countries in the Thi
orientation has invested the movement
with considerable additional momentum
more cons
cialist system broader and
more varie
and Algeria on the oil issue
during.the
nvigorate the oil-exporting
countries''
At the same time, the successes scored in the common struggle for
economic
nomic independence have not predetermined the choice of further
flrther
ways of socio-economic development by the Third World countries.
What is more, their new, positions
in the world capitalist
Dositions in
caoitalist economy
economv
could be used by
promote
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the

rial supplies for the industrial
the growth of crisis Phenomena

Weak spots have aPPeared in the

their own interests
flom the
energy crisis have
countries
have an ever rnore
A characteristic feature of relations within the world capitalist
economy is that alongside the growing gap in the economic, scientific
and technical development levels, in the levels of the overall
economic potential between the group of relatively backward and the
group of industrialised countries, the overall balance of strength tends
to change against the latter. The developing countries, being
simultaneously components of the world capitalist economy and of
the worldwide economy, have been active allies of the socialist

countries in the struggle to shape a new system of international
economic relations baGd on equality and mutual advantage for all
those involved.

Resources

and Economic Growth

The present article is an abridged version 9f a clyp|er fro-m the
monograph, The Energy Crisis in the Capitalist World, which is
reviewed by B. Rachkov in this issue.
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The Agrarian and Raw-Material Basis
of Capitalist Economy

1n5 (in Russian).

In the growing complexity of the economic contradicrions of
material sphere in the world capitalist economy have become

contemporary capitalism, the contradictions of the agrarian and rawmarkedly more important.

The erosion of the colonial pillars of imperialism, the marked
growth in the postwar period of the dependence of its industrial
centres on external supplies of many types of industrial raw materials,

The crisis processes within the system are especially

acute

because of the runaway inflation, the cyclical drops in industrial
production, the competitive fight among the international monopolies
and the inter-imperialist rivalry, which have acquired great scope in
the recent period.
The economic crisis, which became unusually powerful in 1974
and 1976, went further to intensify the instability of the traditional
structure of capitalism's world economic ties.

The dominant tendency in Western scientific and especially
propaganda writings is the urge to explain the crisis phenomena in the

V. Rymalov, D. Sc. (Econ.), Head of the Developing Countries' Economics
and Politics Deportment at the Institute of the World Economy

and International Relations, USSR Academy of Sciences; author

of the monographs: Disintegration of the Colonial System

and

the World Capitalist Economy, The USSR and the Economically
Underdeveloped Countries (Economic Cooperation and Assistance), and a number ol other works.
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agrariari and raw-material sphere of contemporary capitalism as being
chiefly due to the various political or external economic acts of the
newly-free countries. Indeed, the struggle carried on by the young
national states to establish real control over their natural wealth and
resources, to attain genuine national sovereignty and bring about a
fundamental break-up of the international relations based on the

social problems, including the problems arising in world economic
relations among the capitalist and the developing countries.

now has to face.

COMMODITIES AND MANUFACTURING
develops, the internationalisation
As the
re has ineVitably been intensified,
of its agra
the industrial centres for imports
with a ste
and exports of raw material commodities. After the Second World
War, this dependence acquired a number of specific features which,
for their part, result from the large-scale and highly contradictory
capitalist and in the
nrocesses
industries both in the caoitalist
processes in the basic industries
developing countries.
The important changes
a crucial impact on other
mining many tendencies
extraction in the postwar
growth in the agrarian and raw material sphere as a whole (see Table

l).

In the period under review, real output of agrarian and

1

Crpltelist Economy

(I

1974.
l0O)

938:

|

Indices

Agrarian and raw-material
commodities

t45

ll5

r29

215

Manufactures

m7

16l

183

610

127

It7

raw

material commodities in the non-socialist world increased 2.1S-fold.
Although this growth has on average been higher than before the war,
it has been extremely uneven and has gone on in leaps and bounds.
Thus, from the first half of the 1950s to the early 1960s, its rate was
much lower than the average population growth rate, just slightly
surpassing the latter for the period as a whole. From 1963 to 1974,the
average annual increase in the output of agrarian and raw material
commodities per head of the population as a whole came to 0.1 per
cent, whereas the figure for manufacturing came to 3.4 per cent.
As a result, there was a marked decline in the role of agrarian and
raw material commodities in the overall social product in the world
capitalist economy. On the eve of the war, these commodities' share
in the gross domestic product (GDP) of all the countries in the
non-socialist world was only 6-8 per cent iower than the share of
manufacturing, but by the mid-1970s, the share of the latter was 3.2
times higher than the figure for the agrarian and raw material
commodities.
s2

Table
Grnwth ol Prcduodon oI Agrrrlan and Rrw-Metcrld
Conmoddcs end Menulrctured Goods ln the World

Population growth
Average Annual Rate

Agrarian and rawmaterial commodities

2.5

Manufactures

4.9s

Population growth

+ Estimate
1v76.

1971

2.O

ol National Accounts Slalistics 1972; Statistical
; Stotistical Yearbook 1974; Monthly Bulletin ol Statisfics,February

Cafculated from: Yearbook
Yearbook

4.9

There is no doubt that the volume of agrarian and r4w-material
commodity output in the former colonial periphery of the world
capitalist economy will continue to grow.
In the foreseeable future, its growth rate will perhaps, as in the
past, be somewhat higher than p
lagging behind the growth rate in
tendency in the development of the
which there is a relative decli
Marx's law of the
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tention to the fact
tendency
uxiliarY materials
that "the
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iendencies and w
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s assumption is
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also reinforced by the
man-made substitutes for natural raw rnaterials.

World countries suggests that mineral raw materials are bound to have
an even greater role to play in agrarian and raw-material output in the
non-socialist world.
Over the past few decades, important shifts have materialised in
the distribution of production in the extractive industry for the two
groups of countries in the world capitalist economy (see Table 2).
Table 2
Growth ol Extracdve Industry in Qapftallst
ond Developlng Countrics'
Developing countries

Indices

All industries

100

150

lE5

230

100

235

556

1,2N

including oil and gas

100

215

2EO

425

100

350

I,mo

2,ffi

Share of country
groups in extractive industry2 (per cent)
all industries

including oil and gas

83

80

68

55

t7

m

J2

45

79

70

5l

40

2t

30

49

60

4

58

7t

75

60

42

in total
extractive output
(per cent-, oil and gas

Share

other mineral raw materials

25

I Physical volume of production.
2 Total for the worid capitalist economy:l0o p€r cent.
period, the mining of minsral raw materials has developed very much
iaster, with the- result that by the mid-1970s it accolrnted for
one-quarter, while the share of agiiculture dropped to three-quarters.3

Calculated from: Storisrical Yearbook lXiE; Yearbook of Natioaal Accounts
Starisfics 1972; Monthly Bulletia o, Srarisrics, February 1976.

First of all, the disproportions in the production of mineral raw

materials have markedly increased. On the eve of the Second World

MANUFACTURING

War, the bulk of it-over four-fifths-was concentrated mainly in
North America and Western Europe, which meant that manufacturing
and energy industries in the capitalist countries then relied mainly on
raw materials produced in the industrial centres of capitalism.
However, in the course of the Second World War and in the early
postwar years, the tendency towards a growing role for the agrarian
and raw-material periphery of world capitalism began to pick up.
From 1938 to 1953, the quantum of the mineral raw materials
extracted in that area increased more than 2.3-fold, and only by 50 per

54

t5

countries. Subsequently, this
1953 to 1974, the extractive

Table 3

m

Agricultural Produc{lon in

s grew at an annual average rate

Capftallst and Developlng Countrics

centres of capitalism by 2.1 i:er

Total

Indices

lo0

t41

Share of Country
Groups (per cent)

100

100

Share

In view of all this one could assume that the Third World's share in
the extractive industry of the world capitalist economy can increase
significantly to two-thirds of total output by the mid-1980s.
Lttiq process has been most striking in the oil and gas industries,
which in 1974 accounted for over 55 per cent of world extractive
output. From 1938, oil and gas output increased 8.7-fold, including
4.2-fold in the industrialised capitalist countries and 26-fold in the
newly independent states. The following figures are indicative: in the
late 1930s, roughly four-fifths of oil and gas was extracted in the
former group of countries, chiefly on US territory, but by the
mid-1970s this had dropped to about two-fifths.
industrial centres of capitalism
raw materials are an important
he economic ties between the
aw-material countries. But the

AGRARIAN PRODUCTION

The steady growth of deep-going structural contradictions in the
world capitalist economy in the postwar period will also be seen from
the -lolrg-term tendencies in the development of agriculture (see
Table
3).

x

180

100

130

165

100

150

195

54

50.5

4E.0

4

49.5

52

4

4

of Agricultural

Output in GDP (per
cent)

Including

12llo

7.5

24

Calculated from: Yeorbook oJ Nationol Accounts Sfatistics; Statistical Yearbooklor
the corresponding years.

In recent decades, the growth of agricultural production has lagged

markedly behind the other main sectors of the world capitalist
economy. From 1950 to 1973, it grew at an average annual rate of
under 2.6 per cent, which was much lower than the figure for the
extractive industry, to say nothing of manufacturing, and slightly

higher than the average population growth rate. As a result, the share
of agricultural production in the aggregate produc
world declined in this period by more than
roughly from 7 to 4 per cent in the developed cap
from 46 to 24 per cent in the developing countries.
This tendency does not at all mean that there is some surplus of
agricultural produce in the world capitalist economy. On the contrary,
the crisis phenomena in the agrarian sphere are becoming ever more
acute, there is growing shortage of foodstuffs in the overwhelming
majority of the Third World countries, and growing inequality in the
distribution of agricultural resources arnong the individual countries.
A.ccording to Robert S. McNamara, President of the International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, in the more than l0O
developing countries with which the Bank is involved, almost 40 per
cent of the population, or something like 800 million people, do not get
the necessary minimum of foodstuffs and have to live on the brink of
death from starvation.a
The markedly slower growth in the agrarian sphere of the world
capitalist economy, as compared with the other sectors of material
production, is a process which is characteristic not only of the
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The aftermath of the war had the worst effect on international
trade in agrarian and raw-material commodities. Its re-establishment
was much slower and more difficult than that of trade in manufactured goods. only by 1953 did the quantum of this trade rise to the
1938 level, while international trade in manufactured goods hdd by
then risen to more than two times that level.

From 1950s to 1973, its growth in the industrial centres of
capitalism turned out to be lower than the world average, coming to
less than 2.2 per cent, whereas for the Third World countries it has
amounted to roughly 3 per cent. As a result, in this period agricultural
output in most Third World countries nearly doubled, while increasing
by less than two-thirds in the leading centres of capitalism.
According to some estimates, in the 1960s and early 1970s about
one-fifth of agricultural output consisted of non-food commodities,
the bulk of which is used as raw materials in manufacturing.
One of the specific features of the agrarian and raw-material
sphere is that a growi
industry. In the recent
countries has grown
countries three times
stuffs.

s

t
a

c

SCALE OF INTERNATIONALISATION OF PRODUCTION
In the postwar period, the international trade in agrarian and rawmaterial commodities has grown slower than trade in manufactured
goods, with the result that its role on the world capitalist market had
markedly declined, while the share in the aggregate exports of the
non-socialist countries dropped (from 1938 to 1973) to nearly
one-half-from -56 per cent to 33 per cent-in constant prices.6
Nevertheless, the tendency towards the internationalisation of

social production has exerted, especially in the past few years, a
growing influence on the development of the agrarian and rawmaterial industries in the world capitalist economy.
In this period, international trade in agrarian- and raw-material
commodities (in constant prices) increased 3.6-fold, while the
physical volume of production went up 2.1-fold. In other words, the
demand for these products on the world market was well in excess of
demand for them on the domestic markets of the individual countries.
5t

ln contrast to other raw-material cornmodities, the quantum of the
international fuel trade surpassed the prewar tevet uy'tt"ind-or tn"

1940s, and in 1973 was more than 8.5 times higher. In the recent
period, the share of fuel in international trade has tended to grow, and
more in constant than in current prices. From this it follows that in the
period under review the index of fuel prices tended somewhat to lag
behind the general movement of prices (see Table 4).
Table 4
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commodities
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clical crisis in
the mid-1970s a reverse movement got under way. The IBRD's annual
report for 1975 says that an important result in the cutback in
industrial production and the measures being taken by the developed
capitalist countries to ease the inflation was an overall decline in
prices for most raw-material commodities (with the exception of oil)
exported by the developing countries.r0 Such sharp fluctuations in the
prices of agrarian and raw-material commodities were unprecedented
in the postwar history of this market.
CHANGING STRUCTURE OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE
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Thui in 1973, exports of agrarian and raw-material commodities,
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and raw-material commodities going to the world

ill, on the strength of UN

statistics one could
he Second World War its export quota came to
about one-fifth (in 1963 prices). After some decline at the end of the
1940s and in the first half of the 1950s, the share of exports in the
began to
output of agrarian and raw-material
a decade
grow and Uy the early 1960s had ex
1970s, as
hter came close to two-fifths.tt Co
before the Second World War, the development of the international
division of labour in the agrarian and raw-material sphere of the world
'capitalist
economy on the whole remained on a higher level than it was
in-manufacturing, where, according to 1973 data, about one-third of

1974.

The subsequent successes in the anti-monopoly struggle carried on
oil -extracting countries of the Third World to establish
effective control over their own natural resources changed the course
of this tendency. In l9'14, fuel prices were nearly trebled. At the same

by the
60

61
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At the same time, even if on a smaller scale, there was also
growth in the industrial centres' requirements in'raw matirials fora
52

cent). Meanwhile, the quantum exports continued steadily to grow in
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Source: Economic Report ol the President, Washinglon, 1975, p. 172.

materials at a faster rate.
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The History

Philosophy and Natu

ra

of Science

I Sc ien ce

BONIFATI KEDROV

The latest r€volution in natural science originated in the midis still on. It began with the discovery of X-rays (1895),
radioactivity (18%) and the electron (1897), which exploded the old,
metaphysical notions of the atom as the ultimate and absolutely
indivisible particle of matter, and of chemical elements that defied
change and transmutation. Atoms turned out to be complex,
destructible and divisible, and the chemical elements capable of being
mutually transformed into one another. The old views were being
broken up at root, and the break-up, according to Lenin, who
analysed natural-science problems in several of his works, was
abrupt,. as any other revolutionary break-up of the old and obsolete
1890s, and

capitalist division of labour, which rested on a colonial basis.

always is.

Regarding the vast number of scientific achievements, Lenin laid
special emphasis on those which gave science access to the two main
parts of the atom, the nucleus and the electronic shell. The discovery

NOTES

of radioactivity and radium led to the cognition of the nucleus and
nuclear transmutations, and the discovery of the electron and X-rays,

to a cognition of the shell. In his articles, "The Three Sources and
Three Component Parts of Marxism" (1913) and "Karl Marx" (1914),
Lenin said that the discovery of radium, the electron, and the
transmutation of the elements were the latest discoveries in natural

science which provided remarkable confirmation of Marx's dialectical

materialism. They enabled human thought to penetrate into the depths

of the atom, and so into the depths of the microcosm. That was the
to Wortd Bank Annual
Report

1975,

Washington,

rr calculated from: Yearbook o! National
Yearbook 1974, pp.11,26, 55.
12

See Srari.rrical Yearbook 1973;

1915,

Academician

p.6.

Accounts srarisrics

1972,

p. l2lr stotisticol

Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, August

1974.

B. Kedrov, head ol sector at the Institute of the History of
Natural Sciences and Technology of the USSR Academy of

Sciences. He has written more than 400 works on philosophy, the
history of the notural science, logic and the science of science,

including the monographs"' Lenin and the Revolution in Natural
Science in the 20th Century; Engels and the Dialectics of Natural
Science; Classification of the Sciences, Vols. t-2, and others.
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origin of all the subsequent successes in atomic (electron and nuclear)
physics.

The revolution in natural science consisted not so much in the
experimental discoveries of the new properties of matter and new
physical phenomena, as in the fact that these discoveries ran into
sharp contradiction with the old theoretical views, conceptions and
laws. This led to a resolute reappraisal of the old conceptions, laws
and. theories. So long as radioactivity remained a totally incomprehensible and unexplained phenomenon, its empirical discovery
and the observation of some unknown phenomena connected with it
could not yet bring about a revolution in physics. But when the
theoretical explanation was suggested that it was the spontaneous
disintegration of atoms, the spontaneous transmutation of chemical
elements, this led to profound conclusions which at root destroyed the
old metaphysical views of the atom and the elements. Consequently,
the revolution was brought about by the emergence of a new theory, a
new conception incompatible with the established views.
Applying this criterion of Lenin's to the subsequent development
of physics, one will easily identify several stages in the latest
revolution, of which he wrote in his Materialism and Empiriocriticism (l9()8).
The first stage covers the period from the end of the lfth century
to the mid-1920s, when the electron theory of matter was developed
and used as a basis for elaborating a new physical (electromagnetic)
picture of the world in place of the old, mechanistic picture. This
stage opens with the above-mentioned discoveries, and ends with the
development of Niels Bohr's atomic model on the basis of the
classical conception of the particle as a purely discrete entity. The
efforts of Bohr and other outstanding physicists to overcome the
contradiction between that model and reality eventually undermined
the conception of the electron as a "classical particle". Like photons,
electrons turned out to be dialectically contradictory entities: they
behaved simultaneously like waves and like corpuscles.
The second stage of the revolution opened in the mid-1920 with
the emergence of quantum mechanics. Together with the earlier
theory of relativity, this brought about a complete revolution in the
views of matter and the forms of its motion, and the character of the
uniformities governing microprocesses. The by then obsolete electromagnetic picture of the world, which retained the most important
features of the old, "classical conception", gave way to the new,
quantomechanical-relativistic conception. The I 920s saw the continuation of virtually the same revolution in natural science whose
beginnings Lenin had analysed. In his article, "On the Significance of
Militant Materialism" (1922), he saw a continuation of the revolution
in natural science, describing a single series of discoveries, from
radium to Einsteinls theory of relativity. Lenin characterised Einstein
himself as one of the great transformers of natural science from the
end of the trfth century.
The third stage is connected with the discoveries in nuclear
physics. trt opened on the eve of the Second World War with the
6t

discovery of the neutron (1932) and especially with the discovery of
the fission of heavy nuclei (uranium, etc.), the latter inaugurating

stage, there is need for n

just as radically break
when the theory. of radi
the immutable atom or

reality in the human mind.
THE CRISIS OF NATURAL SCIENCE
AND WAYS TO OVERCOME IT

In his lifetime, Engels wrote about the revolution in

natural

scierice and showed that the progress of science kept providing fresh
confirmation for materialist dialectics. After his death, facts testifying
to these processes began rapidly to multiply. Simultaneously a new
factor, which had not been in existence in the 1fth century, emerged:
philosophical reaction sought to use the progress of science and its
ievolutionary restructuring caused by the great discoveries in physics
for its own purposes. As the old, metaphysical and mechanistic
conceptions of matter, its particles, properties, motion, and types of
uniformities in nature began to collapse, the idealists jumped in with

the claim that materialism, which had allegedly shown itself to be
bankrupt, was going down together with metaphysics and mechanicism. The imaginary collapse of materialism was backed up with

references to the latest discoveries in physics, which allegedly proved
that matter had disappeared, that pure, that is, non-material motion
existed without being in any way connected with some material
substratum, and so on.
The reactionary efforts to oust materialism from natural science
and to supplant it with idealism and agnosticism produced an
exceptionaflt difficult situation in physics, which was latent with
acute contradictions. The relativistic changes of mass were interpreted as the disappearance of mass and of matter together with it.

confirrnation of the fact that materialism had shown natural science
the right way.
The second stage in the latest revolutio_n in natural science is also
paralleled by another stage in the crisis of natural science in the
capitalist countries. This stage is connected with the formation of the
theory of relativity and quantum mechanics. Of course, neither theory
contains within itself anything that is idealistic, and each is in
complete accord with materialist dialectics. The atternpts to violate
these theories and milk them for epistemological conclusions in
.favour of idealism engendered the claim that the principle of causality
had coilapsed (whereas, in fact, it was only a limitation of the
principle of rnechanical causality and of its inapplicability to the
sphere of microphenomena). Space and time were interpreted in
terms of subjective idealism. The interaction between the subject and
the object in the study of microprocesses was said to be due to their
indivisibility, which is why physical instruments were assigned a role

l":illl
ism) on scientific achievements in the second quarter
,n'"tltili
", a defeat
century. In the middle of this century, this school suffered
precisely in that sphere of physics in which it had especially
flotrrished and in whose falsification it had specialised for years,
namely, quantum mechanics. At the beginning of the second half of
this century, the leaders of this school openly broke with subjective
idealism.

Consequently, the idealist onslaught on materialism ended, as it
Materialism
celebrated a fresh victory over idealism in the sphere of physics as

did at the first stage, with the defeat of idealism.

well. At the same time, in the t930s and

1940s

o the fore in the sphere
r and practical purposes
ed that the discovery of
experimental evidence

the school of
in

ng

of

be more precise) was transformed into energy. By the

century, this false conception was also o
the writings of Academician S. Vavilov
dealing with the philosophical aspects o

to
mid-2Oth

y, through
ilosophers

the energy was being destroyed in the proc€ss. Had this idea taken
root in science, there would naturally have been no inducement to
seek other explanations for this fact.
By contrast, Pauli proposed a materialist hypothesis, although he
himself inclined to neopositivism. He expressed the idea thal the
7A

'

undiscovered half of the energy lost by the nucleus was being carried
away by the neutrino particles of matter which were still to be
discovered. These, he said, had no electric charge or mass (or had an

'tnxf i"l"'i"'x}],1\"J"I31,,l"*rbui"?,ff

more than a milestone, so that it was bound inevitably to give way to
another, even more complex picture, whose contours are taking shape

f :li:

half-integral spin.
pothesis had an exceptional role to play in atomic
physics, and whole departments of science would have now been
unfeasible without it. The history of the discovery of the elementary
particle called the neutrino provides a classical illustration of what
Lenin said in another context: "Materialism clearly formulates the as
yet unsolved problem and thereby stimulates the attempt to solve it,
io undertake turther experimental investigation."I
Let us bear in mind that we have followed Lenin in designating as

consciousness.

Let us cite

or
Lenin's remark
1908, Lenin sai
materialism

e.

in
ele

ju

atom.

Why was that warning so meaningful at the time? Before the start
of the latest revolution in natural science (that is, until the end of the

because the idealistic and religious outlook predominates there, in the
socialist countries the crisis has been totally eliminated. This is due to

the fact that dialectical materialism has become the dominant world
outlook in the socialist countries, and this is the kind of way out of the

me

dia

The first conclusion. The new discoveries meant that henceforth it
was not the atom but the electron that was to be set up as the ultimate

capitalist countries now and again adopt
hough this kind of transition is not massive

in any sense.
SOME PREVISIONS

In the period when Lenin was writing his Materialism and
I haye said, the old mechanistic picture of the
was
disintegrating
and a new one for that period, the
'vorld
Empirio-criticism, as

electromagnetic, was taking its place. Many physicists took the new
picture to be the ultimate truth. Only in the mid-1920s did it transpire
that the electromagnetic picture of the world was no more than a
milestone, a stage in the succession of the increasingly complexified
pictures of nature, physical processes, the structure and properties of
matter and its motion. The quantomechanico-relativistic picture of
physical processes, which too\ shape in the 1920s and which
supplanted the by then obsolete electromagnetic picture, offered an
immensely more complex picture of the world of moving matter,2 of
which Lenin had written some 15-20 years earlier. But it, too. was not
the ultimate conception to be established in science, and was also no
72

electron). In his Philo sophical Notebooks, he connected the question
73

idea-a truly "wild" idea from the staridpoint of '.common
s, and continuity and discontinuity
electron came to be regarded

ave, in their intrinsic indivisibility,
ened up for the elaboration of the
algmlg model, and with it, of the whole sphere of microprocesses. But
this discovery, in effect, embodied Lenin's idea that the electron was

unfathomable, i.e., that it was cornplex, and that its properties and
rnanifestations were diverse. The whole of quantum rnechanics was
erected and developed on just such a methodological basis.
However, attempts continued for a long time to base various
computations in atomic physics on the assumption that electrons and
other microparticles were completely simple and even had the form of
points. In this way, these particles were seen as being deprived of
internal structure and as capping the whole succession oJ tn6 discrete

forms of matter. Such views were upset by relatively recent
experimental discoveries which made it possible to start the
penetration of elementary particles themselves. These discoveries
show that particles are not at all elementary in the absolute sense, just
as chemical elements and their particles, atoms, turned out to be
non--elementary in the same sense. Today, elementary physical
particle-s are also regarded as complex- transmutable and having an
internal structure which has yet to be clarified in detail.
In this way, while overcoming the inclination of many scientists to
hold on to the old metaphysical ideas and notions, physics has steadily
established the principles which Lenin put forward a half-century ago.
DIALECTICAL SUMMING-UP OF THE HISTORY
OF NATURAL SCIENCE

Lenin

natural sc
believed t
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ce not only of philosophy for
science for philosophy, for he
vided by coitempoiary natural

science an
ken as the basis for elaboiating the
whole theory of dialectics, its laws and categories, its principles,
elements and problems. When enumerating all the departmenis of
knowledge from which dialectics and the theory of Knowledge were
to take shape, Lenin named a number of natural sciences and the
history of the individual sciences, including the natural sciences as
well.
Here, he believed, the history of natural science should not be
taken in its empirical form, not in the. form of a summing-up of
historical facts or a description of individual discoveries, but in its
logical and generalised form (or dialectically processed, as Lenin put
it). From the dialectical treatment of the history of science and ihe
history of all knowledge in general there should take shape and
crystallise dialectics or, dialectical logic, as it is sometimes called, as
a method of scientific cognition.
As a result of this treatment of the hisfory of science and
technology, the categories of dialectics appear as stages through
which cognition runs successively in the study of any objects, notably,

I have em
importance:
learn to hel
dialectics to

the objects of nature. In this context, Lenin observed that there was
need for a history of thought analysed from the standpoint of the

development and application of the general conceptions and
categories of logic.
This idea is central to Lenin's Philosophical Notebooks. He takes
the categories of substance and causality as an example to show in

(conception)

the
lerns

most

ltffa

of substance in order to discover the causes of
At the same time, real cognition of the cause is a

Arter
nation

an

of natural scientists to the philosophers.
In the same work, Lenin gave us an example of how this should be
done. Just before Timiryazev published his article on the theory of
relativity, which contained many incorrect views and bore the mark of
positivism. The author referred to Lenin, whose statements he had
failed to understand, and extolled the spontaneous rnaterialism of

deepening of the cognition from external phenomena to substance. To
carry out this kind of analysis, Lenin says, there is need to make use,

apart from the history of philosophy, of the quintessence of the
history of natural science plus the history of technology.T
Today, the dialectical treatment of the history of natural science
and technology is a vitally necessary and highly honorary task.
Research in this direction holds promise of much benefit both for
philosophy and for natural science in terms of elaboration of scientific
method and its enrichment with new generalisations, so as to make
this method adequate-and not only as a whole, but also in its
particulars-to the contemporary level of the development of
science, including natural science. This task is so important and
meaningful that Lenin believed it to be a continuation of the work'of
Hegel and Marx. This must consist in "the dialectical elaboration of
the history of human thought, science and technology".E
This work is complicated and time-consuming, for it requires the
processing of a vast quantity of data from the history of natural
science and technology, and also from their contemporary state.
ALLIANCE UF PI.,iiLOST]Fi-IEHS AND NATURAL SC]ENTISTS
What has been said shows that Lenin regarded the relationship of
philosophy and natural science as interdependence: philosophy helps
natural science to solve its problems, and the latter, for its part, helps
philosophy to tackle its own problems, and that this is achieved in
either case through a philosophical summing-up of the results of
contemporary natural science and its history. Both sides stand to gain
from their contact and cooperation (and this was mentioned, in
particular, by Alexander Herzen inhis Letters on the Study of Nature,
which he wrote in the 1840s).
If this two-fold task is to be tackled more successfully, there is
need for a close and creative alliance between Marxist philosophers
and modern natural scientists. The idea of such an alliance is one of
the main-if not the main-idea of Lenin's article "On the
Significance of Militant Materialism", where he says: "Modern
natural scientists (if they know how to seek, and if we learn to help
them) will find in the Hegelian dialectics, materialistically interpreted,
a series of answers to the philosophical problems which are being
raised by the revolution in natural science and which make the
intellectual admirers of bourgeois fashion 'stumble' into reaction."e

I

only

confronted in modern natural scieDce.
In contrast to the philosopher, the natural scientist is not always
acquainted with the various complicated philosophical problems,
all the
ld be

concrete terms how the question should be formulated and analysed
along these lines. This approach has something like two interrelated
aspects: cognition of matter moves deeper down to a cognition
phenomena.

use

natural scientists, claiming that this materialism and the experimental

quently repeated on many occasions by those who sought to
overthrow Einstein's theory, including some writers in this country).

Con
printed
journal

d the very fact
Marxism, had
earnest that the
modern natural
scientists who inclined to rnaterialism and were not afraid to stand up
by
lid

that a

be

bourgeois ideas and
(while Timiryazev as

by spontaneous,

that

bourge
n less can
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rnaterialism.
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I V. I. Lenin, Collected W'orks, Moscow, Vol. 14, p. 46.
2 See ibid., p. 2Eo.
3 Ibid., vot. 3E, p. l12.
a Ibidem.
5

Ibid"-.

6 Ibid., Yot.t4, p. 262.
7 See ibid., Vol. 38, p. 159.
8 Ibid., pp. 146-147.
e Ibia., vor. 33, p. 234.
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The History of Science

Sociology of Science
YLADISIIY KELLE,
SETYON TIKULIXSXY

historico-scientific research, whose subject-matter is the concrete
historical development of science as a whole and of its individual

Historical experience shows that the emergence and the development of the individual sciences and various special fields of

lines;
research into the structural-cum-organisational problems of scien-

tific activity;

sociological research into science;
research into the economic problems
science;

of the

development of

scientometric resea-rch, which, we think, should be regarded
rather as a method of quantitative interpretation of proceises in
science; and

arrendant upon the clevelo-pment of the concrete sciences also applies
entirely to the science of scienc'e
itself and to
fo the
fhe various
verinrrs tirids
li,ie. of
science itself,
^f

peculiar self-cognition of science which may assume various forms.
The science of science has turned out to be such a comprehensive
sphere and instrument of the self-cognition of science developing
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Drofessional recognition as a reward for scientific accomplishments
was the main mot-ive force in the activity of scientists and explained

of merely studying the social conditions in which scientific knowledgg
is obtained. It wai first introduced in the 194Os and by the lfti6s had

underlying its development.
m

tl

Soviet State have always focused their attention on developing
science in this country.
In the 1920s, various studies of science were carried on in the

need to elaborate it.

Extensive studies of the social aspects of the devilopment of

of science, which have the content and form of scientific knowledge
for their subjec
the production
activity in gene
of relations, in
material basis for the development of science and its social nature and

in the sociology of science are confined to a study of the patterns,
norms and motivations in the behaviour of scientists. The sociology of
system of c-ulture,, serving as the basis for working out a world
outlook, and that its social functions and role in soiial life would

nents of the social whole. At the same time, the sociology of science is
ehensive
an essential depart
science.
study which canno
science.
Such, we belie
Those in this country who write in various contexts on the problems
of the sociology of siience are agreed on the chief and basic principles
a2

&t

of the a
interest
Rostov
science

details. Thus, an

ut by a group of
science with the
of science deals
with a much broader range of problerns than does the sociology of

science.
We feel that the subject-matter of the sociology of science tends to
as
whose
bet
social
iom
e, it is

institution with other social phenomena. In its turn the study of
relations within science itself enriches the interrelation between
science and society as a whole.

These two aspects should be differentiated but not contrasted with

field,
fully

f

rhe

to be

But it
sulccessfu

developm
with the
science.

Sociological studies
E4

of

science can be carried on

at different

levels: at the rnicrolevel, with a study of relations taking shape within
scientific collectives in the process of immediate creative activity, and
at the macrolevel, with research into science on the scale of states and
science as a whole. The existence of these levels is objectively based
on the fact that the development of science is determined by the
operation of many factors, with various factors coming to the fore and
producing peculiar problems at the various levels in tfre organisation
of science. When considering the successes of individual scientists,
the important problems are those of his talents, dedication, moral

qualities, responsibility to society, social attitude, and so on. But
nowadays, scientific achievements are hardly ever the result of
individual activity, for as a rule the scientist works in a collective and
his effort tends to influence the work of the collective. The efficiency
of a scientific collective-laboratory, group, sector or institute-is
not a mere sum-total of the efforts of its members, for the highly
important thing here is the organisation of the collective, the style and
level of management, the character of relations and the creative
atmosphere in the collective, all of which are matters studied by the
sociology and psychology of science.rr
The activity of every scientific collective is a part of the overall
functioning of scie4ce in the country (for the sake of convenience we
omit a number of elements). trf the developrnent of science is to be
promoted at this level, there is need to tackle problerns of a totally
different order. Thus, there is need to reckon with the fact that as the
development of a scientific idea advances-ffom its origination to its
application in production-scientific activity is itsblf carried on
within an intricate system of relations: informational, organisational,
economic, legal, ethical, and so on, and also of relations between
science and production, and science and society. The ordering of
these relations (like organising the information service, the financing
of science, the conduct of the appropriate scientific policy, and so on)
is a task in the management of science on the scale of the whole
country.
Furthermore, the division of labour has broadly penetrated
modern science, and it has various types of studies. Those which are
designed to cognise the objective uniformities of nature and society
are known as basic, while the task of applied research and the
corresponding sciences is to apply scientific discoveries and to
materialise knowledge in technical schemes, technological processes,
and so on. Accordingly, one of the tasks in the managernent of science
on the national scale is to secure the proper balance between basic and
applied research.
While technological progress requires that science should develop
ahead of the technological level, within the framework of the science
itself basic research, as the basis of applied research, must run ahead
of the arrangement of the corresponding applied research. It is highly
important to secure the continuity of the process which starts in the
sphere of basic research and culrninates in the production eISect. Only
then will new ideas not tend to become "stale", but will rapidly yield
fruit. These problems have to be tackled all the ti,me, and success

depends on the organisation and cooperation of scientific research,
the training and distribution of scientific personnel, the material
back-up of science, and so on. Science has become so vast, important
and intricate a system that it is no longer possible to rely in its
management on things like intuition, personal experience, and so on,
but only on the strictly scientific approach, which does not, of course,
invalidate the significance either of the personal experience or the
intuition of its leaders. The whole point is that science must be
brought to bear on the management of science itself.

As in any other field, the tasks arising in the

management

of

science require the use of data from its various departments. The
sociology of science is a part of the complex of sciences on which
management activity has to rely. Success in this activity largely
depends on the regulation of the social relations within the sphere of
science and its relationships with other social institutions. It is the
prerogative of the sociology of science to study these ties and
relations, and the social parameters of organisational and administra-

and social sciences. The solution of such comprehensive problems
requires an allround elaboration of the systems approach. Another major sociological problem of science is, as we have said,
the problem of organising research on the level of scientific

tive activity.

Modern science is inconceivable without a modicum of centralised
leadership, but excessive centralisation already tends to engender the
danger of bureaucratisation in science. That is why there arisos the
the management of science and working out

ity of

management, its capability of swiftly
equirements which come to the fore in science
and production and which help to create the conditions for the utmost
development of creative initiatives within scientific collectives and on
the part of every creative scientist.
The management of science requires the planning of science, the
formulation of a strategy for its development, and the crucial problem
here is to select the main lines of research. This is a fairly difficult
task, because it is impossible to predict in advance the results that
may be obtained in any basic line of research, for the whole purpose
of basic research is to discover unknown laws and to probe the
unexplored essence of phenomena and processes. It is not surprising,
therefore, that when in the late 1920s and early 1930s we in this

country first tried

to plan scientific

research, our numerous

intellectual friends in the West expressed surprise, while most of the
others declared it to be an absurdity. Some scientists abroad could
not, otheis did not want to, understand that nobody in this country
intended to plan discoveries, that nobody prescribed what and how
the scientists had to discover. What was meant here was to create a
system that would secure the collective ascertainment b! scientists of
the chief and most promising lines of scientific quest and pool efforts
and resources in these lines of research. However, the Soviet
experience which had been met in the West with such incredulity in
the 1930s is now being accepted in all the industrialised countries.
That is not to say, however, that we have solved all the problems in
the planning of science, for here a great deal still remains to be done.

In

order

to

avoid

a

one-sided approach

in

evaluating the

perspectives in the development.of science, there is need for special

u

and before the boundaries between the sciences were strictly

demarcated, this principle for structuring scientific institutes was not
merely justified, but was in fact the most rational one. Nowadays it
tends to clash with the modern structure of science.
The differentiation of the sciences is an objective regularity in the
development of knowledge, and the formation of new branches is
bound to accelerate. As a result, new lines of research find it ever

harder

to find their place within the framework of

established

organisational links. As they grow, such institutes cease to be
manageable, lose their character of being a definite creative
collective, and this has a negative effect on the solution of major
fundamental problems calling for concentrated efforts.
Alongside the differentiation of the sciences, there is an ever

The internal structure of these institutes should also be improved.
cases, the problem laboratories and problem groupl could

In most

apparently

be much more productive than permanent sectors

structured on the sectoral principle.

A study

should also be made of

the optimal relationship within research collectives between the
various categories of scientific workers and between scientific and

ancillary personnel. Everyone knows the harm that comes from the
shortage of technical personnel, when scientists have to do work
below their qualification level.12
The rapid development of science and technology has posed the
problem of the mobility of scientific personriel, their capability to
switch from one field of research to another, however, closely related
to the former. In these conditions, some retraining and mastering new
lines and methods of research become inevitable. After all, the higher
school is as a rule oriented upon the existing level of science and
sometimes even-and regrettably-upon its old requirernents. The
ditficulties arising in restructuring the problem spectrum and the
structure of research institutes are frequently connected with this
inability of some scientific workers to switch to a new line of
research, even within the limits of the same branch of knowledge.
Man's intercourse with nature is mediated by his intercourse with
other rnen. Nowadays, as the collective nature of scientific work
tends rapidly to grow, deep-going changes take place in the mentality
of the scientist and bear, in particular, on his motivational sphere. A
powerful incentive for fruitful scientific endeavour comes from the
scientist's awareness of his civic responsibility to society and his urge
to dedicate himself to the service of his people. The disinterested
yearning for new knowledge has also been one of the most powerful
inducements for men of science. The enthusiasm which springs from
the process of scientific creativity goes hand in hand with other
motivations, like the urge for self-assertion, for individual selfexpression, material well-being, and so on. These motivations should
not be branded as base. Consider the individual's urge to enter
mankind's historical hall of fame by making some discovery. The
designation of a scientific !aw, theory or effect by an individual's
name has always been-and still is-an attractive prospect, being
seen as the highest reward which bears no comparison with material
remuneration. But today, the situation is a different one becauie there
are more and more "anonymous" discoveries, that is, those which are
made by scores of men. In short, the hierarchy of rnotivations is the
question that requires attention and socio-psychological analysis.
Another irnportant sociological problem is that of aecelerating the
adaptation of young specidlists in a scientific collective. All these
problems cannot be tackled only in t
need for clear-cut and precise unde
and scientific substantiation of the
impossible to do without serious concrete sociological studies, but
they alone will not suffice either. It is necessary to make an indepth
study of the historical experience in the organisation of science and
the logic of its development. This, for its part, requires good
historico-sociological grounding and concrete knowledge of the forms
and methods of work in the sphere of modern natural science.
This short exarnination of sociological and related problems in
science shows, we feel, that their solution is of great practical
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The History of Science
and the Systems Approach
IGOR BLAUBERG

uniformity have failed to date. Besides, a transformation in the views
held on the matter by the same specialists has been seen *itt ttr.
passage of time.
As we see it, an explanation of the state of affairs should not be
sought in the personal tastes and preferences of the authors of various
writings 9n the subject. The causes lie much deeper and are primarily
linked with the nature of the systems approach itself .
That approach is directed towards elaborating specific cognitive
means that are in accord with the tasks of research into, and the
construction of , complex objects. It comprises a kind of methodological core of the entire area of present-day systems research. Inasmuch
as complex objects and the scientific disciplines studying them are so
heterogeneous, this cannot but lead to different interpretations both
of the essence of the systems approach, and the sum of the
methodological principles in which that essence finds expression.
These difficulties are also made greater for the very idea of
systems having existed in philosophy since antiquity.2 As for the
philosophical and general methodological principles of research into
objects with complex organisations ("systems"), these have been
exhaustively examined by the classics of Marxism. In the profundity
with which the inner mechanisms of the functioning and development
of economic relations in the capitalist system are dealt with, Karl

our case: "system", "element", "structure" and the like) should be

considered in the context of the entire conception, and the latter, in its
turn, in the context of all science and its development trends. This
90

not only a valuable methodological
d conception of an empirical world.

ning as a fundamental premise in the
research.5

We have drawn so extensively from Laszlo's article because the
above passage shows in sufficient relief a mode of analysis and
appraisal of the history of systems ideas which cannot but evoke
considerable objection. In his desire to emphasise the productiveness
of a definite systems conception, the author has endowed it with
which, on closer examination, have proved a mere
-known truths. In his exposition, von Bertalanffy's
science are yoked together with "discoveries" that
cannot be ascribed to him. This refers in the first place to "priority"
appraisals. The problem of wholeness as worded above ("'the whole is
greater than the surn of its parts") was raised even in antiquity and
since then has been a constant object of philosophical reflection- That

In this connection, it would be in place to adduce the testimony of

V. Kremyansky, the Soviet researcher. In noting the guiding

principles in Bertalanffy's biological theory-the notion of a system
as one whole; the dynamic conception of life; consideration of the
evels of organisation- he
e propositions, Bertalanfsummed up the results of
nceptions, mainly organi-

In conclusion, we shall also note another moot point in the above
quoted characteristic of the principle of wholeness. Erwin Laszlo,

t]Ol
co
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analysis of the functions of the notion of wholeness in scientific
knowledge see notes 7 and 8).
Thus
ttempt to
principle
cannot be
We have
ses which,
for the
is task in
aspect. The difficulty arises, not only in a study of the systems
approach as a whole but also in any appraisal of the actual content and
scientific novelty of individual and narrow systems conceptions, as
for instance von Bertalanffy's "general system theory". Ifhas been
shown in Sovi
system theory",
especially in the
Bertalanffy in the
Iast years of his
strict sense of the

word as a grouping together of a number of disciplines which, in their
sum, irnplernent the methodology of the systems approach.
Consequently, the referEnce here is to several initial principles of
systems research on whose basis those fnnctions are determined. For
a comparative appraisal of the content of these principles, one has to
return to the sources of systems ideas which, in their turn, can be
found in the history of sci-ence on the basis of the treatment df the
systems approach we possess today.
There arises a quite unpleasant situation-a vicious circle.
It is evidently impossible to cope with this situation inasmuch the
difficulty we have mentioned is not peculiar only to a study of the
history of systems ideas but is of a far more general nature. In our
case, however, the difficulties are made the greater by the existence
of numerous unexplored areas on the map of the history of science. trt
has to be acknowledged that, in the elaboration of the systems
approach, theory has been given a marked and evidently unjustified
lead over history. trncidentally this situation cannot but reveal a
certain positive aspect: the current state of work on the theoretical
aspects of the systems approach is such that, as we see it, it permits

an advance along the road of historical iesearch by following

sufficiently clear guidelines, and not by groping in the dark.
We strall attempt below to take a few steps in that direction, with
the aim of at least shedding some preliminary light on sorne pages in
the history of systems ideas in Soviet science.

principles of systerns and
An interest in evolving ; ;;,
structural research may well be called a major tradition in Soviet
science. The literature on the subject has dealt in sufficient detail with
the fundamental features of A. Bogdanov's tektology, in which an
attempt was made to forrnulate the general structurai principles of
organisation.ro In regarding tektology as one of the first conceptions
of general systems, Soviet researchers are far from idealising it; on
the contrary, they have revealed a number of its negative aspects
which are linked with Bogdanov's p<lsitivist errors and the elements
of mechanicisrn inherent in him. At the same tirne, the reading public
have far less knowledge of works tly Russian scholars who, in certain
respects, can be considered Bogdanov's forerunners. We are
referring to writings by N. Belov and E. Fyodorov.
trn an article published in 19ll,r' N" Belov, physician and
physiologist, forrnulated the principle of negative feedback. To the
best of our knowledge, A. Malinovsky was the first to indicate the
close kinship between that discovery and the ideas of cybernetics.r2
The significance of N. Belov's conception for the theory of
organisation came in for special consideration in an article by L.
Petrushenko,rr which incidentally contains the fairly sparse biographical data about the scientist which W€ possess today. Belov set forth
his discovery as follows: "...the mechanisrn of the organisrn is
probably based on principles of reverse structure . That principle can
be. explained as follows: all organs and tissues are in such an
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interrelation that if organ or tissue A affects another organ or tissue B,
enhancing its life-activity, then B affects A in return-".n characteristically enough, this kind of interaction, which N. tseiov called

ontogenetic development of the organism.rs

existence in conditions of a non-stable environment. We shall note
that this idea was formulated at least a decade earlier than the
celebrated "organismic boom" in biology.
The doctrine of internal secretion in organs and tissues was the
sphere of the concrete
is concep

Belov's works. He div
into endohormones (re

es operat
organism

went on to
that presents
s parts of the
mbination of

controlled by the mechanism of negative feedback, is of important
adaptive significance. "The organism," N. Belov wrote, '"lives in
ity. Therein iies its
e organism always

it could not adapt

in
al
fI
m

or
external variety
organism could

an exohormone

The above, as we see it, goes to show that

c
dynamic

thought

ideas on

constant balancnomena." 16

L. Itetrushenko's
hold that tselov's idea of the organism as a
stem anticipated several of Bertalanffy's

The scientific views of the prominent R.ussian crystallographer E.
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formulation of this law runs as follows: "The future belongs to what is
less orderly but possesses that which in the highest degree ensures
greater orderliness, i.e., is marked by 'life (biological, psychological.
etc.) mobility'. At any given moment, these elements are suppressed
by orderly and adapted elements. In life, however, there takes place a
constant process of the destruction of the latter and the advancement
of the mobile elements of new and superior orderlinesses which,
under the pressure of progressive life, perish in their turn, yielding
place to even higher orderliness."25

"Perfectionism", which was accompanied by a summary in French.

knowledge at a given time?"x
We thus see that the idea of the integration
belong exclus

However,
any
and- the idea

we place
matter of present-day science.2a It is worth recalling that a period of
seventy years separates these two propositions.
In Fyodorov's opinion, the general line of perfection in nature
does not coincide with enhanced adaptability. Thus life-stability is
linked not with adaptability but with the capacity for adaptation. This
is an expression of the law of perfectionism in biology, which
characterises the dynamic aspect of life phenomena. A more detailed
%

of

science does not
slotn that

research
On the

n

terms as "collectivity" in the meaning use<t by E. Fyodorov, although
the two stand quite close in content. The notion of t"system" is richer

in content than "structure", "function". or even "wholeness". It
contains an anti-elernentarist intention, an indication of wholeness
and environment, and makes it possible to introduce ideas of

"sub-system" and'"suprasystem". Besides, mathematical traditions
make it possible for the notion to orientate the system on an arbitrary
rnultitude of objects, and not to restrict the choice of the object of
research and the construction of the object of stlldy. Finally, it is used
in practically all the sciences and is therefore capable of performing a
substantial integrating function "
But if this notion is to perform such functions, the researcher who
makes use of it should be aware of the rnethodological demands that
are conditioned by the functioning of the notion within the framework
of the systerns approach. In other words, since the notion "system"
does not in itself contain such demands, which stem from the broader
context of development trends in piesent-day scientific knowledge,
the researcher working in the sphere of the systems approach should
not iose sight of this guiding context.
That kind of broad orientation marks a work to which we shall
devote the concluding section qf this article. The reference is to
"Essays on the Theory of Science" by the Soviet mathernatician and
logician G. Gruzintsev.2T
In 1907, G. Gruzintsev (1880-1929) graduated from Kharkov
University,
where he was professor from l9l0 to 1918. In 1918, he
-became professor
in the Dniepropetrovsk Institute of Public Education. His mathematical interests dealt with the theory of functions and
the theory of sets, and he was author of a number of works on logic,
inctruding a book entitled Logic, which was based on two reports on
the problem of the "theory of science", delivered by the author in
Kharkov in April 1927 at a joint session of research bodies.2t He
began by mentioning the substantial shift that had taken place in the
rnost differing areas of contemporary scientific thought, a shift that
could be seen in the Marxist theory of value, in the biological theory
of heredity, the substantiation of geometry, the quantum theory and
the theory of atomic structure, in the analysis of word structure in
linguistics and so on. In the author's opinion, that shift was marked by
three features: l) the systems point of view, 2) relativism, and 3)
exactitude or at least a striving towards it. The explanation given of
that shift is highly significant: "It is based on the higher demands
presented by modern science to its methods, demands created in
considerable rneasure by the difficulty of the tasks set to it and
irresolvable with the aid of the old logical means."'B

The study of any object, whether complex or simple, is unbreakably
linked with the study of the system it enters into.3r

Two other principles of scientific research, in
opinion, are closely linked with the systems point oT
concrete forrns of it. "Relativism'" (logical) consists
being shifted from a study of properties to a study of reiationships.
"Exactitude" presupposes, in the first place, the discovery and
formulation of the lesser system whose study is necessary for
knowledge of a given object, and secondly, operation only within the
limits of that system"32
The author also touches upon the qmestion of the integration of
science: "...from the systems point of view, the synthesis or
unification of knowledge is not only its aim but an essential condition
of a possibility of knowledge which we consider acceptable as such to
us".rj Gruzintsev's work is very rich in the ideas it contains and its
use of notional means. The author introduces the notions of a
the latter into
ystern and a cognitive s
kes use of an
and a cognitive system
research and
senal of notions in the
substantiation, and sets the task of creating a special science dealing
with science and the scientific method.3a It is beyond the scope of this
article to deal in detail with all these probierns; that should be the
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conceptions which distort man's true strbstance and the development
of society.
Engels's concern with the origins of man and society largely
sprang frorn the scientific discoveries in biology and the ideological
struggle which they sparked off. Darwin's demonstration of the
animal origins of man had a revolutionising effect on scientific and
ideological conceptions in the mid-lfth century. There arose the
question of drawing a line between the animal and the social world,
and establishing the nature of the connection between them and the
possible transitional forms. But the prevalence of theological,
idealistic and metaphysical views among scientists in that period

deprived science of any reliable methodological basis that was
for any objective analysis of such intricate and largely

necessary

unexpected problems. Even forward-looking scientists seeking to gain

an objective cognition of the regularities of nature did not quite
escape various fundamental errors. Some tended to absolutise the
direct impact of the external environment on the organism, regarding
the developrnent of the animal world as being rigidly determined by
the surrounding conditions. Others, on the contrary, tended to
exaggerate the role of instincts and behavioural reflexes in the life of
the higher animals. Both extrernes allowed for the existence of some
non-material, extra-natural force as a source of the supreme purpose.
At this point, teleology coalesced with theology.
Darwin succeedeii in overcoming l.amarck's straightforward
determinisur and brilliantly resolved the biological aspect of the

problem. He proved that natural selection was the motive force in the
progressive evolution of the animal world" But being a natural
scientist, Darwin concentrated on the biological problems of anthropogenesis, ignoring the role in it of labour as a specific social
attitude to nature and'the regularities governing the formation of
society. In addition, when considering purely biological rnatters he
tended to exaggerate the importance of the sexual 3spect of natural
selection, while producing brilliant ideas that were subsequently
d that favoitrable features
borne out by genetics. Thus, D
tend to be fixed in the eourse
through coalescence with
external changes attracting the attention of members of the opposite
sex. Besides, he did not succeed in duly appreciating the deep-going
qualitative gap between the anirnal's instinctive "nnind" and the
human intellect, believing the difference to be one of pure quantity.
Engels undoubtedly has the honour of producing a scientific
elaboration of the social aspect of man's origin. He was the first to
show that the forrnation of man and society amounted to a dialectical
interaction between two sides of a single process. Engels's approach
rocess and its
in principle

explanation
forces. But
rnaterialist attempts to
resulting from a
to deriye social
world. It would
ro2

non-material

y, the vulgar
explain anthroposociogenesis chiefly as

<lf
fr
e, to
n
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cesses and also

s of the animal
s's contribution

here to his having made a rnere addition to Darwin's conception of
anthropogenesis in a thoroughly detailed theory of sociogenesis. The
objective interconnection between the two aspects of the single
process led to the fact that his exposition of the social aspect of the
problem helped Engels substantially to specify many elements of
anthropogenesis, and in particular to overcome some of Darwinism's
limitations in the concrete historical form in which it was forrnulated
by Darwin himself.
Engels's labour theory of anthroposociogenesis included the
achievements of Darwinisrn stripped of their biologising extraneous
features. The point is that it is these extraneous features together with
the elements of Darwin's idealistic approach to social life that
subsequently provided the grounds for theoretical speculations by
social Darwinists, eugenicists, behaviourists, holists, and so on.
Even today, many Western ideologists try to present the defects

objectively inherent

in

bourgeois society (the arbitrary acts of

capitalists, property-holders, the sway of bureaucratic officials,
aggressiveness and militarism, racism and fascism, rivalry and
individualism) as being immanent in the mentality of the individual, as
a part of mankind's make-up, allegedly stemming frorn the animal
world. This helps to obscure the social origins and the historically
transient character of these defects. For the same purpose, they will

now and again declare that man's formative period is far from

complete, and set him up as an isolated individual instead of a social
being. While Freud held that man was an anirnal fettered with culture,
the Austrian ethologist K. Lorentz insists that modern rnan is no more

than an interrnediate link between the animal and man proper.
Another extrerne is expressed in the writings of the US sociologist
R. Ardrey, who has revived a kind of social Darwinisrn, by artificially
socialising relations in the animal world, seeking out in it classes,
property and aggression. In other words, either bourgeois society's
social relations are imposed on certain phenomena in the animal
world, or the biological regularities of the animal world are regarded
as being pivotal to social relations and as providing the motive forces
tor social development. Each of these trends distorts man's social
nature and the biological substance of the animal world.
Let us note in this connection that when taking issue with the
methodologically similar biologising and sociologising views, Engels
directed the edge of his scientific theory both against the ideological
rnyth about the poor individual savages who subsequently decided to
get together and form a society, and against the vulgar naturephilosophy idea about man's having borrowed the social element from
the animal world"
In the light of the Marxist conception, it is not some idealistic
miracle of creation or a purely biological selection but labour with the
dialectical unity of its material and spiritual elements, constituting
"the prime basic condition for all human existence", that emerges as
the bond between anthropogenesis and sociogenesis.r In what sense is
it possible to regard man as being a product of labour if labour,
according to Engels. took shape in the processes of an-

throposociogenesis? Having made a materialist analysis of the genetic

bond between man and the animal world, which Darwin indicated,
Engels elaborated the idea that labour had its origins in the specific
forms of the biological adaptation of the higher anthropoids to the
environment. The latter's vital activity could be ensured through the
evolutionary improvement of their natural organs of labour in the
development of habits of manipulating the various objects, which for
its part was determined by the corresponding morphological organisation and a sufficiently flexible nervous system. This kind of activity
could rise to the level of biological specialisation of the species,
without producing any narrow specialisation of the natural organs of
labour.
The fact that anthropoid apes used sticks, stones and fruit enabled
Engels to recreate the way at the beginning of the casual and then of
the systematic use of various natural objects to provide for their vital
activity. The advantages of instrumental activity as a form of initial
biological specialisation were most clearly expressed in the natural
succession of the passive and mostly individual gathering of food,
which gave way to active group hunting for small game and large
animals. This kind of hunting helped emergent men to give up
vegetable food and switch to the consumption of meat, which creates
more favourable chemical and physiological premises for more
intense development of the brain. At the same time, hunting, being an
activity involving the systematic use of instruments and a division of
functions among its participants, also helped to develop the signalling
and communicative mechanisms of intercourse, to shape the group
consciousness and the self-consciousness of man.
Gradual quantitative changes along this way resulted in a
qualitative leap whose ultimate outcome was the creation of artificial
implements of labour, that is, the origination of production and of
primitive cooperation as the initial cell of its organisation.
That is precisely the origin of the social forms which are proper to
man. This is a break in the continrlity of development, a qualitative
leap marking a line in this process which allows us to consider the
preceding and the subsequent stages of anthroposociogenesis as
man's natural birth in the course of biological evolution and man's
self-origination as a result of his own material activity.
The founders of Marxism did not confine themselves to analysing
the visible and concretely tangible aspect of labour, and went on to
show that it is a process in which not only nature but man himself, the
subject of labour, and social relations are modified. This enabled
Engels to bring out the deeply embedded feedback mechanism of the
biological-morphological organisation, the material activity in the
transformation of external nature and the communicative and
informational structure of human intercourse.
Engels's work, The Part Played by Labour in the Transition from
Ape to Man, offers a striking example of generalised analysis and an
encyclopaedically coherent view of anthroposociogenesis in the
dialectical unity of its tendencies, stages and specific contradictions
inherent in it. In studying the problem of man's and mankind's
r04

origination, Engels made full use

of the heuristic power of the
dialectical method.
He showed that the process of anthroposociogenesis developed
along two contradictory lines: the immediate biological adaptation to
the environment, and the social transformation of the latter by means
of the instruments of labour. The interaction between these two
contradictory tendencies characterised the inherent integrity of the
process of anthroposociogenesis, each of whose natural stages has its
own specific structure of contradictions, way of their resolution and
transition to a new stage of development or return to the old stage.
Engels considered the immanent property of matter for selfmotion, for self-development as the basic cause of man's origination
in society, of the transition from the biological form of the motion of
matter to the social form. This approach entailed an analysis above all
of the internal contradictions of the biological form of the motion of
matter itself. He connected the tendency for transition to a higher
stage of organisation not with the whole biological form of the motion
of matter, but only with that part of it which was most developed and
promising in evolutionary terrfs, namely, the terrestrial anthropoids
of the Tertiary Period.
The origination and formation of social regularities which were
determined by the development of the instrumental-communicative
activity and adequate psychophysiological organisation of individuals
were pivotal to the progressive evolution of the primates towards the
higher form of the motion of matter. One of the consequences of this
process was the displacement of the purely biological attitude of men
to their environment and to each other, notably the egocentrism and
zoological individualism which were inherent in the behaviour of the
higher apes. The struggle of these tendencies constituted the basis of
anthroposociogenesis as a protracted epoch in the formation of man
and society. The sharp change in the regime of vital activity among
the higher anthropoids in the Tertiary Period under the impact of
ecological processes led to structural changes in their morphological
organisation. It is the accumulation and consolidation in the course of
progressive evolution of the ability for purposeful manipulation of

inorganic objects designed to change the environment that created the
premises for the qualitatively new stage in the development of the
animal world, opening up the possibility for transition beyond its
boundaries. In this way, one variant of biological adaptation produced
in the specific ecological conditions the beginnings of a new stage of

progressive evolution. For its part, each new stage of anthroposociogenesis produced a specific range of variants of the
emeigent types of vital activity.
It is the dialectical interconnection of the quantitative and the
qualitative, the accidental and the necessary, the external and the
internal, the mutational and the hereditary factors that provides the
materialist explanation of the substance of anthroposociogenesis. It
has not been straightforward, smooth or unconditionally progressive,

for there have been evolutionary dead ends, movements in reverse,

explosive spurts forward and the extinction of whole populations. As

the process of anthroposociogenesis advanced, ever greater importance within it attached not so much to the natural selection of
individuals (as Darwin had assumed) as to the peculiar competition
among well-knit herds and progressive anthropoid populations. The
Iatter represented various stages and variants of evolutionary
development, frequently interacting with each other (ranging from
interbreeding to mutual destruction). On the whole, the tree of this
evolution can now be traced only in the most general outline. Science
has established that the Australopithecus, who used to kill apes in his
habitat, was ousted by the Pithecanthropos, who was himself forced
niches to the Neanderthal man. For several
thousands of years, the latter had to coexist with the Cromagnon rnan
who subseluently became Horno's sole representative on the Earth.
What then are the chronoiogical limits of anthroposociogenesis?

to cede his ecological

Contemporary scientists date man's origins over a very broad
spectrum of time, from 2.5-3 million years (L.Leakey) to 20,fiX)25,0(n years ago (B. Porshnev). Anthropologists, archaeologists,
physiologists, psychologists,
philosophers frequently adopt diff
difference of approach is not the
the dates is due above all to the fa
process of anthroposociogenesis. This is, in effect; a dialectical view
of the transition itself , the consideration of the dialectic of continuity
and discreteness in the development of man and society. The
methodological idea which runs right through Engels's abovementioned work- the interconnection between the basic forms of the
motion of matter and the inclusion of the lower forms v/ithin the
higher, without being reducible to the rest-organically fits into the
great philosophical conception which he set forth in his Dialectics of
Nature.
Between the period in which the fossil anthropoids straightened
out into an erect posture and began to wield stones, and the period in
which man "finally" took shape lay a vast historical period in which
the forrner was transformed into the latter. The emergence of man and
society is not an instant act, not a line or leap across a chasrn
separating the animal world frorn society, but a drawn out,
contradictory and dramatic process. That is why it is impossible to
give any precise date for man's origin. The only thing that can be done
is to set a chronological framework for anthroposociogenesis and to
mark out its basic stages and inberent regularities.
In the analysis of the genetic structure of the process Engels's idea
about the existence in the distant past of transitional beings as a
peculiar link and a boundary between the animal and the social world
is of exceptional importance. [Ie held that the stage of separation
from the animal world vras logically connected with the developrnent
of our simian ancestors, who were 'igregarious" and the stage of the
completion of anthroposociogenesis, with the further evolution of
"men in the making".2 Engels's idea about the inevitable bifurcation
of the leap from the animal world to society, and about a hypothetical
transitional stage became the basis for the conception of two leaps in
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the process of anthroposociogenesis, which has been elaborated in
detail by Soviet scientists (V.Alekseyev, Yu.Bromley, A.Pershitz,
Ya. Roginsky, Yu. Semyonov, and A. Spirkin, arnong others). The
first leap was separation from the animal state and the formation of
transitional beings with their peculiar type of instrumental vital
activity, the primitive herd as a form of self-organisation, and lalia
(monosyllabic exclamations constituting a transitional stage from the
"language" of animals to articulate speech) as a means of vocal
comnnunication. The second leap was the formation of Homo Sapiens
proper and society, and the establishrnent of social regularities.
The rapid development of science today, the emergence of new
areas and methods of research, facts and hypotheses result in some
fragmentation and separation of the various aspects and facets of the
problem of a
is. This

of scientific

it ever
heoretic
of the philosophical comprehension of the regularities that have been
and

integrate

discovered and the frequently mutually exclusive hypothetical
constructions concerning the origins of rnan and society. In this
context, the methodological importance of Engels's above-mentioned
work is as great today as it was when it was written.
Engels did not
fields of science.
and dialectically i
of thc process of
rnass of concrete information but aiso rose over and above it, helping
to erect logical bridges over the inevitable fragmentation and
contradictoriness
of the Marxist
possitiility of virt
discoveries, sugg
up-to-date facts for obsolete ones.
One aspecl of this coherence is the dialectical interconnection
betrveen the various aspects of anthroposociogenesis: ecologicatr
(environrnental), anthropological (anatomo-rnorphological) and
social.

The correlation between these aspects will be seen at the various
Ievels: functional, structural and genetic. The important thing to note
is that the connecting

physiological processes
higher anthropoids, whi
sphere in which the ant
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emerged and \ilenl forward. It has been discovered that over the past
four and a half million years the Earth's magnetic poles have changed
at least four times. The fissures in the Earth's crust in East and South
Africa some three-five million years ago revealed outcroppings of
uranium ores, so sharply raising the rad:iation level of the haUitat ot
the fossil anthropoids in the area. A combination of these factors
undoubtedly helped to advance the powerful mutation processes and
to modify the hereditary course of fossil hominid forms. A
recombination of the genofund may have been one of the main lines of

assume an anatomical inclusion of the vital activity of the developing
organic forms'of the Earth within the concrete natural conditions. The
latter are classified as constant (light, gravitation, the composition of
the atrnosphere, and so on) and variable (the seasons, the climate, and
so on) to which structural and functional systerns of provision for vital

activity correspond in the course of evolution.

The anatomo-physiological or anthropological consideration of the

differentiation of the cerebral hemispheres of the brain has its origins
above-mentioned rearrangement of the genetic structure of
hominids.

in the

Concerning heredity, the mechanism of natural selection and of
organic forms best adapted to the
tends to operate with some delay,
what might be called the yesterday
By contrast, mutations seem to
provide in advance a defin
al traits which
appear to be oriented upon
her than being
connected with the past e
chromosomes.

Mutations
have
and the en

they

of necessity and chance
The idea that there i
history of the Earth and

cranium, the foot, th
brain and so on. But
and could henceforth
helped to improve th

or centres of the
had become free
This, for its p-art,

llhe development of the hand as a natural instrument of labour
which helped to make a start on the use of other natural and then on

absolute of chance, for
between organic forms
boundaries leads to the

forms.
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Finally, the problem of anthroposociogenesis includes the origins
of social forrns as proper to the activities of men (above all of labour

Dscrete, articulate speech as an external means of conveying and
receiving information is addressed to another, and to one's own

emergent tribal community.

Most Western writers either ignore the role of labour in the

prqce.g-s of anthropogenesis (the French philosopher and theologist
P. Teilhard de Chardin) or tend to reduce the substance of instrumen-

tal actlvity to an€xtremely primitive manipulation of material objects,

this also ignores the objectively shaping, even if ehisive,
mechanisms of their communicative aciivity and emergent reflection

and

groups themselves.
The primitive herd, substantially differing both from anirnal herds
as such and from primitive social systems, was the form of internal
self-organisation of the transitional beings, and its further progressive
development was connected with the growing need to provide for
internal unity and stability of the emergent collective. It was natural
for Engels to assume that "men in the rnaking arrived at the point at
which they had something to say to each other",t that being the main
feature of the emergent human beings. This was the signal and
communicative function of the dawning consciousness, because
alongside the second signal system speech was taking shape as a
fundamentally new type of labour instrument. Analysing the psychic
mechanisms of suggestion and interdiction (resistance to suggestion),
B. Porshnev reached the conclusion that one of the stimuli for the
developrnent of the polyphonic human voice was imitation of the
interdictory signals of big animals in the absence of any effective
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(the British zoologist A. Hardy). Others tend to minimjse the role of
labour in the shaping
it with the instinctive
manipulation activity
the progressive evolution of the hand as an
contiastlng with labour
other factors of anthr
it determined.

r_elations. He sets up this aspect of social activity as an absolute,
thereby contrasting the meani of cornmunication lnd the means of

llr

production. The
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ecrucial

role of material p
nents, as a social
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of their
our that bngendered the
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fields of man's vital
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activity, like consumption, communication, etc. Besides, .the _latter
cannoi be reduced to the oral or written transfer of information. In the
broad sense, it also covers the repeatedly mediated exchange of
activity and the results of material production, while the means of
communication cannot at all be reduced to oral speech and writing.

On the Natu re of Historical Notions
NIKOLAI SHOLENSKY

Problems connected with the inception and development of
historical notions comprise an important area of the logic of historical

on Engels's above-mentioned work.
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The fundamental ideas and methodological principles elaborated
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research, the importance stemming from the cognitive role of
scientific notions. The level of concrete historical research depends in
great measure on the development of the historian's logical apparatus
and the degree of consciousness in his approach to the utilisation,
development and enrichment of the logical means at his disposal.
Historical notions as a whole comprise a problem still awaiting
development. This article will deal with some aspects of the relation
between historical notions and historical reality, in which connection
the views of a number of present-day Western historians will come in
for criticism.
emPhasis on
Present-day Western
t from what is
the fluidity in the content
tions," writes
constant ind stable in th
the West German historian R. Wittram, "contain something that is
unstable; they are prone to continual change in their content, and, in
most cases, are of only approximate suitability." t What he is referring
to is not a consideration of historical notions in their development but
a relativist interpretation of that 'development. Yet the scientific
nature of historical notions has been borne out by their development:
y, specify or develop its content
a category
reality and knowledge of the latter
togethCr wi
cidence of notion and reality cannot
cannot be s
be considered a shortcoming, not only because that coincidence is
inevitable btrt also because it opens up the road through the
development and enrichment of notions.
N. Smolensky-the
, Cand.. Sc. (Ilist.), head ol the Department of World Histo.ry at
Go*y Pedagogical Inrtitute. Author ol a numberof w9$s on
history, he speiiolises in German historiography ol the l9th and
20th centuries, and the methodolocy of history.
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The heuristic approach to an appraisal of notions is common to
many Western historians: a notion is not an instrument for the
cognition of reality (it is at the same time a copy of that reality); it is an
auxiliary instrument of cognition, one that is independent of its
source. That idea of the nature of historical notions underlies the
conception of civilisations held by, A.Toynbee, who, writing of
cognitive activities that bring a certain array into historial facts, said
that our representation of data as a whole remains chaotic until we
find a model that gives them the nature of exemplars of a species.2
Like many other scholars he makes reference to, Toynbee here
understands by model a heuristic means of cognition; a model is
created on the basis of reality but at the same time is not a reflection
of that reality, which it is called upon merely to explain. With that are
linked the conventionality, the symbolical character of a model. To
him, of course, the question of the number of civilisations in history is
immaterial in principle, in his opinion, their number can be increased
or reduced without any detriment to the knowledge of the past.
In essence, Toynbee's attitude towards the origin of the hiitorian's

structure

of an initial logical assumption and the actual knowledge
it; that structure is based on

adduced by the historian to substantiate

The divorcement of historical notions from reality also takes place
when, for instance, the historian declares his indifference to the
particular notional apparatus he has availed himself of .a Whatever the
wording it is couched in, this divorcement helps deny the objective
nature of historical notions and of historical knowledge in general; it is
an outcome of subjectivism and relativism.

tt4
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framework of lfth-century bourgeois historiography. The notion
first and foremost, frorn their study of French history. In
Guizot's opinion, the l0th century was the cradle of the F'rench
nation. He held that, in the conditions of the supremacy of feudalisrn
in the country-i.e., from the I lth to the 13th centnries-there was
no nation as such in France. Thus, in the logic of Guizot's historical
thinking, the notion of "feudalism" (which he identified with the
feudal fragmentation of France) precluded the category of "natinn"',
whose development he linked with the activities and growth of the
Third Estate. A nation, he thought, is based on a deepJying unity of
tlie people as the consequence of similarity of institutions-, moials,
ideas, sentiments and language. National unity, as Guizot saw it, is
the foundation of political unity, and not vicc versa. The external
political unity of the domains ruled by Charlemagne merely covered
up a total absence of national unity. This concept of nation determines
an approach to a study of history that is already substantially different
from that of the German bourgeois historians.
As mentioned above, the notions "State" and "policy" were
interlinked in the practice of national political historiography, the
historians noting that policies pertain first and foremost to the
external activities of the State. To Ranke, policies consisted in the
relations between ruling dynasties and the achievernent of a system of
equilibrium between States. The ideas he developed testified to the
importance he attached to the category of the balance of power,
which he understood as a most important condition for a State's
normal development. To Treitschke, the category of "policy" had a
different content: he considered it primarily as an instrument for the
achievement of national airns, a means for the national states to win
positions in Europe and in the whole world. Such was also the content
of this category in the historiography of Sybel, Mommsen, and
Droysen. It should also be noted that these historians regarded the
notion of "policy" as one of the principal in the totality of categories
expressing their understanding of the relationship between historiography and the times.
Another example of the way historical research and its notional
apparatus are conditioned by the times is provided by the R.ussian
school of the history of agrarian relations, represented by such names
as M. Kovalevsky, P. Vinogradov and I. Luchitsky. A major influence
on the evolution of that school was exerted by the Russian
pre-Reform and post-Reform scene, with its struggle for the solution
of the agrarian question in the country. The research trend set by the
times found expression in a definite surn of special historical notions
inherent in that trend and also evolved in connection with the
demands presented by the study of concrete objects.
Thus historical notions are of dual origin: on the one hand, they
stem from the reality, in the broad sense of the word, surrounding the
historian; on the other, they are rooted in the features of the given
area of research. The dependence of the cognitive role of historical
notions on the features of the times is of great importance: there is no
doubt that, in choosing the method of cognising the past-this bging
emerged,
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always summed up in a definite group of concepts-the historian
draws on his own times, not on the past itself.
The progress
f historical knowledge are linked
with the advanc
That is why the way historical
notions are deter
is an essential condition for their
advance. Why is it that the historian is able to reflect the historical
past in appropriate notions, and deal with social phenomena which no
longer exist and whose properties do not coincide with those of his
own times? Historical notions are rnoulded by actuality, but the latter
determines them in such a way that they are at the same time
contemporary historical notions, and something else besides. As a

course, herein lies only the overall foundation for the emergence of

scientific historical notions, beyond the confines

of which

the

question of the nature of various notions and their epistemological
function should be examined concretely. It is beyond doubt thai the
cognitive role of historical notions and the
ern holds in

their totality, the Iatter depending on
conditioned by the historians' own
historical research forms a part.

times,

study, are
ondiiion of

The link between historical notions and their times is

also

the notional link with his own times. However, the question is how the
nature of that link should be understood. It is obvious that any
attempt to explain the origin of historical notions on the basis of some
variety of a subjectivistically understood thesis of mutual penetration
between the object and the subject of cognition is untenalrle, since it
opens up the way to relativism in the interpretation of the nature of
historical notions, and leads to a negatiorr of any stable content in

not within themselves but in the correspondence of the cognitive
image to reality itself. Notions are therefore not an a prtori scheme

that can be superimposed on reality.
The link between historical notions and the times is inseparable
from their social and class content. Historical notions that are neutral
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the law-governed patterns in the links between phenomena. To the
Marxist historian, notions are steps in the infinite process of the ever

historical notion is expressed
does not contradict many
al thinking being not simply an
at the same time a kind of

Marxist and bourgeois historiography.
11t
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The emergence of the materialist understanding of history was
linked with the introduction of new and fundamental categories that
were a revolution in the views on society contained, in particular, also
in historiography. However, the rnaterialist understanding of history
did not reject all of the notional apparatus that had existed in the
latter. Thus, a number of special historical notions, for example,
those of the comrnunity, patrimonial estate, Hellenisrn and the unified
monarchy resting on estates, which are extensively used by Marxist
historians have in effect been given a new content as against their
connotation in pre-Marxist historiography. Naturally, the founders of
the materialist understanding of history could not have been
expected, not only to formuiate the main propositions of that
understanding of history but to draw up a system of special scientific
concepts to register historical knowledge in respect of various periods
and social systems" In volume, nature and content, that could have
resulted from the special research conducted by a large number of
scholars. However, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels did provide
exarnples of such specialised study. That was exemplified, first and
forernost, in Marx's Capital, which contains, not only dialectic as
integrated in the texture of a single science-that of political
economy-but also a system of special scientific notions that have
given concrete expression to the fundamental propositions of the
materialist understanding of history as applied to an analysis of the
capitalist rnode of production.
The notion of socio-economic formation is a category essential for
a scientific explanation of the historical process. The elaboration of
this and other categories of historical rnaterialisrn, as well as their
concrete application to historical knowledge, is one of the main trends
in the logic of historical research. The enrichment of historical notions
and the appearance of new ones do not proceed independently of the
categories of historical materialisrn but are the outcome of their
application to the study of history. That is how special historical
notions appear in all areas of historical knowledge. The materialist
understanding of history provides the scholar with a system of general
abstract scientific notions that are necessary for selecting and
analysing facts, and for getting an objective picture of historical
development.

Such categories of historical materialism as mode of production,
productive forces, production relations, socio-economic formation,
the class struggle, revolution and the like are cognitive instruments
important to the historian both directly and through the totality of
special historical notions. As less general abstractions, these notions
give concrete shape to the categories of materialist dialectics as
applied to historical knowledge in each of its areas. The development
of a system of such notions also precludes the vulgar sociologisation
and schematism that Marx and Engels came out against in their
criticism of those who regarded the propositions of the materialist
understanding of history as a means of evading its study.e
Of course, special historical notions should be linked with a
system of newly acquired knowledge, and not be simply arrived at
tm

deductively. "The endeavour

to look for

answers

to

concrete

questions in the simple logical development of the general truth...,
Lenin wrote, "is a vulgarisation of Marxisrn and d<lwnright mockery

of dialectical

materialism."ro While the most general links and

features of reality are registered in the categories of the materialist
understanding of history, special historical notions stand closer, as a
rule, to that reality, reflecting its various aspects, or features of a
definite totality of phenomena. These notions are immediately linked
with the historian's research principles and his working hypotheses.
Any historical notion is in the first place a term, a word or a group
of words, although not each and every term can operate as a notion,

i.e., a scientific abstraction that contains general and essential
features of a definite sum of phenomena. Language is the prime

means of reflecting the objective contcnt of reality in terms of thought
images: the history of words, terms and notions is, in certain measure,
a reflection of the history of events. No impassable line of division
runs between terms and special historical notions. Many instances
could be quoted of terms iontained in historical sources acquiring full

content and becoming accepted and imbued with methodological

significance in historians' writings. Of course, there arso exist notions
that are not semantically linked with historical sources but are used in
respect of periods that did not know their use, such as the "Middle
Ages", "civilisation" and so on. On the whole, however, the history of
words often comes to the assistance of the history of notions. The
emergence of historical science as a separate discipline has always
found terrninological expression, since such terms as ors and Kunst
denoted both science and art in the Middle Ages and ensuing times up
to the 19th century.
A situation in which the historian studying a particular period uses
notions that were unknown during that period is often to be met in

science, a circumstance that is frequently used in present-day
Western historiography for a denial of the objective natqre of
historical notions. In reality, however, an understanding of a period in
terms of appropriate scientific notions does not depend on whether
that period possessed a particular term for its denotation. A scientific
historical notion never confines itself to any particular enterpretation
of what that period thinks of itself , i. e., to the content of the terms in
question. This does not, of course, mean that such terms contain no
objective content and should not be studied. For instance, the notion
"freedorn" in barbarian codes, and the category "time" in the Middle
Ages were unrJoubtedly objective but ccrnfined to a definite historical
framework.
The language of historical terms and notions confronts the
researcher with the task of taking account of their specific content in
each particular period, and the developrnent of that content. Due
account of the historical, zrnd therefore changing, content of terms
and notions in historical sources is an indispensable condition of
scientific historism in understanding and appraising social phenomena. The long-established link between changes in social relations and
in language can lead to an understanding of those relations. A word
121

cannot be looked upon as a key to an understanding of events, but in
many cases of unclear terms that understanding cannot be achieved

without a prelim.inary study of the content of those terms. Tqminological analysis is of particular importance in respect of sources
of antiquity and mediaeval times. The content and meaning of many
terms referring to those times are far less clear to the present-day
re

searcher than the language of his own days or recent times, 1,et the

solution

of many concrete historical

problems

of principle often

hinges upon the interpretation of various terms. Thus, in his analysis
of the history of the peasantry in Russia, Academician B. Grekov
wrote, that it was necessary to ascertain which terms in the written
heritage passed down to us designated the tiller of the soil and which
were used in the various sources to indicate the various strata in the
mass of the people whose Iabour fed a vast country. The conclusions

arrived at by the researcher, he said, depend on some particular
interpretation of terms.rl
In his work on terms contained in historical sources, the
researcher often comes up against a variety of meanings in them or
with the existence of several terms to denote one and the same
phenomena. Besides terms may be archaic. In instances when a term
used in a source becomes an historical notion imbued with a specific
content, the researcher does not, as a rule, limit himself to the
meaning of the term in the context of the source in question but tries
to establish its genuine content. In respect of the emergence of a new
historical notion, terminological analysis as a whole is the first step in
the process of abstraction.
The accumulation of.fresh historical facts and the overall advance
of historical knowledge provide the foundation for the development
of historical notions possessing varying degrees of common content.
The historian uses both individual and general historical notions, both
of which are essential to him. The individual nature of phenomena can
reflect not only an individual but also a general notion. The latter is
the result of thought, of abstraction but the historian can discover the
general in historical reality: Iike what is individ*ral, it is inherent in all
historical events. With the aid of notions, the geteral in the first place,
the historian's thinking departs from reality so as to be able to
reproduce it with greater completeness and depth. Individual concrete
historical notions also serve as an instrument for the reproduction of
the actual development of events.
A cognitive image created by the historian is a unity of the general
and the individual, a unity of a fact and its generalisation as well as a
unity of general and individual historical notions. In that image, the
general exists in the form of the particular and the singular, which is
why such a notion in a scientifically cognitive image cannot be
divorced from fact. The development of historical notions enhances
the closeness of the cognitive image to reality itself. An historical
notion is not immediate reality and has not been deduced from the
latter as a simple arithmetical sum of events. "But what would old
Hegel say," Karl Marx wrote, "if he heard in the next world that das
Allgemeine in German and Norse means nothing but the common
122

land, and das Sundre, Besondre-nothing but the separate property
divided off from the common land? So tbe logical categories are
coming damn well out of our 'intercourse' after all."12
The gap between an historical notion and reality is also marked by
the fact that our idea of a reality which has achieved mature
development is transformed into a notion as a scientific abstraction.
Consequently, it does not register the origins of thpt reality. This
contradiction between a notion and reality is eliminated in the course
of the historical mode of research and the ensuing cognitive image.
Particular difficulties arise in an analysis of transitory historical forms
which can be understood neither with the sole aid of notions that sum
up what is old and outmoded, nor with the sole aid of a notion that
reflects what is new and nascent.
Of great irnportance for understanding the nature of historical
notions is the question of how a particular notion correlates with
different variants of a single class of phenomena. Historiographical
practice, says Th.Schieder, the contemporary West German historian, "operates with general notions and postulates patterns which
are merely moulded after the model of outstanding and unique
historical events, the latter being then elevated to the degree of a type.
It may be said that most of the notions used in historical science have
arisen in this way, and not through methodological research."13
Toynbee's ideas are also marked by this normativeness. "...At
least one complete specimqn of the history of civilisation is a
necessary first piece of material evidence for a study of the
species"ra' "The history of this Hellenic Civilisation was a complete
specimen of its kind... till I struck the latter."rs Toynbee chose
Hellenic civilisation because it seemed to him the most complete,
possessing a distinct chronological framework and being the best
studied. According to Toynbee, "a comparative study of a number of
specimens means noting their likenesses and differences with a view
to discovering whether or not there is a standard type to which they
conform, notwithstanding their individual peculiarities".'6
An attitude to an historical notion as a kind a stereotype is, in our
opinion, incompatible with a scientific understanding of its nature. In
his research, the historian should take account of and analyse a
definite sum of variants in the development of events, for otherwise
he will be unable to determine those which of them are outsta4ding. If
we are speaking not of a scientific notion that has taken shape and is
at hand but of the inception and development of that notion in the
process of historical research, "then the road towards that notion lies
through an analysis of a sum of phenomena of one and the same
order; that will help establish those features that are essential, and not
fortuituous.
Engels regarded scientific notions, abstractions , as "abbreviations
in which we comprehend many different sensuously perceptible
things according to their common properties".'7 This also refers fully
to the appearance of histo$cal notions resulting from the historian's
synthetic thinking, the generalisations he arrives at in the course of his
research. Thus, the research into method, which Schieder seems to

have considered superfluotts, is essentiai also because the concrete
nature of history as a science precltides a rejection of the study of a
variant of reality which the historian may find non-typical.
All this, however, does not obviate a most essential feature of the
process of generalisation in historical science, and conseqttently the
formation of notions in it. This feature is linked with the nature of the

repetitiveness

of social phenornena: any historical situation

is

concrete so that, given absolutely identical conditions, repetitiveness
is precluded.
Repetitiveness-similarity in the essence of social phenornena-is primarily an outcome of varying degrees in their development,
this being determined by the concrete historical conditions in a given
situation or period. It is proper to speak of differing degrees of
development and maturity in phenomena of the same order; the
choice of more or less mature variants of reality should obviously be
based not on a certain extra-historical scale or their qualification

according

unalloyed rule of the bourgeoisie in a classical purity unequalled by
any other European land."re

(

to the principle of "departure from the norm" or the

contraposition of "prime and secondary importance", but through the
establishment and rigorous weighing of their concretely historical
fe atures and their place in historical development. The repetitiveness
of historical reality of different degrees of maturity can take place
both within a single historical period and within different periods. In
that sense, one can speak of different (i.e., depending on concrete

historical conditions) variants of feudalism, forms of absolutisrn,
types of bourgeois revolutions and so on.
Highly indicative is Lenin's attitude towards the French bourger>is
revolution of the end of the 18th century in connection with the
question of its role in the ensuing bourgeois transformations. "It did
so much," he wrote, "for the class that it served, for the bourgeoisie,
that it left its imprint on the entire lfth century. the century which
gave civilisation ancl cuiture to the whole of mankincl. The great
French revolutionaries served the inierests of the bourgeoisie,
although they did not realise it, for their vision was obscured by the
words 'liberty, equaiity and fraternity'; in the 1fth century, however,
what they had begun was continued, carried out piecemeal and
finished in all parts of the world."!E
In respect of all ensuing bourgeois transformations, ittcluding the
form of lEth-century bourgeois revolutiorrs in Western Europe, the
French Revolution was undoubtedly the supreme and most rnature
form rrf historical reality. Consequently, the notion of "bourgeois
revolution of the epoch of capitalism" will be most complete if it is
cast in the rnould of this particular mature form of historical reality.
One can understand the place and historical significance of its
other forms if one takes a mature histcrical reality as a point of
departure. To unclerstand how the capitalist mode of production
emerged, it was sufficient for Karl llfarx to stttdy England, a country
where the process of the so-called primary accurnulation of capital
was the nrost intense.
Ftristorical reality can obviously be studied with the greatest ease
where the essence of phenomena finds its rnost distinct expression. In
IA

reality with a stage of development in historical research at which the
latter discovers the most
al phenomena
and, on that basis, arriv
research and

generalisation. As a result,
s exist that are
devoid of a general content. On the other hand, this also cautions us
against a divorcement of an historical notion from the concrete
historical material of the times, the essential features of which are
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experience of his
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necessary historical conditions have matured.
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Developing Countries:
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development of the historical process itself . These patterns have been

fully reflected in historical materialism whose categories provide the
the6retical premise for the development and enrichment of the
Marxist histbrian's notional apparatus. The categories of historical

The Third World Today:
Specifics of lts Development

,science, like those of historical materialism, are a unity of the general
and the singular,.the abstract and the concrete; the objective content

of those categories in no way contradicts their social and class
content, or their social function.
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Generally speaking, the problem of the development of the Third
World countries can be formulated as a problem of overcoming the
state of underdevelopment and the dependent type of growth. This
general formula, however, like the very concept of backwardness and
underdevelopment, is differently interpreted in Marxist and nonMarxist socio-political and economic literature.
Contemporary non-Marxist science has not been able to elaborate
an integral general theory of underdevelopment, to disclose the deeprooted factors underlying this phenomenon, to establish the causal'
consequential relationship of its origin with the specific features and
laws of development inherent in world capitalism.
A fundamental methodological flaw of the Western conceptions,
as we see it, is that the development of the Third World countries is
fashioned into the Procrustean bed of the historical stages through
which the capitalist states of the West had passed. Accordingly,
various models of capitalist development are proposed as a solution to
the problem. The works of many Western authors give a one-srded
R. Avakov, D.Sc. (Econ.), Head ol the Sector of the Social Problems of the
Developing Countries ol the Institute of the World Economy and
International Relations, USSR Academy of Sciences. Author
ol the monograph Developing Countries: the Scientific and
Technological Revolution and the Problem of Independence,

co-author ol the monograph
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interpretation of the significance of the scientific and technological
revolution for Asian, African and Latin .drnerican countries, often
tend to distort the international conditions in which they are
developing.
The dissonance in the interpretation by Western theorists of the

underdevelopment concept begins with their definition of the
mechanisms of development. When characterising the state of
underdeveloprnent the authors concerned base themselves on various
criteria and indices which, as a rule, are of a quantitative order. This
determines also the very substance of the conceptions of development
and of the pracfical recommendations proposed. The basic
methodological premise , however, remains essentially the same: the
developing countries are ranked in their progress with the capitalist
countries from whom they are separated only by this or that distance.
The prospects of the development of the former are accordingly seen
as the possibility of these distances being covered by them at different
speeds but, of course, only along the beaten capitalist track.
A characteristic feature of most of the Western conceptions is the
refusal to consider underdevelopment as a systems phenomenon
affecting all aspects of both the historical and the contemporary
socio-economic, political and cultural advance of Asian, African and
Latin Arnerican countries.
From a general conceptual point of view, W.Rostow's theory of
stages, which coincides basically with the views of R. dron, C. Clark
or is close to themr, is particularly significant.
In Rostow's conception econornic growth passes through five
successive stages: (l) the "'traditional society", (2) the "transition
period", in the course of which the preconditions are created tor (3)
rised by profound chang
country, as a result of
tually evolves into (5) a
In this scherne the developing countries are at the level corresponding
to the first two stages and experience difficulties connected with the
processes characteristic of the "take-off' stage.
Here it is important to note that the characteristic of the stage of
economic growth of any country remains invariable, irrespective of
the historical period. According to Rostow, for instance, the
traditional society of pre-capitalist England is, in principle, identical
with the present traditional societies in Asia, Africa and Latin
America. In other words, no significance is attached to the changed

invariable at all times.

The theory of stages is thus of an anti-historical
character. This applies particularly to its basic concept
Societies in this theory are deprived of the actual char
distinguish them frorn each other. An eclectic mixture of technoeconomic criteria is substituted for these characteristics. As a result,
t2t

countries with,different soclo-economic systems are "lined up" at the
sirne, voluntaristically defined, stage of developnnent. Rostow's
theory, therefore, fails to give a real explanation to the developmpnt
problem of the Third World. Small wonder that it has been criticised,
at times sharply, by such prominent bourgeois theorists as P. Vilar,
Fr. Perroux, and J. Freyssinet.3
As a matter of fact, Western science has not got a common
conception of the development of the Third World. The Western
conceptions are regarded as part of the political economy of capitalism and are based on its rnain theoretical postulates. Despite certain
nuances and reservations, at times important ones, they all tacitly

proceed from the fact that specific regularities of developrnent
differing from those of capitatrisrn and the general line of its
developmenr, are not implicit in the developing countries. This is
evident when analysing not only general theories that indirectly
concern the Third World, but also the conceptions and models
evolved on the concrete basis of this group of countries.
The basic criteria of underdeveloprnent Western scientists operate
with may be grouped as follows:
Techno -economic c rit eria of underdev elo pment.
Many researchers of Third World problenns tend to interpret
underdevelopment in purely techno-economic terrns. trn their conceptions the accent is rnade on various criteria of this group, while the
entire cornprehensive character of the phenomenon of underdeveloprment is reduced to quantitative economic categories.
The gross national incorne or per cApita income is often used as
one of the most widespread synthesised criteria. Complicated
calculations are made to show the connection of the index under
consideration with other characteristics of the economic development
level, with the state of rnan-power resources, etc. A study of the
evolution of underdeveloprnent with the help of calculations of the
growth rate of the national incorne, its division by sectors of the
eeonorny, and so on, rnakes for a more profound analysis. This kind
of research is designed to prove that there is a definite correlation
between the national income level, on the one hand, and underdevelopment, or the stage of social development, on the other. Thus,
according to this conclusion, an inconne under $200-250 per capita is
characteristic of the traditional society, from $250 to $500 of the
society of the "transition stage" and fronn $500 to $2;000 of the
developed industrial society.
Problems connected with the national income are seriously being
studied by Marxist scholars, too, but with the fundamental difference
that they reject, for very sound reasons, the narow approach of
taking quantitative indices as the basis for defining the type of society
and social development, the conccpt of underdevelopment.
One may assume that, on the whole, a low level of economic
developrnent corresponds to a low national income. But a country that
has achieved a high national income, as we see on the exarnple of the
oil-producing countries, is not always and not necessarily, economically developed. To an even lesser extent can the size of the national
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income be a criterion for characterising socio-economic structures. It
should also be stressed that in the conditions of the scientific and

attempts to attach decisive significance to the <temographic factor rn
the socio-economic development of the countries of Asia, Africa and
Latin America. In this respect the reviewed conceptions with their
rigid inherent determinism reveal their untenability and also their
inability to give an integral interpretation of underdevelopment, leave
alone indicate the ways of solving the Third World's development

technological revolution, which has sharply projected the role of
man-power resources (particularly of highly skilled specialists), the
significance of the national income as a global index of the state of the
economy is diminishing.
widely used by Western authors is the level of
.a The practical importance of this problem is
is not the question. To begin with, this criterion,

problems.

A major shortcorning of the conceptions of demographic determinism is that they are not able to explain the backwardness of many of
the developing countries which" far from feeling the pressure of
overpopulation, suffer from underpopulation. If the overpopulation
factor can explain some serious difficulties (but not the conditions,
leave alone the causes of underdevelopment) in such countries as the
Arab Republic of Egypt, and India, it is totally absent, for example, in
many of the African countries. It can hardly, therefore, servb'as a
universal criterion of the backwardness of the Third World. It is no
accident that some researchers (G. Meier, H. Myint, and others),
perceiving the considerable flaws in the demographic determinism
concepts, have subjected them to criticism.T

ts of the underdevelopment conceptions,
their colleagues who stress the significance
Non-Economic Criteria

ol

The narrow social approach, but spelt out more fully,

is

characteristic of the conception advanced by J. Schumpeter. He bases
his interpretation of underdevelopment on the absence in the de-

Underdevelopment.

I

sudden appearance (in the developing countries
R.A.), of a class of
capitalist entrepreneurs, as was the Case in the -West in the 18th and
lfth centuries. Such a class could emerge and play its role in that

currency in Wrstern theories of underdevelopment-the demographic factor. This idea is not a new one; it served as one of th1
postulates of the Malthusian population theory. What is new are the

isted
belie
ed al

attempts to revive this theory on the soil of the Third World countries
whose_unprecedented demographic,growth has, as it were, reinvigorated the adherents of this theory.5

The actual situation in the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin

's possibilities of

development are

hand, the experience of the socialist

Studies of population problems in the developing countries
undertaken in Western socio-economic literature have yielded
interesting results from the viewpoint of facts explaining the
processes and trends of development of this phenomenon. Thus
in-depth study has been made of such issues as the rapid growtb of
the population in these countries (the so-called demographic explosion), their high mortality and birth rates, short life expectancy, age
structure, distribution of the population by sectors of the economy,
characteristics of the urban and rural population, etc. Closely tied up
with these issues are problems of employment, illiteracy, lack of
capital and low productivity of labour. Although the analysis of
quantitative tendencies, backed by scrupulously selected statistical
material, is a sound one, this cannot be said of the theoretical

many

of the developing

of the

countries

socialist orientation, has

entrepreneurs from the class of the bourgeoisie.

Finally, to mention yet another non-economic criterion-the
'human factor". The conceptions connected with this criterion
evolved under the impact of the scientific and technological
revolution which is increasingly accentuating the importance of
education as a factor of development in the contemporary world. It is
one of the obstacles to their economic progress. But this factor.

assessments, and especially of the attempts to inter-relate directly the
processes of economic and demographic growth, to say nothing of the
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too-the quality of manpower-cannot be taken as a universal
criterion when explaining underdevelopment, when defining its

underlying causes and prospects.

Criteria of a structural nature.
The question is prinnarily of conceptions whose authors

see

underdevelopment as being due to the existence of two sectors in the
economies of the developing countries, and who emphasise in this
connection that the abolition of backwardness lies through the
absprption of one of the sectors (the traditional sector) by the other
(the modern sector)" Since in the overwhelming majority of the
developing countries capitalist (or state capitalist) relations are the
prevailing relations in the modern sector of the economy, the class
and id
indust
these

ofthe conceptions of
capitalist lines, is all
Algerian scholar A.
that the abolition of underdevelopment calls not for modification of
the econornic structure through the absorption of the traditional
sector by the capitalist one, but for "the overthrow of the structure"
and the creation of a new system with a dominant socialist sector.ro
Marxist researchers for their part consider that although a study of
the problem of dualism is extremely important for understanding the
problem of underdeveloprnent, they by no means identify underdevelopment with dualism.
Many Western scientists, arnong thern E. Gannag6, A. Lewis,
R.Nurkse, P.Rosenstein-Rodan and S.Schatz, have contributed to
evolving the conceptions of the sectoral disintegration of the
economies of the developing countries. In their works they characterise the various sectors of a dualistic economy, the specifics of
intersectoral ties and the problems of employment in each of the
sectors, etc. Some of them, for example E. Gannag6, speak not of the
dualistic but of the pluralistic nature of the econornic development in
the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
Although the afore-mentioned authors and many other Western
scholars attach enormous
when
investigating the problem
erious
differeqces qmong thern, p
spects
of dualisrn. Some of them
which

of labour, not simply to individual negative phenomena, and to the
feature inherent in this system, namely, its unfair and exploiter character. However, the rational kernel in such conceptions, namely the
connection between underdevelopment and the processes of development of the world capitalist economy, is actually Iost in analysis
of techno-economic data: trends in world trade, correlation between
prices of raw rnaterials and industrial goods, rnovernent of capital
between the developed and the developing countries, etc. This kind
of concrete investigation helps to clear up many important, including fundamental, questions, but it is not able to advance analysis of
the phenomenon of underdevelopment as such, to disclose its roots,
to understand the mechanism which still not only maintains but aggravates the underdevelopment of the Asian, ,African and Latin American countries.
To
widely used by
Weste
underdevelopment,
with the usual

metho
of
rneans of

growth

ls of economic

countries. Despite the use of sophisticated
sis and reliable rnathernatical data, these

'Ihe aforesaid permits us to pass on to a definition of underdevelopment in present conditions.
To begin with, underdeveloprnent is a characteristic feature not of

all countries of the world but of a certain group of them, and it
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emerged at a certain stage in human development" It is a direct,
natural result of the establishment of world capitalism which could
develop only through division of the world into two groups of
countries-the developed and the underdeveloped, the dominant and
the subordinate. The capitalist model for overcoming underdevelopment may still, owing to the operation of the law of the uneven
development of capitalism, take effect in some of the countries of the
Third World, but if the phenomenon of underdevelopment as such is
to be eliminated the solution must be sought beyond the confines of
the general laws of capitalism.
Secondly, underdevelopment became the characteristic of a group
of Asian, African and Latin American countries not because they
laeked and could not generate internal impulses of development, the
conditions and prerequisites for advancing along the "normal",
natural historical path traversed by the present developed capitalist
states, and not because these countries found themselves off the
highroad of world development. They found themselves the victims
of underdevelopment
were "predisposed" to
it. Being a natural con
ion of the devtlopment
of world capitalism,
of the Third World
countries cannot be considered as a phenomenon that arose underthe
action of their internal law-governed development. This phenomenon
is most closely bound up with the processes imposed on them from
without-with colonial enslavement and exploitation.
The backwardness of many countries facilitated their conquest by
the colonialists, but on the general historical plane underdevelopment
is a feature of dependent development and as an international
phenomenon it originated and took shape in the course of the
establishment of the colonial empires, Thus, it is not underdevelopment that entailed dependence but, on the contrary, dependent
development itself determined underdevelopment. But, having arisen
as a result of dependence, this phenomenon became its nutrient
medium, an obstacle to advancing beyond the model of development
foisted on the Third World countries.
Thirdly, underdevelopment has become a qualitative concept and
not a quantitative, or mainly quantitative, one. Thus, on the quantitative plane the gap in the development levels between Mexico and
Chad is greater than that between the USA and Mexico. The same
can be said when cornparing such countries as, for example, France
and Greece or Greece and Argentina. But taken by groups these
countries are differently aligned: the USA, France and Greece
constitute onrii, the dominant gioup, and Argentina, Mexico and Chad,
the other. Let us note in this connection that evidently a distinction
should be nlade between the concept "lag" and that of "backwardness" and "underdevelopment". Greece lags behind the USA in level
of economic development but apparently there is not sufficient
ground for considering her an economically underdeveloped country.
Greece is not much ahead of Arge
criterion. But from the point of vie
ment or developrnent as a category

ty

usually included among economically underdeveloped countries.
Fourthly, overcoming underdevelopment has a qualitatively
different meaning than simply the transition from the traditional
economy through the industrial revolution to the industrial economy,
which was carried out in the last century by the countries of Europe
and the USA. In the epoch preceding the industrial revolution the
traditional economy was not considered a backward one, and advance
beyond its confines did not signify the abolition of backwardness.
Then it was a matter of transition from the one to the next,
consecutive stage of economic development, from the traditional
methods of management to the industrial methods. What we have in
the countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America today is not a
"quantitative" lag but backwardness, underdevelopment. They are at
a qualitatively different stage of social evolution in comparison with
the economically developed countries and what is most important is
that this backwardness, underdevelopment, is constantly reproduced
by the process of global capitalist development. In these conditions
the traditional economy is not only a backward one but, in many
respects, a stagnant one and a quantitative upward trend in production
indices alone, although important, does not solve the problem of
underdevelopment.

period of the
re evidence of a
not require the
In the age of the

scientific and technological revolution they no longer can

be

considered highly developed, even though they are characterised by
the existence of such a sector or a tendency towards its formation.

ct of the scientific and

becoming complicated

time the development
both in economic and
structural changes in the economY

ot enough to say that its structure
they are several historical stages

national econorly, the fact that it is determined to a large extent by
the interests of scientific and technological progress, the development
of education and its o\iln research and development sphere.
Thus, the scientific and technological revolution, being a result of
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Art and Cognition
EYGENY FEIT{BERG

Fram the Editors. lssue 3, 1976, of our journal contained an article by'science
M. Volkenstein, who took part in the discussion on tho interaction betwoen
and
art, which was organised by the journal Voprosy lilosolii (probloms ol philosophy). The following articl€ was also pr€par€d for that round-table discussion,
held by correspondenc€.
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of those who have been carried away by such passions. Without them,
man could not smbdue the forces of nature and organise society on
reasonable lines; nor could he continue his species or preserve the
helpless infant. But wherein lies the necessity of art? There has boen
no lack of ideas on the matter coming from outstanding minds; yet the
discussion, it would seem, cannot be considered at an end.
Of course, the very posing of the question may seem sacrilegious,
but at a time when scientific knowledge has made such tremendous

strides, we cannot limit ourselves

to pathetic

exclamations or

approximate replies. We must try to tell, with the greatest possible
precision, why art and art activities are n€cessary as one of the
conditions for mankind's existence. Were that reason impossible of
proof, it would have to be acknowledged that art is a pleasant and
useful but non-essential plaything, whose functions should perhaps be
turned over to more perfect products of man's genius. Without first
ascertaining what it is all about, one cannot find a reply to the
question of the necessity of art in the future.
TI-iE SCOPE OF ART'S FUNCTIONS

A solution of the problem we are discussing is customarily sought
in a study of art's functions. It is a remarkable quality of art that it
simultaneously performs a multitude of functions; it is only the
author's world-view, ideological direction, tastes or his stand in life
that have induced him in his seeking for a reply to identify some
particular function as determinant. It has been pointed out that art
brings harmony into the individual's inner life; it gives enjoyment
(the hedonistic function-enjoyment is not necessarily something
elementary but may also be paradoxically linked with tragic emotions); it provides spiritual communion and an "emotional infection"
(Tolstoy-the communicative function); it gives "purification"; it
reflects life (the cognitive function-reflection is not naturalistic but
creative and is therefore an act of cognition); it is edifying (the ethicalmoralistic function); it makes it possible to experience, in a sublated form, emotions that are suppressed by some inner censor, and
therefore rids one of inner conflicts and the neuroses they engender
(a kind of "emotional vaccination"-Freud), and so on.
All this is true and indeed, these are functions that are inherent in
art. However, all such explanations do not bring one satisfaction,
first and foremost for two reasons.
ln the first place, it has not been proved that all these functions
cannot be performed in some other way, so to say, more simply, at

cheaper cost. Enjoyment can be, or has been, provided by good food,
bull fighting, cock fighting or gladiatorial contests, and by sports, and
today it can be provided chemically or by irnplanting electrodes in
brain centres that control pleasure . Spiritual calm-"harmony"-can
also be achieved through hearing well-reasoned explanations or
sermons, through prayer, pSychotherapy, hypnosis or medically.
"Reflection?" But why is reflection necessaty in general, and why
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Yet there remains a sense of dissatisfaction that, on the other
hand, all these so different functions do not appear to be interlinked
and mutually conditioned. What is there in eommon between the
cognitive function and "purification", between the hedonistic and the
communicative functions? Does not here exist some kind of overall
and underlying nex_us, a certain single and deeper function that
determines them all?
Hegel,
such as
those we
thought
that they
"do not

determine
prese_rves its significance to us, although one cannot

rms and

agree with

H-eg-el's. affirmation that the purpose of art is the sensual-depiction
of the Absolute itself.

SYNTHETIC OR INTUITIVE JUDGEMENT

In everyday life, and very often in science, intuition is understood
conjecturing of a road or an
be confirmed by strictly logical
a mode of calculation that will

as
out
pro

r39

not lead into an impasse; guessing a direction in a locality so as to
arrive at a specified destination and so on). After a conjecture has
been proved right (and therefore replaced) in logical terms, this act of
intuition may be forgotten, for it remains merely a fact in the.private
biography of the cognising person.
We shall have in view intr.litive judgement as an immediate
discernment of truth, i.e., discernrnent of the objective link between
make-up of what is
the mind recognises,
le discernment of the
mediated in terms of
formal logic and then an intuitive judgement is reduced to intuitionconjecture, but may also never be reducible to it, and d,oes not even
demand proot, which is impossible. Psychologically, both kinds of
intuition stand close to each other, which is probably why they are
often not distinguished in an analysis of a creative process, etc., yet
this distinction is basic in reality.
A most important example of genuinely intuitive judgement is that
of the adequacy of a given, and, of necessity limited number of
experimental tests designed to bear out the truth of a certain affirmation" This kind of judgement is expressed by, say, any experi-

menting physicist when he verifies

a hypothesis,

some law of

physics or some parlicular empirically discovered dependence, or by
any chemist, biologist or physician (whether a researcher or one

development

It ii only

inferences founded on
leads to a Productive
dialectical logic. Since
the latter, ag we know, is at the same time a theory of knowledge, we
shall try to give clarity to our further argument by keeping in mind, in

logic
and compreh
formal

speaking

of logic, its formal variety, formal logic, i.e., some strictly

and definitively closed system of rules of inference, a system that
will make it possible, in particular, to entrust the inferential process
to a machine.
There exist two extreme instances of correlating the logical and
the intuitive. One of these is mathematics, in which a once established
axiomatic basis makes it possible further to construct purely logical
inferences. True, the masterly Giidel theorem predicts that, in any
extensive class of logical mathematical systems, statements are
bound to appear, of which, while remaining within that particular
system, we shall be unable to say either that thay are false or that they
are true. What will be required is a revision, a broadening of the
axiomatic basis, i.e., a transition to a new logical system. That is an
act outside of logic, and r/we consider that a new system describes
certain law-governed patterns of the physical world, then such a claim
140

will be an intuitive judgement, one that is "unprovable". Experimental
tests may confirm it. In that case, just as for any generalising law of
physics, the judgement in question will be mediated by experience,
by practice, but it will yield place to a new intuitive judgement, one
bearing on the adequacy of the experimental tests, i.e., the tested
judgement is again reduced to one on the adequacy of the tests.
In mathematics, the logical and the intuitive are strictly marked off
from each other, which is why a mathematician can work all his life
long within the framework of a given logic, and los6 sight of the
inevitability of the intuitive element in cognition. That is how

fetishism in respect of logical thinking evolves-an erroneous
conviction that everything can be rigorously proved, so that what
cannot be logically proved is not science.

Aesthetics and, in the narrower sense, judgement of beauty, can be
quoted as an opposite marginal instance. The assertion'this is beautiful" is a purely intuitive judgement, which can be motivated by another intuitive judgement ("this drawing is excellent because its smooth
and at the same time clear lines are bcautiful"; "this picture is beautiful thanks tq an excellent blend of colours") but it cannot be proved in
terms of logic. These examples also reveal two important fundamental
properties in intuitive judgement: in the first place, its blend of the

intellectual and the sensual; secondly, its integral and synthetic
nature-such a judgement involves a multitude of factors and
components that cannot be enumerated. For the judgement "this is
beautiful" to appear it is essential that a wide variety of associations
should operate, which is why that judgement is linked with the entire
life-experience of the person who has expressed it. He is influenced
by his physiological condition, the timing of the statement, by social
as well as national features, and so on. It might se.em that, in principle,
all these factors can be taken stock of, programmed and entrusted to a
machine, thereby reducing a particular judgement to a logical inference. However, as was so wittily remarked by one of our outstanding mathematicians, it is quite possible that, in this contingency, we
would have to programme the entire history of mankind and create a
model of it. That unrealistic procedure is replaced by an integral
intuitive judgement, which is an inference of a type higher than the
logical. At the same time, however, it acquires features of subjectivity
and the problem arises of its trustworthiness, truth, and objectivity.
It should also be emphasised that the very trustworthiness of a
judgement of beauty is highly relative, since it is itseff historically,
nationally, etc., conditioned. Thus, l8th-century Russians saw no beauty in a Scythian stone statuette, while the attractiveness of adornments worn by women in Black Africa may not be appreciated in
Japan, for example.
Ethical judgements, on the other hand, are intuitive (but not so
purely so). It is only in some measure that they can be motivated by
the interests of society or/and the individual. Thus, the truth of the
dogmatic judgement "one should not be selfish" can neither be proved

in terms of formal logic nor even

mediated by a finite series of
experiments. Here experience is patently contradictory and variable.
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Further, in theoretical, as
division between the logical a
as in mathematics. Thus, alt
the movement and interactio
so-called gas laws ate introduced into the chain of argument as an

independent empirical fact, i.e., a new intuitive judgement is
introduced.
Things are even more complex in the humanities, in particular,- in
art studies. Here intuitive and integral judgements, as summarising
appraisals of vast factual material, are
logical judgements. The truth (or, at
judgements is clear only to one who h
factual material. Otherwise, the tru

TI-IE COGENCY OF SYNTHETIC JUDGEMENT

("THE CRITERION OF TRUTH")
Thus, cognition necessarily utilises both logic and intuition in an
unbreakable connection. However, the relative part they play in
area of the
various sphe
xperimental
natural sCien
e delined as
check up in
tire intuitive
the achievem
element is ultimately reduced (or is, in pinciple, reducible) to a
judgement of the adequacy of veification as conducted through
experience, practice.
It should not be thought that this latter intuitive element is simple,
or that the criterion of its truth (practice) can be easily applied. Thus,
the existence of an all-pervading ether was recognised for thousands
of years. Even in the highly scientific l9th century, the ether was
regarded as an object of scientific reseafch, as an essential and
indisputable medium. Its waves were regarded as those of light.

Maxwell, who evolved a complete system of equations for an
electromagnetic field, for which purpose he introduced a new object
into physics, that of displacement current, built complex mechanical
models of the ether and considered "displacement" as actual
motion of ether particles. As late as 1910, the outstanding physicist
Larmor wrote the following: "The most fundamental experimental
confirmation that the theory of the ether has received on the
optical side in recent years has ,been the verification of Maxwell's
pioposition that radiation exerts mechanical force on a material

ta

et each score is the result of a
ement (which, of course, is also
s). This will be best borne out bY
functions of such a Panel to a
inite number of elements is able to
rap figure has been Performed, the
efulness of a particular posture and
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situation.
THE MISSION OF ART
Given our epistemological approach, how can one define art and
its mission?
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those who are to perceive his works. Art is effected only when it is
capable of evoking that inspiration and "fellow-creativity".
Community of conditions for existence and community of culture
and the history of the personality-moulding ensure, to a wide range of
percipient subjects, a sufficiently extensive stock of similar
associations, and tierefore evoke similar and even coincidental
judgements, i.e., ensure a certain 'hniversality". On the contrary,
if I may be forgiven a hackneyed example, white is the colour of
mourning in China, so that the judgements of a Chinese and a European may be different when they regard one and the same work of
art containing that element. This community of intuitive judgernent
enhances its convincingness. Thus, art makes possib[e a"universal'
(given the limitations mentioned above) and convincing comprehension of intuitive truths.
It is sometimes very simple to express an intuitive judgement in words.
For instance, it is very simple to say: considerations of family prestige and
family hostility should not prevent two young hearts from being drawn to

for, once awakened, love should stand above such things. This
cut-and-dried statement may be right or wrong. One can attempt to prove it
discursively, but that is hopeless business because arguments just as
convincing may be adduced to refute the judgement. However, when a
Romeo and luliet has been created,,and when this tragedy is performed by
actors of talent, a dogmatic intuitii,e judgement acquires-thanks to the
extra-logical elements of art-a new degree of convincigness, thus becoming,
in essence, indisputable.
Further, one may affirm that human existence acquires genuine value
when it is marked by a lofty spiritud life, by a comprehension of the ggandeur
of suffering for the sake of others, and by the aloofness from everything
each other,

that is petty and pedestrian. One can argue on this score and adduce

methods become ineffective. This also refers to the prestige of a Supreme
Being.

Yet, if the need has passed for an intuitive assertion of factual
propositions peftaining to natural science (the nature of the Universe,
hygienic norms, and the like), that does not lead to any decline in the
role of intuitive cognitions as a whole (as we have seen it is qecessary,
ns, the establishment
in particular in science it
beionging to religion,
of ihe pre stige of intuitiv
aken.
may be performed by ar
Indeed, we can say that art. if understood as a phenomenon
involving the activities ol both the artist and ol the perceiving indivitruths in a way which, to be
dual, means the a
d to the intuitive idea of a
convincing, does
o reductionto a single judgesupreme authoity

through
the con
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(This
definition, is, of course,.unsuitable if we understand by art merely a
totality of works of art: it may be said that the latter comprise the
material foundation for such a comprehension.)s

That com
arouses and
possibilities i
an<i intuitive
come possible, i.e., a condition of inspiration.
Let us now.consider art as an objectof. the artist's creativity, and
of perception by those who must share the artist's intuitive

considerations and proofs, but that will not lead to any convincing conclusion.
However, when one listens to Bach, his music convinces and fills one with
spiritual uplift as an indisputable argument that "proves" far more than can be
expressed by poor words. such as those given above, (and, moreover, that

subject-matter contained,

Bach's music).

for example, in words need not be present in

Throughout the entire history of mankind, religion has performed a similar
function of the intuitive comprehension and affirmation of truths. Now it still
opositions of a factual nature (for
continues to

example, reg
norms of social organisation and
ligion outside of logical proof and
behaviour hi
without any appeal to experience. Their convincingness has been achieved
through a reduction to a single intuitive dogma-the authority of certain
supreme forces or of a Supreme Being. Rituals, mysticism, in part even
discursiveness, and-in vast measure-art have been used as methods of
institutionalising that dogma.
In principle, religion could probably do without art. The dogma of the
existence of a Divinity, and of supreme forces in general, whose authority
would confirm the trustworthiness of intuitive judgements could also be
inculcated by other methods. Art has been utterly ignored in such
ideologically organised systems of the religious type as Free-masonry and
Quakerism. However, art is too potent an instrument for religion to refrain
from utilising it.
Indeed, religion is a possible rnethod of establishing intuitive truths.
However, with the development of scientific thinking, most of religion's
ltb

conveyed in a work of art, i.e., if we separate in it everything that can
even, in approximation, be expressed, comprehended, and suggested
by other means (of course, all this operation being accornplished only
in thought and conveying a negative impact on the perception of a
work of art as a whole)-given all these conditions, we'can arrive at
the conclusion that elements specific in art are needed exclusively to
give that idea convincingness.
Theiefore, the purpose and mission of 'art as such" consists in
in
ensuing the authority
a
order to "convince of
of
work of art and art as
synthetic judgement-of intuition-in counterbalance to the authority of the logical and in general of the discursive method ol
comprehending truth.

All other functions of art do not "determine it", so that their

presence in art may evidently be understood on the basis of that
main function.
Thus, cognition by methods of art stands opposed to the logical

comprehension of more complex truths may, generally speaking, not
be enhanced, but, on the contrary, may be dulled.
In essence, the cognitive function has been the foundation of all
our arguments. The authority of a judgement must be established to

discursive comprehension is absolute, while
ntuitive comprehension of scientific truths is
both cases, it is a matter of a synthetic and
direct discernment of truth.

art teaches inspiration.
THE NECESSITY OF OTHER FUNCTIONS OF ART
The above assertion of the mission of art is an example of intuitive

carried out.

The limits of the present article do not permit us to do that in
to limit ourselves to brief remarks. The
necessity of the heilonistic function-"enjoyment"-becomes obvious. Satisfaction-Wohlgefallen-is an inherent property of an
extenso, which obligel us

achieve a plenitude of cognition. It is not a question here of an
acquaintance with concrete factual material, something which can be
accomplished without the specific methods of art, for example,
through simple display (as of waxworks at Madame Tussaud's)
instead of viewing the exhibits at the Vatican Gallery, and therefore
does not need inspiration; what we are referring to is the comprehension of profound truths, for which alone "art as such" is necessary as
ensuring the convincingness of comprehension.
It may be asked: is "pure art" possible, one stripped of any ethical
idea? That is doubtful. Effective art brings into play such an extensive
range of associations and emotions that the emotional elements linked
with a moral idea probably cannot but fihd expression. But from
the viewpoint of society that impact may be seen as "good" or "evil".
That is why art is a keen-edged tool, one which, on the ethical
plane, may be both beneficial and detrimental to a given society.
"Why is it," Seneca asked, "that children are taught the liberal arts?
Not because they are capable of imparting virtue but because they
prepare the soul for its perception."5 But souls, thus prepared, can
perceive "anti-virtue" as well.
It is widely accepted to define art's most important function as "a
reflection of lifd' (of course, we are speaking, not of literal reflection
but of art as creativity, in other words, we do not have Madame
Tussaud in mind). Why that function is also necessary can be readily
understood. Indeed, the intuitive and integral comprehension of an
idea presupposes, as has been frequently emphasised, a synthetic
mobilisation of associations, of the cognising subject's life-experience
and intellectual capacities. They are all moulded of what is provided
by the objective material and spiritual world. Therefore, the
comprehension is convincing only if art addresses itself to that
rnaterial, and makes use of it.
One can also understand the necessity of the communicative
function.
Art's ability to bring harmony into spiritual life has been justly
regarded as one of its most important features and functions. In fact,
at least three diflerent meanings of the word "harmony" must be
distinguished.
The first aspect is linked with the assertion that art is necessary

for
the moulding of harmonious personality. It has long been said
(Schiller?) that, in the world of today, with its specialisation, its
involvement with rational activities and with the separation of

technical skill from artistic creativity, man is faced with the threat of
one-sided development, which is why the balancing influence ol art is
necessary.

This assertion is undoubtedly true. However, in the way it is
usually formulated, it is most difficult of proof, especially from the
viewpoint of representatives of the exact sciences. Indeed, why is it
t4t

so necessary to be harmonious? And what is meant by being
harmonious? I shall cite an elementary example. If a man is
right-handed, that should probably mean that he is less "harmonious"
than another who writes equally well with his right and his left hand.
Does that mean that all should be taught to write with either hand? In
more serious terms, any scientist, or in general, any expert in some
particular field knows that proper performance in that field requires
the greatest possible concentration of time, mind and effort. Full

universality or "harmony" in the individual is scarcely possible;

indeed, is

it

necessary?

However, a reply to the question can be found. The trend towards
rationalisatibn is based on a hyperbolisation of the role of the
discursive. That is disastrous to cognition, and consequently to
mankind in general. By helping to destroy the monopoly of
discursiveness, art becomes one of the most important conditions for
the comprehension of the material and spiritual world, even of those
of the latter's aspects which comprise the object of the natural
sciences, as said above. Therefore, the desire for harmonious
development of the individual is given a foundation. That is the first
aspect of "harmony".
However, art brings harmony into inner life in a substantially
different meaning-the general perception of reality. Thus, the
physicist's supreme task, Einstein wrote, "is the discovery of the
most general elementary laws from which the world-picture can be
deduced logically. But there is no logical way to the discovery of these
elemental laws.
uition, which is helped by
a feeling for t
appearance..."7 fn Igor
Stravinsky's op
musique nous est donnd d
la seule fin d'instituer un order dans les choses... ("The phenomenon
of music is given us with the sole aim of bringing order into things.")E
In both instances, the reference is to a discovery of order where it
cannot be discovered discursively, logically. This creates, in the
individual's inner world , a feeling'ol sirenity, achieved, of harmony,
because "the discovered compatibility of two or more empirical and
disparate laws of nature under a principle that embraces them both
provides cause for most marked pleasure and often of delight, too".e
This "reflexivq judgement" means the comprehension of the harmony
of the world.
Then there is the third element-the "therapeutic" force of art
which, in essense, finds expression when it is impossible to make the
discursive, rational choice in a situation of conflict, and contradictions rend the soul. Art gives convincingness to the intuitive choice
made between various possibilities; it dispels doubt, and makes the
inner spiilual stand impregnable.
To Ossip Mandelstam belongs the excellent aphorism: "Poetry is
an alvareness of one's rightness." As Boris Pasternak wrote:
"Chopin once more seeks no advantage

But, soaring in solitary flight,
Ma*s out the way to egress
From pribabilit:iei to ightness;' [Italics
TM

mine'-E'F]

The reference is to "rightness" as to a truth that cannot be substantiated or proved (but only motivated in some measure), yet, on the
other hand, can be comprehended intuitively, and firmly established
through the means of art.
No logical choice between various "probabilities" is possible. It is
only intuition that "marks out the way", while art, because of its lofty
mission, gives that choice the convincingness of "rightness".
It. follows-, however, that such "harmony" is not necessarily
serenity. An inner conflict, doubt, can also bs resolved by a consciousnes-s of being right even when art rouses one for the struggle, and
not only when it reconciles one with some painful inevitability. The
"h-armony" in the in-ner world of the fighter, the challenger, may be
different iq nature from what is usually associated witf, the wbrd;
yet it is fundamentally the self-same resolution of an inner conflict.
We thus see that in all three cases art performs its function-the
establishment of "harmony"-for the very reason that it is capable of
giving authority and convincingness to the intuitive judgement ir
contraposition to the helplessness of the discursive.

THE FUNDAMENTAL CONFLICT
IN A WORK OF ART
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the sole and exhaustive conflict b
That can be easily seen.
The triumph of the extra-logical arises at different levels in art.
The simple circumstance that the artist is able to "hreathe life" into
soulless marble, drab canvas and simple prose words is the miracle of
an overcoming of material, or, more precisely, "an overcoming of the
logic of material", and is an act of victory of the extra-logical over the
logical. If marble, i.e., a stone that symbolises lifelessness and is the
opposite of the human, can be womanly tender, as is the Venus of
Milo, or suffering, as the Laocoon, or profoundly thoughtful or
erotic, -as Rodln's The Thinker and Thi Kiss, then such things
are a miracle of that overcoming. [t is an irrational transformation of
material in a work of art, each element of which is prosaic and
ratior-ral, that amazes us most of all, and exerts such an impact.
Then there is the next level, one that does not affect (or at least,
not very deeply) the element of content in a work of art. The
reference is to convincingness in utterly conventional elements, "not
naturalistic" ones. The single-plane paintings of the pre-Raphaelites,
U_odigllani's unnaturally elongated figures, the bridegloom in flight in
Chagall's painting, the monument to the victims of the bombing of

I met
not

"I then dissected music like a corpse'
Proved harmony by algebraic rules".''

contenf'.

Aninstanceofavividrealisationofthelatterwillbeseeninthe

following quotation from Tvardovsky:
"I know it's something I can't answer for
That others did not come back from the war'
lsz

able-

fested in an overcoming of the logic of the material and of the logic
of form. However, here, too, analysis, from the selfsame point of

view, of the content is undoubtedly a very difficult and delicate
It is very easy to fall into vulgarisation. But the existence of
that conflict is indicated by the appearance of conflictin! emotions
when such art is being perceived (for example, instrumental music).
As we see it, the examples cited aboye make it possible to confirm
the thesis about the "fundamental conflict in a work of art".
matter.

CONCLUSION

Thus, cognition of the objective world, both the material and
spiritual, is impossible without utilisation of the two fundamental
roads towards comprehending truth: the discursive and the intuitive.
But while the reliability of discursive comprehension is ensured
through observance of the rules of an accepted system of inferences,
the convincingness of intuitive comprehension-in particular, the
contribution made by intuition to the establishment of the initial
principles of a logical system-is essentially linked with the specific
criterion of "inner conviction", "inner satisfaction", "pleasure",
*Wohlgefallen", ot whatever else we may
call it. With all the
additional demands presented to intuitive comprehension ("universality" and so on), its authority is placed in a difficult position where it
has to compete with the authority of the discursive. Yet, without
intuition, discursiveness, as enclosed within itself, is helpless and can
ensure sufficienfly full cognition neither in ethics nor in the natural or
social sciences. Of course, in respect of the truths of the natural

intuitive judgement in art and in science, the common nature of the
inspiration necessary for intuitive comprehension in science and art,
the comprehension of a most
nd a method ol establishing
This role has been performed

mankind. In times when dis
scientific methods were poorly developed art was used to establish
the trustworthiness of the intuitive comprehensions which were later
to become the object of science. Thus, it was not fortuitous that the
verse form and images were used in the natural philosophy of the
ancients (e.9. Titus Lucretius Carus, De rerum natura).
But even in the era of s
sion has never lost its imme
judgements that used to
experience have entered
mounting authority of discursive knowledge, which has even led to
attempts to fetishise the discursive, on the one hand, and the
ts4

diminishing

of

such sources

of intuition's authority as religious
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on the other,

he associative,
s addressed to.
omplexitY and

enrichment of the forms and means employed by art.
It may, therefore, be assumed that art as a method helping to

defend cognition against the monopoly of the discursive (whose
functions are more and more being turned over to machines) and
thereby to ensure the plenitude of cognition will also be necessary
in the future, inasmuch as adequate and full cognition is, on the
whole, an essential condition for mankind's existence.
In our days which-appropriately or not-are sometimes called
the epoch of the scientific and technological revolution, and which
are indeed a time of a tremendous development of scientific knowledge, no threat exists to the authority of the discursive, whose
usefulness is only too manifest. H.owever, there does exist the danger
that its role may be hyperbolised, that the significance of intuition
may be belittled, and that the capacity of integral and correct intuitive judgement may be weakened. That is why the role of art today
is particularly important.

Sociological Analysis of Works of Art
in Western Researches Today
MARIA KURGINYAN

The sociological principles of studying works of art have often

been proclaimed outmoded, yet their necessity has been borne out
time and again by the development of scholarship. It is becoming ever

more evident that scarcely any other methodological principles can
display the same capacity of enrichment, development and synthesising expansion as the principles of sociology.
Soviet researchers have already noted the mounting interest in
sociological methodology on the part of Western scholars too in
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recent decades. The reason, as I see it, has been the enhanced prestige

of Marxist science,

as well as the current crisis

of structuralism

and

other formalistic trends in present-day literary studies abroad, a crisis

stemming from the obvious fact that literature cannot be divorced
from its social roots, the social principle underlying its very essence
as an area of creativity in terms of images. All attempts to keep within
the confines of aesthetic concepts and ideas in the area of literary
thoory, as well as in literature itself and in art in general, have
inevitably proved short-lived.
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The heightened Western interest in sociological studies in literary
theory as well as in other areas of science is due to the mounting social
contradictions in the bourgeois world of today. Theoretical thought
cannot but take account of the existence of such contradictions and
their impact on literature, on art. Hence present-day scholars are

Iiterary work, his spiritual and moral potentialities, and the historical
perspective depicted by the author in one way or another.

In

outstanding line of seeking in present-day methodology. Having the

same object

of study,

bourgeois and Soviet literary scholars,

however, hold positions opposite in principle as regards the points of

analysis.

derlying the traditions of
rn sociology reveal their
science. This objective

context shows up the groundlessness of claims nnade by some
bourgeois theorists to an innovative "development" of the principles
of Marxism.

Present-day Soviet literary studies are marked in equal measure by
a striving to apply the results of research in contiguous sciences (and
not only in them alone), such as semiotics, mathematics, psychology,
and ethics, as well as by a further elaboration of questions typifying
the Marxist approach and connected with the specificity of literature.
A focus on an analysis of individual works of art when problems of
principle in aesthetics are being dealt with in
and historical problems is traditional in Marx
which in its turn is based on the rich exper
cannot but recall in this context the celebrated correspondence
between Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, and Ferdinand Lassalle
concerning the tragedy Franz von Sickingen, and the important part

played by Anna Karenina in Lenin's articles on Tolstoy.
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in hand with the enrichment of the sociological method: researchers
have tried-this through a detailed analysis not only of content but of
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developing these traditions, Soviet literary studies have

concentrated, not only on the way art has reflected the main trends in
social life but, in no less measure, on an artistic analysis of man's
social and spiritual nature, with special emphasis on the moral
problems so characteristic of literature in the Soviet Union and the
socialist countries, as well as in realist Western works.
Man as understood in the social sense, not in the anthropological,
as an individual created by the entire social and spiritual life-such is
the core that shapes in equal measure both form and content in
literature. That is why literature belongs to the sphere of sociological

Literary works reveal social man, with all the variety of his
spiritual life, the contradictions between his emotions and thoughts,
his relations with society, and in his inner life and outward behaviour.
From here derive the links between the individual and the historical
conditions of his life, the historical perspective that characterise the
social atmosphere, the struggle of ideas, the social clashes; involvement in all these determines the fullness of his individuality, an
involvement that is inseparable in principle from the specific mode of
artistic cognition. Such are the propositions in Soviet methodology
that we shall be drawing on in our analysis of the ideas dealt with in
the writings of some bourgeois scholars.
As far back as the twenties, Max Weber found himself concerned
not only with the fate of culture and its institutions but also with the
fate of human individuals, "the last man of the cultural development"
under which all mankind is to perish in an inhuman world: in "soulless
experts, and heartless pleasure-seeking men".r
This wording is highly indicative: the very mode of expression
speaks of that characteristic incursion into the "human", the
individually personal sphere, an incursion so close to literature, not
into the social proper but the moral and psychological sphere as
undertaken by many sociologists of 2Oth-century culture and art.2
Illustrative of this is the continuity between the problems dealt with
by Weber, as indicated in the above quotation, and the direct
development those problems have been given in Herbert Marcuse's
One-Dimensional Man, which came out 4O years later (1964), and
focused on the relations between the individual and society in the
present stage of the development of bourgeois society. The same
approach has marked works by many other theorists.
'lMan in a definite situation
is the initial formula of any
problem raised by Fromm," a-such
Soviet researcher has noted with
reference to writings by the well-known US philosopher, psychologist
and sociologist. The critic immediately formulates the generalisation
that suggests itself: "But exactly the same 'orientation' is in essence
followed by fiction which studies various states of the human spirit
and thus provides grounds for certain theoretical statements."3
In this sense, it is interesting to compare such researches,
analogous in aim and method, as Ruth Inglis's "An Objective
ls9
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Even more decisive definitions, rnarked by a categorisal and
utterly frank sociological approach. are to be found in Lucien
Goldmann's Zur Soziologie des Rom.ans. This author proposes that
the contemporary novel should be regarded as a "direct transposition
of economic cclnduct to literary creativity",6 and, elsewhere; "the
homology (correspondence) between the two structures, narnely the
most irnportant forrns of the novel, anrt exchange in a iiberal society,
is so obvious that one can speak of a single structure as ernbodied in
two different spheres"; further "... the history of the novel's form
which corresponds to the world of reification can be understood onlv
in its link with the history of the parallel, homological and cognatb
structure of society of reification."T
To understand these propositions, which are fundarnental in

Goldmann's methodology

characters in their environment or family life, but nothing more.o
The Nutz article contains an approach to the problem of the
condition of the individrial today, a problem which, as most essential

stand at in present-day "differentiated and
there exists, in the latter,a need to find certain
eality so as to make up for the humanity man
in the most primitive as well as most lofty

meaning

of the concept"

Many Western researchers who base their analyses on sociological
principles ultimately agree in their attempts to shed light on this

of

studying literary works, one should

clearly realise what is meant by '"economic conduct" and "the world
of reification", on the one hand, and the concept of "homology", or
"correspondence", on the other.
A great deal of space is devoted by the author to characterisations
and arguments which, it might seern. refer to the purely economic
sphere. Goldmann writes of the distinction between consumer value
and exchange values, of the degeneration of the former and of the
significance of the latter as marking a new stage, of their rnagnificent
development, and the like.
In essence, all these pages attempt to ascertain the new status
given in present-day capitalist society to human personality, and the
disappearance from social life of genuinely moral values and direct
human nexuses. It was at the dawn of capitalism that the process
began of the replacement of values, as Goldmann points out in making
reference to sorne works by Marx. ffowever, as distinct from Marx in
principle, Goldmann reduces to that process the entire content of
2Oth-century social life.
To Goldmann, economic processes are interesting as factors
determining the changes in the relations between people; it is an
atmosphere which, as it were, is absorbed by members of a given
society and-partly subconsciously and partly voluntarily or enforcedly-gives shape to social and personal life, behaviour, conscio-

usness, and artistic creativity.
"In a society which has taken shape in the predominant part of
presen
of the disappearance _of all
genuin
, or arnong people, as based
on t\e
man-created. These natural
relationships will yield place to mediating and <legraded relations anct
exchange values. Of course. use-values do not disappear... but their
impact is exerted below the surface, outside of the consciousness,

However, according to
be subject to a purely
unless it is controlled b
analysis: the revelation
and their interpretation.
160

just like the existence of actual values in the world of the novel."8
Goldnnann's direct address to the econorny might not, as we see,
be so straightforward in fact. His socio-economic definitions are an
attempt to understand the presen!-day rnan's socially and spiritually
determined condition, but at the sarne tirne completely or almost

l6l

completely outside the actual historical process, the struggle between
ideologies and ideological seekings.
Goldmann's failure to understand the ideological and philosophical aspect of creativity and part played by ideological and political
processes in history itself is, in our opinion, a manife station not only
of a vulgar sociologism but also of a kind of social pessimism, which,
by leading Goldmann into contradictions, at the same time determines
the critical notes in respect of present-day imperialist society, which
are to be heard in many of his appraisals.
In his consideration of the new features in the economic structure
of present-day capitalist society from the angle of the condition (the
condition and not simply the external position) in which present-day
man finds himself, the researcher thereby and in a certain sense
complicates the direct relation between the novel and society's
structure, the relation which he himself has proclaimed. In essence,
he analyses the "homology" between man's new socio-psychological
condition and the new forms and contents of the novel as engendered
by the selfsame social and psychological premises. Goldmann is
convinced that it is this relationship that makes it possible to speak
about the realism of a number of works. His understanding of the
latter contains a- number of simplifications stemming from his
distorted idea of historical and literary development. However-and
this should be emphasised as a feature of the present-day sociological
conception-no asertion that the novel is lifelike photography and
an exact reproduction of empirical "features" of a given social system
is contained in Goldmann's theory, which deals with a correspondence, a similarity, between the novel and society at the structural
level, and not in the sense with simple registration or photography.
Incidentally, the so-called vulgar sociologists of the twenties, at
least those who can be considered scholars, did not attach that
meaning to the concept. V. Frich6, for example, defined the sociology
of art as a science establishing the "law-governed link between certain
types of art and certain social formations"e (a certain link but in no

different countries and cannot be considered "invented" by any
particular writer.ro A striving to grasp the.essential features of
present-day bourgeois society and, at that level, to seek for homology
with works of art also under examination not in their empirical
features but in the sum of essential and common features perceived
by the researcher as a definite

s6en as

unity-all

this approach cannot but be

a strong point in Goldmann's method. The

approach
raises Goldmann above sociologists of the positivist persuasion, yet

this does not justify his claim to develop Marxism.
However, Goldmann's attempt to show how and in what new
artistic qualities of the novel manifest themselves today produces a
pallid impression of the stereotype: he establishes the disappearance
of the main character's life-story and sometimes his very absence; he
discerns a non-organised composition, a rejection of the forwardmoving development of the plot, a kind of cult of movable property,
and thC imposiibility, in principle, of a positive main character in a
story or of a direct establishment of genuine r/alues. In all this, the
researcher reveals no originality: the new structure of the novel which
he has defined has already been frequently described by those who
have created and studied the structure of the modernist novel in its
different varieties, namely those by Kafka, Camus, Robbe-Grillet,
Sarraute, i.e., the same list,of names which most Western scholars see
as the leading representatives of the new forms and structures of
present-day literature.
-It
m than other researchers do that
is
convey the "abnormality" of a type
Goldman
truth about existent society, a novel
of novel
he considers the logical offspring of art today.
The specific structure of
Goldmann's opinion, to a soci
in which transient values are

way some mechanical coincidence).

novel and the world that surrounds him reflect present-day society
more or less, but, Goldmann ernphasises, that does not exhaust or
even lead up to the tasks of sociological analysis. What he is
interested in is the link between the novel and the essence of the social
formation, which the researcher should ascertain: that link is
determined, not by the presence, in a novel, of "similar" facts and
topical ideas, which are identified by certain naive vulgarisers with
the content of a work.
That link reveals itself in a profound structural shift which affects
the entire artistic system in a novel and leads to the organisation of a
special dialectical structure which is present in novek produced in
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have lost all force and strive to "become a simple reflection of
economic life, or to disappear in general".rr
the deformation or the comPlete
the social, spiritual, and literarY
reality that is difficult and full of
banal sociological scheme. Such
lGt

I
pages are numerous in Goldmann's work, yet his stand is a
contradictory one. On the one hand, he declares that his research is
aimed at establishing a homology between the novel and the essential
truth of present-day society, i.e., the loss of genuine values, the
disappearance of collective consciousness and the alienation of the
individual, who is crushed by the world of "reification"; on the other
hand, the monograph is imbued with the idea that "use'3-values,
consciousness orientated towards these values and relations between
people continue to exist and are even building up their influence.
Ihus, on the one hand, the novel of today is borne of the
present-day society and "transparently transposes"12 its antihuman
essence; on the other hand, it is the outcome of an individual artistic
consciousness which, in principle, is orientated towards genuine
values and stands opposed to collective non-spirituality, thereby
bearing within itself an element of negation of the existent: an
important work can appear only as a product of purely individual
consciousness. The novel asserts itself in the measure in which it can
represent and develop a striving towards a direct orientation towards
qualitative values, but on the condition that a striving towards genuine
values rvill be emotionally rnoderate, non-conceptual and not
insistently formulated.
Given that condition, Goldmann is even ready to acknowledge that
a striving towards the positive as ernbodied in a work of art gives
expnession, not only to a single individual consciousness but also to a
kind of
de
suddenly
inapol
sd
vevalues
and the
ive
into such
diction with all natural (psychological and biological)
in man, that gives rise to a more or less strong reaction
which rnay create the social foundation for a novel to
appear.

Goldmann
no more than
F{owever, there
created by the "

ht is
etc.
asse

tial"

Despite the glimpses of insight revealed in Zur Soziologie

des

Ramans, its main characteristic is the revelation of the inevitability of
art being swallowed up by the predominant system of social relations.
The conception of modern work of art as developed by Goldmann

is not identiCal with but somehow resernbles the views of Th.
Adorno, who, in even greater degree than the theorists mentioned
above, is convinced that present-day art-inasmuch as it remains
present-day and not "degraded," "illusory," and "romantically
rootless", can follow no other path than that of an unqualified merging
with the disharmony of a "de-humanised" world. The latter can be
"mastered" in terms of art only through the creation of an even more
inhumanly destructive structure than his own: "the only works today

that can be considered as such are those whioh ard non-works...."r3
This proposition of the author of Philosophie der neuen Musik
means that the artist today needs no ability to create works as

integrities which establish a definite stand and orientation by

a

creative personality (and thereby influence man in general) in today's
world. That artist does not need any cognition or, to be more precise,
any recognition not only of objective and law-governed patterns but
of any organisation in general as inherent in that world. In Adorno's
opinion, any kind of art which cannot take up that stand is illusory and
doomed to degradation, since, in expressing an illusion of faith and
humanity, a work expresses nothing more than a "solitary note" of
anguish or despair, a "unit" that nothing and nobody stands behind.
We can see that, with Adorno, the question of art and society
comes into close contact with the problem of the position of man and
personality in the world of today. As with Goldmann, he attaches
prime significance to the question: what and who stand behind the
theoretically and logically abolished but practically still vocal "notes"
of anguish (not only in Thomas Mann's "degraded" novels but even in
the "modern" works of Kafka or Camus), of despair and rejection of
relations between people, based on "exchange values", "reification"
and other principles built into that structure?
In essence, neither Goldmann nor Adorno provides replies to this
question: they themseives do not regard as a reply any attempt to
ascribe the entire artistic experience of the 20th century (with the

exception of the "works that are non-works" of the extreme
modernists) to an experience that embodies either "archaic consciousness" or else one that is merely "individual" (i.e., degraded).
Of course, Goldmann does not see things in a light in which works

and the kind of novel which this scholar does not recognise either as

contemporary or realistic"
t(A

orientated towards "former consciousness" (i.e., democratic and
humanist principles) have automatically disappeared in today's world
but he does allege inevitably weakening or lacking future for the
tradition stemming from the social novel of the past century.
In an attempt to draw some conclusions, we shall repeat that the
views, not only of Goldmann but also of other representatives named
above or not mentioned there, of present-day sociological literary
criticism abroad one can see an obvious striving to draw closer to the
actual situation determining processes in literature, in social life and
r65

t
man's psychology in the Western world. On the other hand, however,
the selfsame Goldmann excludes frorn his field of vision those literary
works which give an objective or at least a many-sided depiction of
reality and man, i.e., works by realist writers in the traditional and
genuine meaning of the term. He denies to such works what is most
important: a correspondence between the world and people they
depict and the essence of present-day man's actual lifs and condition .
Goldmann (like Adorno and other theorists) sees a correspondence
between the real world and the artist-created in works by writers who,
both subjectively and objectively, are far removed from any depiction
of actual life in its variety, fullness and complexity. This "inverted-

strange yet one that is specific in present-day
sociologism is, as we have already said, linked with a narrow and
simplified understandine both of the literary and historical process.
In his consideration of the structure of the present stage in the
development of bourgeois society, Goldmann also sees in the
structure of work of art, first and foremost, a hemmed-in, static and
hypertrophied depiction of some single aspect of man and the world
about him; of course, he does not perceive (on the plane of a
correspondence to the structure of the actual world) the dialectically
mobile, multiple and open structure of realistic works.
His methodology has been very justly criticised for the oversimpIified and linear correlation: social structure-a work of art. With
equal justice, attention has also been focused on his having
insufficiently taken account of, and sometimes ignored, the creative
individuality in writers, which has actively transformed an ability to
artistically depict life, and in general the operation of the subjective
factor in art.
As we see it, all this is an effect-not a cause, of the weakness in
his methodology, which consists in the following: with hll the
attention given to man on the social and ethical plane, historical man
has proved to be a "missing link".
Of course, social man should not be contraposed to historical man.
Nevertheless, this does not mean playing with concepts but a quite
real differentiation which has a direct bearing on the methodology we
are interested in.
That is because man, as placed in a particular social situation, is at
the sarne time not limited to its confines: he is also inescapably linked
both with the past and the future, and not merely through the
succession of generations. No man exists who does not engage in
recollection and aspirations, which he inevitably correlates with
definite social habits, ideals and aims, thereby involuntarily linking
himself to. the imperceptible but inexorable historical dynamism
which, as though accumulating its energy, fulfils itself, not only
through major upheavals and shifts but also in the quiet pulsation of
day-to-day changes in personal lives, individual stands and sentiments. It is this micro-scale history (which does not preclude
immediate contacts with History with a capital letter) that is taken into
account by art, as specifically distinct from all other forrns of

ness"

t6

of ideas,

ideology. Outside of this, no sociological analysis of a work of art can
be effected.
Literature discerns the social micro-scale dynamism in rvhich the
dialectic of History is materialised, as it were, and, if it may be put
that way, finds its ultimate projection.

most stable and calm.
s, literature takes as its object not only

and ideas but also the potentialities
that which is destined to take its place,
ep within it. This ability of literature is
in essence a realisation of its humanist core.
But let us return, in the light of the above, to a question which has

comprising the core of a work of art.

Any sociological analysis carried out outside of that "core"

to an impoverishment both of the content and the
form of a work of art.
Present-day sociologism abroad is interesting and instructive in the
sense that, in works of art, it seeks for a reply to the question of the
condition of man as immersed in the situation in present-day

inescaFably leads
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but still have not mastered the strongest aspects of that methodology
which has to its credit rnany glorious traditions and is constantly
enriching and perfecting its principles.

MAN AND NATURE
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The present epoch witnesses a Dew state of the interaction
between society and nature, which is characterised, on the one hand,
by man's growing possibilities for remaking nature and, on the other,

by the still mounting ill-effects of his production activity. The
problem of utilising nature is increasingly displaying its link with
social development and becomes more and more pressing with

scientific and technologica! progress. The scientific and technological
revolution is opening up the possibility for harmonising the relationship between. man qnd nature and, at the same time, further
aggravating the ecological danger, depending on what action mankind
will take to utilise nature and what strategy it will evolve in its
interaction with the environrnent. At the 25th Congress of the CPSU,
the General Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee Leonid
Brezhnev said: "...there dre different ways of using nature. One
can leave in one's wake barren, lifeless expanses that are inimical
to rnan-the history of mankind knows many such examples. But, ...
it is possible and necessary to improve nature, to help it unfold its
vital forces more fully".. This is our, socialist way."r
The quest for the optimal strategy of such interaction is a major
methodological problem, whose possible solutions affect the fundamental principles of the organisation of knowledge and material
practice. One of the key orientations of this methodological quest is
the study of the relationship between conscious and spontaneous
factors of production activity that is reshaping nature. A methodologiI. Laptev, Cdnd. Sc. (Philos .), is an expert on the interaction between society

and nature in the light of the scientific aad technological
revolution, author o/ Planet of Intelligence and other books on
ecological problems.
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conscious, expedient and

a result of his highly developed
This qualitatively new role in changing and developing the

environment consciously as

consciousness and social essence.

in man from the very first days of his
history. At the different stages of history this role has manifested
itself in different volume and forms. At the early stages of history
human activity was a factor changing. the local ecological systems
and, by its external manifestations and results, differed insignificantly
from natural processes and phenomena (for instance, the influence
exerted by animals). But with the growth of the productive forces and
of man's transformative activity this factor grew more and more
distinctly into a regional and then a global factor of the environment's
evolution. An idea of man's increasing influence on nature may be
obtained from the single fact that at least four cubic kilometres of
rock are brought to the surface annually by the mining industry,
builders of dams and canals and the metallurgical industry;by tilling
biosphere has been implicit

the soil people move a mass three times larger than the quantity of all
volcanic products rising from the bosom of the Earth; mankind
operates capacities of a power of nearly lOe kw in the shape of
long-term sources of energy-this magnitude can be compared with
the energy of the processes developing on the surface ofthe Earth, in
the atmosphere and in oceans.3 In the lgth century alone, mankind
extracted and released from their natural links 22,711,0(X) tons of
lead, I l, 373,000 tons of zinc, 10,679, (m0 tons of silver, 11, 500 tons
of gold and 27,500 tons of aluminium.a In the 20th century there has
been a larger growth of the utilisation of all minerals (in the case of

metals- 1,000-fold).
Today man is exercising an increasing influence on basic
geochemical processes in the biosphere, not merely consuming but
also annually redistiibuting reserves of chemical elements accumusome

lated by nature in the course of millions of years. There are serious
grounds for noting that as a result of human activity new concentrations of elements are being created in unnatural combinations.
The present, qualitatively new period of the interaction between
man and nature is witnessing man's conversion into a global factor

changing his environment, on top of which man is going beyond this

nature.

THE PRESENT STAGE OF THE PROBLEM
OF "MAN AND THE BIOSPHERE''

By converting nature into an object of expedient production
influ6nce, man giadually acquires new functions in regulating natural
processes, functions that spring from his ability to reshape his natural
170

environment, into outer space, and beginning to tap a source of
energy that is not typical for the biosphere, the energy of the atom,
and acquiring control over natural forces of a tremendous transformative potential. The "second nature" created by man is such that it
gives the illusion of society's virtual independence of "its own
nature", of the biosphere.
Man's appearance in outer space and the creation of artificial
materials and products are unquestionable evidence of a new stage of

which human life was born, developed and proceeds. The artificial

of man, is likewise linked with the biosphere despite

materials and products comprising man's so-called artificial environment cannot change his own dependence on the conditions existing in
the biosphere. By replacing various resollrces with the aid of artificial
materials man strives. above all. to preserve the stability of his vital
sonditions and, ultimately, of the biosphere. By switching from the
natural resources of the biosphere to artificial resources, to resources
of a secondary order, man does not exclude himself from the natural
environment and does not reduce his dependence on it.
This leads to the paradoxical circumstance that even if man settles
in other planets he cannot break away from terrestrial conditions if , of
course, he does not find a planet identical with the Earth and does not

as the existence

possible, for time exceeding the history of society is required to adapt
an intricate living organism (rnan, as the summit of nature's evolution,
is obviously one of the most intricate organisms currently existing on
Earth) to a fundamentally new environment. This means that even on
his longest journeys man will take with him his native biosphere-the
environment of his existence, and this environment will fence him off

in it.
Man's growin
development of

adapt himself to the new environment. However, the former
contingency is still very problematical, and the latter is hardly

from other worlds.
Even in outer space people continue to live and work in an
artificially created terrestrial environment. While breaking away from
the Earth man cannot break away from the biosphere. "As living
matter," Vernadsky wrote, "mankind is linked inseparably with the
material-energy processes of a definite geological jacket of the Earth,
with its biosphere. It cannot be physically independent of it for any
length of time."5
To a certain extent this fundamental methodological proposition
applies to inorganic matter as well. For instance, when instruments
and apparatuses are sent to outer space or other planets they are in
most cases provided with almost terrestrial conditions of work: the
appropriate pressure, humidity, temperature and gas composition of
the air are created for them. This is inevitable, for apparatuses are

mutual-

dependen

the
the
and

for
nature should be
the biosphere's progress resulting from the activity of man as a "new
geological element".
THE THEORIES OF V.VEBNADSKY AS A STAGE
OF THE STUDY OF THE CORRELATION BETWEEN
THE SPONTANEOUS AND THE CONSCIOUS
The qualitative uniqueness of man's influence on nature and his
habitat created as a result of this influence are mirrored in many

made on Earth; they transmit information that can be understood only

in comparison with information about the Earth; they are made of
terrestrial materials, whose properties, largely determining their
work, arg discovered by people in terrestrial conditions. Non-living
matter can, of course, exist outside the natural conditions of the
planet, the destructive, stabilising or restorative actions of whose
components are taken into account by man in the creation of this
matter, but ultimately even it ceases to exist as terrestrial matter. We
still cannot say definitely what will become of the materials from
which artificial satellites and spaceships are made after a long stay in
outer space or other planets, what new qualities they will acquire and
which of the qualities known to man they will lose. One thing is

certain, and it is that in any part of the universe nature must of
necessity reshape any matter in accordance with "local" conditions.
Terrestrial machinery unquestionably can perform certain work
outside our planet's limits, but it may be surmised that its existence.
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biosphere.T "Humanity as a whole," Vernadsky wrote, "is becoming a
173
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the relations betyveen society and nature as a natural-historical
objective process. But the
ere, or "the latest of the many
e,. wa.s, in his opinion, due to
arms in the process of remaking

nature.

This is borne out also by the fact that the boundaries of the
noosphere do not coincide with those of the biosphere. Products of
intelligent human activity (rockets, satellites, spaceships) penetrate
beyond the planet's limits; man-made machinery goes from the
biosphere into the planet's lower-lying envelopes. All these elernents
of t'second nature", cre ated by human labour, are relatively
autonomous, and this enables them to go beyond the biosphere. On
account of all these elements, the noosphere, as a state of the
biosphere, also spreads beyond the biosphere's limits. This noncoincidence of the frontiers of the noosphere and biosphere is to be
observed in the tendency, implicit in the primary biosphere but
manifesting itself to the greatest degree at the stage of the noosphere,
towards rnaximum manifestation and dissernination, a tendency that
is unprecedentedly stimulated by man, the main motive force of the
noosphere.

As a result of a long process of remaking its environment, human
society is converting the biosphere into a noosphere. "In the
biosphere, i.e., in the Earth's upper cover," Vernadsky wrote,
"human society is becoming a unique agency. It alone is changing the
biosphere's very foundations in a new way and with growing speed."
Consequently, mankind is the principal motive force of the natural
process, a "great geological and, perhaps, cosmic force".ro In this
context, the idea of the noosphere presupposes a transition from a
largely spontaneous transforrnation of nature into purposeful control
of its processes, of the development of the biosphere as a whole.
Since every expedient influence on nature has hitherto been
accompanied by a series of consequences, sometimes favourable, at
other times indifferent, and over the past few decades increasingly
harmful to man (which to a large extent burdens the entire process of
the interaction between society and nature with elements of
spontaneity), the conception of the noosphere presupposes a
transition from such to. rnore harmonious interaction. In keeping with
this conception, rnan comes forward not as a global natural force that
,in
ontaneously influences the development of the
force rationally organising its own interaction with
bio
nat
ly directing the biosphere's developrnent and
regulating the dynamic character of its processes.
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The formatiop of the noosphere in the process of mankind's
interaction with irature marks the beginning of the transition from the
spontaneous form of the process to conscious guidance of it. In the
theory of the noosphere tliis transition is itself regarded as a result of
the spontaneous realisation'of the conscious aims of human activity.
Although the dialectical unity of man and nature is expressed in
material practice (which is an objective social need and becomes a
constant factor influencing the development of the biosphere and its
elements), the conscious factors of this activity still do not give the
interaction between society and nature the character of a consciously
guided process. Production activity gives nature only a specific
possibility for unlimited development.

This is seen very clearly if we consider human activity not by
contrasting man with nature, when nature is regarded merely as the
environment of man's existence and human activity as a process of
reshaping and utilising this environment, but from the standpoint of
the unity of man and nature. In this case human activity is seen as an
interaction between the part and the whole determining the development of the whole. Through human activity nature unfolds its
possibilities, the infinite number of its manifestations, more fully and
broadly. But in order to avert dangerous spontaneity in the interaction
between society and nature, this entire process, and not its individual
(though basic) elements, must be placed under man's conscious
control and guidance.

With the development of society's productive forces hurnan
activity and its products exercise an increasingly perceptible influence
on the course of biospheric processes, and mankind's role as a new
geological force is displayed more and more distinctly. Today the
influence of this force on the biosphere must be assessed as being

reveals mankind's remarkable role as

a unique

agency

in

the

biosphere.

According to the Vernadsky theory, the emergence and developof the noosphere is a process of the development of the
biosphere, accelerated and controlled by an intelligent natural being,

ment

by man.
Here we must underscore Vernadsky's words that "an immense
future is unfolding for man in the geological history of the biosphere if
he will understand this and will not use his intelligence and labour for
self-annihilation".rr Man can appreciate this only if he has a social
organisation that gives freely thinking mankind the possibility for
harmonious development. The establishment of this society throughout the planet will be evidence not only of a high level of development
of the productive forces but also of mankind's unity.

t7s

it progresses
spontaneously and is not consciously controlled (as a bourgeois he of

Both: 'uThe conclusion is that cultivation when

cburse does not arrive at this), leaves deserts behind it-Persia,
Mesopotamia, etc., Greece. Hence again an unconscious socialist
tendency!" t5 With these words Marx was, in effect, the first to record

SOCIAL PROGRESS AND THE HARMONISATION
OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOCIETY AND NATURE

of the formation of

human society

is an act of the birth

of

communism. The settlement of the contradiction between man and

by laws which not only are independent of the will, consciousness and
intentions of man, but themselves decisively determine his will,
consciousness and intentions.
It is also importdnt to note the specific understanding of man's
domination oveinature under communism from the standpoint of the
correlation of conscious and spontaneous factors in the interaction
between them. In characterising the essence of man's power over

own future.
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Under comrnunism man will not dominate man and he will not
dominate nature, as this is understood today. In the interaction
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The present is not only a period of man's increasing practical use
of nature but also a period of his unity with nature. But to achieve this
man has to be "master of his own social organisation" (Engels), shape
it in such a way as to enable the interaction between society and
nature to improve with an €ye to long-term effects, in other word's, he
has to build a society conforming to his power. This is the only society
that allows him to take into account the limits of the possible in
nature, and not only his own airns.
It is not accidental that the unique character of the present period
of the interaction between people and nature manifests itself most
strikingly in the socialist countries, including the Soviet Union. A
huge contribution to the harmonisation of the socialist way of utilising
nature was made by the 25th Congress of the CPSU, which adopted a
comprehensive programme for the protection of the environment, the
rational use and reproduction of natural resources, the development
of the latest means of studying them, the creation of advanced
technologies and highly efficient machinery for the cleansing of
waste, the improvement of methods of forecasting the influence of
production on the environment, and so forth.
It must be noted that all these measures are components of an
integral system for the planned harmonisation of the socialist way of
utilising nature. A fundamental characteristic of this way is a
comprehensive approach in all areas of human activity, aimed at
remaking the environment, shaping new criteria of economic and
social progress, and making new demands on science andtechnology.
As a result, man's understanding of the world is today undergoing
definite changes, and this cannot but exercise a reverse impact on the
character of man's attitude to nature, on decisions to influence this or
that natural resource or process. The conscious regulation of the
social utilisation of nature and, consequently, of the transformation of
nature as a whole is becoming an increasingly effective factor of its
development.

Social progress provides social conditions for harmonising the
relations between society and nature, and it does this not by itself, not
automatically. Of course, a harmonious link between society and

nature presupposes a level of society's improvement that enables man
to organise and implement a reasonable attitude towards nature.
Because these conditions have yet to be created the steadily growing
dimensions of man's interference in the course of natural processes
are alarming mankind more and more. Today scientists are compelled

to

say over and over again that

it is important to protect us from

ourselves, that it is vital to teach man, who is acting as a predator and
squanderer in the full sense of these words, to show respect for his
environment, particularly for natural resources, which are his main
actual wealth.re
At any stage of human history society's possibilities for influencing nature, for remaking it objectively are determined by the state of

the productive forces, by "second nature's" development level- The
realisation of these possibilities and the methods of using natural
wealth depend largely on the socio-economic relations. Social
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relations help man to adopt a reasonable attitude to nature today,
when the scientific and technological revolution has opened up real
possibilities for this or, on the contrary, prevent him from adopting
iuch an attitude. Of course, every society must reckon with and be
guided by the laws of nature, but if society sets itself solely nalTow
utilitarian aims, "develops technotrogy and the cornbining together of
various processes into a social whole, only by sapping the original
sources bf all wealth-the soil and the labourer",il it rnay upset the
reproduction of natural conditions and create a dangerous ecological
situation.
The scientific and technological revolution releases man frorn the
routine of production process and allows him to perceive surrounding
reality more profoundly and see the objective tendencies of social
progress, the

specifically h
productive fo
thern and the
the means of developing nature, the scientific and technological
revolution does not by itself change the aims of this development or
the principles of society's use of the material world and its attitude to
the environment. The capitalist world uninterruptedly rejuvenates
and stirnulates a consumer attitude to nature, reduces it to the role of
an object of unrestricted exploitation and uses it chaotically, being
guided chiefly by the profitability of developing one resource or
another.

The basic contradiction of the present epoch is bared for us in a
new light. Communism shows us yet another aspect of its historical
mission, that of saving not only man but also nature.
The harmonisation of the relations between man and nature is a
socially determined process. Its successful
how effectively the numerous problems of
interaction between man and nature are
growing awareness
the biosphere has n
correct the orientat

of uncontrollable
conversion of these changes into a consciously guided process.
The surmounting of the present ecological menace and the
harrnonisation of the relations between man and nature spring frorn
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The great Russian scientist
Lomonosov predicted in his day that
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USSR.

Under Soviet government Siberia

a powerful industrial
complex with a well-organised indushas become

try and agriculture, a high level of

development of Siberia's productive

forces and of the utilisation of its
wealth demand scientific decisionmaking in the economy. This, in
turn, demands the rapid developrnent

of science there.

It was 20 years

ago that the Party
and the Government decided to set
up the Sibenian Division of the USSR
Acaderny of Sciences with the aim of
accelerating the industrial exploitation of the natural resources and
strengthening the scientific potential

of that region. Its

education and culture. Siberia spells

Tyumen

oil, Yakut diarnonds, the

4E institutes and
establishments employ nearly 35,W

people, including more than 3,000

Bratsk hydropower project, the Kuzbas, the Norilsk production
complex.

candidates and about 400 doctors of
science. The Siberian Division now
has a powerful research base with
scientific centres in Novosibirsk,
Irkutsk, Yakutsk, Krasnoyarsk,
Ulan-Ude and Tomsk. Academic
branches are being organised in
Tyumen, Kemerovo, Barnaul, Omsk
and Chita.
At the 25th Congress of the CFSU
I-eonid Brezhnev said that integrated
developrnent prograrnmes should be
elaborated and implemented in the
national econorny. Those principles
can be applied to science as well.
And the Siberian Division is trying to
do so, especially as the base for that
has been created. I have in mind the
groups of scientists working in major

During the Tenth Five-Year Plan
period when industrial output in the
USSR as a whole is to increase by
35-39 per cent, that of Siberia will
grow by some 50 per cent, which will
ensure the bulk or considerable share
of the increase in the production of

oil, natural gas, aluminium, of the
chemical, timber, pulp and paper,

and other industries. Major national
economic programmes will be realised intensively to create the USSR's
main oil and gas producing province
in Western Siberia, to develop the
Angara-Yenisei region and the Baikal-Amur railway zone, etc.

The high rates of the further

directions

of the natural sciences,
rtt

the possibility of conducting joint
research involving the efforts of
specialists in different fields of
knowledge. This makes it possible to
tackle problems which cannot be
solved by any one institute, and
creates the conditions for interdisciplinary discoveries. The cooperation and concentration of efforts
are reflected in the coordination

The research carried out

bY

economists served as the basis for
working out long-term forecasting,
programmes and proposals concerning the development of Siberia's
productive forces, including the integrated programmes for exploring
the oil resources of Western Siberia,
creating the Kansk-Achinsk fuel and
energy complex, the basic principles

of

plans which zire financed and controlled by the Presidium of the Divi-

developing and distributing the
productive forces in the major autonomous republics of Yakutia and

submits proposals to the Presidium
of the USSR Academy of Sciences

Buryatia, proposals on the long-term
plans of developing the Krasnoyarsk
Territory, the Sayano-Shushenskoye
industrial area and the Tuva ASSR,
and on the use of Tyumen gas in the
national economy. The Baikal-Amur

sion. The latter, when necessary,

concerning cooperation with the
Academies of the Union republics,
and with industries or universities.
As a rule, the coordination plans
include surveying, applied research,

laboratory lesearch and develoPment and the introduction of the
results into practice. The Division
now has 15 such plans, and each is
fulfilled by the joint efforts of many
institutes and is aimed at solving
fundarnental problems such as, for
instance, in the field of turbulence,
microelectronics, physics of lasers
and laser technique, molecular bioloEy, application of mathematical

methods

in

chemistry, creation of

elements of optical computers, auto-

mation

of

research, etc. Leading

scientists are appointed coordinators

for each problem.
Large regional programmes are an
important form' of organising integrated research. They correspond to
the Division's major task of promot-

ing the development of Siberia's
natural resources and productive

forces. Scientists participate in solving the various problems connected
with the'creation of territorialproduction complexes. and with the
development of the Far North, rnodern methods of systems analysis and
economic and mathematical modelling are widely used.
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railway zone is being rapidly

de-

veloped.
The setting up, under the ausPices
of the Siberian Division, of institutions working in the humanities has

markedly promoted the unification
and coordination of the efforts of
Siberian soiial scientists. They have
put out a five-volurne History of
Siberia which is the first systematic
and Miriist bxposiiion of the history
of Siberia from antiquity to our days.
This work by Siberian historians and
sociologists give a real and scientifically-grounded picture of the historical events that occurred on the
territory between the Urals and the

Pacific where man and his culture
were developing in a unique way.
Addressing a Plenary Meeting ol
the CC CPSU on October 25, 1976,
Leonid Brezhnev said: "Our Party
congresses have particularly sharpli
put the task of strengthening the ties

between science and production.

Both scientists and production workers have set to work to accomplish
that task. Much is being done by the
USSR Academy of Sciences and by
the republican academies."

The Siberian Division of the USSR

Academy of Sciences gives much
attention to the processes of applying the results of research in industry. I mean the results of major
fundamental and applied research in
academic science. The Siberian Division has'made more than 900 suggestions most of which have been real.
ised,or are being introduced. We try
to organise matters in such a way
that important scientific results
could be used not only by individual

enterprises but by whole industries.
In our opinion, this is the best way of
ensuring higher efficiency of social
production on the basis of scientific
and technological achievements.

Geologists and geophysicists of
the Siberian Division have made a
number of important hypotheses as
to the earth-crust structure and the
origins of mineral resources, which
helped to make recommendations for
developing geological prospecting in
the most promising parts of Siberia
and the Soviet Far East such as the
Siberian platform and the West-

Siberian plain. The work is carried
on in direct contact with industrial
ministries, and deposits of oil, gas,

ferrous, non-ferrous and precious

metals have already been found.
The Siberian explosion-welding
method is used in industry to create
most valuable bimetals, which makes

it

possible,

in particular, to

save

expensive stainless steel and replace
it by ordinary steel welded by explosion with a sheet of stainless steel.
The research of Siberian chemists

in the theory of foreseeing catalytic
reactions has led to the discovery of
over 50 catalysts while methods of
mathematical modelling made it possible to shorten the time of building

powerful reactors by more than half
and to increase their efficiency. Par-

ticularly effective results

were
achieved in the improvement of the

production of sulphuric acid used in
huge amounts by the chemical indus-

try primarily for the production of
fertilisers.

Siberian experts in genetics have
created new varieties of spring
wheat, double crop rye, and corn
adapted to the conditions of Siberia.
An integrated biological programme
has been worked out at the Division

to accelerate corn selection. It is
being implemented by institutes of
the Division as well as by establish-

ments of the All-Union Lenin
of Agricultural Sciences,
experimental stations and state
farms. The joint efforts of Siberian
Academy

experts in genetics and selection, of
scientists and practical workers, ensure accelerated. mass zonal experiments and the purposeful selection

of the most
hybrids.

valuable varieties of

Siberian mining specialists have
designed an iron-ore pit on the basis
of the latest ideas in high-speed

drilling, special methods of drilling
with the use of explosions, vibrators

and automation. Workers of

the

Novokuznetsk Metallurgical Plant
helped to build such a pit at the
Tashtagol mines in Alpine Shoria.

The new technology has reduced the
cost price of ore by almost 50 per
cent. It was used at other mrnes of
the Ministry of Ferrous Metallurgy
and, what is most important, became
a part of new projects.

The said integrated programmes
and coordination plans involve not

only the institutes and

design

bureaux of the Siberian Division of
the USSR Academy of Sciences but

also the powerful industry of

Novosibirsk, Krasnoyarsk, Irkutsk,
Tomsk and other Siberian cities. The

programmes which assumed the

form of long-term cooperation agreements with Union ministries and are
aimed at accomplishing the tasks of

rtIt

the Tenth Five-Year Plan, are a

new step in develoPilg the ties between science and production. They

have led to the setting up of a system
of research institutes and design

bureaux in various branches

of

in-

dustry, which work in cooPeration
with the Siberian Division, thus

forming a sort of scientific and
technological comPlex near
Novosibirsk. That experience will be
followed by other scientific centres

in Siberia.

Close ties with production, studies
of the needs of the national economy
are a source of our creativity. Orders
placed by industries often give birth
to new trends in science. There are
some difficulties in the practical

realisation

of scientific achieve-

ments. Industries sometimes try to
avoid risks especiallY if the old
customary technologY guarantees

the fulfilment of the State plans. The

of introducing innovations
should therefore be improved radically.
Our work was PositivelY assessed
in the CPSU Central Committee
Decision of FebruarY 1977 "On the
Activities of the Siberian Division of
the USSR AcadernY of Sciences to
Develop Fundamental and APPlied
Researches, Raise their Effectivesystem

ness, and Introduce
Achievernents in the

Scientific
National

Economy and Train Personnel".The
Decision noted that in the field of the
social sciences Siberia's scientists
are working in close contact with the
patural sciences and the-practice of
communist construction. At the'
same time it drew attention to our
shortcomings and to the problems
still awaiting their solution, orienting
us, in particular, to the need to
participate more broadly in the programmed development of Siberia's
natural resources, in the integrated
investigations aimed at the intensive
development of the country's
economy.
The scientists of the Siberian Division of the USSR AcademY of Sciences are well aware of their duty to
promote the acceleration of scientific and technological progress. And
we see as our main task to concentrate efforts and resources in the key
directions of fundamental science, to

use all potentialities to further increase the effectiveness of research
and the application of its results in
the national economy.
Academician

G.Marchuk,

Chairman, Siberian Dvision
of the USSR AcademY of Sciences

ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE
The Economic Management Institute (EMD under the State Committee for Science and TechnologY of
the USSR Council of Ministers is a
unique academic institution for the
retrainin! of senior administrative

personnel

of the Soviet

Union,

among them ministers, heads of state

committees and dePartments, their

deputies, and directors

of

major

amalgamations and enterPrises.
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EMI was set up in 1970 in view of
the marked complexification of the
economy, the growing scale of the
tasks facing econornic executives,
the new demands made uPon executives arising from the scientific and

technological revolution, the intro'

duction of

new

rnanagement

methods, the powerful develoPment
of electronic computers, and so on.

By then, much

experience had

been accumulated in the country in

retraining administrative personnel
and helping them to raise therr professional and business standards.
However, the task of sYstematic
retraining of the senior administra-

tive personnel was tackled for the
first time, and the new Institute at
once inevitably faced the following
questions: Who is to be trained?
Trained in what? and How?
The first question had a relatively
easy answer:. the student contingent

had been decided upon from the
outset. But even so, there remained

the task of forming

homogeneous
streams, groups, and so on, because
ministers and directors of enterprises, however large, have verY
different things to do.
The most important task that faced
EMt all the time is what to teach, its

complexity depending on the fact

that all the students are alreadY

engaged in a definite type of activity,
have the necessary training and considerable practical experience. Consequently, what they needed was not
tuition but retraining, so as to give a
new content and throw anew light on

the knowledge and skills theY

had

already acquired.

The most important task of instruction set by a group of lecturers
at EMI was to develop an urge for a
fresh and creative approach, allowing one to take non-standard decisions and a desire to comprehend
one's activity in the light of modern
science.

To tackle this task there was need
to structure the whole study cycle in
a specific way. All the curricula are
now concentrated round fonrr chairs,
whose names give an idea of the
content of the curricula.

The socio-economic

sciences

chair, Ied by the well-known Soviet
student of management problems,
Corresponding Member of the USSR

Academy of Sciences D.Gvishiani,
*Introoffers the following courses:'
Manageof
duction into the Science
ment", "The Mechanism of the Use
of the Laws of Social DeveloPment

in Practical Management", "General
Problems in the 'Optimal Functioning of the National EconomY", and
so on- This chair, as the names of the
courses indicate, is largely a general
theoretical one laying the foundations for work on the other sections
of the curricula.

The chair of

economico-

mathernatical methods of management, planning and prognostication
(heade<t by Academician N. Fedo-

renko) helps students to comPrehend concepts like economico-mathematical models of the macroeconomy, sectoral economico-ma-

thematical models, models of oPtimal planning on the level of the
national economy as a whole, the
sector and enterprise, the creation

of a sectoral system of oPtimal
organisation of management and
planning, and so on.
The automated management systems chair (headed bY Academician
V. Glushkov) apprises students with
the methodology used in designing
automated management sYstems, the
use of modern computers to imProve
management structures, oPtimal decision-making, the problenns arising
from the establishment of autornated

management systems

levels (enterprise,

at

varlous

amalgarnation,

sector) and the technologY and organisation of the work of the management apparatus.
A prominent feature of the activity
of senior administrative personnel is
the solution of social problems and
direct involvement in organising the
joint work of individuals and labour

collectives. The whole comPlex of
scientific subjects bearing on the

"human factor"

in

management is

elaborated

in the chair of

the

sociological and psychological aspects of management (led by Corresponding Member of the Academy of
Pedagogical Sciences B. Lomov).

The importance of the chairs and

their courses spnngs from the key
proposition of the socialist theory of
management: under any foreseeable
level of management techniques,

man continues to play the crucial
role of leader and performer. The
importance of sociological and socio.
psychological knowledge for executives is also determined by the fact
that industrial executives have solid
scientific and technical grounding
and much experience in working
with human beings, but are as a rule
much less informed about the pres-

ent state of sociology,

social

psychology, and so on. On the other

hand, the specific feature

of

the
retraining and the size of the courses
(not more than 12 hours) prevents
them from becoming a concise,
packaged exposition of the "academic" course.
It was necessary to adjust the

content of each course to practical
management and to set forth the
complicated problems in a language
that would be understandable to men
from other specirl fields.

At present, the study cycle of

every department starts with the
ot social forecasting, prog-

problem

nostication and planning. Students
are given an idea not only of the
forecasting of the future, but also of
how to exert a purposeful influence
on it, an idea of the planning of social
processes in the economy, in the
sector, region and individual enterprise.

The following subcycle considers
the problem of personnel taken in a
broad context, ranging from labour
resources and the tendencies oftheir

development as a whole and prob1t6

lems of occupational orientation,
professional selection and retraining
of personnel to the specific features
of the moulding, selection and appointment of senior executives in
every sector.

The courses devote much atten-

tion to the place of the executive
within the system of socio-psychological ties, dealing with the traditional questions

of "industrial"

so-

ciology and psychology: the individual within the industrial enterprise

system, the socio-psychological
of management, the socialist labour collectives, and waYs of

aspects

creating a favourable socio-psychological climate. An analysis is made

of the

contemporary complex of

demands made upon the individual,
which ensure the most effective
style of management.

Modern production,

operating
under the growing influence of the

scientific and technological revoludemands on
man's psycho-physiological qual-

tion, malres special

ities, which spring from the complex-

ification of the objects of management, the changing working conditions, the greater intensity of labour
processes, and so on. These ques-

tions are dealt with in the psychology
of labour and management activitY
course.

As I have already said, one of the
most important questions facing the
EMI was how to teach. The answers

combination of the subjects, depend-

ing on the concrete make-up of the
student group.

Traditional methods like lectures,
seminars and training, and active
methods like discussions, business
games, and simulation of concrete
situations with the aid of computers
are both used in the teaching pro-

cess. The elaboration of active
methods takes up a large part of the
scientific work dote by lecturers and
other staff of the scientific methods

department of EMI.
There are no tests or written ex-

The main form of
the effectiveness of the

aminations.
assessing

instructions is the writing and public
defence of the graduation work done
by each student individually under
the guidance of the department lecturers. These papers are usually
connected with actual problems arising in the student's practical activity,
and are based on modern economicomathematical methods, with a solid
sociological and socio-psychological
back-up, All graduation papers con-

tain practical recommendations for
improving the systern and methods
of management, with most of the
proposals being translated into prac-

tice.

Many students maintain ties with

the EMI after graduation, applying
for consultations on concrete problems, sharing experience and de-

"feedback" helps to find the exact
lines on which the courses, their
content and methods and forms of
teaching are being constantly improved.

After the first few streams of
students it became clear that the
available literature on the various
aspects.of the management does not

fully meet the requirements of the
study process at the EML Accordingly, much work was done for the
preparation and publication of special manuatrs for students. In the six

years, more than 60 study aids have
been published, and there has been a
mass printing of a series of nine

books under the general title "Sci-

ence and Management", in which the
of the science and
practice of management are concen-

basic problems
trated.

The constant urge to gain new
experience and sum up advanced
experience in managernent available
in the country, and consideration of
the latest achievements in science
are features which are important for
any scientific collective, and especially so for the Economic Management trnstitute, for they are determined by its place within the system

of management and the key tasks it
tlas to tackle in helping to enhance
the efficiency of social production.

" J:',ii.Tl:

scribing the application of the know-

Rector of the Economic
Management Insiitute

to this

Iedge they had obtained. This kind

teaching methods. Among the lecturers at EMI are leading Soviet scientists: economists, sociologists,
psychologists, computer specialists,
and prominent economic executives.
The broad range of the subjects
being studied in a relatively short
period (three months off the job) has

SCIENTIFIC CONTACTS IN REGIONAL STUDIES

question bear both on the
contingent of lecturers and the organisation of the tuition process and

led to the need to find an optimal

of

The Council for International Sci-

entific Contacts in Regional Studies
was founded in 190 by decision of
the Presidium of the USSR Academy
of Sciences. Its members are Soviet
economists, geographers, sociologists and other scientists working on

theoretical and practical problems of
regional studies at institutes of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, the
academies of scierrces in the Union
republics, the State Planning Committee of the USSR, the state planning committees of the Union repubt87

lics, ministries and government

de-

partments.
The Council pursues the following
main aims:
study and scientific genelalisa- of the know-how of socialist and
tion

capitalist countries in

regional

studies and the territorial distribution
of industries and individual large

factories; problems of urbanisation;
economic development of new ter-

ritories; use of scientific and tech-

nological achievernents in short- and
long-term economic development;
study offoreigntheoretical and
research in regional
methodological
policy, particularly regional

economico-mathematical models of
the distribution of the productive

forces with the use

of

comPuters;
critical examination of this research
with the view of applying it in Soviet

regional studies and the practical
solution of regional problems in the
Soviet Union.
In pursuance

of

these aims the

Council has established contacts
with foreign national scientific

schools of regional studies, individuspecialised
agencies studying regional problems.

al scientists and UN

Since its foundation the Council
has maintained regular contacts with
the relevant associations in different
countries, taken part in the congres-

ses, conferences and symposiums
sponsored by thern and helPed to
promote ,exchanges of books and

bibliographical information between

the interested Soviet organisations
and foreign scientists and institutions

studying regional problems.

The Council gives much of its

attention to cooperation with scientific institutions and scientists in

in the
elaboration of methods of studying
comprehensive problems and in exchanges of know-how in this field for
practical use in economic planning.
socialist countries, chieflY

ltt

At the close of 1971, in line with its
basic aims the Council sPonsored a

conference of scientists of socialist
countries studying the distribution of

the productive forces and regional
economy. The Conference was attended by representatives of scien-

institutions in Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, HungarY,
Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, Yugoslavia.
The Conference's main task was
to further the expansion of contacts
between Soviet scientists and scientists of cther sccialist countries with
the purpose of jointly evolving the
methodological aPProach to forecasting research in the integrated
regional problems of the long-term
distribution of productive fcrces and
of generalising the avaliable know-

tific

how in this field.
The Soviet school of integrated
regional studies has extensive experience in the rational distribution
of tt" productive forces and in

regional development. Its fundamen-

characteristic is the practical
orientation of scientific studies for
the aims of planning and organising

tal

the economY on a national and large
regional scale. This aPProach has
resulted in a General Pattern for the
Distribution of the Productive
Forces of the USSR for 197l-1980
and the drawing uP of comPrehensive plans for the long-term development of large regions in the Eastern

part of the ussR.
The importance of contacts between scientists with the purpose of
exchanging know-how, working out

methods of regional studies and
using these methods for solving
problems of territorial economic
planning was greatlY enhanced bY
ihe Council for Mutual Economic
Assistance when at its 25th session it
adopted the ComPrehensive Programme for the Further DeePening

and Improvement of

and the Development

CooPeration
of Socialist

Economic Integration of the CMEA
Member States.
This consideration underlaY the
work of the Council throughout the

subsequent years. From l94lto1976
there were six annual conferences of
experts of socialist countries, including Cuba, Poland, Czechoslova-

kia, the GDR, Yugoslavia and Hungary.

These conferences considered
many theoretical and methodolog-

ical questions of the regional
regional prognostication,
economy
typology -of regions, methodological
problems of the efficacy of the
regional economy, regional efficacy

of foreign economic relations,

the

national income on a regional scale,
urban agglornerations as an element

of the regional structure of the
socialist economy, and the
methodology of drawing up Plans
and programmes for the long-term

development and distribution of the
productive forces.
In the work of the Council and the
international conferences of experts

on regional studies from socialist
countries special importance has
been attached to the territorial aspect

of the socialist economic integration

of the CME.A, member states. As a
rule, this has been the subject of a
number of papers at every international conference. Its discussion by
scientists of socialist countries helps
to speed up and coordinate the
economic development of the
CMEA member states. Theunanimity of views on the basic methodologi-

cal principles of the study of the
regional problems of socialist
economic integration and long-term

territorial planning achieved

in_

the

work of the Council and international conferences fosters the deepening

of

integration and

its regional

de-

velopment.

The Council's studies in this area
resulted in the compilation of the

first volume of joint

international

work entitled Methodology of Regional Economic Srudies in Socialist
Countries (edited by Academician
N. Nekrasov). This work is to be
published in the Russian and English
languages and in the languages of the

interested CMEA member states.
Jointly with scientists of socialist
countries the Council is compiling a
dictionary of terms and concepts of
regional economy.
Contacts with scientists in capitalist and developing countries cover
mainly the receipt of delegations or
individual representatives of scientific institutions, discussions organ-

ised in the Council on the most

urgent problems of regional studies,
including the use of economicomathematical methods, and participation in symposiums and scientific
conferences abroad.
The Council exchanges scientific

literature and publications on the
theory and methods of regional
studies with interested research institutions in different countries.
Yu. Pavlov,
D. Sc. (Econ.),

fleputy Chairman,

Council for International Scientific
Contacts in Regional Studies,
USSR Academy of Sciences

COMPETITION BETWEEN TIVO SYSTEMS
Competition Between Two SYs/ems

is a

regular scientific publication,
consisting of separate topical issues
shedding light on various aspects of

this comprehensive problem and re-

lated politico-economic,

social,

philosophical, methodological

and

technico-economic questions. Figur-
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ing prominently in the publication

is

an analysis of the lines and concrete

forms of socio-economic changes
and economic organisational modifications in the various capitalist countries going on under the impact of the
mounting conflict between the pro-

ductive forces and the relations of
production under the scientific and
technological revolution, the growing tendency towards the internationalisation of economic life, the
growth of the anti-monopoly movement and the internationalisation of
the class struggle. These publications
are designed to show the substance
of the present-day anti-Marxist

politico-economic and sociological

theories backing up the strategy and
tactics of imperialism. to shbw the
forms of its adaptation, manoeuvring
and exploitation of the working
people, and the methods used by

state-monopoly capitalism

in

its

struggle to keeP the bourgeois sYstem alive in the new world situation. They expose the "Left" radical

and Right opportunist conceptions.
Much attention is given to theoretical matters relating tp the elabora-

tion of national ecohomic

recommendations in the socialist countries,
and to critical use of foreign production experience.

The publications range over

a

broad spectrum of questions having
a direct and indirect but highly
important bearing on the course of

the competition between the two
systems. In the analysis of these

questions an effort is made to bring
out the diverse factors helping to
make more efficient the solution of
the problem of combining the scientific and technological revolution
with the advantages of socialism, to

consider

the share and systemic

interconnections of the various factors, to analyse the law-governed
tendencies springing from the growth

of the productive forces and exerting

an objective influence on the
dynamic of the national economic
proportions, and also the character

of this influence on the actual face of
the economy of countries with different socio-economic systems.
From this angle, an analysis is presented in the light of the dialectical
unity of the class struggle, the peaceful competition between the two
systems and constructive international cooperation, of the quantitative and qualitative changes taking
place in the economy and social
relations of the various countries,
including changes in the sphere of
science, education, production, cultural and everyday services, protection of the environment, the use,
distribution and circulation of natural resources, and the allround development of the working people
themselves as the chief productive
force in society.

Among the authors are leading
Soviet scholars engaged in the
theoretical and practical scientific
elaboration of this spectrum ofprobIems.

An idea of the more concrete
character and orientation of the matter presented in this publication can
be gained from the contents of one of
the latest subject issues of Competition

Between

Two Systems. The

Economy of Socialism and the World

Economy.

The section entitled The Deepening of the General Crisis of Capitalism contains the following articles:
"The Criteria of Cyclical Economic
Crises", "Problems in Fresent-Day

Inflation", "Problems in Regulating

International Payments", "The Froblem of Ra* Materials in the World

.Capitalist Economy in the 1970s",
"The Problem of the Economic Gap
Between the Ernergent Countries

and the Developed Capitalist Countries", and others.
In the section Social Development

and Improvement of

Socialist

Economic Activity, there are these

articles: "New Phenomena in the
Social Development of the Soviet

Countryside", 'The System of
Economic Stimulation in the USSR
and Improvement of Material and
Moral Incentives for Working
People", "Calendar Planning of Individual Production Under Automated
Production-Management Systems",
and "The Scientific and Technological Revolution and the Working
Class Under Socialism".

The section The Class Struggle
and the Legal Forms of Regulating

tems (USSR and USA)", "The Influence of the Services on the Structure

of Labour".
The section Socio-Economic Aspects of Demographic Changes contains these articles: "Reproduction
of the Population and the Economy",
"The Social Aspects of Gerontology
Under the Scientific and Technologi-

cal Revolution".
Each issue contains a name index,

an index of organisations,

depart-

ments, institutions and companies, a
subject index, and summaries of the
articles in English and German.

The publication was started in
is the organ of three
Scientific Councils of the USSR
1963 and

Academy of Sciences for Integrated

Relations Between Labour and Capital coritains these articles: "Legal

Problems: "Economic Competition

Regulation

Working Class and Mass Democratic
Movements in the Capitalist Countries Under the Current Scientific
and Technological Revolution",
"Socio-Economic and Ideological
Problems of the Scientific and Technological Revolution".
The publication is put out under an
Editorial Board headed by Academician A. Rumyantsev.
Competition Between Two Systems
is an important scientific and refer-

of Labour Relations in

State-Monopoly Capitalist Coun-

tries", "The Working People's
Movement for Participation in the
Management of Production in the
West European Countries", and

so

on.

In the section Technico-Economic
and Social Problems there are these
articles: "Marketing and Corporate
Management in the USA", "MIS

and US Administration", and

so

on,

ln the section lnternational

Com-

parisons, there are these articles:
"Basic Methodological Comparisons

of the Volume of Free

Services

Consumed by the Population in
Countries with Different Social Sys-

Between Two Systems", "The

ence publication not only for
academic economists in various
fields, but also for organisers of
production, lecturers in the social
sciences, and so on.

L Farlzov'

D. Sc. (Hist.)

USSR STATE PRIZE WINI\IERS

Among Soviet men of science

awarded the USSR State Prize for
1976 arc a group of scholars in the
humanities.
In the field of history the Prize has
been awarded to the work History of
Towns and Villages ol the Ukrainian

SSR,

in 26 volumes,

published in

Its authors, who in this
fundamental work define a new
trend in Soviet historiography, are:
1967-1974.

P.

Tronko (head), D. Sc.(Hist.), De-

puty Chairman of the Council of
Ministers of the Ukrainian SSR:

190
191

I.

Slabeyev, Cand. Sc. (Hist.)' De-

partment Head at the Institute of
Histoiy of the Ukrainian AcademY
of Sciences, and A. Kasimenko and
I. Kompaneyets, both D. Sc. (Hist-).
In the field of literature, art and
architecture the State Prize has been
to
Y . Lazarcv, CorresPonding Mernber
of the USSR AcademY of Sciences,
member of many foreign academies

awarded (posthumously)

and Hnnorary President of the Inter-

national Association of Byzantinists

for his books

Byzantine

Art,

Old
Russian Mosaics and Frescoes" Old
Italion Masters, and Old EuroPean

Masters which represent a major
contribution to Soviet and world art
criticism. In these scholarly writings
their author takes account of the
latest discoveries made in the respec-

tive fields.

REPLENISIIMENT OF THE USSR ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
meeting in Moscow
on Decemlrer 23'24, ln6, the I-ISSR
Academy of Sciences members and

At a general

corresponding members were
elected. The meeting elected one
Academician and thirteen qorresponding members.
Academician:
Department of HistorY

Yu. BromleY (sPecialitY-world
history), Director of the Institute of
Ethnography of the USSR AcademY
of Sciences, DePutY Chief Scien-

Secretary of the Presidium of
the USSR AcademY of Sciences and
member of the Editorial Council of

tific

this journal. He is an honorarY
member of the Hungarian Ethnog-

raphical SocietY and the RoYal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain and Ireland. SPecialising in
theoretical problems of the ethnography and history of culture of the
peoples of the world, the Primitive

communal system and the agrarian
history of the EuroPean Middle
Ages, he has written 170 works,
including the monographs The Peasant Oprising of 157j in Croatia,
Formation ol Feudalism in Croatia
and Soviet EthnograPhY.' Basic

Oientations.

Our journal has published the
by Yu.Bromley:

following papers

"Ethnographic Investigation of the
Peoples of the USSR" (No. 2, 1973),

"Ethnographic Studies" (No. 2,
ln, and "Soviet EthnograPhY

Today" (No.

l,

1976).

Corresponding Members:
Department of History

G.Klm

(specialitY-Oriental

studies), Department Head of the
Institute of Oriental Studies of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, Editor-

in-Chief

of the journal Asia

and

Alrica Today, specialist in the latest
history and problems of the national
liberation and working-class movements in Asian countries. He has
written more than 150 works, includhg The Working Class ol Korea:
Leoding Force ol the PeoPle's Demo-

cralic Revolution, Proletarian Inter-

nationalism and Revolutions in Eastern Counties (co-author) an.d Lenin
and the Natio'nal Liberation Movement in Eastern Countries.

Our journal has Published

the

following papers by him: "28th International Congress of Orientalists"

(No. 4, 191) and "DeveloPmenl
Trends ie the East Today" (No' 3,
1975).

Y.Pashuto (speciality-history of

the USSR), Division Head of the
Institute of HistorY of the USSR
Academy of Sciences. Specialist in

I

the history of feudalism in Russia,
pre-revolutionary Russian foreign
policy, source studies and historiography. He has elaborated a series of
theoretical and concrete historical
problems of the formation of early
feudal societies and states. He has
written 180 works, including Foreign

Policy

of Ancient Rus, Alexander

Nevsky ond the Russian People's
Struggle for Independence all.d The
Formation of the Lithuanian State.

V.Rutenburg (speciality-world
history), senior scientific associate
of the Leningrad Division of the
Institute of History of the USSR
Academy of Sciences ; corresponding
and honorary member of a number

of Italian

academic societies, A

specialist in the history of Italy and
West European feudalism, V. Rutenburg shows in his studies the specific
features of modern Italian capitalism
and of the period of transition from
feudalism to capitalism, and touches
on problems of the Renaissance and
the Reformation. He has written
more than 160 works, including Out-

line History of Early Capitalism in
Italy, Italy and Europe on the Eve ol

New Times and Giants of the Renaissance. Many of his works have been
published abroad.

S.Trapeznlkov (speciality-history of the USSR), a specialist in the
history of the USSR, notably in the
history of the CPSU's agrarian policy. He is a member of the Editorial
Board of the journal Voprosy istorii
KPSS. In his works he traces the
development of agrarian relations in
an historical and social context, the
Communist Party's implementation
of Lenin's agrarian programmes in

three revolutions in Russia,

the

socialist reshaping of agriculture and

the policy of the CPSU in

this

sphere.

He has written more than

100

works, including The Agrarian Question and Leninist Agrarian Program-

mes

in

Three Russian Revolutions

and The Social Sciences: A Powerful
Id eologic al Potential o f Communis m.
Many of his works have been translated into foreign languages. His A,

Steep Turns

in

History has been

brought out in the English, Spanish,
French and Finnish languages, and it
has been published in the GDR and
Czechoslovakia in the German and
Slovak languages; his two-volume
Leninism and the Agrarian-Peasant
Question is being prepared for publi-

cation

in Arabic. Our iournal

has

published his articles'"The Struggle

Against Revisionism" (No.

and "Lenin's Agrarian
(No.3, 195).

I,

192)
Policy"

Z.Udaltsova (speciality-world
history), Division Head of the Institute of World History of the USSR

Academy of Sciences,

ViceAssociation of Byzantine Studies. She
is a specialist in the history of the

President

of the International

Middle Ages, Byzantine

studies,

Slav studies and the history of Late
Antiquity and has written nearly 2(X)

works, incfuding Soviet Byzantine
Studies Over 50 Years and 13 chapters of the collective work A History
of Byzantium. Our journal has pub-

lished her paper "Soviet Byzantine
Studies" (No.2, 1975).

Department

of

Philosophy

and

Law

B.Lomov (speciality-psychology), Director of the Institute of
Psychology of the USSR Academy

of

Sciences and Vice-President of

the International Union

of

Psychological Sciences. A specialist
in general and engineering psycholo-

gy and also in the psychology of
management, he has studied the
main trends of the development of
r93

192

present-day psychological science,

and its structure and relationship
with the social and technical sciences. He has written nearly 2(X)
works, including six monographs.
Our journal has published the follow-

ing papers by him: "'Psychological
Aspects of Economic Management"
(No. l, 1973) and "Human Communication in International Space
Flights" (No.I, 1977).
philo sophy),
I. Frolov (speciality
Executive Secretary -of the journal
World Marxist Review and Mernber

of the Editorial Council of

this

journal. He specialises in the elaboration of topical problems of modern Marxist-Leninist philosophy and
has written numerous works, includ-

ing Causolity and

Expediency in
Living Nature, Genelics and Dialecfics and The Process ol Science ond

the Future of Man. Many of his
works have been translated into
foreign languages. Our journal has

published: "Contemporary Science
and Humanism" (No. 2, 1973) and
"Science and the Prospects for Man"
(No. 3, 1976).

E.Chekharln (speciality-law),
Rector of the Higher Party School at
the CPSU Central Committee,
Editor-in-Chief of the journal
Ucheniye zapiski VPSh, member of

the Editorial Board of the joumal
Politicheskoye samoobrazovaniye

and other publications. A specialist
in the theory of the state and law, the
development of the Soviet political

system and the improvement of
socialist democracy, he is the author

of the book The

Soviet Political

System in Developed Socialist Socie-

,y and co-author of three textbooks

and study aids for students of law
institutes. Our journal has published
his article "Theoretical Problems of
the Political Systern of Soviet Socie-

ty" (No.3, l97r).
194

Department of Economics

A.Anchishkin (speciality-economics), Department Head at
the Central lnstitute of Economics
and Mathematics of the USSR
Academy

of

in

Sciences.

He is

a

theory of socialist
reproduction, the methodology of
specialist

the-

Many of his works have been translated into foreign languages.

M.sergeyev (specialitY-econo-

mics), First Deputy Chairman
of the Presidium of the Urals
Scientific Centre of the USSR.
Academy of Sciences and Director
of the Institute of Economics at the

economic planning and prognostica

Urals Scientific Centre. A specialist

ling. His many works include Rofes

management,
economic autonomy and the stimula-

tion, and macro-economic modeland Dimensions of Economic Prognostication, Forecasting the Growth

of the Socialist Economy and
Methods ol Forecasting the
Dynamics of the Economy.

E.Kapustin (speciality-economics), Director of the Institute of Economics of the USSR
Academy of Sciences and Member of the Editorial Council of

this journal. He is a specialist in the
political economy of socialism, and
the author of more than 2fi) works,
including The Economic Aspect of
the Socialipt Way of Lile alad. The
Quality ol Wo* ond Wages (this
book was awarded the Lomonosov
Ptize). In our journal we published:

"The Scientific and Technological

Revolution and the Improvement of
Socialist Production Relations"
(No. l, 1975), "The Socialist Way of
Life as a Socio-Economic Category"
(No. I, 196) and "Socialist Emulation: Creative Quests" (No.4, 196).

A.Notkin (speciality-economics), Division Head at the Institute of Economics of the

USSR

Academy of Sciences, a specialist in
the Soviet economy. He has written
more than l(X) works, the best known
of which are: .Essays on the Theory
of Socialist Reproduction, Socialism's Material-Production Potential

and The Determination of

the

Economic Eflicacy of Investments.

in

production

tion of production and

scientific

labour organisation, he has written
more than 80 works, including 16
monographs on the above-mentioned
subjects.

Department

of Literature

and

Language

history
V. Shcherbina (speciality
- of the
of literature), Deputy Director
Gorky Institute of World Literature
of the USSR Academy of Sciences, a
specialist in 20th-century literature,
Soviet literature and the theory of

literature, and the author of many
works, including Topical Problems
of Modem Litemry Criticism, Lenin

Questions of Literature, The
Ways of Art and The Voice of the
Epoch. Our journal has published his
paper "trdeology and Some Aspects

and

of Culture" (No.3,

1972).

Congresses . Conferences' Sym po siums

2sth CPSU CONGRESS: THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

In October 1976 Moscow was the
venue of an all-Union conference on
the theme "25th Congress of the
CPSU and the Development of Marxist-Leninst Theory". Convened by
the Institute of Marxism-Leninism,
the Academy of Social Sciences and
the Higher Party School of the CC
CPSU, and by the USSR Academy
of Sciences, it was attended by social
scientists, university lecturers, Party
workers and propagandists.

The plenary session was opened
by M.Zimyanin, a Secretary of the

ments, the general crisis of capital-

ism and the theory of international

relations. As L.I. Brezhnev, General
Secretary of the CC CPSU, underlined at the Party Congress, at the
present -stage of the USSR's development the need for furthei creative eiaboration of theory, far from
diminishing, has been growing; fresh

opportunities for fruitful research-both of a general theoretical, basic and applied character-arise at the conjunction of various sciences, notably the natural and

CC CPSU, who noted that the 25th
Congress had gone down in the
history of mankind as one of the
most outstanding political events of

the social.

CC
CPSU to the Congress, he said, was
a programme document of the

Leninist theory and the entire complex of the social sciences, to their
active and direct participation in the

our time. The Report of the

Party, and the propositions contained in it represent the consistent
application and creative development of Marxism-Leninism. It was
noted at the Congress that the Past
few years had been particularly fruitful ones for Soviet social scientists.

number of fundamental studies
appeared on questions related to

A

Party history and theory, general
history and the history of our coun-

try, dialectical and

historical
materialism, political economy, the
international communist, workingclass and national liberation move196

The Party, Zimyanin continued,
pays paramount attention to the

further development of Marxist-

elaboration and solution of problems

of

communist construction, in the

foreign policy activities of the CPSU
and the Soviet state.
The 25th Congress pointed out,
M. Zimyanin further noted, that the
tasks facing our social sciences could
be accomplished only if there was
close connection with practice.
The organisation of integrated research is becoming a condition essential to the further success of work

in both the natural

and the social
sciences. The need for an integrated,
systems approach to the solution of

rnajor socio-economic and sociopolitical problems was emphasised in
the documents of the 25th Congress;
this need arises from the very dialectics of our social developrnent, its
present level of rnaturity and dimensions. With the present differentiation of scientific knowledge, including the social sciences, any narrow
specialised research risks beconning
useless and untenable unless it is
connected witf an integrated, comprehensive study of the problem.
Soviet social scientists, the reporter said in conclusion, are true assistants of the Leninist party in its
ideological, theoretical, political and
organisational activities, in guiding

the building of the new society; in
analysing and generalising the major
social process of our time; in the

historical struggle, together with all
revolutionary, democratic and progressive forces, against imperialism,
reaction and war. The PartY has

The conference then heard a re-

port by Academician

P. Fedoseyev,

Vice-President of the USSR
Academy of Sciences, "Theoretical

Problems of Developed Socialism
and Communist Construction" (pub-

lished in this issue of the journal),

arrd reports by

Academician
A. Yegorov, Director of the Institute

Marxism-Leninism of the CC
CPSU, "The Party in the Period of

of

Developed Socialism", and

bY

Academician N. Inozemtsev, Director of the Institute of the World

Economy and International Relations, "Problems of Contemporary
World Development and International Relations".
Fifty-six reports and communications were heard at the four section
meetings: "The Party in the Period of
a Developed Socialist Society",

"Socio-Economic hoblems

of

De-

veloped Socialism", "Problems of

always relied on the active assistance
of Soviet social scientists when
charting its home and foreign policy,

and when putting this policy into

Communist Education, Socialist
Ideology and Culture in the Conditions of Developed Socialism",
"Problems of the CPSU's lnternational Policy and of the World Com-

effect.

munist Movement".

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMEI{T
OF THE TIXIRD WORLD COUNTRIES

An international conference on
"Analysis of the Conceptions of the
Socio-Economic Development of the
Third World Countries", attended by
more than 200 scholars from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR,
Hungary, Poland, Rumania and the

Soviet Union, was held in Kiev in
September 196. The Conference
was sponsored by the EconomY and
Policies of the Developing Countries
Problem Commission of Multilateral

Cooperation

of the Academies of

of the Socialist Countries,
the Current hoblems of the DeSciences

veloping Countries Scientific Coun-

cil of the USSR dcaderny of Sciences, the Institute of the World

Economy and International Relations of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, and the Institute of
Economics of the Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR.
The first plenary session was addressed by the Problem Commission's Chairman, E.Primakov, Corresponding Member of the USSR

Academy of Sciences.

The following collective reports

were read and discussed: "Bourgeois
Science on the Developing Coun-

tries: A Critique of Methodology,

Basic Airns and Trends" (USSR
of Sciences), "Apologetic

Academy

Theories of

Backwardne ss in
Bourgeois Economic Science" (Hun-

garian Academy of Sciences), and
"Non-Marxist Theories of the Political and Social Development of the
Countries of Asia, Africa and Latin

America" (Czechoslovak Academy

of Sciences).
As was noted in the reports, scientists of the socialist countries have
gained a considerable experience in
studying the political, economic and
social processes under way in the
Third World. A number of interesting works have appeared containing

a

Exposure of imperialism's "new
doctrines", of the ideological subversions of the neocolonialists is furthering the cohesion of all revolutionary forces and becoming an important condition of the liberation movement's further progress.
The Conference in Kiev discussed

a wide range of topical

problems

connected with a critical evaluation
of the bourgeois conceptions of the
social development of Third World
countries. They generalised the vast
experience of scientific criticism of

the methodological flaws

of
bourgeois theories, of exposing their
idealism and metaphysics, their
apologetic substance, as well as the
neocolonialist trend of the recom-

systems analysis of the entire
complex of current problems of the
countries of Asia, Africa and Latin
America. These problems are examined not from narrow, regional
positions, but in terms of world
socio-economic development, in the

theories of "backwardness", of
"stages of growth", of "the vicious

capitalism and the exjstence of two

growth", of "ttre interdependence of

systems. It is precisely this approach
that enables Marxists to show the
anti-imperialist trend of the struggle

vein, were subjected to critical

context of the general crisis of

of the developing countries for

mendations advanced by bourgeois

ideologues. The various so-called

circle

of

backwardness",

of

"zero

development", and much else in this

analysis.
The need was stressed to dialecti-

economic independence and equality
in economic relations; to see in the
social processes under way in these
countries signs of the development
of the anti-imperialist struggle into a
movement for the social reconstrustion of society, for progressive forrns
of social advance, for the socialist

cally combine critical analysis of

orientatiori.
In the conditions of the intensified
revolutionary process bourgeois science is compelled to relinquish undisguised apology of capitalism and

defining and elaborating new

proaches in the Marxist analysis of
Third World problems. The diversity
and complexity of these problems,
the rapid changes in the social life of

colonial utopias,

the developing countries require that

to look for

new

approaches to the problerns of the
newly-independent countries, to advance theoretical projects and re-

commendations the realisation of
which would return these countries
to dependent capitalist development.

non-Marxist theories witb a positive
elaboration of the pressing problems
of the newly independent countries
and to strictly differentiate the vari-

ous trends of social thought in these
countries.
Great attention was devoted to
ap-

Marxist thought indicate in good

time the ways of solving the theoreti-

cal and practical problems posed by
reatity, that it advance scientifically-

grounded practical recommendations.

The Kiev Conference is one of the
meetings held in accordance with the
long-term plans of the Problem Com-

mission of Multilateral Cooperation,
which are aimed at bringing together
scientific forces and coordinating
research in the given field.
In the unanimous opinion of the
Conference participants, its conclu-

sions and recommendations will

stimulate joint activities by scholars
of the socialist countries, will help to

raise the scientific level of researches and make for closer links
with practice.
K. Yarentsov,
Cand. Sc. (Econ.)

CONGRESS OF POLITICAL SCIENTISTS

The

lfth World Congress of the

International Political Science As-

sociation (IPSA) devoted

to

the

theme "Time, Space and Poli(ics"
was held in Edinburgh (Scotland) in
August 1976. lt was attended by
more than l,(XX) scholars, Compara.
ble in number of participants with
the previous, Montreal Congress, the
Edinburgh Congress was the most

representative of all in number of
countries represented (56). The representation of the socialist countries

was considerably broader: it was
attended for the first time in IPSA's
history by a delegation from the
GDR (8 scholars) and by a Cuban
delegate as an..observer. Also the

of scholars from the developing countries of Asia, Africa
and Latin America was rhuch greater
than previously. As always the developed capitalist countries of the
West were widely represented.
The Soviet delegation of 27 scholars was headed by Academician
number

P. Fedoseyev, Vice-President

of the

USSR Academy of Sciences. They

included specialists in philosophy,
history, law and economics, which

it

possible to give a comprehensive picture of the social sciences, the achievements of the political system of Soviet socialist society
and the Marxist-Leninist methodology in studies in the political sciences.
In preparation for the Congress
made

the Soviet Political Sciences Associ-

ation had a number of the papers of
the Soviet delegation translated into
foreign languages (English, French,
Spanish) and published in the form

of a thematic collection which

was

distributed among the Congress participants ("Time, Space and Politics
Soviet Studies in the Political Sci-

ences", USSR Academy of Sciences. "Social Sciences Today"

Editorial Board, Moscow, 1976). Extensive preparatory woik was carried out also by the associations of

political sciences of other socialist

countries.
Thus Polish scholars pre's6nteO
30 papers to the Congress,
their colleagues from the GDR put
out a special collection of papers,

and Rumanian scholars

a special

issue of the journal Viitorul Social
(Social Future).
The Congress opened with a plenary session which was addressed by

the Chairman of the

Organising

Committee G. Moodie (Great Bri-

tain), UNESCO representative
V. Mshveniy;:radze (USSR), and

former IPSA president J. Laponce
(Canada). In his speech at the ple-

nary

session

P. Fedoseyev noted

phere

Academician

that an atmos-

of useful cooperation is

be-

coming the prevaiting atmosphere in
international scientific exchange and
that there is every possibility of joint
discussion of a whole complex of
problems, notwithstanding funda-

mental ideological differences and

l9t
19!D

differences
analysis

of class

aPProach to

of political phenomena be-

tween Marxist-Leninist science and
the various trends of the political
sciences in the West. He went on to
say that the search for waYs of
adjusting international relations for
the purpose of Preventing a thermonuclear catastroPhe, the Promo-

tion of fruitful mutually advantageous cooperation between all states,
protection of the environment, the
rational and just utilisation of natural, including energy resources, the
expansion of scientific, technological and cultural ties in the interests of

all peoples-all these

Problems
should be the object of joint study by
representatives of the social sciences whose conclusions and recommendations can helP solve these

problems in practice.
The main iheme was discussed at
2l sessions and as usual at sPecial
meetings and rneetings of the standing research committees. The wide
range of Problems discussed at the
Congress, whose main theme was
formulated in broad terms, maY be
gathered from the topics of the main
sessions- TheY were: "HistorY as a

field of experience and experimenta-

tion"; "simulating the past"; "Cornparative history and comParative
politics"; "Theories of political development and evolution"; "Planning, futurologY and Politics'";

"Memory and consciousness in polit-

ical systems"; "Ideology as a control
of time and space"; "Patterns of time
and space cleavages in political systems"; "Setting, protecting and expanding spatial boundaries" ; "Political, economic and cultural means of
controlling time"; "The spatial dinnensions

of

administration"; "Pri-

vate and social time, Private and
social space: the PolicY of PrivacY
and secrecy"; "Time, sPace and
law"; "The closing of space and its
2Im

impact on the international system";
"Geographical and political equilibrium: the politics of energY resources"; "spatial models of political

analysis"; "Recent theoretical
velopments: time and sPace

deas-

affecting
sampling

litics

and

geography: the diversity of accessible space and the ethics of distribution"; "The future of world politics:
functionalism or new territoriality?" ;
"'social and cultural planning" (this
session was formed on the ProPosal
of the Soviet scholars). Soviet scho-

lars (V.Turnanov and V.Chirkin)'
were the convenors and chairmen of
two sessions. Yugoslav and Polisb
scholars (N. Pa5i6 and J' Wiatr)
headed two sessions.
The Soviet delegation, wbich Participated in the work of all the main
sessions and the research commit-

tees, as well as in nine sPecial
meetings, read 15 PaPers at the
Congress and took the floor in the

discussion more than 30 times. The
delegation members of other socialist countries also actively participated in the Congress proceedings.
It is as yet difficult to sum uP the

Congress results. But unlike Past

congresses the political sciences at

the Edinburgh Congress were
oriented towards historY as evi-

denced by the problems discussed in
many of the sessions, among thim
that of simulating the political situations of the past, the need "to learn
from history", to combine futurolog-

etc., in the context of political

sci-

ence, but no unanimous opinion was
reached on the matter. Former congresses ignored problems of law. In

this respect symptomatic is the fact

that in the course of the Congress
attention ttirned to such problems as
the relationship between politics and
law, law and culture, a cornparative
study of the activities of legislative

and judicial bodies. Evidently the

desire to accentuate the importance
of the role of political science and to

enhance its prestige explains the
great attention paid to such problems
as "politics and science", the concept of political ideology and its
place in social consciousness, the
teaching

of the political

sciences,

etc.

The discussion of the aforemen-

tioned and of many other problems
showed that Western political science continues to be characterised
by a disproportion between the accurnulation of empirical material and

the elaboration of

individual
methods, on the one hand, and the
absence of a stable theoreticomethodological bhse, of theory of a
high level that would futnish the key
to understanding individual problems, on the other. Hence the tendency to replace such theory with
abstract scholastic schemes that divorce science from political reality.
The Congress disclosed the poor
knowledge by Western political scientists of the social and political
system, of the standards of political

life of the socialist countries, of the
achievements and mechanism of
socialist dernocracy. A heightened
interest

in Marxism was

evident,

although Western political science
by and large acts as the antipode of
Marxism-Leninism. A "Left"-radical
line was also apparent at the Congress, in which criticisrn of capitalism was combined with attempts to
declare Marxism antiquated.
The participation of socialist scholars in the Congress infused its work
with

a

keen awareness of the connec-

tion between political science

and

reality, showed the advantages of

a

political ideology that has developed
on the scientific foundation of Marxism-Leninism, opened up new opportunities for a scholarly dialogue in
the conditions of international detente. Recognition of the great services of Soviet political sciences was
the acceptance of the invitation to
hold the next congress of the IPSA in

Moscow in 1979.
The Edinburgh Congress elected a
new president of the IPSA
K. Deutsch (USA), and a new Executive Committee of the Association. The five newly elected vicepresidents include the Soviet
rnember of the Executive Commit-

tee, G.Shakhnazarov. J.Trent of

Canada was elected General Secretary of the IPSA. The work of the
Congress was widely covered by the
foreign press.

L Yevgralov

ical forecasting with

historical
analysis, etc. However, even Western political scientists admitted that
it is still too earlY to sPeak of
Western political science overcoming its "traditional antihistorism".

Much time was taken uP bY the

attempt to interpret such concepts as

"space", "territory", "boundary",

F'ORUM OF TIIE INTER.NATIONAL I.,AW ASSOCIATTON
The 57th Conference of the International Law Association was held in
Madrid from August 30 to September

4, 1976. It was attended by international law experts frorn 35 countries.
One of the largest delegations was

from the Soviet Union led by Corres-

ponding Member of the USSR.
Academy of Sciences G. Tunkin,
Chairman of the Soviet International

Law Association.
In the course of a week, at the

sittings

of

12 committees 450 dele-

was Professor J. Humphrey of Cana-

gates discussed major points of international law and passed decisions on

da. The Conference expressed its

some

of them.

The Conference agenda contained

15 items. The most important of
these were environmental protection; human rights; law of the sea, air
and space law; international water
resources law; and international terrorism. It must be noted that the
Association has been studying some

of these problems for many

years

and has given them considerable
attention at a number of meetings
over the past few years.

At the

discussion

of the

legal

aspects of environmental protection

the Soviet delegation undersgored
that it was necessary to organise
comparative studies of the legislation
and court practice of different countries in the sphere of environment
and especially their efficacy. Attention should be concentrated not so
much on questions of liability for

violations

of the norms

regulating

environmental control as on the creation of the conditions ensuring priority for environmental protection

when questions

of

production are

decided. In the discussion of these
problems the work of the Conference proceeded in the spirit of the

Helsinki Final Act, a section of
which, "The Environment" provided

that all countries would

develop

cooperation promoting the progressive development, codificotion and
implementation of international law
as a means of preserving and enhanc-

ing the human environment.
In the discussion on the protection
of human rights special attention was
given to the question of implementing the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights and the

International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural

Rights. The reporter on this question

are 31). Although the

satisfaction that these covenants had
come into force and declared that it
hoped they would soon be ratified by
countries that had as yet not done so.

In a special

committee

chairman, Professor K. Zemanek of
Austria, stressed that international
law could not remedy the unfortunate geographical location of landlocked countries, at the discussion it
was noted that such countries were

resolution satisfaction

interested in privileges in the

was expressed over the fact that the
Final Act of the Helsinki Conference

economic zones of coastal states, in
the sphere of transit, and so forth.
A paper on air law was read by
Doctor R. Mankiewicz of Canada,
who substantiated a draft for a

on Security and Cooperation in
Europe had reaffirmed the provision
according to which in the sphere of
human rights and basic freedoms all
countries would abide by principles
conforming to the aims and principles of the UN Charter, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and

summary convention on international air transporation. In the paper by

the Soviet delegate professor
A. Talalayev and in papers presented

by other participants it was noted
that in the light of established prac-

international covenants on human
rights. True, at the Conference attempts were made to use the question of human rights for interference
in the internal affairs of sovereign
states, but these attempts were emphatically denounced by the Soviet

tice simultaneous all-embracing

codification of international air law

was unrealistic, that iis partial and
gradual codification was preferable.
In the examination of space law
priority was given to a discussion of
the legal aspects of direct broadcasting with the aid of satellites.

delegation.
In the discussion of the law of the

sea attention was centred this time
on the law of the sea of the future
and the tendencies linked with the
influence of the scientific and technological revolution on the law of the
sea. For instance, in the report of
Professor E. du Pontawice of France
prominence was given to the legal
aspects of the exploitation of future
anchored submarine homes-floating or on the sea-bed. Considerable

The proceedings of the Comrnittee
on trnternational Water Resources

I-aw (Chairman-G. Tunkin)

ended

with the adoption of constructive
decisions. The Conference approved

the resolution on the protection of
water resources and marine structures proposed by the committee and
decided to send the relevant materials to the lnternational Red Cross,
the International Law Cornmission
and the United Nations Water Conference.
There was a fairly sharp discussion on the question of international
terrorism. The reporter on this problem was Professor A. Evans of the

attention was attracted by the
memorandum and paper presented
by Professor M. Lazarev of the
USSR, in which he dealt with the
legal position of marine cities, artificial islands, marine thermonuclear
power stations, marine plantations,

USA. In their defence of the draft
convention on legal control of inter-

submarine refrigerators and so forth.

He stressed that all states had to

national terrorism Evans and the

abide by the principle of the free use
of the high seas. A wide discussion

representatives of the South African
Republic and Israel, who supported
him, advocated a clearly unaccepta-

unfolded on problems of landlocked
countries (of which altogether there

m2

ble concept of "international terrorisrn" that ignored entirely the criter-

ion "for political motives", on the
one hand, and much too vaguely
defined the object of crime, on the
other.
Atnong the other questions consi-

dered at the Conference mention
must be made of the status of nations
entering into economic relations and
signing contracts and other transactions with private firms. This question is of considerable practical importance for developing countries. In
upholding the interests of these
states, Professor R. Khalfina of the
USSR convincingly showed the need
for clearly distinguishing between

participation of juridical persons in
the economic relations of nations on
their own behalf and participation of
the states themselves. In the latter
case a stat€ has all the attributes of
sovereignty, including immunity.
A. Sastre, President of the Spanish
International Law Association, was
elected President of the International

Law Association for the next twoyear period.
In addition to official sittings there
were useful exchanges of scientific
inforrnation unofficially, and this

helped to expand scientific contacts
between international law experts of
many countries.
The 57th Conference of the International Law Association was held in

the spirit of the Helsinki Final Act.

This determined the atmosphere in

which the discussions were held and
decisions were passed on pressing
issues of present-day international
law, and the contribution made by

the

Conference towards the adof international law and

vancement

its science.

D. Feldman,
D. Sc. (Law)
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tion of Hegel's views of history

IDEA AND MATTER

Almost 200 philosophers from
many countries of the world at-

llth

International Hegel
Congress in Lisbon in August 1976.

tended the

It was opened by

Frofessor

of Austria, who has been
Chairman of the International

W. Beyer

Hegelian Society

for many years,

and who was once again elected in

Lisbon as Chairman for another

two-year period. He emphasised that

Hegel's philosophy offered a vast
field for the clash of various progf,essive and conservative interpreta-

tions, and that the Congress was
being attended by analysts whose
study of Hegel's doctrine was a
starting theoretical point for critical
reflections about contemporary
reality.
The discussion of the central topic
of the Congress, "Idea and Matter",

ran along three main lines. First,
many papen and speeches dealt with

the study of Hegel's philosophY of
nature for the purpose of bringing

out in greater depth and detail both
its rational kernel and its flaws and
shortcomings. In the analysis, resort
was rnade not only to Philosophy ot
Nature but also to his other works,
including his lectures on the history
of philosophy, and on aesthetics as
well as to his Phenomenology of
Mind. Second, there was great inter-

est in the functions of the material
and objective aspect of social life in
general, with the discussion quite
naturally moving into the area of the
problems in the philosophy of history. Third, some speakers discussed
the role of the "objectified spirit",
above all the state, in social reality,

and also in general the processes of,
the "'materialisation" of ideas, that
is, the translation into the life of
society of philosophical, sociological

and political conceptions
n4

and

slogans, when these themselves be-

come a sort of "material force".
In some papers an attempt was
made to apply the dialectical method
to assessing the present political

analysis and evaluation of Hegel's
nature philosophy. I myself analysed
Hegels's category of "contradiction"
and its inherent tendencies towards a
reconciliation of opposites, which
have been extolled by the "second
generation" of the Frankfurt School,
like J. Habermas. In rny paper I also

situation in the world. Thus, Portuguese philosophers tried to analyse
their country's development through
the prism of dialectical categories,
frequently making use of their Mar-

xist interpretation.

V.Magalhdes-

Vilhena whose paper, "TheorY,

said that

a

mathematical natural science and
formal logic.
Interesting papers were presented

had been made on the studies of
Hegel's works and their analysis by
Marx for the purpose of gaining a

by Marxists from the capitalist coun-

tries, including some

young
philosophers. S. Toiviainen (Finland)
gave a thorough analysis of the early

deeper comprehension of the laws of

historical progress.

stage in the advance of G.Luk6cs
towards Marxism, Pb. Moran (USA)
analysed Hegel's conception of the
state and governmental power, while

The creative atmosphere at the
Congress was largely deterrnined by

active particiPation of

philosophers from the socialist countries: Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia" the
GDR, Hungary, Poland, Rumania,

U.Jensen (Denmark) criticised the
logicians of science I. Lakatos and
P. Feyerabend.

the USSR and Yugoslavia. Interesting papers were presented arnong
others by M. Bychvarov, Academi-

cian

S.

Ganovsky,

In general, the Marxist

D. Pavlov,

Rusev (Bulgaria), R. Kirchhoff,
Ley, and J. Streisand
(GDR), J.Zeleny, J.NetoPilft, and

G. Krdber, H.

constructions, which had very little
in common with genuine Marxism.
In some discussions at the Con-

L. Hanzel (Czechoslovakia)'
The Soviet delegation took a verY
Proceedings.

gress there was a clash between
Marxist and opposite views, above

Academician M. Mitin considered

the concept of the "popular spirit" in

Hegel's philosophy of history. Corresponding Member of the USSR
Acaderny of Sciences T. Oizerman
showed. in a paper on the "idea of
reason" in history, the profundity of

Hegel's idea about the historical

movement of "reason" towards free-

dom through negation and struggle'
Kh. Momdjar attacked the oversimplified and irnprecise interpreta-

approach

to theoretical problems prevailed at
the Congress, but now and again
some Western philosophers made
partial use of Marxist terminology
for liberal-reformist or ultra-"Left"

P.

active part in the

it was wrong to present

Hegel as a "nihilist" with respect to

Material Force", opened the working
part of the Congress, emPhasised
that in democratic Portugal a start

the

as

being fatalistic, on the one hand, and
voluntarist, on the other. S.Oduyev
spoke broadly and in detail about the
Marxist-Leninist conception of the

t(
St

all concerning the role of the masses
and revolutions in history. Academician M. Buhr (GDR) set forth the
Marxist view of these questions,
describing the character of the conditions which ensure the successes of

revolution and preservation

of

its

gains. He refutedthe ideas suggested
at the Congress that "theory" as such
was never able to take possession of

masses of people and that in our day
be

any revolution "turns out to

premature" and that the epoch of
revolutions was allegedly bound altogether to recede into the past.
There was a sharp discussion of
the paper presented by the Marxist
R. Steigerwald from the FRG, when
his opponents (also from the FRG)

tried to refute his well-reasoned
thesis that Marxism as a world
outlook was incompatible with
Freudism.

There was also a debate on the
paper presented by E. Hahn (GDR),
who showed that according to the
Marxist dbctrine it was quite possible to bring aboti.t a conjunction and
even an organic fusion of ideology
and scientific cognition: some of his

Western opponents denied that a
scientific ideology could exist at all.
There was a broad discussion on

the paper given by W. Becker (FRG),
who suggested the "hybrid" conception of the role of "reason" in the

materialised and spiritual history of

man, combining sorne motive of
Hegel's philosophy of history with
J. Mills's socialist views and partially
with those of M. Weber and M. Horkheimer. According to Becker's con-

ception, "reason" in history leads
both to freedom and to the domina-

tion of "manipulations" and indifferent technicism. Many Marxists argued against this conception, which
casts doubtonthe very possibility of
rational cognition of the regularities
of social development. They also
objected to a paper by W.Zimmerli
(Switzerland), who made use of the

fact that Hegel had no coherent
terminological designation for
materialism and idealism in an effort

to prove that Hegel had risen over
and above the antithesis of the two

main lines in the history of
philosophy, so that in our day there
was allegedly neither a

"pure
m5

materialism", nor a "pure idealism".
Outside the framework of its main
programrne, the Congress heard a
paper by G. Giinther (FRG), enti-

tled "Idea, Time and Matter". It

dealt with the successes in the elaboration of so-called temporal multiple-value symbolic logics. In addition, a traditional youth forum was

philosophical trends
ary conditions.

in

contempor-

The next, l2th Congress of the
International Hegelian Society is to

be held in the Austrian city of
Salzburg

in

1978.

Its subject is to

be

"I-ist der Verniinft" ("Cunning of
Reason"), and this holds promise of

arranged within the framework of

interesting and intense discussions
on problems in the philosophy of

the Congress dealing, on this occa-

history.

sion, with the struggle between
materialism and idealism as

B. Ramazanova) set forth the position of the Soviet Union in the matter
of extending technical and other
assistance to the developing states.
They pointed in this connection to
the existing opportunities for foreign
students to study in Soviet higher
educational institutions, for archivists from the developing countries to
familiarise themselves with the experience of work of the state arc-

I. Narsky,

hives of the Soviet Union, for exchanging literature on management
of archives, and for holding seminars

D. Sc. (Philos')

of archivists of these

MEETING OF ARCHIVISTS
The 8th International Congress on

Archives, held in Washington in
September-October 1976, was attended by representatives from 55
countries, including a Soviet delegation of l3 archivists, and for the first
time, a delegation of Cuban archivists.

The Congress was opened by the
President of the International Coun-

cil on Archives (ICA), F. Dolgikh,
Director General of the Main Archives Administration under the
USSR Council of Ministers. He defined the main directions of the

Congress' work which furthers the
solution of the pressing problems of
improving the organisation of archives and enhancing their role in
information service for the benefit of
economic, scientific and cultural

progress. Messages

of

greetings

from the President of the USA, from

UNESCO and other organisations
were read.

In accordance with the programme
adopted by the Congress the following four themes were discussed at
plbnary sessions: radical changes in

the pre-archival records

manage-

ment; the technological revolution in
archives; broader access to and use
of documents; archives in the de-

veloping countries.

M

countries,
under the auspices of UNESCO and
the ICA.
The closing session of the Congress summed up the results of its

In the discussion that followed
(three reporters on each theme) attention was focused on problems of
appraisal of contemporary records,
the establishment of intermediate
records centres, the participation of
archives in the organisation of records management in government
bodies,

the introduction of

proceedings and adopted recommendations on the problems discussed.

The Congress underscored the importance of following up the recommendations rnade at previous congresses, especially at the 7th International Congress in Moscow in 1972.
Particularly stressed was the need to

new

techniques in archives, the broad use
of documents in the interests of the
national economy, science and cul-

centre atlention on irnproving the
training of national cadres, expanding resbarch in archives and the
publication of works on scientific
principles of archival management.
Recognising the importance of conducting research in the scientific
archival terminology of today the

ture, and on many other important
lssues,

One of the main reports was made

by the Soviet specialist, A. Kurantov, Director of the All-Union Research Institute of Records Manage-

ment and Archives, who basing him-

Congress recommended setting up a

self on the experience of Soviet
archives set forth the underlying

principles.

As at the previous Moscow Congress considerable interest was
aroused by the reports of the heads
of archives of Nigeria, the Ivory
Coast and Argentina on the state of
affairs in this field in the developing
countries and on the technical assistance rendered them by the archival
administrations of developed states.
Speaking on this question the Soviet
representatives (M. Kapran and

\\N

committee to prepare an international archival glossary.
The Congress recommended the
Executive Committee of the ICA to
study the possibilities of using com-

puters for retrieval of necessary
information together with the other
systems used in libraries and in other
records centres, and also to draft an
international agreement on the legal

validity of microreproductions of

archive documents; with due account of the recommendations published.

On the proposal of the

Soviet

delegation the Congress highlighted
the historical significance in the lives
of the peoples of the world of the
Final Act of the Helsinki Conference
of heads of state and government
and in this connection recommended

making wide use of archive documents in the interests of social prog-

ress, peace and friendship.
It was also decided to hold an
International Archives Week in lg8.
At a meeting of the ICA General
Assembly (the supreme organ of this
international organisation) held after
the Congress, Dr. James B.. Rhoads,
Archivist of the United States, was
elected the ICA's new President for
the next four years. The fth International Congress on Archives will be
convened in London in 1980.
M. Kapran

SOVIET-JAPAI\IESE SYMPIOSruM OF ECONOMISTS

The lfth annual Soviet-Japanese
Symposium of Economists held its

sittings last October in Tokyo and
Kyoto, Japan. The Soviet delegation
was led by Professor E. Kapustin,

Director of the Institute of

Economics of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, and the Japanese delegation by hofessor Tsutomu Ouchi of

Tokyo University.

By agreement the following subjects were on the agenda: l) specifics

of the present stage of

Japan's

economic development, 2) economic
and social problems of the USSR.'S
present development (by special request of the Japanese side papers on
agrarian problems were read by both
delegations) and 3) problems of the

development of multinational corpo-

rations. On each of these three
groups of subjects papers were presented by Japanese and Soviet
economists. Most of them were circulated before the Symposium commenced.
In the discussion of the first group
of subjects the main paper, "Turn in

the Development of the National
Economic Structure in Japan", was
reld by Professor Shunzo Nitta of
Toyo University, Tokyo. He noted

that in .Iapan today a sharp turn was
taking place in the development of
her economic structure. Sparked by
the crisis of 1974-1915 this was a turn
towards slower rates of growth and
changes in the basic inter-branch and

reproduction balances. The crisis

had given rise to new economic

imbalances and upheavals in interna-

tional monetary-financial and fuelenergy relations. The priority of
science-consuming industries had
been further consolidated in the
process of econornic growth.The key
symptom of this turn, Professor
Nitta said, was the drastic growth of
exports of complete sets of factory
equipmept.
A paper on the same subject was
delivered by E. Leontyeva on behalf
of the Soviet delegation. She raised a
number of questions about the

character and specifics of the crisis
in the Japanse economy, the role of
structural elements in the growth of

inflation, and the correlation be-

tween state intervention and market
spontaneity in the present structural
turn. Both papers were the basis of a
discussion, in the course of which
various viewpoints were stated on
the emergent structural turn in the
Japanese economy.

In the discussion of the present
economic development in the USSR

the main papers were read by
E. Kapustin ("Results of Soviet
Economic Development in the Ninth
20E

The third group of subjects concerned the activities of multinational
corporations and the impact of these
activities on the world economy and
international relations. F'or the
Japanese side a paper was read by

Five-Year PIan Period, the SocioEconomic Problems of the Tenth
Five-Year Plan and the Tasks of

Economic Science")'
V. Kashin ("The Further ImProvernent of the System of Plan Indicators in the Soviet Economy") and
V.Morozov ("The Present Stage of
the Development of Agriculture in
the USSR"). From the Japanese side
a paper on the development of Soviet
livestock breeding in the tenth fiveyear plan period was read bY Tatsuo
Kaneda, Division Head, MinistrY <lf
,dgriculture and Forestry of Japan.
The Soviet papers dealt with the
main results of the 25th Congress of
the CPSU, traced the Present trends
Soviet

of economic development in

Professor Okumura Shigetsugu of
Kyoto University ("Financing Operations of Multinational Corporations
and lnternational Concentration of
Capital"), and for the Soviet side a
relevant paper was presented by
I. Ivanov. They analysed the financing operations of the multinational
corporations, the contradictions be-

tween these corporations

sovereign states, and their role in
imperialist foreign policy.

Almost all the scholars present at
the sitting took part in the discussion

the

USSR and. characterised the task of
making the maximum use of internal
resources for the economy's further

intensification. The discussion of

these papers showed that JaPanese
scholars were greatly interested in
the problems of utilising labour resources, the use of cost and natural
indicators in Soviet economic man-

agement,

the promotion of

agro-

industrial integration and the specialisation and concentration of agricultural production. ln their closing
speeches Soviet economists gave

detailed replies to the many questions raised at the discussion. In
addition to advancing interesting
considerations on the problems of
the further development of livestock
breeding in the USSR, Tatsuo Kane-

and

of these papers. Despite certain disin assessing the possible
regulating influence of international

tinctions

organisations on the activities of the
multinational corporations, the dis-

cussion on most of the issues raised
in the papers showed that there was
much in cornmon among Soviet and
Japanese economists in characterising these activities.
A point to be noted is that all the

problems raised at the Symposium

were comprehensively analysed during the discussions. The Symposium

was a tangible contribution to the
promotion of Soviet-Japanese scien-

tific

contacts.
V. Monozov,
Cand. Sc. (Econ.)

SLAV CULTURES

In October 1976, Berlin acted host
to the International Conference "The

Slav Cultures in the History of

l1

l:

lr

European Cultures (l8th to the 20th
Centuries)", onganised by the GDR
Academy of Sciences and CDR
Commission for the UNESCO within the framework of the P;oject for
the Study of Slav Cultures (adopted
at the 16th Session of the UNESCO

General Conference). Some

200

scholarc frorn 24 UNESCO member
countries took part. One of the
largest national delegations was the

Soviet group (40 scholars) whictl

da reviewed some Sovietological vie-

presented 25 papers.

wpoints about socialism's agrarian
problems. In their speeches Soviet
delegates explained the sobial essence of these viewpoints and with
the aid of concrete statistics and
facts showed their disParitY with
actual probesses and tendencies,
These speeches were positively appraised by most of the participants in
the Symposium.

W. Kalweit, Vice-President for Social Sciences of the GDR Academy
of Sciences, and V.Tyurin, Authorised Representative of the General
Director of the UNESCO. Speaking
on the problems up for discussion
Professor G. Ziegengeist, Director of
the Central trnstitute for the History
of Literature of the GDR Acaderny

The Conference was opened by

of Sciences, said that the Conference
would contribute to a rnore cleai
understanding of the functions and
significance of the Slav national
cutures in all-European cultural development in the l8th-20th centuries,

to showing rnore specifically the

contribution of the Slav peoples to
cultural progress in Europe and in
the world.
Of considerable theoretical and

rnethodclogical interest was the

paper "The World Significance of
the Cultures of the Slav Peoples"
macle at the plenary sessicn by
D. i\darkov, Director of the Insiitute
of Slavorric and Balkan Studies cf
the USSR Academy of Sciences. IIe
noted that a successful cornprehensive study of the cultures of the Slav
peoples and their international ties
called for a clear definition of the

concept 'lryorld culture"'. He sub-

jected to a critical analysis the views
of those scholars who reduce this
concept to a simple sum of nationa!

an9

N

cultures and also of those who rule
out national features by introducing
the term "supernational culture".

The concept of world culture ,
D. Markov stressed, is connected
with the socio-historical development of mankind, with the concept
of historical and cultural progress,
the pivot of which is humanism,
interp5eted in its historical context

influence on the spiritual life of the
West European countries. In the

centre

of

attention were questions

connected with the development of
Russian classical literature, especial-

ly the novel which figured in the

reports of G. Fridlender (USSR) and
M.Partridge (Great Britain). A kind
of "subsection" was represented by
the papers dealing with the work of

and comprehensively revealed by
means of diverse cultures as a pro-

Leo Tolstoy (K. Lomunov-USSR,

cess showing the true essence of man

mann-GDR and others). Consider-

in his spiritual and moral life.
The work of the Conference proceeded in three sections. The first

to the
historical integration of the Slav
examined problems related

cultures within the framework of
all-European cultural consciousness
in the epochs of Enlightenment and
Romanticism. A number of speakers

linked cultural processes
phenomena

with the national

and
and

social aspects of the development of
the Slav peoples and with the evolution of West European philosophical
and political thought. The papers by
R . Auty (Great Britain), E. Geor-

giyev (Bulgaria) and

Graciotti
(Italy) drew on materials related to
literature, the papers by
S.

M.Klimowicz (Poland) and K.(FRG)-on materials
related to the theatre and historiogD. Grothusen

raphy. The general problems of SlavGerman cultural ties of the Enlightenment were discussed by L. Myl-

nikov (USSR) who outlined two

zones of such contacts: GermanPolish-Russian and German-West
Slav-South Slav. The papers devoted to Slav romanticism conclusively showed its exceptionally distinctive character and high artistic
value (D. DuriSin-Czechoslovakia,
H. Schmidt-GDR).
The second section discussed the
process of the fornnation of realism
in the art of the SIav peoples and its
210

W.

Edgerto-USA,

E. Dieck-

able interest was aroused by

I. Neupokoyeva's (USSR) generalised theoretical approach to definition of the place (typological correlation) and role (artistic and ideological

contribution)

of the lfth<entury

by the Soviet scholars I. Belza and UNESCO General Conference, The
Ya. Zasursky in the discussion that Association adopted its charter and
followed. Summarising the work_of elected as its iirst president the
the section, Yu.Bogdanov (USSR) eminent Soviet scholar, D.Markov,
underlined
of the USSR
Co
unpreceden
Ac
The purpose
of human

c

of

ich iJ guided

and mutual
f cultures is in its activities by the ideas of peace,
becoming a major cataly st of world humanism and mutual understanding

progress.
amons peoples, by the aims and
During the Berlin conference. a princiires of UNESCO, is the prommomentous event took place which otion of the comprehensive study of
would greatly promote Slavonic Slav cultures, the worldwide disartistic

studies: an International

Association semination of knowledge about the
Slav peoples and theirlontribution

for the Study and Propagation of
Slav Cultures was founded to realise
the UNESCO Project for the Study
of Slav Cultures and the recommendation of the l8th Session of the

to the developrnent of world civilisa_

tion.

yu.Ritchlk

SIav literatures in the European his-

torical and literary context.
The third section focused on problems of Slav cultures at the present
stage of the historical development,
ushered in by the Great October

Socialist Revolution. The central
themes were: new trends in the

Iiterature and art of the Slav peoples,
Slav cultures in the anti-fascist struggle, the cultural achievements of the
Slav peoples and their international
significance. A. Flaker (Yugoslavia)
gave a general characterisation of
SIav literatures after 1917, S. Nikols-

ky

(USSR) spoke

of the

place of

THE BYZANTINE WORLD: lOTt-1261
The l5th International Congress of
Byzantine Studies, held in Athens in

196, drew nearly 800
from 36 countries. The

September
delegates

Soviet delegation consisted

of

24

Byzantine scholars from Moscow,
Leningrad, Yerevan and Tbilisi. This
Congress in a country that was once
the core of the Byzantine Empire
was a notable event in Greece's
socio-political and cultural life and

Archaeology,

IV)

Social Thought,

Fhilosophy and the History of
Thought, and V) Cyprus in the
Byzantine World.

In the first section there were
three major subjects that were discussed from different angles: "The
Centrifuga! and Centripetal Forces in

the Byzantine World in the Period
From 1O7l to 1261" were considered
in their socio-economic (2. Udaltsova, A. Kazhdan-both of the USSR;

artistic discoveries of West and
South Slav writers of the 2fth cen-

tion.

Robel
(France) ofnew developmentsin the
theory and practice of 20th-century

V. Hrochova-Czechoslovakia) and
ideological and socio-ethical aspects

gress was the Byzantine world from
l07l to 1261. This was one of the

(H.

tury in world art, L.
Slav art,

G.

Lomidze (USSR)-of

the multinational Soviet literature as
a factor of contemporary artistic

progress. Many of the papers
sparked off lively discussion. Thus,

for instance, some of the propositions in an interesting paper by
A. Wright (Canada) on the national

and the universal in thc work of
M. Bulgakov were further spelt out

attracted considerable public atten-

The general subject of the Con-

most intricate periods of the Empire's history and was marked by a

series

of foreign political catas-

trophes and important internal processes that affected the most diverse

aspects

of the life of

Ahrweiler-France), and

also

from the standpoint of the impact of
decentralisation in vari<.lus areas of
the Byzantine Empire (J. Karayannopoulos-Greece; N. Oikonomidds-Canada; D.Nicol-Britain).
"The Composition and Movement of

Byzantine

the Population of the Byzantine Em-

society.
The Congress sittings were held in
sections: I) History, II) Language,

pire" was discussed in ielation to the

Literature, Philology,

III) Art

and

population

of Bulgarian regions (D.

Angeiov-Bulgaria),
Armenia
(R. Bartikyan-USSR), Asia Minor

'2il

(S.

Vryonis-Greece), to the Vlachs

trine of imperial power and its vari-

Stanescu-Rumania) and t0

ous effects (J.Meyendorff-USA)

other peoples in the Empire general-

and the crucial probiem of the penet-

Byzantine Territory" was analysed
in its social, economic, religious and
cultural aspects (C. Litav-

isation after l2O4 into Central
Europe (J. Irmscher-GDR), the
Slavic countries (I. Duichev-Bulgaria; B.Ferjaicii-Yugoslavia;

(E.

ly (P. Charanis-USA); "Symbiosis
in the Latin States Formed on

rin-USSR;

D. Jacoby-Israel;
Thiriet-France;
P. Topping-USA; A, Bryer- Britain).
F.

ration of Byzantine culture and civil-

Obolensky-Britain), and Western Europe (A. Pertusi-Italy) were
discussed in the fourth section.
D.

Researchers showed a perceptibly
heightened interest in the Byzantine
Empire's Black Sea regions, particu-

Cyprus received much of the Congress' attention: the determination of
its role as a crossroad and as the

and
Kherson; some papers discussed
Byzantine-Russian contacts and

of the Byzantine world (C. Maugo-Britain; T.Papadopoullos-

Byzantine-Armenian and ByzantineGeorgian relations.

tutions on Cyprus

larly the Trebizond Empire

The most noteworthy papers prein the second section dealt
with the evolution of a new Greek
language from the mediaeval Byzansented

tine

Greek

Wirth-FRG;
W. Hcirandner-Austria; J. Grosdidier de Matons- France), the

genesis

of

(P.

modern Greek dialects

Andriotis-Greece; R. Browning-Britain) and the rnaterial, social
(N.

and economic conditions of cultural
life in Byzantium (P. Canart-Italy;
B. Fonkich-USSR; A. GuillouFrance).

The papers on
Byzantine painting

monumental

(V. Djuri6Lafontaine-Dosogne-Belgium; L.HadermannMisguich-Belgium) were of fundamental importance for the elaboration of the problerns considered in
the third section. A wide-ranging,
Yugoslavia;

J.

generalising paper was read on
the basic trends of the development of minor forms of Byzantine
art in the l2th-l3th centuries
(A. Bank-USSR.).

The inrportant question of

the

crisis of the Byzantine political doc2r2

ethnical and socio-cultural frontier

Cyprus); law and the Frankish insti(J.

H. Hunger, President of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences and Director
of the Byzantine Institute at Vienna
University, as President of the Association, and M. Chatzidakis as its
General Secretary. Z. Udaltsova,
D. Sc. (Hist.), Chairman of .the

Byzantine Studies Section

of

Christian art on Cyprus (Ch. Del_

promoting and

Byzantine Studies is to be held in
Vienna

in

1981.

R. Nasledova,
Cand.Sc. (Hist.)

CONFERENCE OF TURKOLOGISTS

An all-Union Turkological Confer-

In addition to the work of the five
sections there were general plenary
sittings of Instrumenta Studiorum,
which discussed papers on the prog-

Academy of Scien:es of Kazakhstan
was held in Alma Ata in September
ln6. h was attended by more than
5fi) Turkologists of the Soviet Union
and also by scholars from the Federal Republic of Germany, the German
Democratic Republic, Poland, Sweden, Turkey and the USA.
The importance of this Conference
was determined by the fact that the
Turkic pioples in the Soviet Union
are only outnumbered by the Slavic

A. parageorgiu_Cyplus).

in compiling a dictionary of
Byzantine antiquities, Le Nouveau
Ducange (a dictionary of Byzantine
Greek), Corpus Fontium Historiae
ress

y

in

deepening Byzantine studies.
The l6th International Congress of

the

ence sponsored by the USSR
Academy of Sciences and the

B

had been made

National Committee of Historians of

Megow_

Greece ;

closing session, that notable progress

Richard-

France;
P. Zepos-Greece;
I.I. Svoronos-France); the evolution of the mediaeval Cypriot dialect
(M. Christodoulou-Cyprus); early

voye-Belgium; A.

Iatest publications on Byzantine the USSR, was elected Vicestudies), an exhibition of manus- President of the Association from
cripts from the collection of the the USSR.
National Library of Greece, and
The Congress took place in a
elhibitions of Byzantine frescoes businesslike, friendly atmosphere
and Cypriot icons.
and showed, as was stated by the
The general assembly of the Inter- Association's Honorary President
national Committee of the Byzan- P. Lemerle of France, who summed
tine Studies Association elected up the work of the Congress at its

zantina e,a pro sopographic Iexicon

of Paleologue times, and so on.
ln the intervals between morning
and evening sittings there were Iec.
tures by leading Byzantine scholars:

"Byzantine Studies Today" (H.-

Beck-FRG), '"The Empress
Irene the Athenian" (S. Runciman-Britain) and others. The

G.

Soviet film "Byzantine Art in Collections in the Soviet Union" won
acclaim.

At the Congress there was an
international exhibition of books (the

of Turkic lanof the literatures, cultures and history of the Turkic

anniversary of the Great October
Socialist Revolution, which played a
great transformative role in the life
of the peoples of the East. The range
of questions examined at the Conference largely mirrored the results of
studies in all spheres of Soviet Turkology over the past half-century.
In his opening speech at the Conference B. Tulepbayev, VicePresident

of the

Academy

of

Sci-

ences of Kazakhstan, noted that it
marked the flowering of the science

and culture

of the Turkic peoples

achieved as a result of the Leninist

in the

peoples. The study

nationalities policy

guages and

East.

peoples of the USSR, primarily the
solution of linguistic problems, is a

plenary session. In a paper "Turkic
Linguistics in the USSR Today-

major factor of socio-political and
cultural progress.
The Conference was timed to the
50th aniversary of the First AllUnion Turkological Congress (1926,
Baku) and dedicated to the 60th

Soviet

Four papers were read in

the

Results and Problems" Academician A. Kononov said that with
the drawing of the Turkic peoples of
the USSR into socialist construction
Turkology raised a problem of his-

toric significance-that of elaborat2r3

ing the norms of national languages

on the basis of dialects and of

work of the Conference proceeded,in

written sources explained the heigh-

sections: linguistics, on the theme
"Soviet Turkic Studies and.the De-

guages into conformity with these
norms; the creation of alphabets for
languages which previously had none; and helping to improve a system
of education in the native language.
In carrying out these tasks post-revolutionary Turkology consistently and

'the USSR";literary criticism, on the
theme "Turkic Literatures
Hi story
and the Modern Literary -Process";
history, on the the.me "Ethnic and

tened interest that was shown by
researchers in the correlation of the
historical grammar of Turkic languages, historical dialectology and
history of written literary languages,

bringing the old written languages
and the newly evolved literary lan-

creatively applied Marxist-Leninist
methodology, considerably enlarged

its field of study and drew

many
representatives of the Turkic peoples

into the study of Turkic languages
and the literatures and history of
these peoples.

The development of the Turkic
languages of the USSR since the
revolution was analysed in a work
written by a team of eminent Turkic
scholars in the Union republics:
Members of the Kazakh Academy of
Sciences S. Kenesbayev and A. Tur-

sunov, Corresponding Member of
the Turkmenian Academy of Sciences B. Chariyarov, Member of
the Uzbek Academy of Sciences

Sh.Shaabdurakhmanov, and
Member of the Azerbaijanian
Academy of Sciences M.Shiraliev.

The aesthetic enrichment of Soviet
multinational literature was outlined
by Corresponding Member of the

USSR Academy of

Sciences

G. Lomidze.

In a paper headed "A Study of the
History of the Turkic Peoples of the
USSR in Soviet Times", Academician A" Nusupbekov of the Kazakh
Academy of Sciences pointed out the
need for raising the general theoretical and ideological level of research,
for a more profound analysis of data
accumulated by science and urgedto

surmount idealisation of the past of

Turkic peoples.
Following the plenary session, the
214

velopment

of Turkic Languages in

Historico-Cultural Contacts

of

the

Turkic Peoples of the USSR". A
total of 312 papers were read in the
three sections (178 in the linguistics
section, 72 in the literary criticism
section and 62 in the history section).

Linguists conferring

in the

six.

subsections examined a number of
urgent problems springing from the
current
comparative-historical
studies in the phonetics, grammar

and lexicology

of the Turkic

lan-

guages. Considerable attention was

given to the correlation of descrip-

tive, historical,
historical and

comparativecomparativetypological linguistics and the attend-

ing extremely urgent problem of
method in Turkic linguistics (including the use of interdisciplinary

methods and special procedures).

General theoretical problems of the

study of the grammar of Turkic

languages were examined. In some
cases debatable questions of grammar (parts of speech, parts of sen-

tences, sentence structure and

so

on), lexicography, lexicology (principles of compiling etymological, exp-

lanatory, bilingual and other dictionaries, areal studies in lexicon)

and phonetics (syllable theory,

phonetic trends in the Turkic languages and so on) were specified.
Problems of the history of the Turkic
languages,

its division into periods,

paleography, runology and textology
were discussed:

The increasing awareness of the
need for a differentiated approach to
the interpretation of linguistic data of

in the methods of interpreting
linguistic data of texts and in

the
the

study of oral literary (folklore) forms
of languages. Linguists spoke on the
problem of style development, stylis-

tic differentiation of modern Turkic
Iiterary languages and interaction
between the Russian and Turkic
languages.

Some papers generalised the experience of monographic studies of

dialects and the compilation of

dialect atlases for many Tirrkic languages and dealt with inter-dialect

and inter-language interaition, areal
studies and historical dialectology.

In two of the subsections literary

critics heard reports on general
theoretical questions of Soviet literary criticism (including the development of genres, poetics and versification in Tirrkic literatures), socialist
realisfi in multinational Soviet literature, and the specific ways in which
socialist realism is manifested in

and ethnographic material.

Papers

dealing with ethnic history discussed
the ethno-cultural contacts of the

Turkic peoples of Western Asia,
.the
Eurasia, Eastern Europe and

Caucasus in the early Middle Ages;
the LziLte Turkic ethnic c'omponent in
the composition of the Kumyks; the
history of the Turkisation of the

population of Tuva, of the Huns in
Transcaucasia, and the Kipchaks in
Georgia; inter-ethnic links and history of the foimation of the Turkic
peoples in the late Middle Ages.
A number of papers dealt with the

of nomadic
with the links between

socio-economic system

peoples,

nomadic herdsmen and the agricul-

tural population of the oases of

Central Asia and Kazakhstan and
with the system of kinship within a
large family context among the Tur.

kic peoples.
Scholars devoted close attention

to the history cf Ancient

Turkic

writing and culture of Central Asia.
They discussed cardinal questions
related to the genesis and evolution
of Runic, Sogdian and other ancient
systems of writing in Central Asia,

Kazakhstan, Europe and

the

individual Turkic literatures. The

Caucasus.

relationship and mutual enrichment
of the literatures of the peoples of
the USSR were dealt with at length.
The papers analysing the relationship

The creative discussion based on
actrievements in the study of Turkic
languages, literatures, folklore and
the history and ethnography of Tur-

between literature and folklore
showed the role of folklore traditions

in the formation of Turkic literatures, recently put into writing.

kic peoples made it

possible to
determine and specify the most important orientations for the further
development of Turkology.

sub- The Conference adopted the rediscus- levant recommendations in all the
sed the inter-ethnic links of Turkic three sections and passed a decision
peoples-both regional (the region to hold similar conferences once in
The history section had two

sections. Some of the papers

of Central Asia andKazakhstan)and four years-

international (with the peoples of

Siberia or the Caucasus) on the basis
of archaeological, historico-linguistic

G. Blelove,
Cand. Sc. (Philol.)

2ts

I
CONFERENCE OF LECTURERS OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

This conference, held in Moscow
in September 1976, discussed the
ways and means of promoting the
social sciences, improving instruc-

tion in these disciplines and educating students in the light of the
decisions passed by the 25th Congress

of the CPSU.

It was attended bY rectors, secretaries of Party organisations at
institutions of higher learning, social
scientists, heads of the departments

of science and educational establishments at the Central Committees of
the Communist parties of the Union
republics, and territorial and regional
Party committees, ministers of higher and specialised secondary education of the Union republics and the
heads of central ideotogical institutions.
M. Zimyarrin, Secretary of the

CPSU Cehtral Committee, read a
paper entitled "The 25th Congress of
the CPSU and the Tasks of Social

Sciences Chairs", in which he said
that the immense significance of
moulding the new man, the builder of
comnrunism, had been underscored
at ttie Congress.

The Congress proPosition o!!

a

comprehensive approacl to education was of fundamental importance
for institutione of higher learning.
The inculoation of communist ideas
and convictions among students was
one of the majoi orientations of the
Party's ideological work, he said'

He noted that in its work and
decisions the 25th Congress had
given considerable attention to science, to the need to concentrate the

efforts of the Party's theoretical

of social scientists on
studying the key problems of Soviet

cadres and

society's econornic and sociopolitical development and on exa216

President of tfre USSR Academy of
Sciences, read a paper entitled "The
25th Congress of the CPSU and the

mining, together with the fraternal

parties, the fundamental questions of
the development of the world social-

ist system, the revolutionary libera-

tion movement and

Present-day

world development as a whole.
The basic task set before Soviet
science by the 25th Congress was to
continue expanding and deepening
research into the laws of nature and
society, increase the contribution of
scientists to the solution of pressing
problems of building the material and
technical basis of communism, speed
up scientific and technological progress and the growth of efficiency in

industry, help raise the living.standard and cultural level of the p'eople
and form the communist outlook and

dissininate

it

arnong the working

people.

emphasised that the entire
ideological wealth and essence of the
Congress decisions had to be got
across to ali Soviet students.

He

Precisely this was the task of

teachers at institutions of higher
learning, who comprised the absolute rnajority (80 per cent) of the
social scientists in the USSR.
Zimyanin said that the efforts of
scientists at social sciences research

institutes and of social scientists at
institutions of hig,her leaining haC to
be concentrated on rescarch that

could make a ne* corrtribution to the
elaboration and solution of piublems
of communist construction.
A paper headed "The 25th Congress of the CPSU and the Task of
Enhancing the Quality of the Training of Skilled Specialists" was reacl

at the Conference by V.YelYutin,
Minister of Higher ancl Specialised

Secondary Education of the USSR"
Acadernician P. Fedoseyev, Vice-

of

in the Social

ism. The participants in the Conference spoke of the work of their
chairs.

Marxist-Leninist philosophy, politi-

The speakers at the plenary sittings and sections advanced concrete
proposals for enhancing the efficacy
and quality of the study process,
improving the entire system of Marxist-Leninist instruction, shaping the
communist outlook among specialists and helping them to take a more

cal economy and,scientific commun-

active part in social life.

Tasks

Research

Sciences".

The discussion of the papers read

at the Conferbnce was continued in
the sections, which then considered

the drafts of new curricula for
courses on the history of the CPSU,

CHRONICLE

*'

The 3rd Congress of the Internationol Association of Teachers ol the
Russian Lang,uage and Literature

(MAPRYAL), held in Warsaw, attracted nearly 2,0qO participants
from 49 countries. They heard and
discussed some 800 papers. The

Soviet delegation was led

by

N. Sofinsky, Deputy Minister of
Higher and Specialised Secondary

Literature in Countries and Regions

of the World". At this Congress a
comprehensive approach was
suggested for the first time to the
teaching and study of Russian as a
foreign language. The Congress
made a considerable contribution to

the theory of teaching the Russian

language and foreign languages gen-

sian" by the Association's General

erally. Academician M. Khrapchenko of the USSR was again elected
President of the International Association of Teachers of the Russian
Language and Literature. The As-

Secretary V. Kostomarov. The Con-

sociation's Fourth Congress is to be

Education of the USSR. The plenary

sitting heard a paper entitled "Development Trends of Modern Rus-

its work in ten held in Berlin in 1979.
sections which discussed the
methods of teaching Russian as a *' "Aesthetics, Daily Life and the
foreign language: linguistic, Arts" was the subject of the 8rh

gress continued

psychological, psycholinguistic and

regional geographic principles of the
study of Russian; problems of teach-

ing at secondary schools and at
institutions of higher learning-to
experts on the Russian language and
to non-experts; the
teaching of Russian and Soviet litera-

literature and

ture. At the Congress there was a
round-table discussion of the theme
"Study of the Russian Language and
This review covers events of AugustOctober 1976 in Moscow (unless stated

otherwise).

International

Congres s

at Darmstadt, FRG,

of Aesthetics

attended by
nearly 300 scholars from 30 countries. At its plenary sittings it heard
"The Tasks of Aesthetics in the Age
of TechnoloCy" by T. Imamichi of

Japan, "The Subject-Matter of

Aesthetics and Artistic Creativity"
by K. Dolgov of the USSR, "Ethnol-

ogy and Art" by P.Zarev of Bulgaria, "Vital Significance of Art" by
G. Wolandt of the FRG, and other
papers. The discussions in the sections dealt with important problems
of the development of aesthetics and
217

its relation to life and art, including
"The Subject-Matter of Aesthetics",
"Aesthetic Categories", "Aesthetics
and Daily Life", "Aesthetics and the
Age of Technology", "History of

Aesthetics", "Sociology of Art",
"Creativity and Perception", "Art
Education", "World Art", and "Realism". It was planned to hold the 9th
International Congress of Aesthetics

in

1980.

* s"holur.

from more than

70 coun-

tries attended the 9th Internationol
Congress o! Prehistoric and Protohis'

toric Sciences at Nice, France. In

view of the fact that the theme of the
Congress was linked mainly with
Stone Age history the Soviet delega-

tion, led by R.Munchayev, DeputY
Director of the Institute of Archaeology of the USSR Academy of Sci-

ences, included a large group of
experts on the Paleolithic. In addi-

tion to the Soviet delegation,

the
Congress was attended by the Soviet

paleoge6graphers Academician
I. Gerasimov, Director of the Institute of Geography of the USSR

ments dating from the seventh-fifth
millennia B,C. in Mesopotamia.

*'

The 4th World Congress for Rural

in Torun, Poland,
was devoted to the theme "The
Sociology, held

Integrated Development

of

Human

and Natural Resources: the Contribution of Rural Sociology". It was
attended by over 600 scholars from
74 countries. The Soviet delegation

was led by Professor Yu.Arutyunyan. The work of the Congress

proceeded in 2l thematic seminars.
Considerable attention was attracted
at the Congress by papers presented
by scientists from the socialist countries on the experience of socialist
socio-economic transformations in
the countryside and on the contribution of Marxist-Leninist science to
these trahsformations.

It The ird, International Congress
of Mongolists in Ulan Bator was
attended by some 200 represen-

New Upper Paleolithic Sites at
Achinskaya and Malaya Siya"

tatives from the scientific centres in
24 countries and international organisations. The Congress participants
included many outstanding international specialists in Mongol studies.
The Soviet delegation was led by
Academician A. Okladnikov and
Professor V. Solntsev. At a plenary
sitting the Congress participants
heard the paper "On the Question of
Interaction of Society and Science in
the Mongolian People's Republic",
delivered by B. Shirendyb, President

Eastern Europe and the Caucasus"
(V. Lyubin), "Man's Way of Life
and Dwellings of the Upper

heard and discussed the papers on
problems of Mongolia's history, eth-

Academy

of

Sciences, and A. Vel-

ichko. Section Head at the same
institute, who were invited as guests

by the Organising Committee.

The
following papers were read by Soviet

scholars: "The Lower Paleolithic of
Central Asia According to Data from
the Karatau I Site" (V.Ranov),rThe

(V.Larichev), "Early Industries of

Paleolithic in the Transcaucasus"
(B.Eritsyan). In the Neolithic sec-

tion N. Merpert and R. Munchayev
presented an interesting paper on the
work of a Soviet archaeological expedition in Iraq which investigated a
group of early agricultural settle-

2tt

of the Mongolian ,rtcademy of Sciences. [n two sections they also

nography, archaeology, philosophy,
economics, philology and art criticism. The third section which dealt
with the theme "Mongolia and the
Countries of Central Asia" heard the
paper by Academician A. Okladnikov "Ancient History of Central

Asia and the Results of

Soviet-

Mongolian Cultural Expedition". All
in all, some 140 papers were discussed at the Congress.

*'

The 48th Congress ol ltalian His-

torians, held in Mantua, dealt with

the historical studies of the Risorgimento movement over the past 70
years in Italy and other countries.
More than 80O historians, including
some 30 foreign guests, took part in
the work of the Congress. The latter
included the Soviet historian
V. Nevler. In a report that evoked
immense interest he spoke

in

of

the

Russia to the national
liberation movement in Italy, of the
response

broad sympathy in Russia for
Garibaldi, Mazzili and their associates, of the Russian followers of
Garibaldi and of the support (including material assistance) rendered by
the Russian revolutionary democrats
to the Italian revolutionaries. He said
that the study of the Risorgimento
rnovement by Soviet historians is
pursued in the tradition of the great

Russian revolutionary democrats,
who had written many stirring books
about the national liberation movement in Italy. The interest that

Italian historians display

in

Soviet
historiography was shown also in the

fact that a collection of articles by
V.Nevler, published earlier in the
Soviet Union and ltaly, appeared in
Italy on the eve of the Congress.
* Mo." than 7fi) scientists from
many countries attended the 8rlr
Congress ol the Tu*ish Histoical
Society (Tiirk Tarin Kurumu) in An-

kara. Papers were rgad by all the 13
members of the Soviet delegation.
The most significant of these papers
were "The Role of the Masses in the
National Liberation Struggle in Turkey" by A. Shamsutdinov (head of

the delegation), '"The Role of
Turkish Constitutionalists of

the
the

1860s-1870s in the llistory of Turkish
Socio-Political Thought" by Yu. Petrosyan, "The Leninist Principles of
Foreign Policy and Present SovietTurkish
R elations"
by
ts. Potskhveria and "The Study in the
Soviet Union of the Kemalist Princi-

ple of Etatism" by I.Alibekov.

*'

Over

130 papers were heard and

by some 500 participants
in the 7th International Congress of
Iranian Art and Archoeology, held in
Munich. Academician B. Gafurov,
Director of the Institute of Oriental
Studies of the USSR Academy of
discussed

Sciences, and G. Bongard-Levin, D.
Sc. (HisL), jointly presented a paper

entitled "New Archaeological Excavations in Central Asia".

* Th. International Conference on
the Problem of a New World
Economic Order, held in Algiers on
the initiative of a group of scientists
of the Club of Rome, attracted
nearly 3(X) participants-leading sci-

entists, political personalities and
statesmen-from 56 countries and a
number of international organisa-

tions. This was the first conference

sponsored by the Club of Rome to be
attended by a broadly representative
body of scientists from the socialist

countries, including the Soviet
Union. The Conference discussed

a

report drawn up by a group of
economists headed by the Dutch
scientist Jan Tinbergen. At the discussion the main themes were: the
establishment of fair prices in world
trade, democratic control over the
settlement of currency and financial
problems, the curbing of the multinational monopolies, the need for progressive socio-economic changes both
in the developing and in the capitalist

countries, and the importance of
d6tente and disarmament for normalising the entire system of political

and economic relations. The capital-

ist "models" of the world's

future

structure, suggested bY some Participants in the Conference, failed to
win any appreciable suPPort. The

Conference noted that the Soviet
Union and other socialist countries
were taking energetic steps in support of the legitimate demands of the
developing countries for the eradication of all forms of their exploitation
by capitalist states and for the restructurinq of international economic

relations on the basis

of

equality'

Close attention was received by the

paper read by

CorresPonding

Member of the USSR AcademY of
Sciences O. Bogomolov, head of the

Soviet delegation and Director of the
Institute of the Economy of the
World Socialist System of the USSR

Academy

of

Sciences.

He

sPoke

highly of the role plaYed bY the
developing countries in the struggle
for a new economic order and declared that the stand of the socialist
and developing countries largelY
coincided in the matter of improving
the entire system of international
economic relations.

* Th" International Conference on
the Development ProsPects ol
Slavonic Onomastics, sponsored bY

the Institute of Linguistics of the
USSR Academy of Sciences, attracted 100 scholars from Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary,
Poland, the Soviet Union and Yugoslavia. Most of the Conference's
work proceeded in three sections:
"sla.ronic Onomastic Areas",

"Onomastic Dictionaries",

and

"slavonic Onomastics in the Lingual
Environment". Further, there were

two plenary

sessions and

an

exOnomastics

tended sitting of the
Commission of the International

Committee of Slavonic Philologists.
Fifty-four papers and communications were heard. Questions con-

2m

cerning onomastic terminology were

also examined: the definitions of
area, system and adaptation were
considered, and there was a discussion of organisational questions of
further cooperation. Before the Conference opened a questionnaire that
included key points of research was
handed out to the participants. The
replies were summed up in special

reports made to the relevant

sec-

tions. The Conference recommended
the organisation of onomastic groups
at all research centres and institutions of higher learning engaged in
the humanities in the participating
countries; the formation of a work-

ing group for the compilation of

a

Slavonic Onomastic Atlas; and colla-

boration with scientists of alt other
countries where this therne is studied
or which have relevant materials.

*Th. Inru^ational Symposium on
Philosophy in the Life ol Nation,
held in New York and dedicated to

the USA's bicentennial, was

at-

tended by more than 30O American
scholars and also scholars from

many other countries. A Paper
headed "The Popular Masses and

Social Progress" was presented by
V. Denisov, Head of the Section of

Philosophical and Methodological

scientist

F.

L'Huillier,

founding

member and president of the Associ-

ation since its foundation in 1966.
The Soviet participants presented
the following papers: "The Democra-

lic Alternative in Western Europe
After the Second World War"
(N. Komolova), "The USSR and

Europe's Economic Rehabilitation
After the Second World War"
(L. Nezhinsky),

"Socio-Politi-

cal Development of the Countries of Southeastern Europe After
the Second World War" (L. Valev),
"The USSR and Problems of Peace

Settlement

in Europe After

the

Second World War" (A. Chubaryan,

of the delegation), "Byelorussia's Participation in the Efforts of
Soviet Diplomacy to Safeguard Bulgaria's Sovereignty and Indepenhead

dence zt the 1946 Paris

Peace

Conference" (O. Meltser) and "Some
Questions of Europe's Postwar Development in Bourgeois Foreign Policy Conceptions" (V. Shilov).

*'

The symposium "European Coop-

eration and the Third World" sponsored in Vienna by the International
Institute for Peace and the Institute
of World Economy of the Hungarian
Academy of Sciences, was attended

Problems of Social Science at the
Institute of Philosophy of the USSR
Academy of Sciences.

by scientists from Austria, Bolivia,
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Egypt,
Finland, the FRG, the GDR, Hungary, India, Iraq, Italy, Japan, Po-

i<

and also by representatives

land, Rumania, Sweden, the USSR

'- The colloquium on the theme
"Europe During the EarlY Years

After the Second World War", held
in Varna, Bulgaria, and sponsored bY
ContemPorary

the Association of

of

six

international organisations. Papers

were presented by

G. AdlerKarlsson of Denmark ("The Role of
Inverted Utilitarianism in the New
World Order"), M. Simai of Hungary

European History jointly with Bulgarian historians, was attended by 45

("The Final Act of Helsinki and the
Third World"), E. Antola of Finland

Britain, Greece, ItalY,

("The European Community and Africa. A Neo-Colonial Model of Development") and V. Pavlov of the

scholars from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, France, the FRG, the GDR'
Rumania,

Switzerland and theUSSR. ThecolIoquium was opened by the French

USSR ("European Socialist Coun-

tries' Contribution to the Renewal of
the International Economic Order
Conducive to the Development of
World Peace"). The Symposium discussed the possible ways and means
of promoting economic and social
progress in the developing countries.

*'

Representatives of Czechoslovakia, Guatemala, India, Kenya,

Mali, Mexico, Nigeria,

Pakistan,

Peru, Singapore, the USSR and the
UNESCO Sticretariat took part in

the UNESCO International Symposium on the Publication ol Books
in the Vaious Languages of Multilingual -Countries held in Alma
Ata. Much interest was aroused by a
paper on the publication of books in
the languages of the peoples of the
USSR.

*'- A meeting of vice-presidents of the
academies of sciences of the socialist
countries on topical problems of the
development of the social sciences

was held

in Warsaw. Attended by

representqtives of Bulgaria, Cuba,
Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Hungary,

Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, the

Soviet Union and Vietnam this meeting considered a long-term program-

me for the further expansion of

cooperation among scientists of the
socialist countries, particularly in the
work on important theoretical problems of socialist and communist

construction, the promotion of the
world revolutionary process and the
strengthening of the principles of
peaceful coexistence in international
relations.

' The 3rJ Meeting of Representutives of Jourrutls of CMEA Coun,<

fries, held in Sofia, was devoted to
the theory and practice of economic
planning. It discussed the results of
the work of these journals on problems concerning socialist economic

t2r

N

integration, the improvement of
planning and management and the
economic development of individual
socialist countries, and also coopera-

tion between the journals. The meeting took note of the headwaY in tbe
promotion of bilateral and multilater-

al contacts between journals

and

recommended the further expansion
of these contacts.

* Th"

Soviet-Rumanian Commission of Historians held its sessions in
Moscow and Samarkand to discuss
the national liberation movement in
the Balkans in the latter half of the

lgth century, Russo-Rumanian rela-

tions and the war of

1877-1878.

Soviet historians presented the fol-

lowing papers: Academician
A. Narochnitsky-"The Balkan
Crisis of 1875-1878 and the Great
Powers"; M. Zalyshkin and E. Cher-

tan-"Foreign Policy Aspects of
Rumania's Struggle for Independence"; I. Rostunov-"The Significance of the Russo-Turkish War of
1877-1878 for the Liberation of the
Balkan Peoples"; V. Grosul-"The

Links of Russian Revolutionary
Democrats With the Liberation
Movement in the Balkans";

E. Spivakovsky- "The Combination
of Social and National Tasks in the

Rumanian Liberation Movement".
The head of the Rumanian delegation,
Corresponding Member of the
Academy of the Socialist Republic of
Rumania $t. $tefanescu devoted his
paper to the place and role of the war
of lS77-1878 in the struggle of the

Rumanian people for freedom and
independence; V. Axenciuc-to

Rumania's economic developmbnt in
lfth century;
N. Addniloaie, V. Ionescu and

the latter half of the

I.Iacog-to various aspects of
Rurnania's par,ticipation in the war:
the operations of Rumanian troops,
their cooperation with the Russian

/22

army, the role of the masses in the
war, the attitude of the working-class
and socialist movement in Rumania,
and the assessment of the liberation
movement of the Rumanian people
given in the works of Marx and '
Engels; Gh.Ioni(5-to the achievements with which socialist Rumania
is marking the centennial of state
independence.

*''- The Commission ol

Soviet and
Czechoslovak Historians ' which
marked its tenth anniversary in19{6,
held another session in Brno,
Czechoslovakia, on the basic prob-

lems of the development of the
working-class movement

in

Russia
and Austria-Hungary in the last quarter of the lfth and the early 20th
century. The Soviet delegation
presented
papers:
five
L. Minayev-"The Basic Tendencies of the Development of the
Social-Democratic Movement in the
Late lfth and the EarlY 20th Century"; S.Kostin-"Lenin and the

Formation of a New Type of Party";

SigS.Tyutyukin-"International
'of the' First Russian
nificance

Revolution of

.1905-1907";

V. Laverychev-"The S!ruggle Between Two Tendencies in the Working-Class Movement of Russia During the First Russian Revolution";
I. trgnatenko-"The Emergence of
Leninism and Its Significance to the
Development of the Working-Class

Movement". . Czechoslovak historians made seven reports: A.Faltys-"Thc Main Trends of the Development of the Working-Class
Movement in the Peilod of CaPitalism"s Growth Into Its Imperialist
Stage"; F. Jordan-"The Appearance of the Social-Democratic Party
in Cisleithania"; P. Hapak-"The
Development of the Socialist Movement and the Appearance of the
Social-Democratic Party in Hungary

(1866-1890)"; O. Kodedova-"The
First Russian Revolution and the
Working-Class Movement in Cis-

in 1905-1907", M. pi5"The Revolution of 1905-1907
in Russia and Its Impact on the
Working-Class Movement in Slovakia"; J. Kolejka-"The Organleithania

isation, Ideology and Tactics of the
Social-Democratic Movement in Cis-

leithania in 1889-1914"; F. Havlidek- "The Historic Significance of
Leninism to the Working-Class
Movement in the Czech Lands and
Slovakia".

*'
"The Role of the State in

Economic Development" was the
subject of the Soviet-Indian Symposium attended by representatives
of the Soviet-Indian Friendship Soci-

ety (SIFS) and the Indo-Soviet Cultural Society (ISCUS). Following the
opening address by Academician
A. Rumyantsev and a message of
greetings from K. P. S. Menon, Pres-

ident of the Indo-Soviet Cultural
Society, the main papers were presented by R.C.Mehrotra, head of
the Indian delegation and ViceChancellor of Delhi University ("Sci-

entific and Technological Revolu-

tion, Its Influence on Enhancing the
Role of the State in the Economy.
Indian Experience") and N.Goldin,
Minister of the USSR and President
of the Soviet-Indian Friendship Society ("Economic Development of the
Soviet Union in the Tenth Five-Year
Plan and the Prospects of SovietIndian Economic Cooperation").
The Symposium then continued its
work in two sections: "The Regulation Role of the State" and "The

State Sector

in the Economy", at

tives of scientific, cultural and busi-

ness circles participated in the
Soviet-Bitish Round Table sponsored by the Institute of World
Economy and International Relations and the Royal Institute of
International Affairs. From the British side the participants were
A. Shonfield, Director of the Royal
Institute of International Affairs,
J.

Davies. MP,

J.

Roper,

Lord Trevelyan,

R. Grantham,

M.Kaser, A.Knight and I.Smart.
The Soviet delegation included
Academician N. Inozemtsev, Direc-

tor of the Institute of

Soviet of the USSR, A. Bovin, Izvesfio political observer and leputy of
the Supreme Soviet of the RSFSR,
V.Trukhanovsky, Corresponding
Member of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, doctors of sciince

O.Bykov, V.Martynov, M.Maximova, V. Shenayev, G. Skorov,

V. Zhurkin, and ranking officials of

foreign econornic

departments.

Views were exchanged on cooperation between the two countries with

the purpose of furthering the easing
of international tension, promoting
peaceful cooperation in Europe and

limiting the arms race, including a
cutback of armed forces and armaments in Central Europe. The Round

Table examined the further possibilities and prospects for economic

relations between the USSR and
Great Britain and also the participa-

tion of the two countries in interna-

tional economic cooperation. The
discussions were held in a business-

like, constructive atmosDhere.

scientists.

*'

*'

Prominent Soviet and British

civic personalities and

representa-

World

Economy and International Relations of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, Deputy of the Supreme

whose sittings papers were presented

by seven Indian and eleven Soviet

MP,

Ch.Tugendhat, MP, Lord Kearton,

The

Soviet-Finnish Symposium

on socio-economic history, held in

Turku. Finland, considered two sub-

t3

jects: the agrarian develoPment of
Russia and Finland in the l5th-lfth

centuries and the working class in
Russia and Finland in the latter half

of the lfth and the earlY 20th century. The Soviet participants presgnted the following papers: "Prob-

lems of Agrarian History of North
Russia in the l5th-l6th Centuries"
(N. Nosov), "The Agrarian DeveloPnient of Estonia in the l6th-t7th
Centuries" (E.Tarvel), "The Workers of St. Petersburg in the Late l9th

and the EarlY 20th

Century"

(S.Potolov), "The Formation of the
Working Class of Estonia From the

Beginning of the lfth CenturY to
1917" (R. Pullat), "Industrial Workers of Finland in the First Half of the

tgth CenturY" (A. Laidinen) and
"A.M.Kollontai, Historian of the
Working Class of Finland"
(V.Roginsky). The PaPers from the
Finnish side were: "On the Question

of

Feudalism" (V.Niitemaa), "Es-

tates and Estate Peasants in Southwestern Finland in Feudal Times"

(M.Tornberg) and "Correlation of

Social Development and Migration in
the Early Period of Industrialisation"
(E'.

Vainio).

discussed 26 papers

on imPortant

aspects of the experience of the
Great October Socialist Revolution
and on the general laws of the

development of the socialist revolution. Papers and lectures were read
by Academicians I. Mints and
A. Narochnitsky, CorresPonding
Member of the USSR AcademY of
Sciences Yu.PolYakov and others.
The Symposium gave considerable
attention to problems of the present
ideological struggle and to exposing
the bourgeois falsifications- of the

experience and world-historic significance of the Great Octobcr Revolution.

* Th"

Scientific Conference on the
Pressing Problems of the ldeological
Struggle in the Light of the Decisions

ol the 25th Congress ol the CPSU,
held by lhe Scientific Council
of the USSR AcademY of

Sciences

on the Problems of Foreign ldeological Trends, and by the USSR

ZnaIliye Society, was attended bY

scientists from a number of institutes
of the USSR Academy of Sciences,

the Institute of Marxism-Leninism,
the Academy of Social Sciences, the

* Joirr,l, with the USSR AcademY
of Sciences and the Georgian
Academy of Sciences the Problem

Higher Party School at the CPSU
Central Committee, and some institutions of higher learning. The

commission for multilateral coopera-

Ideological Struggle Between Socialism and Capitalism and Some Prob-

tion among scientists of

socialist

countries in the study of the history
of the Great October and subsequent

socialist revolutions sponsored an

interaational sYmPosium on the
"Histoicol Experience of the Great

October Revolution and Its Intema-

i|anat. Significance". The SYt':
posium, held in Batumi, was attended by more than t0 historians,
including more than 20 from Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR,

Hungary, Mongolia, Poland

and

Rumania. The Symposium heard and
b,4

main report-"New Trends of the

lems of the Development of the
Social Sciences in the Light of the
25th CPSU Congress Decisions"-was delivered by Academician M.Mitin. The Conference then
heard and discussed over 30 reports
and communications.

* Th"

All-Union Conlerence of His-

toriographers

in Kalinin was

at-

tended by scientists of the institutes
of history of the USSR AcademY of

Sciences, and l€cturers from univer:

sities and pedagogical institutes.
After the opening address by
Academician M. Nechkina, Chairman of the Scientific Council of the
USSR Academy of Sciences for the

History of Historical Science,

a

paper was presented jointly by Cor-

responding Member

of the

USSR

Academy of Sciences I. Kovalchen-

ko and A.Sakharov, D.Sc.(Hist),

under the heading '"fhe 25th Congress of the CPSU and the Tasks in
the Study and Teaching of Historiography". The papers read at the

plenary sitting included "The Present
State of the Study of the Historiography of Soviet Society", "The 25th
Congress of the CPSU and the
Urgent Problems of the Historiography of World History", "The
Character of the Historiographical
Introduction in Works on the History
of the USSR", and '"I'he-Easing of
Tension, Ideological StruE€Ie and
Bourgeois Historiography of the History of the USSR". The work of the
Conference then proceeded in three

sections: the pre-Soviet .period,
Soviet society, and world history.

I
always against absolutising and
idealising armed violence and already in the early days of the exis-

tsOOK REVIEWS

tence of proletarian power did every-

thing possible to reduce acts of

K. H.3APO.[OB- Tpu peeotrc4uu e
Poccuu u Ha,/le spetfl. M., nsgBo .Mblcru,', 1975,603 crp.
K. I. ZARODOY, Three Revolutions
in Rassia and Our Time, Moscow, Mysl Publishers, 1915, ffi3
pp.
The author examines the dialectics
of the revolutionary process in Russia in the light of the specific features
of the epoch of imperialism and the
transition from capitalism to social-

ism. He expounds the Leninist
teaching on the development of the
democratic revolution into a socialist
revolution, which has been con-

firmed in practice, and analyses the
driving forces of that revolution and
the forms of revolutionary struggle,
focusing particular attention in this
connection on the leading role in the
revolution of the working class and

its militant vanguard, the

Marxist

party.

The experience of the three Russian revolutions is illuminated by the
of Lenin. K. Zarodov con-

.genius
,

vincingly shows how

I-eninist

theoretical thought generalised the
practical revolutionary actions of the
masses arming them and orienting
the aitivity of the militant vanguard

of the working class. This'
truly

was

scientifically-substantiated te-

volutionary creativity based on

a

masterly applicatjon of dialectics and
on the comprehension of the essence
of social processes.
12i

Numerous facts are cited showing

the enduring value of the Russian
revolutionary experience for the present-day anti-imperialist and antimonopoly struggle. Thus, touching

on the correlation between the
peaceful (sometimes called the
demccratic) way to socialism and the
non-peaceful form of transition to it,
the author looks into this problem in
the light of the historical experience
of the October Revolution, and then
analyses contemporary practice,
dwelling, in particular, on the example of Chile. Opportunists of all
stripes spare no effort to twist the
meaning of the lessons of the Chilean
revolution and erpecially to discredit
the Leninist idea about the possibility of a relatively peaceful transition
to socialism. As it was noted at the
25th. Congress of the CPSU, the

Chilean tragedy has by no means
invalidated the Communist thesis
about different possible ways of
revolution, including a peaceful .one,

violence, especially armed ones, to a
minimum. But when the counterrevolutionaries unleashed White terror against the power of the workers
and its leaders, revolutionary violence could be the only answer to
this.
Speaking of the impossibility of
mechanically utilising the experience of the Russian revolutrons, all
the concrete forms and methods that
were used in Russia, K. Zarodov
analyses the problerns of the creative
application of the common and profoundly international features that
were reveatred in the revolutionary
exierience of the Russian proletariat
and its Leninist party.
In the process of the class struggle
in this or that country, the revolutionary creativity of the masses, the

Coaemcxuit Cotos u Opeaxuza4un
Odoeluneuxux Haauii. 19661970. M., r{3A-Bo "Hayra,,
1975, 535 crp.
The Soviet Union and the United

Nations. 1966-1970, Moscow,
Nauka Publishers, 1975, 535 pp.

provided the necessary conditions

exist for it. But it has also been a
forceful reminder that the revolution
must know how to defend itself.
The attempts to identify the peace-

ful way to

socialism with the parIiamentary way are called in question
with good reason. The possibility of
using p4rliament in the interests of
revolution, the author writes,
does,not at all mean the possibility of
a purely constitutional way to socialism. On the other hand, he goes on to
say, Lenin and the Bolsheviks were

The Institute of the History of the
USSR, Academy of Sciences of the
USSR, has put out a book dealing
with the Soviet Union's activities in
the United Nations and touching
upon a wide range of international
issues. It was prepared by agroup of
researchers from the said institute,

by

professors and lecturers from
of higher learning,

various bodies

and by officials of the USSR Foreign

Ministry and other Soviet state establishments. The authors highlight

author stresses, produces something
new and inimitable; new revolutions
always bring their own specific features into the world revolutionary
development. They thus enrich
world revolutionary experience and

hence also the experience

of

the

three revolutions in Russia in which
the universal laws of revolution became embodied for the first time.
The world revolutionary process is

today continuously expanding and
becorning complicated, new masses
of people are being drawn into the
struggle for peace and socialism. The

trend of developments constantly

confirmsthat socialism has become a
major factor of world progress. And

this points with new force to the
need to make a scrupulous study of
the great experience of the revolutio-

nary struggle of the Russian proletariat, which ended in the triumph

of socialism.
E,.

Zhukov,

Academician

the efforts of the USSR and other
socialist countries to achieve a lasting peace, international security, disarmament and complete elimination
of the vestiges of colonialism. They
draw extensively on documents of
Soviet foreign policy, of the United

Nations and its various agencies
such as the Security Council, the
General Assembly, ECOSOC and
UNESCO.
Founded in the years of the Sec-

ond World War, this Organisation
proclaimed in its Charter such basic

democratic principles as the
sovereign equality of all its members, the maintenance of international peace and development offriendly
relations among nations based on
respect for the principle of equal

rights and self{etermination of

peoples, the refrainment from the

A considerable influx of new polit-

threat or use of force in international

ical forces-young

relations, the prohibition

states, and the growing cooperation
between them and the socialist coun-

of

racial

discrimination.

The principle of peaceful coexis-

of states with differing social
systems advanced by Lenin has been
fully realised in the United Nations.
The international situation in 19661970 was marked by the continuation
of the cold war and the emergence of
tence

the tendency towards ddtente. Imperialism tried by force of arms to
suppress the national liberation
movement and carried out an unre-

independent

tries-led, in the opinion of the
authors, to many useful UN decisions, especially on colonialism and
neocolonialism.

They also note that today alongside the items of a political character
the UN agenda ever more often
includes socio-economic and legal
issues as well as those concerning

the world economic order, rawmaterial resources, environmental

strained arms race. Meanwhile the
USSR pursued its policy of peace
and of strengthening international

protection, the exploration of space
and the sea-bed, etc.

the

entific, technological, social and in-

security, making full use
United Nations to that end.

of

The importance of economic, sci-

ternational-legal problems, particularly for the developing nations is
beyond doubt. The United Nations

The consistent Soviet foreign policy, supported by the countries ofthe
socialist community and the young

and its specialised international

foreign policy and opened up favourable prospects for a constructive

tative forum for the cooperation of
the overwhelming majority of states
and for facilitating positive solution

progressive states, forced the imperialist circles to reconsider their
solution

of a

number

of

pressing

international issues.
A decisive role in this was played
by the general change in the balance

of forces in favour of

socialism,

agencies serve as a highly represen-

of these problems.

It would be wrong, however, the
authors note, to substitute the Organisation's main function, that of
maintaining and strengthening inter-

peace and progress. This process

national peace and security with

took shape under the impact of the
consolidation of the main revolutionary forces of our time-socialism.
the international working-class and

these problems, important as they
are. As Soviet Ambassadors to the
United Nations have repeatedly emphasised, the necessary preconditions for the development of
economic, scientific and technologi-

the national liberation movements-and eierted an ever
stronger influence on the work of the

United Nations. The book gives

a

detailed picture of all this.

The crucial role played by

the

USSR and other socialist countries

in the United Nations was

r€cogd, in particular, in the message of

cal cooperation are created precisely

by the success in strengthening
peace and international ddtente.
Soviet diplomacy considers it its

major task to oppose the tendencies
to depoliticise the United Nations.

Leonid

To regard the United Nations and its
main bodies primarily as an instru-

Brezhnev on the occasion of the 50th
Anniversary of the Great October
Socialist Revolution.

scientific and technological problems
would only harm the Organisation as

nise

its

228

Secretary-General

to

ment for solving socio-economic,

an important international political
mechanism of maintaining and
strengthening peace and would di-

it

vert

from accomplishing its main

atms.

The authors show that the positive
results of the UN activities could be

but for the hindrances
caused by the imperialist policies of

weightier

the Western countries both within
the United Nations and outside it.
The materials about the work of
the United Nations during the period
under review demonstrate that, despite some negative phenomena, the
United Nations has remained a upeful and viable international organisation, that the international cooperation within its framework has become an integral part of contempor-

E. H. MAPYIIIKIdH. Coeemoto?ua:

pacvbma u npocqemd. M.,
floaurusgar, 1976, 160 crp.

B.I.MARUSHKIN, Sovietology:
Calculations and Miscalcula/ions, Moscow, Politizdat Publishers, 1976; 16O pp..

This monogiaph by B.I.Marushkin, D. Sc. (Hist.), contains a comprehensive and critical analysis of
contemporary Western Sovietology,
of the literature on this subject that
has appeared in recent years in the
USA, Gteat Britain, France and the
FRG.
Assessing the role of Sovietology
in the ideological struggle of today,
the author notes that its doctrines
and conceptions are of a pronounced
anti-Marxist and anti-communist
character and designed to protect the
capitalist system. Besides, the autbor insists, Sovietology is also one

of the principal suppliers of

ideas

and arguments for the reactionary
anti-Soviet forces abroad who are

ary world relations. As a result of the
efforts by the USSR and other
countries of the socialist community

and with the active support of a
number of other peaceloving nations, the United Nations concentrated in the late 1960s and early
1970s on key political issues: on
measures to strengthen international
security, on disarmament, on the
struggle against colonialism and
neocolonialism, and on the further
implementation of the principles of

peaceful coexistence of states with
differing social systems.

S.

Tikhvinsky,

Corresponding Member,
USSR Academy of Sciences

bent upon nullifying the positive
changes in international relations, on

turning the world back to the cold

war period. And the cold

war
atmosphere, it might be added, is
vital for Sovietology itself, for those
of its trends and dogmas which are
rapidly losing popularity as a result

of d6tente.
The author singles out two basic
trends in current Sovietology: to
contrast the Russian historical process to the development of the
Western countries, and to regard the
history of Russia as a country which
passes through the same stages as
the advanced countries of the West
but with a considerable delay.

The monograph shows how the
study of the USSR is organised in the
major capitalist countries, exposes
the false interpretation by Western
Sovietologists of the history of the
Great October Socialist Revolution,

of socialist industrialisation and the
solution of the national question in
the USSR, of the relations between
x29

the USSR and the capitalist world,
and the untenability

of the

concep-

tions of "soviet totalitarianism" and
"convergence" of the two syst€ms.
Also shown is the interconnection of
these interpretations and conceptions with the ideology and policy of

the bourgeoisie's inlluential groups
in the West, and the role PlaYed bY
the Russian counter-revolutionary
6migr6s in the shaPing of
Sovietology.

The . myth about "Soviet to'

talitarianism", the author notes,
leaves out of account the basic
dilference in tie essence and role of

tendencies are, in fact, typical features of the bourgeois political system. Evidence of this are the restriction of civil riqfrts and liberties, the
stepped-up activities of extremist,
ultra-right organisations which oper-

ate with the connivance of

the

authorities.

As before, the zeilots of the
"Soviet totalitarianism" theory
centre their attacks on the CPSU and
the various aspects of its home and
foreign policy activities. But at the
same time reality compels the
ideologues of this "theory" to take

into account in their works and to
reflect in ihem to some extent the

the state under capitalism and under
socialism. One cannot fail to see, he

:enormous role which the Communist

of the imperialist
bourgeoisie which, with the helP of

Soviet
society, and to make certain corrective changes in the traditional portrayal of the USSR as a force
"traditionally hostile to the West".

continues, the utter untenability of
comparing the extreme forms of the

dictatorship

repressive measures, keeps the
working people in economic and
political subordination, and the
forms of the socialist state, which for
the first time in human historY
ensures democracy

for the broadest

masses. Anti-democratic, totalitarian

Party plays in the life

of

Hence also the change

in

their

approach to the principle of peaceful
'coexistence of states with different
social systems, which is receiving
ever broader recognition.
Yu. Yutyev

time, source study. This combination

of the tasks and forms of study is tq
be observed in the best recent
monographs on Russian history of
the I lth-l7th centuries.
Koretsky.conducted extensive re-

search in archives in Moscow,
Leningrad and other cities and
proved that even in the central
archives which have been studied
quite exhaustively it is still possible
to bring to light valuable little-known
sources on
the history of the enserfmeni of the
peasants and the class struggle of the
early 17th century.
The author has brought into scientific circulation the unique "Belskaya" Chronicle (State Museum of
History), which covers the period
frorn 1598 to 1632 and contains
revealing informatiori on tlre enserf-

or altogether unknown

ment

of the peasants, the

first

peasant war, the foreign intervention
and the people's strusgle against it.

Perhaps no other study of these
problems has been based on such a
wide range of documentary materials. This made it possible to take a
new l.ook at various vague or indirect
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V.I. KORETSKY, Tfte Shaping of
Serfdom and the First Peasant
War in Russia, Moscow, Nauka
Publishers, 195, 389 pp.

The shaping of serfdom in Russia

different methodological approaches

to and methods of studY but also to
the availability of source material.
This material is relatively scanty,
most of it having perished during the
foreign intervention and the peasant
war of the early 17th centurY and in
fires, particularly the 1626 fire in
Moscow, in which were devoured

most of administrative documents.
Territorially, the surviving sources

and its consequences have long held

are distributed unevenlY; many are

legal
experts and publicists, a fact borne
out by the torrent of scientific works

of sources, the

the attention of historians,
and publicistic writings.

What strikes one while studying
this literature is the large spectrum

of

views. This is due not only to the
2to

only fragments and these are terse.
Hence the problem of the reliability
rePresentative
character and authenticitY of the
documents that are used.

Koretsky's book presents a concrete historical agd, at the same

enserfment in South and Southwest

of Russia.
He did not devote a chapter to

historiography, confining himself to
a brief review of the major works of
Soviet scholars in his preface, and
consid'ered in detail "virious ,ri.*-

points

velopment

Russia.

process of peasant colonisation and

of South and

Southwest

As feudalism spread in

Russia had. been established during
decades (if not centuries), mechanically proliferating the serf norms of
the centre to the outlying regions (in
fact this policy was pursued incon-

sistently because "freemen" were
needed to defend the country's fron-

tiers and build fortresses). All this
evoked the active protest of those
who fled to these areas from scrfdom, and the outlying regions became the main centres in which the
peasant war matured. Hence, despite

prevailing opioion, the author be-

in

ky concentrates his attention on
internal policy, on its class orientation and on showing its maiJrsprings.
He characterises the laws introducing serfdom (their history and content) and also tries to ascertain how
they were applied. He closely examines the relatively little studied

concrete

breadth, serfdorn marched quickly to

bility.

owners, between the feudal princes
in different parts of Russia. Korets-

of

outlying regions. In those areas the
government counted on achieving a
level of bondage that in Central

intra-class
struggle between small and big land-

war and the

stuby

He deals with the specifics of
economic and socio-political de-

data on the events of the early lTth
century,
The purpose of this book, to quote
the author, is to show the process of
the enserfment that took shape in the
first quarter of the lTth century and
trace how it was influenced by the

peasant

in his

problems.

of 160l-1602
on the peasant "disavowals" were
rather a concession to the discontented peasants than a measute to
safeguard the interests of the nolieves that the decrees

Koretsky closely follows the shifts

government enserfment policy,

the stages of that policy, springing
particularly from the intricate inter-

relation of the interests of different
social and territorial groups of feudal
lords. To a large extent, the contradictions in the feudal class against
the background of a growing mass
discontent in the countryside and in
the towns, that was a real threat to

tsarism and the feudal class as a
whole determined the fifful enserfEn

f,
ment policy of the government in the

early lTth century, a policy that
counted sometimes cn indulging one
of feudal lords to the detriment of others.

group

The author distinguishes

two

stages in Boris Godunov's policy in
the peasant question. He believes
that Godunov, who consolidated his
position on the throne, relied on the
nobility in the capital and on the 6lite

of the provincial nobility. However,
is there any certainty that earlier
Godunov had relied on the rank-andfile nobility? The composition of the
Sobor (boyars council) of 1598 that
elected him to the throne indicates
that already then the lower echelon
of the military estate did not comprise his mainstay.
We are given interesting observations about the policy of False Dmitri
I on the peasant question, a policy
that was profoundly adventurist,
about the tendency towards a departure from the enserfment policy
vis-ir-vis bondsmen in the legislation

of Vasili Shuisky, and about the
manoeuvrings of False Dmitri II.
Koretsky shows that the peasant war
substantially slowed down the enserfment of the peasants. In the reign

of the first Romanov, too,it did not
prove to be possible to enforce
serfdom entirely, by spreading it
equally to the southern regions.

A justified

conclusion

is

that

ky writes that lvan IV could not end

the peasant "disavowals" with a
stroke of the pen and change the
destiny of the Russian peasantS for

uprising is regarded as a dress
rehearsal of the Bolotnikov uprising.
uprising, which was the culminating
point of the peasant war of the early
17th century, greatly undermined the

or R. Kipling about the "unhistorici
ty" of the East and its special way of
development. The real purpose of
these attempts is all too obvious-to

and the contradictions in the ruling
class itself did not allow the government to enforce serfdom as quickly
as it would have liked.
This book contains much material
for a study of the peasant war in the

early lTth century. The Khlopok
While noting that the Bolotnikov

emerging system of serfdom, the
author is categorically against'the
view that this peasant war was an
unsuccessful bourgeois revolution.
It seems to me that not all of
Koretsky's conclusions are equally
well argumented. In some chapters,
particularly the fifth and the seventh,
he concentrates on debatable issues.
Some of his surmises, based on

relatively few source materials, are
offered much too imperatively. But,
generally speaking, this book gives
quite a comprehensive idea of the
present state

of sources and of

the
extent the problem itself has been
studied, and prompts what questions

require further exhaustive study.

World History, Moscow, Nauka
Publishers, 195, 350 pp.
1

A study of the general laws of
world history based on materials
related not only to the peoples of the
132

S.Schmtdt

West but also of the East, iq particu-

larly important today,

andr

for

the

following reasons"
To begin with, the rich material on
various periods of the history and
culture of the countries of Asia and
Africa accumulated to date call for
theoretical generalisation. Secondly,
in the process of scientific cognition

to the author's reflections on slaveowning society in the East. This
should be specially noted, since

dialectically interconnected phe-

laws of human history many specific
features of the social development of
the East emerge with greater relief.
Furthermore, there is a real danger
that the latest heightened interest in
the East and its specific features may
lead to a kind of "oriental centrism",
not to mention the ideological struggle around the Afro-Asian countries
and the paths of their development.
It pays certain circles in the West to
revive the ancient ideas of F. I-orentz

centuries to come. The class struE8le
of the peasants and the bondsmen,

enserfment.was much more complex
'than was formerly believed. Korets-

B.H.HIIKI'IOOPOB. Bocmox u
acetupvaa ucmop.tfi. M., xsAso uHayra,, 195, 350 crp.
V. N. NIKIFOROV, The Eost and

a

nomenon becomes more sharply
delineated: alongside the general

many non-Marxist researchers deny
the existence of a slave-owning sys-

tem in the East where it had its
sBecific features compared with
Europe. They also'call in question
the existence of feudalism in Asia
and Africa.

Problems

1950s and

early l!b0s. During

these discussions various hypotheses

were advanced explaining the main
stages traversed by the Eastern
countries in the pre-capitalist period.

The book summarises, as it were,
much of what was said at these
discussions. The first part is devoted

to an analysis of the various conceptions aired, the second part is historiographical. In the latter, the author shows that the problem of the

are

made against the Marxist-Leninist
doctrine of socio-economic formations, the determining role of the
economic factor and the laws of the
class struggle. In an effort to invalidate this doctrine, the enemies of
Marxism often turn to the materials
of the pre-capitalist history of the
Afro-Asian countries, the study of
which is made difficult because of
the inadequacy or unclarity of

social system of the countries of the
East was raised by European historians and philosophers as far back

as the lTth century but only the
founders

of

Marxism were able to

analyse the evolution of the Eastern

countries in the context of world
history and to pose the question on
the periodisation of the history of
these countries. The conclusions of

sources.
These problems determine the sci-

the founders of scientific socialism
on this question furnish the key to
"unlocking" many of the secrets of

entific significance of the book by
V. Nikiforov, D. Sc. (Hist.), in which
the author, widely availing himself of

the Afro-Asian peoples'

the

historico-comparative method
(for a cornparison facts are taken
from the history of Asia, Africa,
Europe and pre-Columbian America), examines the socio-economic
formations in the countries of Asia
and Africa.
Much space in the book is devoted

pre-capitalist social

1920s-1930s and again at the end of

the

impress uport the Afro-Asian peoples
that the experience of social progress
accumulated by mankind, and especially the experience of world socialism, is not suitable for them. It is not
fortuitous that the most violent at-

tacks frorn different positions

of

formations, the general and the
specific in the development of the
non-European countries were discussed by Soviet scholars in the

early

history.

In the third part of the book
Nikiforov shows, on the example
mainly of China, that the facts
known to science today confirm the

,

common character of the main stages
in the pre-capitalist history of the
East and the West. The features

,I

f,l

specific of some Asian countries (the
castes in India, "the shenshih"-the

gentry-in China), do not rule

out

general laws of development, do not
mean that slave-owning and feudalism were unknown to the Eastern
countries, which were supposedly

replaced by their own specific kind

of formation. Just as unfounded

is

the assertion about the determining
role played in the countries of the
East by such non-economic factors
as the state, rcligion, etc.

The author's analysis can serve as
an example of the fruitfulness of the
critical-historiographical method
which is used in the first part of the

book to generalise the materials of
the recent discussion, in the second
part to establish the sources of

presentday conceptions and in the

third part to form from the latest
literature an up-to-date picture of the

pre-capitalist development
countries of the East.

of

the

Whenever necessary the author

has recourse to other

research

methods. Thus, in the first part of
the book from an analysis of scholarly works he passes on to general

sociological constructions;

in

the

second, analysing certain passages
from the works of Marx and Engels
he bases himself on the original
sources of the texts; the main sections of the third part are written in
the form of an essay on social
relations where facts known to science on the social system of different countries are cursorily compared
with the picture of traditional Chinese society. The author specially

focuses on China and some other
states which developed in ancient
times in relative isolation: such a
survey method helps to graphically
demonstrate that in principle the
same gcneral laws of development
operate in countries that are far apart

2!t

from each other, that PracticallY
have no connection with each other.
The book stresses that it is esiential to clearly distinguish the slaveowning form of exploitation from the
feudal form. The difficulty lies in the
fact that both types of social relations are similar in many respects,
especially at their early, undeveloped stages. The author takes
issues with those who limit the forms
of slave exploitation to the work of
the slave directly in the house of the
master. He accepts and consistently
further develops the thesis advanced

by the Soviet historian I. Dyakonov
about the absence in the countries of
the Ancient East of paramount state
property in land, a thesis which cuts
the ground from under the theqries
about the special development ofthe
Asian countries, and about the constant predominance in them of a
supposedly single feudal rent tax.

Nikiforov pays special attention to
the constant interdependence of the
basis and the superstructure, the
underestimation

of which is, as

a

rule, the cause of many unclarities.
By concentrating wholly on a study
of the economic basis, some historians begin confusing outwardly
similar but historically different
economic phenomena to be found in
different formations (helotism and
serfdom; hired labour in the ancient
world and in the period of modern

history, etc.). And although

the
economic role is, in the last analysis,

the determining one, the transition
from one formation to. another, the
final shaping of the new system (this,
course, does not apply to the

of

formation of the primitive communal
system) is not possible without the

tingly begin to ignore the determining
In the historical part of the book
role of the economy, reduce every- deserving of attention is the author's
thing to a rnatter of state institutions - synchronous approach to his study
or ideology.
.of the main stages in economic,
Nikiforov examines Soviet In- social and ideological history.
dologist V. Pavlov's definition of the
The author's broad general
leading economic sector and con- theoretical approach io his subject
cludes that this definition, worked and his mastery of the method of
out on the material of a rnultisectoral comparative analysis have enabled
society where the capitalist sector is him to clearly formulate what his
the leading one, is applicable to other colleagues have approached empirisocio-economic formations. This de- cally and in certain cases to corect
finition emphasises the dynamic . their viewpoint. Thus, Nikiforov excharacter of the leading sector, its presses well justified views on the
decisive influence on the superstrucsocial system of the pre-capitalist
ture and on society as a whole, states of Africa which differ from
irrespective of the quantitative, the conclusions of many Africanists;
sometimes outwardly small propor- in the interpretation of the main
tion of the said sector. Such a' stages of the history of Iran in
situation was, apparently, typical of connection with world history the
many societies throughout their an- auihor, while he basically accepts
cient history or of the greater part of the concept of the Soviet historian
it; in other words, the specific fea- N. Pigulevskaya, disagrees with her
tures of the slave-owning socio- on the question of the chronological
economii formation call for scien- boundary between the slave-owning
tific recognition.
and feudal formations (he dates it
A merit of the book is that the presumedly to the times of the Arab
theoretical constructions in it are, as conquest).
a rule, based on volurninous factual
The problem discussed in the book
material, both historiographical and inevitably concerns not only many
properly historical. New historiog- countries and many centuries of their
raphical features that should be history but also many areas that
noted are: for the first time world come within the province of the
science's appraisal of Eastern socie-

ty prior to Marx and Engels and

immediately after them is traced by

the author; the impact of the "discovery" of community on the conception of the interconnection of the
history of the East and world his-

tory; I. Kireyevsky's role as the
first propagandist of the comnnuoity theory; K. Kautsky's, G.
Plekhanov's and A. Bogdanov's erroneous views on traditional Eastern
society.

related sciences: philosophy, political economy, the state and law. This
circumstance and also thL controversial tone of the book will undoubtedly arouse wide discussion around the

important questions raised by the
author concerning the historical development of the Afro-Asian countries, questions which still await their
solution.
G. Klm,
Corresponding Member,
USSR Academy of Sciences

participation of the political superstructure. Other researchers, on the

contrary, center attention exclusively on the superstructure and unwit235
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Energy Crisis in the Capitalist
World, Moscow, Mysl Publishers, 1975, 478 pp.

The book is the first Soviet com-

prehensive study

of the

energy

crisis. Its authors-a group of scholars from the Institute of the World

Economy and International Rela-

and politicians of the energy crisis as
a phenomenon caused by non-social
factors independent of class motivations, and show that it is rooted in
the capitalist mode of production and
in the policy pursued by the Western

powers.

Numerous facts and figures are
analysed in the book to prove that
the already discovered and exploited

deposits of conventional fuels are
still very rich and that the potintial
reserves are practically inexhaustible. Commercial reserves of coal,
oil, gas and uranium are 85 times
greater than their annual output. The
monopolies, however, in their Pursuit of superprofits have neglected
the objective necessity to exploit the
existing power resources evenly and

stepped up the use of oil and gas
from the most accessible, though
most scanty, deposits. The lower

increase rates and even reduction of
oil reserves in a number of countries
of the Middle East, the direct consequence of the monopolies' rapacious

2X

behind
scientific and technological progress

is also due to big capital's policy of
directing the achievements of, science and technology mainly to the
manufacturing industries which yield

quick superprofits. As a consequence, the fuel industry has found
itself left out of the mainstream of,

oil-Producing

Countries (OPEC) and launched

tion by many Western economists

The fuel industry's lag

contradictions between the imperial-

relation with the present cyclic crisis
of the capitalist economy, the chaos

raw-materials supply, and the

excise 'appetites' of the bourgeois
state had been limited."

The crisis disproportions within
the oil industrY mounted as the

tions, USSR Academy of Sciences-analyse the crisis in close
monetary shocks and assess it as one
of the most profound manifestations
of the general crisis of capitalism.
The authors debunk the interpreta-

higher prices on oil-products, if the
interests of the monopolies and the

situation was aggravated by the fact
that in the West the coal-mining
industry which has huge Potentials
was sacrificed to more profitable
industries, and to the oil industry in
the first place.

ist powers and the

isation of Petroleum ExPorting

scientific and technological progress.
The illusion of the "inexhaustibility"
of cheap oil in the developing countries, that appeared during the decades of "oil neocolonialisrn", also
made for that. The authors note that
in the industrialised countries of the

a

decisive offensive against "oil
neocolonialism". One of the main
purposes of the Organisation is to
put an end to the very unfair sYstem

payments for oil under which
Western monopolies and tax agencies appropriated in the mid-llX0s
more than 9O per cent of the gross
revenue from foreign oil, leaving

of

its owners less than seven

West the "need for relatively large
investments in the power industry
was ignored and replaced by the

more profitable orientation on

foreign energy resources. This

Per

cent. The need to remove this sort of
super-exploitation was prompted by
the entire logic of the national liberation movement. BY 194, the OPEC

aid tax

agencies

of the

reserves and ttre developrnent of

alternative national energy resources".

Western

by the relative expensiveness of
fuels than by their shortage' Fuel

prices have rocketed both on the
world market and in the capitalist
and developing countries, which
gave Western propaganda occasion
to speak of the special responsibility
of the OPEC countries for the fuel
shortage. The book proves convinc-

ingly that such talk is groundless:

ad-

versely affected the efforts to ensure
an adequate increase of national oil

countries had managed to raise oil
prices approximately five times as
compared with 1970s, and thus at
least evened their profits with the
aggregate incomes of oil concerns
importing countries.
Since the rise in oil Prices the
energy crisis is characterised more

prices

would not necessarily have led to

and oil in the early 1970s. The

developing countries intensified. In
1960s, the latter founded the Organ-

in

"The growth of world oil

sway, were the initial cause of the
shortage and growing prices of'gas

l(
tt
tr

The repeated increase of world
wholesale fuel prices was a legitimate response to their forrner extremely low level which impeded the
timely and adequate inflow of capital
into the power industry. The authors
cite facts and figures to show that ttre
prospecting for and working of oil
and gas in difficult geographical and
geological conditions, the production
of liquid and gasiform fuel from solid
minerals, a broader use of coal with

due consideration of the rules of
environmental protection and the
development of new sources of ener-

gy are becoming non-deficient only
now that prices have been raised
conSideratrly.

Xn the West the opinion is often
expressed that the changes in the
prices for fuel and some raw materials are short-term and that there can
b,e a return to the former price level.

The authors of tlre book disagree
with that: "We feel.that only the very
highest points of the new priees for
raw materials could be regarded as
being the'short-terrn' part. The very

tendency for raw materials to become more costly is irreversible."
And the events since the publication

of the book fullY bear out

this

conclusion.

The authors also

analYse the

numerous Western Projects

and

to help overcorne the energy difficulties. They
prograrnfire$ designed

do not deny that some of the projects

are quite feasible but point to their
contradictory and inconsistent nature. The power industries need huge
fixed capital, resources and investments and, therefore, demand more
than any other in<lustries a well-

balanced public

organisation.

Capitalisrn, however, is incapable of
creating such an organisation. Big
capital continues strongly to protect
the privileges it has appropriated
and to dispose of the resources of

society as

it

sees

fit, while

the

bourgeois state is actually guided by
the interests of the monoPolies.
No less contradictorY are the aPproaches to an international solution
of the energy problem. The desire of

the Western powers to

establish

mutually acceptatrle relations with
the OPEC countries, as the book

shows, goes hand in hand with :r
policy of threats and Pressure on
those countries and their allies. At
the same time the West is doing its

best to tie nnanY of the

OPEC

countries to the world capitalist systern. d new form of neocolonialism
is being devised to enable the transnationdi corporations to rely in their

expansion on the

"oil money" of the

OPEC countries.

The authors believe

caPitalist

rivalry to be one of the main causes
of the fuel crisis. And indeed, the

private and public transport, a com-

work on this topic to reveal the
leading role of the Communist and
Workers' parties in mobilising thc
working people and all progressive
forces in the West to the struggle for
a solution of the fuel problem on a
really democratic, anti-imperialist

petition that is most adversely affecting the mass of the peoPle.
One of the merits of the book is its

B.Rathlov

decline of the coal-mining industry in
the West is a direct result of the long
competition between the coal and oil

companies, between automobile

transport and the railroads, between

neocolonialism inall their manifesta-

analysis of the inter-imperialist and
social contradictions of the capitalist
world, either caused or aggravated
by the energy crisis. It is the first

tions would be completely eliminated, and that the principles of
peaceful coexistence were the only
alternative to the cold war and a
possible nuclear catastrophe.
Stressing that peace and stability
in the world depend to a considerable
degree on the relations between the
Great Powers the non-aligned coun-

tries welcomed the relaxation of
tension between the USSR and the

basis.

USA.

The Conference did not confine

itself to enunciating

fundamental

political positions. It also advanced
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Thc Non-Alignment Movement

in

Documents, Moscow, Nauka
Publishers, 1915, 263 PP.

The non-alignment

movement,
which arose after the Second World
War, has in recent Years become an
important factor in world politics and
today covers the very intricate, and

at times contradictorY, comPlex of
most of the newly independent countries' foreign-policy measures" The
interest shown by the broad public in
this movement is only natural therefore. Needless to say, the aPProach

of various political circles to

the
non-alignment policy and their estimate of this policy are bY no means

similar. John Foster Dulles, who

voiced the aggressive aspirations of
imp€rialism, qualified the policy of
non-alignment as an amoral one. The

imperialist powers and reactionary

forces associated with them have
opposed the non-alignment move-

ment from the verY outset and tried
to vitiate its anti-imperialist trend, to

steer

it into channels of

Passive

neutralitY.
The Soviet Union and other states
z:tE

of the socialist

number of concrete proposals, came
out in favour of general and com-

communitY havc

always noted the positive role of the
non-aligned countries in strengthening peace and international coopera-

plete disarmament under strict inter-

national control and recommended
the convocation of a world disarmament conference as one of the measures of achieving this goal.
The Conference's appeal to all
peaceloving countries, in particular
to UN member countries, that they
must without delay help the people
of Ahgola build a free and indepen-

tion, have always supPorted tbe
anti-imperialist orientation of their
policy and the struggle of their
people against colonialism and ra-

cism, and for independence

and

social progress.

The collection under review con-

tains the tesolutions, declarations

dent state, or the statement that the
confeience participants condemn the

and other documents passed bY the
four conferences of the heads of

state and government of the nonaligned countries, the consultative
meetings of special representatives
and by the foreign ministers' confer-

ences which prepared the summit
conferences.

The materials conclusivelY show
that the preservation and consolidation of peacq on earth have been

proclaimed

by the

non-alignment
movement as one of its central tasks.

Already the Belgrade Declaration,

adopted in 196l by the First Conference of non-aligned countries, underscored that no state and no government can today shun responsibility for world peace. The Conference

participants emphatically declared
that a lasting peace could be ensured
only if colonialisrn, imperialism and

a

}l
Dt
11

imperialist policy pursued

in

the

Middle East and call for the restora-

tion of all the rights for the Arab
population of Palestine, are as timely
today as then.
This position and these demands
of the movement, expounded at its
first summit conference, were repeatedly confirmed and further spelt
out by subsequent meetings in their
decisions the texts of which are

contained in the collection.
The meetings of the non-aligned
countries in recent years have been
centring attention on problerns reIated to international ddtente. Thus
the Fourth Conlerence noted that the
success achieved in the relaxation
of tension between East and West as
well as in Europe in the settlement of

the problems inherited from the Sec-

ond World War is a significant victory for the peace forces throughout
the world.
The non-aligned states support the

call of the socialist countries to
extend the process of d6tente to
other regions of the world, to take
to deepen it and
complement political dCtente with

concrete steps

military d6tente, to complete decolonisation.
The collection opens with an article by R. Tuzmukhamedov in which
he generalises some questions of the

theory and practice of the rnovement. He writes: ",A,nti-imperialism,
anti-coloniali sm, anti-neocoloniatrism
and peaceful coexistence are the key
slogans of the non-alignment move-

ment ever since its inception. The
struggle for their realisation constitutes the socio-historical progressive
significance of non-alignrnent."
Of course, the non-aligned coun-

tries by no means represent a
homogeneous group socially and
economically. It includes the most
diverse states, ranging from socialist
countries to feudal monarchies. This
explains the different degrees of

consistency

in implementing the

progressive principles on which the
policy of non-alignment is based.
The documents in the collection
confirm the truth of the statement in
the R.eport of the CC CPSU to the
25th Party Congress: "We and the
vast majority of the states that arose

on the ruins of the colonial system

are united by a deep comrnon allegiance to peace and freedom, and

aversion to all forms of aggression
and domination, and to exploitation
of one country by another. This

community of basic aspirations is
rich and fertile soil on which friendship will continue to flourish."
The Fifth Conference of the heads

of state and government of

the
L39

non-align€d countries, held in Colombo in August 1975, was a further
step towards confirming the progressive principles of non-alignment and
the principles of peaceful coexis-

tence in relations between
with different social systems.
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diya Publishers, 1975, 208 PP.
Among the outstanding figures of
the world Cornmunist movement a
special place belongs to William
Z. F'oster, one of the founders and
leaders of the Communist PartY of
the USA. An active participant in the
trade-union battles of the American

working class who witnessed the

burgeoning of capitalism in the second half of the lfth century and its

profound crisis in 1929. William
Foster in his speeches and writings
showed wtrat was behind the American "miracle" based on exploitation

of the working people, The victorY
of the Great October Socialist Revolution in Russia gave new impetus
to his activities. Foster met with
V. I. tr-enin, participated in the work
of the Cornintern, organised resistance to fascism and the cold war in
his country. All these aspects in the
life of the ,A,rnerican revoltltionary
and scholar are widely covered in the
book by I.Grigoryev. Drawing extensively on documents, periodicals
and rnonographs, the author shows

both the militant path traversed by

this American Communist and the
various stages in the US history over
the past l0O years.
.dlready at ttre age of trO Young
Williann, the son of Irish immigrants,
had to leave school and go in search
24J

The collection helps the reader to

get a rnore complete idea of the
essence of the non-alignment movement, this new factor in contemPor-

ary international relations. Therein
lies its value.
Y. SofinskY

of odd jobs. At the age of

14 he

received his first lessons in the class

struggle when

he

ParticiPated in

demonstrations and meetings of the
trarn workers of Philadelphia' In the
years that followed Young William
did a great deal of reading which
introduced him to a materialist world
outlook and socialist convictions.
These were to have a tremendous
impact on all his subsequ€nt activity.

In the early part of the 1900s

Foster joined the Socialist Party and
became an activist of the Industrial

Workers of the World organisation
(IWW). He called for strike action as

an important means of fighting
capitalism. In an article published in
1935 Foster showed the roots and
specific features

of American

syn-

dicalism which manifested themselves in more favourable labour

conditions compared with EuroPe,
the emergence of a numerous labour
aristocracy and the transition of part
of the working class to the ranks of
the middle strata and even to the

class of the bourgeoisie during
periods of rapid industrial development.

In his writings Foster analysed a
number of other circumstances that
devitalised the revolutionary fervour
of the workers: the existence of a
broad straturn of immigrants

and

migrant workers who in a number of
cases were apolitical; the religious
and language beterogeneitY of the
proletariat which made it difficult to
achieve class solidarity; the venality
of American bourgeois politicians

which aroused in many workers an
aversion to politics in general; the
ultrareactionary regime prevailing in
revolutionary-minded workers; the reformist orientation of the Socialist Farty
which gave rise to discontent among
the Left and drove them to positions
of syndicalism, as happened with
Foster himself.
The author then shows the tre-

the AFL which alienated

ment. Among the first to be arrested

by the police were Foster and his
comrades. After his release Foster,
althougtr in very poor health, again

stand the intricate problems of the
labour movement. In the spring of
l92l Foster attended the First Con-

threw himself into the political life of
the country. In 1933 Foster was for
the third tirne the Comnnunist Presidential nominee.
The author gives a detaitred picture
of the struggle waged by Foster
during the Second World War in
srrpplort of opening a second front, of
increasing aid to the Soviet Union.
The Arnerican Comrnunists played a
significant role in rnobilising public
opinion against the influentiaf ultraR.ight elernents who favoured a compacr with Flitler.
With the "outbreak" of the cold
war the Cornrnunists and other progressives in the USA who entertained

met with Lenin.
On his return to the United States

of the witctr-hunt were the leaders of
the Communist Farty. Foster, then
67, was seriously ill and unable to
attend the trial. He sent the court a
written document in which he exposed the far-fetchedness of the

mendous impact the October Revolution of l9l7 had on the Ameri-

can working class. Foster was one of
the founders of the Communist Party

of the USA. The works of Lenin
helped him, as well as many other

American Communists,

to

under-

gress of the Profintern (The Red
International of Labour Unions) in
Moscou<; as a member of the American Communist Party delegation he
participated in the work of the Third
Congress of the Comintem (JuneJuly, 1921) and was one of those who

Foster told the tIS workers about
his trip, wrote articles, pamphlets
and books in defence of Soviet
Russia and the October Revolution.
When the authorities staged the farce
of a trial of Foster, Ruthenberg and
other leaders of the Communist
Party, calling them "agents of Moscow", Foster used this trial. to the
chagrin of its organisers, to spread
Marxist-Leninist ideas and to expose
the actions of the government which
wanted to scare the man in the street

with the bogey of a Bolshevik revolution in the United States.

The econdmic crisis of 1929 tred to
the intensification of the class strug-

gle in the country. The demonstrations of hundreds of thousands were

brutally suppressed by the govern-

friendly feelings for the Soviet
Union began to be systematically
persecutecl. The first to fall victin

accusation which represented the
American Comrnunists as "foreign
agents". Bed-ridden, he wrote sever-

al books on the history of

the

Communist and working-class rnovement in which he traces, from Marxist-Leninist positions, the evolution
of American society and tlre struggle
of the workers for their rights, advocated friefidship and cooperation between the USA and the USSR.
.A,t the beginning of l!)61 Foster,
80, came to the Soviet Union for the
last tirne. The closing pages of the
book are written with particularly
deep emotion: the author was one of

the last Soviet people who spoke
with this fine son of the American
people shortly before
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BELYAEV, The

ldeologicol

Struggle and Literature. A Crttical Analysis of US SovietolagY,
Moscow, Sovietski Pisatel PubIishers, 1W5, 374 PP.

For many years

A. BelYaev's

literary activities have been aimed at

exposing fabrications about our

country and her literature emaoating

from US Sovietologists

G. Struv6,

V. Atreksandrova, O. YermolaYev,
G. tsillington and the like. One has

only to look at the lengthy bibliography to see that the author has a

first-hand knowledge of his material"

We have before us his latest
book-a piece of profound research,
in which full information goes hand
in hand with

historico-literary

analysis and theoretical conclusions.
The author could have chosen

between two structural Patterns: a

kind of "historical record"

of

Sovietology itself, or he could have
taken Soviet literature-the object

of the

Sovietologists' attacks-as
the core of his composition, and
traee its development chronologically. Both patterns have certain advan-

tages.

A

study

of

the

"history" of

Sovietology will help uncover its
class essence, since such an aPproach wil! reveal the link between
the immediate needs of the policies
of some Western powers and the

Sovietblogists' scientific theories.

Moreover, SovietotogY taken, as it

were,

in its inner

dovelopmerit,
would be better understood frorn the
viewpoint of its present crisis, which

has been the outcomc
throughout the world.
iaz

of

dEtente

As for the study of Soviet literature wbich has been so utterlY distorted by the Sovietologists-that

approach has permitted the author to
concentrate on the very crux of the
problems the struggle is all about.
Since Soviet literature is, of course,

infinitely more important than any
history of its distortion, A. Belyaev
has given preference to the second
structural approach in his book,
while keeping the first in his field of
vision.
The book consists of an "Itroduction to the Subject", and five main
chapters: "Where Does the Volga

Flow Frorn?" '"The Truth of History
and the Falsehood ofthe Sovietolog-

ists", "For Whom Did the Bell
Toll?"'sfhe Sovietologists' Paper

,dttacks on the War Theme in Soviet

Literature and the Cold War", and
"New Times-New Tactics". Each
chapter consists of a larger orsmaller number of sections.
The Introduction sets torth the
history of Sovietology's inception,
formation and evolution, all limited
to the prewar years. The concluding
chapter, on the contrary, deals with

its latest period (frorn the
1950s), when a reappraisal

mid-

of values

is taking place in the West now that

the tremendousachievements of the
socialist world have become obvious. Yet Sovietology remains true to

itself: it merely modifies its tactics:
against the background of intensified

cultural exchanges, the Sovietolog-

ists are trying to deceive

Soviet
intellectuals and split their ranks by
pretending to feel deep concern f,or
their fate. A. Belyaev shows the
utter failure of all such attempts. The
chapter in question, and the book
itself, end by showing the imPasse
Sovietology has found itself in. Finally, the second section of Chapter
IV, entitled -'The Cold War Is Good
Business", describes the golden age

of Sovietology-the years

of

McCarthyism.
At the same time, each chaPter in
the book has been arranged with the
subject-matter of Sovietological
writings in mind. The author exposes
the myths about Russian literature of
the beginning of this century, Soviet
literature of the 1920s and 1930s, the
period of industrialisation, literature
during the Second World War. and in
the last two decades. BelYaev is
consistent in unmasking Sovietological concoctions about the art of the
period of developed socialism.
In one way or another, the monograph deals with almost all the major
aspects of the subject: the sources of
Soviet literature; the intellectuals'

attitude to the tevolution;

The book under review is the first

attempt at a comprehensive approach to and appraisal of the
Sovietologists' ideological equipment. This has engendered a new
quality: the book exposes not only a
certain hostile thesis but a reactionary trend as a whole. The author

of
which Sovietology is a specific yet
has unrnasked bourgeois ideology,

integral part.
To the imperialists' lies the author
has contrasted the truth about socialisrn, on the basis of historical and
literary facts, the testimony of writers and Party documents, appraisals
by our friends abroad, and even the

reluctant admissions of our illwishers.

the

The Ideological Strwggle and Liter-

Party's Leninist policy towards liter-

ature is a tirnely work, very much to

of Soviet art and
1920s in the overall
cultural situation, and the essence of
ature; the role
literature of the

the point, scientific and publicist in
tenor and true to Party principles.

the method of socialist realism.
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Yu.S.STEPANOV, Methods and
Principles in Present-DaY I'inguistics, Moscow, Nauka PubIishers, 1975, 311 pP.

The book is

fundamentallY
study
being the aims and methods of pres-

metalinguistic,

its object of

entday linguistics. In what would
seem the extraordinary varietY of
trends and directions in this field, the
author has discerned, and helps the
reader to see, a certain unity'in the

trends of development. At the same
time, this book is linguistic proper,

it is illustrated with specific
solutions proposed by the author.
The research is not into some Par-

because

ticular area of linguistics, but into the
object and methods of linguistics as a
whole, Stepanov's observations referring accordingly to various levels
and planes of language. Nevertheless, both in the overall treatrnent
and in the special illustrative sec-

tions, a definite unity is observed,
and the impression is created that
everything the writer has to say

bears upon a single problem.
The introduction, which is entitled
"General Questions of the Theorv of
Method in Linguistics", postulates
the division of the basic nnethods in
present-d.ay linguistics into the historical and the logical, the features of
both being defined. In essence, these
are not methods pure and sirnple, in

measure in which these are
possible in general; here a certain

the

bringing together of aims

and

methods has been effected.

u3

In the section "Lines of Search
and Developrnent in Present-Day
Linguistics", Yu. Stepanov has
shown that the new tasks that arise at
a certain stage in the development of
science ongender new rnethods,
since the old ones are rot designed to
cope with such tasks. The author has
introduced a new concept, that of the
"supra-categorisation'" of grammar,
on a semantic basis, with the aid of

which he attempts to study deepIying phenomena, general processes
and states. Today this trend, arnong
whose initiators Baudouin de Cour-

proposition on the unity of the spa-

tial

(linguo-geographical) and the

B.

AAMOHI{.

of the author's. Of

particular
importance is the conception of linguo-geographical cornplementary distribution, which stems frorn the principle of a consideration of all language phenomena in a single spatial
and temporal continlrum.
A major place in the section "A

u

LIz
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temporal approach to a consideration
of the order of linguistic processes.
The successes scored in the most
recent linguo-geography confirm this

idea
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V.ADMONI

,

Poetics and Reality.

parag-

Observations on TwentiethCentury Literature Abroad,
Leningrad, Soviet Writer Pub-

named, has led Llp to the present-day
theory of universals, which, as we all

propositions of theory. In fact, these
are pieces of individual research into

lishers, 1975, 310 pp.
D. ZATONSKY, The Mirrors of Art.

de-

phonology, semantics and reconstruction, each of which presents
interest in its own right.
The entire monograph is imbued

tenay has with full justice

been

know, is characteristic of all

veloping sciences. lfhe new elernent
trere is that, as we see it, the author
has been the first to link the principle

of

"supra-categorisation" in gramrnar with the principle of a "structur-

Generalisation" belongs

to

raphs that illustrate fundarnental

with the spirit of "sernantic gram-

al hierarchy" in language, and has
shown that the latter inevitably

mar", with emphasis on the semantic
basis of categories which may have

forrner.

guages. This. approach permits a
profound reconstruction, with the
use of the typological criterion.
In the last section "The Logical

merges with

the

up his
concept of grammatical "supra-

Yu. Stepanov has followed

categorisation"

with that of

lexicological "supra-cat('gorisation",
rvhich provides an explanation for
the recent rapid development of the
lexicology of word-combinations,
phraseology. trt is to be regretted that
he has said nothing about "supracategorisation" in syntax.
The section "The Etristorical Principle in Present-Day l-inguistics" deals
with various reconstructions with the

aicl of logical rnodelling. trn linguistics, models show tlow the synchronor.ls description nf a certain state of a
language rnakes it possible to go over
to reconstruction. In the author's
opinion, a synchronous description
which reveals a language's systern is
the first stage in historical reconstruction.
trnnportant in this book is the
2M

forrnal expression in some

lan-

Principle" Yu. Stepanov describes
the main logical methods in presentday linguistics and the possibilities
and modes of their combination.
The conclusion "Postulates Actnally Operative in Present-Day Linguistics", deals with present-day and
often highly radical modifications of
the four fundamental propositions in
the linguistic conception of de Saussure, rnore or less obviously pre-

sented by the Swiss linguist in the

form of, postulates.
R.ich in content and original in

form the book under review will
undoubtedly evoke considerable interest.
V. Martyrov

Articles on Present-day Literature Abroad, Moscow, Soviet

Writer Publishers,

1975

, 343 pp.

An ever greater number of works

rigorously academic; the other prefers the free publicist manner.

Both authors deal with Western
literature of the 20th century, and

both confine themselves to almost

the same names: J. Joyce, M. Proust,
R. Musil, F. Kafka, A. Camus,
A.Robbe-Grillet, and, on the other
hand, B. Brecht, E. Hemingway,
Th. Mann and so on. Yet the two
scholars differ in their approach to

these writers and

to literature

in

general. The sociological principle is
very clearly expressed in Zatonsky's
book, while that of Admoni is a close
study of the aesthetically specific in

art phenomena.

It does not follow hence that the
author of The Mirrors regards art
merely as a projection of certain
social conflicts: there unfolds before
a world of art and creativity. In just the same way, Admoni's

the reader

havdappeared of late, whose authors
try to ascertain the overall concept

primary attention to aesthetic features does not mean he extracts

forms; others discern in presentday

literature from.a social situation. On
the contrary, the author has chosen a
most rewarding method: he looks for
signs of the times not merely in the

contained in the formula "20thcentury art". Some see something
inevitable in the advance of literary
literature a game of 'verbal structures.

A

discussion has got under way,

whose participants stand close to one
another in their appraisals of the
specific features in 2Oth-century art,

but differ in their methodological
approach to creativity in art. Such
divergences are to be seen in two
books Poefics and Reality by V.Admoni and The Minors ol Art by
D. Zatonsky.
Perhaps there are no grounds for
comparing the two books, it may be

asked. Admoni begins with the
l8E0s; Zatonsky is interested in the
second half of the 20th century;
Admoni's book is logical in struc-

ture; Zatonsky's book is a collection
of essays published at different

times. The

first author's style

is

of literature deals
with but also in the sounds of its
problems a work

words, the compositional structure,
and the development of the plot, in
the style.

Many of V. Adrnoni's observations are both interesting and true.
For example, in his analysis of
Th.

Eliot's Marina, the critic atto show that, in its very

tempts

structure, free verse reflects a sense

of the fragmentation of the world,

which overcame many Western intellectuals who had lived through the
First World War. More examples can
be cited to illustrate the point.
And yet, one's progress through
Admoni's book gradually produces a
sense that something is lacking-most likely, the atmosphere of
the period. This drawback affects

not only history but art as

well:

without links with the realities, it
begins to resemble a proving ground

for various poetical structures. As a
result, two tYPes of literature are
contrasted-one which, to quote the

author, uses images of PeoPle on an

ordinary and earthlY scale

and

forms, and the other that radicallY

upsets the proportion between vari-

ous aspects of realitY. The contraposition of this kind seems to be
insufficient: in that case, such funda-

mentally divergent writers

as

Hemingway, Thomas Mann, Brecht,
on the one hand, and Robbe-Grillet

and Handke, the West German
avant-garde playwright, on the other
hand, are seen within one and the
same literarY trend.
Of course, the creators of the
"r-rew novel" reproduce the world of

things with minute Precision, but
there is no room for rnan in that
world-he has been ejected from it.
In the same waY, life has deParted

from Handke's theatre. Clockwork

movements, automatic gestures and

the simplest syntactical forms

replace the rich and flexiblc language
of people-all these are called upon
to convey the hollowness of presentday civilisation, in which man has,
by the author's grace, disappeared'

Aware of these features in Present-day modernism, Admoni Presents the works of its various rePresentatives as codes, games with
grammatical formations, or some
kind of word engineering. Given
some mental effort or guidance from
the "innovators" themselves, it may

be possible to decipher the meaning
of a poem or novel, and to discover
in the latter an.'hrge towards the
amorphous" in Plot+onstruction or,
on the contrary, towards "new-style
plots" (according to Admoni, this is a
feature of Handke's plays). But will
that tell us anything about the neo-

2fr

avant-garde

as a definite cultural

ph6nomenon? As I see it, a realisaiion of that can be gained only in the

social context, of

Present-daY

bourgeois societY.
It is to be regretted that, desPite
his highly detailed anhlysis of avant-

garde art, Admoni has in considerable measure bYPassed the cultural

and historical significance

of

this

phenomenon.

The individual and history, the
lines of life develoPrirent, man's
inner world-these would seem to
be the crucial issues of the

similarities and dissimilarities. Here
we can come uP against Faulkner's
zigzag forms and Greene's consis-

tent narrative. Or writers with similar technique, saY, Brecht and Be-

cket-both inclined to

rigidlY
rationalist structures-may prove
highly divergent.
It has often been said that 2fth-

century art has shown far greater
interest in the individual's inner life

than did the classical realism of the
past century' Art's analytical technique has changed too'

Twentieth-century literature has

drawn extensively on James Joyce's

virtuoso flowof

consciousness

technique. Used by its inventor, that
technique could become a means of
penetrating deep into the individual's

inner life, Yet sometimes it was
simply a self-sufficient device. In a
word, analysis of form is justified
only when it helps reveal the content
within it.
This seems to be the aPProach

Camus's surface depiction

and

Hemingway's "iceberg" principle as
merely two different forms of litera-

ture within the world

of

human
dimensions, Zatonsky reveals the

major difference in principle between the two art systems-the
realist and the modernist. He com-

pares extracts from The Outsiderand

A Farewell to Arms- The similarity is
obvious: terseness of expression and
slightly ironic style. However,

a

CamuS's character does not go farthis

er than words, beyond which

nothingness,

while the

inner

monologues of Hemingway's character conceal deep emotions of a person who suffers but tries to conceal
his suffering behind a wall of reserve.
These are merefy examples,
though they point to the core of the
methodology, for Zatonsky consid-

ers plays by Frisch and Diirrenmatt

in

immediate contiguity with the
social trends of the times, and their

social, political and philosophical
movements.

It

may be cause for surprise that

what might be seen as a European
backwater-a country whose policy
has been traditionally far removed

from war and conflict-has produced artists of world stature. As

D. ZatonskY has chosen in his studY

indifference to the fate of the world,
though the number of neutral states
is growing.
It is from an irreversibly changed
reality that Frisch and his younger
contemporary take the subjects of

Similarity and Difference in Princi-

highly cornplex rnanner in the artistic

of art. His article "On

Outward

ple" analyses works bY the same
writers as V. Admoni does, i. e.,

Robbe-Grillet, Brecht, HemingwaY,
Becket, Camus and Thomas Mann,
but the outcome of his studY is

different. While Admoni regards

their plays. Reality is reflected in
structure

does not lay claim to a complete
picture of the evolution of art in the
2(hh century (that attempt was made
in some of his earlier works, particularly in his book The Art of the Novcl
and the 2@h Century). Yet a certain

unity runs through the collection-an examination of today's
major ideological and

aesthetical

problems. The first among them is
Art's attitude to Man (the article "On
Outward Similarity and Difference in

Principle"; the essays "Disputes
Over Realism and Bertolt Brecht"
and "Has Western Art Renounced
the Classics?"). Then he touches
upon the artistic innovativeness of
the art of socialist realism (the opening article) and expresses some ideas
on novels by East German writers

("The Art of Becoming a Man").
Last but not least is mass culture

an integral part of

as

advanced

capitalism.
Modernism today claims to be the
only trend capable of expressing the
essence of the times, and rigldly
contrasts itself to realistic art-v€ry
much in the same way it did half a
century ago. But the main clash is on

a different plane. Sincere as the
followers of the "new" art may be,

it, tbere can be no their rebellion is only extemal, while
today-in the sense of the extrernes-the avant-garde and

Zatonsky sees

neutrality

As mentioned above, the book is a
of articles-the author

collection

a

of their plays, with their

grotesqu€ situations and depersonalised characters, who dash between

faith and scepticism, things

that
Zatonsky has dealt with so interestiogly.

mass culture, against which the new
avant-garde has risen-have merged

to spell
..Thethe death of innovativeness.
antinomy boils
down to the following: mass culture
versus humanist and democratic culture; the levelling down of man to
tragically

some average dimension and a
set of schematic primitive social
patterns versus an indepth study of
life and the individual; a belittlem€nt
of art versus an awareness of its

lofty mission.
That antinomy

is

obvious in
u7

Zatonsky's book, especially

in

the

article on the argument over whether

Dusseldorf University should be
named after Heinrich Heine ("The

Poet and His Native Town"), in

which the author poses the dramatic
question whether the artist is needed
by bourgeois society.

Articles written at different times,
presenting independent

with each

disparate extracts blend to Present a
of actual struggle between
the art conceptions of life and man.
It is in conditions of that struggle
that the complex andzigzag advance
of art proceeds. One can discern the
real significance ofthe changes in art
more clearly when artistic quests
are seen against the historical backdrop of the recent past.

picture
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E. V. ZAVADSKAYA, Aesthetic
Problems of Ancient Chinese
Painting, Moscow, Iskusstvo
Publishers, 1915, 419 pp.

This is practically the first book in
Soviet Sinology to offer a generalised study of the history of Chinese

aesthetic thought, of the history and
theory of ancient Chinese classical
painting. The first part is a detailed
examination of the main Phases in

the development of the theorY of
Chinese painting, beginning with the

first steps of its

aesthetic comprehension. The atlthor notes the
role played by ancient and mediaeval

philosophy (from Confucius, Lao
Tsu and Chuang Tsu to Chu Hsi and
Wang Yang-ming) and by its fundamental concepts and categories in
forming the foundations of Chinese
aesthetics. The aesthetics of painting
as an independent sPhere of knowledge took shape aPProximatelY in
the 3rd-6th centuries. The author
analyses the treatises of Ku Kai-chih

and Sieh Ho, Wang Wei and Liu
Sieh, writes of the huge role PlaYed

in the history of Chinese aesthetics,

philosophical thought generally,
by Chan-Buddhism, which appeared
as in

2A

the philosophical categories of fao
and wu-wei (taking no unnatural
action) and the dualism of yang-yin.
Note is made of the importance of

portrayals, as signs and symbols in
Chinese philosophy and culture, of
the inner harmony of painting and

poetry in the verse and scrolls of
great masters, e.g., Wang Wei.

interest reveal a common link when
brought together in a single volume:

3ABAACKAT. )cmemuvec'

painting, with the author skilfully
showing the aesthetic significance of

N.

Anastasyev

in mediaeval China as a result of a
creative revision of Indo-Buddhist
teachings.

The author brings manY written

monuments of the theorY of art into
scientific circulation, describes their
sources and philosophy and draws
attention to the historico-cultural environrnent that gave rise to the

principal ideas, concepts and
categories of aesthetic thought.

Touching upon the unique character

of each stage in the history of
theory of painting in China,

the
the

author shows how with the Passage
of time the problem of comPrehending the correlation between the illusory and authentic in art, the central

problem in the Han epoch (3rd
century B.C. to 3rd century A'D.),

was superseded by more Profound
and serious contemplation, for instance, in connection with the nature

of artistic creativity that attracted art
theoreticians in the Tan epoch (7thl0th centuries A.D.). The particular

ideas and categories of aesthetic
thought are analysed in the second,
most significant part of this study.
Zavadskaya acquaints the reader
with many of the questions that

were broadly discussed in treatises on art theory and in philosophical compositions. Considerable at-

tention is devoted to the philosophical character of classical Chinese

Some

of the chapters are more

specialis.ed studies in the sphere of
art, but even in them the theory of
portrait or flower painting are unfolded in a broad philosophical context, in connection with analyses of
the Confucian or Taoistic Buddhist

conceptions of the individual. The
chapter on the morphology of painting is an attempt to analyse Chinese

painting from the serniotic

standpofurt and examine the Chinese clas-

sical aesthetic approach to the scroll
as a text with its own morphology,
and to characters as models of por-

trayal.

In the chapter on painting as a
sociological phenomenon, the author

justifiably draws attention to the fact
that in traditional China the artist
usually regarded himself as an instru-

ment of the higher Absolute, of
Nature, of Buddha. Hence the worship of the canonical norm, eagh
point of which was regarded as
containing profound meaning, ritual
symbolics and an inviolable sign of
eternity and universality. The artist
expressed not a subjective vision of
the world but a set truth. Under

these conditions individual genius

general aesthetic context the author

and Western
aesthetic traditions and discusses the
compares Chinese

influence of Oriental aesthetics, for
instance, Ch'an (Zen) Buddhism, on
painters like Van Gogh and Matisse.
The third section of the book is
an anthology of major aesthetic texts
presented mainly in the author's
translation and for the most part
published in the Russian language for
the first time. In addition to being
instructive in the technique of paint-

ing these texts contain profound
thoughts about the role of the artist's

intuition and inspiration; of the
mainsprings and impulses of his
creative vision linked with Nature,
the Absolute, Buddha, the Great
Void and other mystical and
metaphysical categories. Among
these texts special mention must be
made of two that are given in their

entirety or almost in their entirety.

They are "A Collection of Pronouncements on Painting" by the
monk Shih Tao (1630-1717), which
gives and aesthetically interprets almost the entire tradition of Chinese
classical painting, and the "Book of
Precepts of the Sixth Parria-rc.h". The

latter treatise is a canonical text.
forming the quintessence of Chinese
Chan-Buddhism, which played a
large role in the history of Chinese
(and Japanese) thought. The appoarof this treatise in the Russian
language is itself an outstanding

ance

event ranging beyond the history of
Chinese aesthetics and meriting spe-

cial mention.

The book contains many

could find expression solely in subtle
improvisation, and this is what was
valued by experts.
In analysing the aesthetic element of classical Chinese painting,
Zavadskaya skilfully links it up with

sions, generalisations and serious
judgements on Chinese painting and
aesthetics and on general aesthetic,
philosophical and cultural problems.

analogous elements in other cultures,
notably European civilisation. In the

I-. Vasilyev

reve-

aling observations, original conclu-
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RODNY, EssaYs ontheHistorY

of

Natural
Science, Moscow, Nauka Publishers, 195, 423 PP.

and MethodologY

This is a posthumous Publication,
and the material it contains is a

of articles and
reiort., written and Published at

happy combination

various times (some of them for the

first time in this collection)

and

dealing with a broad range of Problems in the methodology and history
of natural science. It lends itself well
to classification. along a number of
main lines which are held together
6v a single theoretico-cognitive

eiistemological aPProach

oo th.

of

based

general problems in the history and
methodology of natural science as a
whole, with examPles being taken
from the history of chemistry by way
of illustration. Here the author con-

siders the relationshiP between
theory and exPerimental research,

between hypothesis and theorY, and

of theories
e. He gives a

role of logic
in the developnient of science. He
subjects to Profound and wellreasoned analYsis the Ptoblem of

continuity and struggle of theories in
science, illustrating this with examples from the history of chemistry.
He says that a situation in which one
of the competing theories rules supreme would be tantarnount to a hal{

of all

progress.

It is the

strygPl[*

between competing theories that prrr-

vides an important stimulus

and

dialectical

leads to leaps in the development o{

The first two artictes in Section
I, From the History of ChemistrY'

broadly covers all the qxperimentr!
data known to science-discards the

philosoPhY

materialism.

deal with the development of cfuemical kinetics and the emergence of the

theory of chain reactions. The kinp'
tics of chemical reactions-one of
the central Problems of PhYsical
chemistry-have become verY important in the recent Period in the

iackling of technological problems in
the chemical and petrochemical industries. That is why a qualified and

detailed analysis of the Problem,
including the theory of chain reac-

tions, in its development and Present
state is undoubtedly of great interest

for science and technologY.
The other two articles

in

this

section, "The Struggle of ComPeting
Theories in the HistorY of Chemistry" and "The Problems of Science
and lts fleveloPment bY the Chemists of the lfth Century", do not deal
with particular problems in the history of chemistry, but with the

2*

science.

No new theorY

which

more particular theories which came
before it and which had to relY on
relatively limited data, but includes
these within itse[ in a transcended
form, and assimilates them. The
well-known Russian scientist'

A.Butlerov, used to emPhasise, the
author says, that structural theorY

would be included in a modified form
within a broader range of concePtions and, to some extent, share the
lot of its predecessors. Referring to
the views of many outstanding chemists, the author remarks on the
leading role in science of theory and

experimental data, its fundamental

basis. The author gives a well-

reasoned illustration of his own view

of the problem of historical continui-

ty in theory and science, and of the

relationship between the old and the

new, by taking examPles from the
history of chemistry, PhYsics and

sometimes, mathematics and biology. One generation of scientists passes on to the next generation the

baton of accumulated knowledge reflecting the definite level of science
achieved at the given historical
period and providing a starting point
for the new generation.

Due to a happy selection of

material in Section ll, General Regulorities in the Development ol Science and the Problems Arising from
Their Study, this part of the Essays

leaves the impression

of being a

monograph, although, in actual fact,
the articles making up the section are
not parts of a single monograph at
all, but, as it was said earlier, were
written and published independently.
at various periods. Here the author
consistently, adequately and with
sufficient comprehensiveness coosiders the basic components of science, their relationship and mutual

influence, the motive forces in the
development of the natural sciences,
the role of the subjective and the
objective factors in their development, and the struggle between various theories and scientific trends.

The author gives a detailed
analysis of the relationship in the

development of the natural sciences
between the regularities intrinsic to
the science, on the one hand, and of

external factors, on the other, and
this analysis is illustrated with examples from the history of physics and
chemistry. The author believes that
the crucial factor in the development
of science is its logic, the develop-

ment of its inner regularities. The
fact that major scientific discoveries
are made by scientists in different
countries at short intervals from
each other, which means almost
collectively, is explained by the fundamental fact that the inner regularities which are intrinsic to the
given science determine the logic of

rts historical development, regardless of the country in which it is
developed.

Among the other factors

and

regularities underlying the developm€nt of the natural sciences which
the author deals with specifically are
scientific revolutions and the forms
in which these are expressed in the
individual sciences and in natural
science as a whole. Every scientific
revolution, he says, is preceded by a
stage of evolutionary development in
the science. The basic component of
such a revolution is the succession of
theories, the development of a new
conception. Scientific revolutions
are exceptionally rare, and are as a
rule preceded by major discoveries
and the resultant crisis state of the
seience. Such a situation of crisis is,
in effect, the crisis of the old system

of

conceptions,

the old way of

thinking.

The author also deals with matters like the efficiency of science,
the regularities governing the growth
of its volume, the structure of scientific establishments and the influence

of the scientific personality on the'
trend in the development and pace of
progress in science. Considering the
generation of knowledge as the basic
function of science, the author assesses the role of various outstanding

scientists-physicists and chemthe generation of ideas and

ists-in

in the organisation of research, especially in this century. In its develop-

ment, science, with its ups

and

downs, overcoming obstacles, and
undergoing metamorphoses, extend-

ing the sphere of its operation and
enhancing the power of its technical
instruments and prognostic action,
has become a highly active factor in
production and a part of the produc-

tive forces.

In Section III of the

.Essays,

entitled The Scientist ond His Activi2sI

fy, the author deals with the subjec-

tive factor in science, with the
creators of science, the individual
scientists and the scientific collec-

tive, their creative potential,

the

extent to which this potential is used,
and the structure of scientific collec-

tives. The author brings together
many of the views expresse-d by
outstanding natural scientists on
questions like the role of the scientist

as a generator of ideas and as
executive, the dependence

of

an

the

scientist's creative capabilities on his
age, the intuition of the scientist and

its influence on the development of
science, the moral qualities of the

play in developing the natural sciences, the author says that these
schools were marked by the democratic approach to creativity, which
meant complete absence in scientific
endeavour of any "table of ranks",
recognition that the important thing
was not a man's post but the power
and originality of his thinking, the
spirit of partnership in the quest for
the truth, support for bold initiatives,
respect for criticism, and the fostering of a capability for self-criticism.

studied by analysing human actiyity

in its many

manifestations. Of
course, the question that inevitably
arises is: What is the balance between individual and social activity?
by
L. Buyeva in "Activity as an Objeet

This question is examined
of Social Psychology". Here

The author says that the Soviet
school of physics led by A. Yoffe
offers an example of the seminal

society's social structure and the
relevant social relations and high-

lights the specifics of the sociopsychological approach manifested
in a study of the inner, subjective
aspect of activity.
In accordance with the principle of determinism the article "A
Socio-Psychological Understanding
of the Individual" by E. Shorokhova

scientific school.

scientist, and the types of scientists.

Characterising the style of
work in some scientific schools

S. Sergienko,

which have had an important role to

Turkmenian Academy of Sciences

MemoloaoeuqecKue nPodtenw
coqualonoil ncuxololrtu. M.,
Lr3E-Bo

..Hayxa", 1975,295 ctP.

Methodological Problems of Social
Psychology, Moscow, Nauka
Publishers, 1975, 295 PP.

Academician,

with data from concrete research.
He links the determinated nature of
the individual with the study of the

lems and tasks of Marxist social
psychology, briefly characterising
the present state of this branch of
scientific knowledge and highlighting
the key theoretical and methodological problems. These Problems maY
be described with varying degrees of

In "systems-Forming
Concepts of Social PsYchologY"

detailisation.

N. Mansurov writes that most Problems of social psYchologY maY be
grouped round two central problems,
namely, association of PeoPle and
the individual. The author raises the
question of the need for considering
general and specific features of dif-

ferent communities and organisations and illustrates his arguments
252

of factors

determining the

way of life of the individual.

A

This book opens with an introduction by E. Shorokhova on the Prob-

examines the distinctive influence of
various factors on the individual. In
this article Shorokhova names as
socio-psychological specifics those
features of the individual that appear

notion "way of life". In this article he
makes an attempt to distinguish

groups

comprehensive studY of

socio-psychological phenomena and
processes must inescapably include
the important methodological ques-

the

contention is that there is no activity
outside the social system and that
there cannot be entirely isolated laws
of social development and individuals. Buyeva shows that social activity must be analysed in the context of

l!
Ol

under the influence

of

social rela-

tions. On this basis she forrnulates
the task of social psychology in

tion of their specifics. This is the
subject of B.Parygin's article "The
hoblem of Mediacy in Social
Psychology". The author's point of
departure is that the sociopsychological reflection of reality is
just as intricate as its ideological

studying the individual, a task that
consists of analysing in what specific
features of the individual's mental
make-up the social character of man
is manifested; the operation of conditions giving shape to his social
being and giving rise to such common psychical specifics that become

reflection. He criticises two extreme
tendencies-the absolutisation of

psychical phenomena predominant

the

spontaneity of

sociopsychological phenomena, and the

exaggeration of the role of their
mediacy by psychological factors.

Since socio-psychological reflection is rooted in the activity of

individuals and large and small
groups, this reflection can only be

national, professional, class, i.e.,
in a given society, at a given time and
under given circumstances.

As empirical material accumuit becornes exceedingly neces-

lates

sary to make a profound study ofthe
individual's social psychology. It

concepts used by researchers. In the
article "The fndividual as an Objeet

of Social tssychology" K. Platonov
writes of the irnpot'cance of tornring a
system of concepts of Marxist

psychology that would dovetail with
the systern of concepts of general

psychology and sociology. He examines "psychical reflection', and
"interaction'" as two basic concepts.
In considering the individuai as an
object of social psychology, he bases
himself on a conception that he had
been working on for a long time, the
conception of the individual's
dynamic functional make-up which
has vuinerable points an<t meets with

objectioos from some researchers
but which, nevertheless, unquestionably merits consideration.

In his article "On the Disposi-

tional Regulation of the Individual's

Social Behaviour" V.Yadov analyses extensive experirnental and
theoretical material showing the ex-

of adjusting mechanisms of
the regulation of the individual's

istence

social behaviour and suggests his
own, dispositional conception of this
behaviour. Hg takes into account the
diversity of the indivirtual's relations
to the conditions of his activity and
regards these relations as a definite
system, as an integral whole. ,4.s the
common system-forrming indicator of
this integral whole he nannes various
states and various levels of rnan's
predisposition or readiness to perceive the conditions of his aetivity,

his activity-directing preparedness

that is fixed in one way or another in
his personal make-up as a result of
ontogenesis. The author understands

these states and levels as dispositions, giving his own hierarchic system of dispositions and exarnining
some mechanisrns of its operation. A
very attractive aspect of this disposi-

would be hard to overrate the impor'

tion

tance

socio-psychological approach organ-

of

determining the prirnarY

conception

is that here the

ically coalesces with the

general

psychological aPProach.

Some of the articles are

de-

voted to problems of comnrunication. In "Comrntlnication as an Ob-

ject of

PsYchological StudY"

A. LeontYev underscores the need

ion-

ociion.

sof
the psychologY of communication
and deals with the sociological aspect of the concePt of communicadistinguishes four rnain
psychological characteristics (coor-

iion. He

dinates) of communication that rnake

it possible to classify its different
types. These coordinates include
orientation of

cornrnunication,
psychological dynamic of comrnuni-

lation, semiotic specialisation

of

communication and the degree of the
rnediacy of communication'

Two articles bY B.I-omov"Comrnunication as a Problem of

General Psychology" and "Psychical
Processes and Cornrnunication"-are closely interrelated' The

concrei€ elaboration of problems of
ccfi-rmunication, I-omov writes, is
becoming a Prirne condition of the

further

develoPrnent

of

sPecial

isrn of the social cunditionality of
human psYchics the elaboration of

this problem is no less imPortant
than the studY of his activitY. He
relrArdls

activitl' and communication

as two interrelated aspects of rnan's
social being. The thenretical propositions put forward bY Lornov in the
first article,'underlay his experiments
in ascertaining the specifics of the
dynamic of some PsYchical Proces-

ses

in direct

communication- The

data of these studies are analysed in
the second article.
254

In the article entitled "Social
Itelations and Communication"

S. Korolyov, author of the article "Elements of Spiritual Culture in

L. Buyeva considers the correlation,

volunre and content of
categories. She writes that

Ethnical Psychology", underscores
the determining influence of socioeconomic factors on the shaping of
ethnic psychology, noting also the

these

social

relations and communication are the
two sides of single social linksforming the structure of a social system,
that they are relatively independent
and have their own specifics' "The

Problem of Communication"

reverse influence of the ethnic
specifics on different processes of
material and cultural life.

In "Social Norms as an Object

bY

of Psychological Study" M" Bobneva

A. Brudny is devoted to the essence

of

characterises psychology's points of

communication, the imPact of

departure

communication on the individual and
the communicability of the individual. One of the most difficult tasks of

socio-psychological analysis of
communication is to find the quantitat;ve criteria of its different
aspects.

The problems of comrnunication
are examined also bY Yu. Sherkovin in "The Socio-Psychological

O.Zotova and M.Bobneva may

of the article we

community level of macrogroups and
the factors forming this community'
He pinpoints 'several levels of the

community of macrogrouPs
shows how it forms.

and

ly growing attention accorded to
psychology in the USA and notes the
methodological difficutties encountered by American psychologists.
The articles in this collection
are representative of some major
trends in the Soviet studies of ihe
methodology of social psychology.
The theoretical questions examinid
in them are combined with forecasts
of their possible application in the

practice

of

communist education.

The authors flequently draw on the
data of gen
o_
gy and also
Ii_
cation of th
ly

ful

as

"Socio-Psychological Characteristics of Anti-Social
Behaviour" V. Kudryavtsev notes

development
psychology.

tO. U. CEMEHOB. Ilpoucxox-

based. Even

dexue 6paxa u ce-ubu. M., rrgBo .<MbrcrL>, 1974, 308 crp.

Yu. I. SEMYONOV, The Origin of

of Marxist

s_

social

A. Sventsitsky

if

the reader does not

share some of Semyonov's views he
will have a lot of mental pabulum. As
a consistent proponent of the basic
methodological and theoretical prop_

Marriage and the Faml'ly, Mos-

ositions

pp.

been highly appreciated by the
founders of Marxism, the author

cow, Mysl Publishers,
ut

"Methodological Problems of the
Developrnent of Socio-psychological
Research in the USA" M. Andreyeva
deals with the reasons for the recent-

assessed

In his article

co

Further, Diligensky raises the question of the methodological aspects of
the study of the socio-psycbological

have just men-

tioned.

thodological Problems of the
Study of the PsYchologY of Large
Social Groups" G.DiligenskY defines the concept "macrogroup

transition of the

be

regaided as the logical continuation

Aspect of Propaganda". This article
deils not only with ideological and
social but also with the psychological
distinctions between propaganda in a
non-antagonistic society and in desocietY.
veloped caPitalist
In his - article "Sorne Me-

jective and the
munity of grou

this

lems of social norms are treated in
Soviet and in foreign sociology and
social psychology. "Value Orientations and Mechanisms of the Sopial
Regulation of Behaviour" by

a

psychology" and distinguishes objecii',r" and subjective-psychological
macrogroups. On the basis of this
distinction he shows the need for
analysing the links between the ob-

in the approach to

problem and deals with some debatable points. She shows how the prob-

the typical features of the genesis of
anti-social behaviour and shows how
this behaviour is formed. In

ln4,nB

In this work, the author, who is a
leading expert on the history of
primitive society, deals with many
questiong of the history, economy
and philosophical and methodological aspects of pre-class society and
the epoch of its disintegration. A
noteworthy point about this book is
the largely new approach to complex

problems, the polemic character

the exposition and the

of,

immense
number of facts on which research is

of

L. H. Morgan, wtro nis

devotes considerable attention to

substantiating Morgan's key ideas
with modern ethnographic data, en_
larges upon these ideas and, at the
same tirne, points out what has

become obsolcte and requires cor_
rection in Morgan's theories.

Semyonov analyses the indi_

vidr.ral phenomena forming the institutions of the family and marriage
and giving shape to their historical
successiveness, and formulates his

theoretical principle, according to
255

in

regulating relations

in the pri-

mitive herd and links the

aPPear'

ance of durable Pairs with this institution. He justifiably regards
production activitY in that ePoch
is not individualistic but as collectivist, as creating advantages in the
struggle against nature not for individual skilful producers but for en-

tire groups. While agreeing with the

class society there was a process ln
the course of which production came
into conflict with the zoological individuali
mals a

that in

author, we must note that his assessment of the develoPment of Production activity is somewhat simplified.
He believes that the transition
to the use of natural implements and,

thereby, to hunting precipitated an
acute irisis in the system of domination, which began to be rePlacedbY
the social retations of egalitarian

of food (discriminate
relations). This is unquestionably an
interesting thesis' but what is not

distribution

that th

by all scholars.

SemYonov makes an attempt to
,""onti-"t the historY of marital

relations among emergent human

quite felicitous is that in regarding
t-hese relations as the most archaic

the author relies on comparative data
on peoPles bY no means the most
backward of those known to ethnography (Eskimos and the PaPuans of
New Guinea) and whose develoPment level cannot bc compared

either with ArchaeoanthroPes and
PaleoanthroPes or even with the
early stages of the history of modern
man.

former
ary form

relations
among man's hypothetical anccstors
from a new angle. He writes that the
latest observations of monkeys have
folced the renunciatioo of the surmise that among monkeYs the harem

family is the basic form of union'

Actually, the basic form is the group
consisting of a mother and children'

who enter into

a

more comPlex

union, the forms of which

dePend

largely on the environment.Semyonoi rlgards the institution of domi-

nation

25

is playing

a considerable role

The question

of

familY-marital
reiations resuhing from the transition
from biotogical associations to social
organisms is of exceptional importance from the standpoint of theory.
Semyonov traces how the relations
between the sexes were ousted from

production coltectives under pres-

iure of production necessity. This,

he believes, led to the emergence of
group marriage. He offers an interesting interpretation of the character
of promiscuous relations. These rela-

tions are regarded not simply as
disorderly between the sexes, but
also as a system of the existence ol

pairs that appear and fall apart
depending on the desirc of onc or the

interesting picture and puts forward
many new assumptions. However,

other partner. This interpretation of
this complex and debatable problem

debatable, because from the biologi-

conforms

to

known biological and

ethnographic data and is convincing.
In my opinion, also justified is the
view that although there were pairs
at the early stages of the evolution of

the primirivc herd, there were no
social norms regulating their union or
separation. In the primitive herd the
abscncc of such norms led to conflicts that prejudiced the conduct of
thc cconomy and slowed down the

growth of production. Semyonov
believes that to avoid this, sexual

hunting-production taboos were inin periods of intensive

troduced

economic activity. He traces in fairly

great detail the hypothetical formalisation and development of sexual
taboos, which, he considers, led to
the formation of more or less isolated male and female-children

groups in the primitive herd. Pairs

thus disappcared during the period of
the operation of sexual taboos. The

further improvement of production
activity led to the prolongation of the
operation of sexual taboos and, with

the passage of time, finally eliminated pairs, with the result that the
unity of the primitive herd was
substantially strengthened. In

here, too, some of his views

are

cal standpoint his arguments are
sometimes incomplete. First and

foremost, he does not answer the

main question: what were the
for the formation of new
species in the process of anthropogenesis and what was the
genetic mechanism of biosocial
reasons

selection?

With the emergence of modern
man the author quite justifiably links
the appearance of the universal institution of exogamy and clan organisation. He regards group marriage
as a relationship not between individuals but between groups. Initial

gloup marriage is defined as
bieconomic: the absence of individu-

al marriagehnd family is observed.

Marriage assumed a dislocal form:
the partners lived in their respective
clans and met only periodically. The
conception of dislocal marriage is
not new and has given rise to many
arguments. Social anthropology does

not know a

singJe people among
whom there were bilocal instead of

individual syndiasmic marriages. References to various survivals are not

always sufficiently convincing. It

would be hard to bring

the

Semyonov's opinion, the processes

hypothesis about dislocal marriage

that took place in this epoch had

into harmony with existing

positive and negative results. Among
the latter were the factors of isola-

chaeological data.

tion and inbreeding (breeding between kin), which. among the late
Neanderthals led to stagnation in
production and morphological organisation. The way out of this situation
was the dual-herd organisafion,

in which the making of the late

specialised Neanderthals into Homo
sapiens proceeded apace.
In describing all these proces-

ses the author gives

a vivid

and

ar-

oPinion,
In Semyonov's
'syndiasmic
marriage and
Ircarance of
of the syndiasmic family was due to

the

aP-

the further development of the productive forces, to the emergence of a

surplus product, which made the
restrictions linked with discriminate
relations unnecessary. The relations

between the partners in marriages
ceased to be reduced to sexual
relations; they ceased to be purely
personal and became simultaneously

economic and social, the relations of
feeding, upkeep and dependence.
But, as the author shows, these

that, at the same time, syndiasmic
marriage led to the replacement of

phenomena developed gradually, by
stages. The appearance of the syndiasrnic family (dependent unit con-

the clan as an economic collective by
production associations consisting of
families. This production association

sisting of a hustrand, wife and children) was preceded by a stage when
adult women were linked, on the one

hand, with men of their clan by

of syndiasmic marriage. He contends

was the community. In addition,
Semyonov examines the various
ways in which the community took

kind of relation of egalitarian dis-

shape in the light of the way of life of
the different collectives.

tribution and, on the other, with men
of an allied clan by a kind of relation
of gift-exchange. With time, the

In this study of the rise and
evolution of monogamic marriage

a

syndiasmic marriage became unilocal, in other words, at first matrilocal
and later patrilocal.
Semyonov consistently propounds the primacy and universality
of the mother clan. He links its
disintegration and the formation of
the father clan with the appearance
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and the monogamic family, we feel
that the author has made an interesting and generally successful attempt
at classifying the developnient of the

monogamic family

with the different

in

stages

accordance

of history.
G. Markov

NEW BOOKS IN T}IE SOC]AL SCIENCES
PUT OUT BY PROGRESS PUBLISHERS !T{ Ei{GLISH
Below we publish annotations on new books by Soviet authors brought out in
English by Progress Publishers, Moscow. in the'latter half ol 1976 and in 1977.

Y. Ambartsumov,

.Elow Social-

ism Began. Current Problems Series,
360 pp.
The author tells about the socialist
transformations in Russia, about the

of Lenin's ideas in
building the new society.
He takes issue with those of the
Western Sovietologists who deny the
historic significance of the experience of the Great October Socialist
Revolution and the social transformations in the Land of Soviets.
materialisation

I.

A.

Arnoldov, On the Path of

Cultural Progress. Socialism Today
Series, 160 pp.
A. Arnoldov,

D. Sc. (Philos.), in-

quires into the Marxist-Leninist concepts of cutrture, cultural progress,
and the cultural revolution, discusses
current problems of culture in the
developed socialist society of the
USSR and in other socialist countries, shows the humanism of social-

ist culture and its rolc in

moutrding

the new man"

Andreyev, The Non-Capitalist

Way. Soviet Experience and

the

Liberated Countries. Problems of the
Third World Series, 195 pp.
I. Andreyev, D. Sc. (Philos.),
essays a socio-philosophical under-

standing of the problems of noncapitalist development in a number

of African countries
form of transition

as

to

a specific
building

socialism.
The role and place of the community in socio-economic reforms is
analysed on the basis of the experience of socialist construCtion in the
Soviet Central Asian republics and

of the

advance of the national
minorities of Siberia and the Soviet
Far East.

S. Vladimirov, L. Teplov, NATO:
a Bleak Picture,2l5 pp.
Drawing on a wealth of factual

rnaterial the authors reveal the

methods used in establishing the
suprernacy of the US military

machine over the armies

of

other

states.

Much space is devoted to exposing

NATO as an instrument for preparing a new war and to showing its

effect on the economies

of

the

United States and the other counties
engaged in militarisation.

The authors convincingly demonstrate the discord within NATO and
the inevitability of such discord.
251'

Conrrnunism: Questions and ,4nswers, Issue

4,

182 pp.

This ceillection of articles is the
latest in the series describing various
aspects of cornmunism as the theory
and pnactice of hundreds of millions
of people,
This issue tells of the Cornmunist

to the familY, what theY
consider to be man's true wealth,
how and why the socialist countries
help the Third World in its econornic
development, how Communists unapproach

derstand freedom of creation.

V. I. Dobrenkov, Neo-Freudians
in Search of "Truth". Theories and

and guide the entire system

political organisation of

of

the

society

under developed socialism.

K. Mikulsky, Lenin's Teaching on
the World Economy and Its Rele"
vance to Our Times. Current hobfems Series, 336 pp.
The author describes the contribution of the Communist and Workers'

parties to the Marxist-Leninist
theory of the world economy, analyses new trends in world economic
development and the collective experience of the socialist nations in
organising the socialist economy.

B.

Critical Studies Series, 168 pp.

Pyadyshev, The Militaryhtdustrial Complex of the US,,{,

historical, ideotogical and theoretical
sources of neo-Freudianism, shows
what caused the emergence of the

192 pp.

The author analyses the socio-

neo-Freudian school

of

psycho-

analvsis. He emphasises the unte-

nability of the atternpts to synthe-

sise Freudianism and Marxism, to
explain the dynamic of the historical

process from the psychological point
of view and to resolve the problems
of the interaction between rnan and

society frorn the positions of anthropological psychoanalysis. The
author centres attention on a critique

of the views of Erich Fromm, a
leading exponent of the neoFreudian school of psychoanalysis.

A. Lashin, Socialism and the
Stale. Socialism Today Series,
552 pp.
The monograph shows the interna-

tional significance of the CPSU's
experience in state building, the
Leninist .principles of building a
socialist State with due account for
concrete historical and nationai features in different countries of socialism. The author exarnines problems
connected with the CPSU's activities
to improve the work of the Soviets

antl prornote socialist dernocracy,
1ffi

Thetook gives the reader a picture
military-industrial complex,
shows how the reactionary forces
forming the complex influence the
economic, political and spiritud life
of American society, how closely the

Contemporory Anti-Communism:

Policy and ldeology. Theories

and

Critical Studies Serics, 334 pp.
The book, written by a group of
scientists from the GDR and the
USSR, examines the evolution of
the forms and methods of anti-

communism which is the ideology of
imperialism and the basis oi- its
general.political strategy in the struggte agarnst world socialism and the
international working-class and na-

tional liberation moyements. The
change in forms and methods is
dictated by the successes of the
world revoluti
folding scienti

revolution and
cesses within

talism itself.

of the

US military-industrial complex is
connected with the international
reaction.

Philosophy in the USSR. hoblems

of Dialectical Materialism, 272 pp.

REVIEWS OF FOREIGN BOOKS

The Role of the State in SocioEconomic Reforms in Developing

Countries. Problems of the Third
World Series, 24O pp.
This book, prepared jointly by
Soviet, Bulgarian, Czech and German scholars, shows the essence of
the modern state ant its role in the

developing countries, both

of

the

socialist orientation and of those
where the processes of capitalist
development prevail. The book offers a detailed analysis of the main

lines

in the work of the state:

of the state sector, financing and crediting of economic development, planning, the carrying
out of agrarian reforms, regulation of
employment and training of personnel, promotion of foreign economic
guidance

I}I

Philocophy
Bacnnea

Among the contributors to the
collection are the leading Soviet

philosophers: Academician-p. Fedoseyev, Corresponding Member

of the USSR Academy of ScienT. Oizerman, professors

ces
A.

Leontyev,

E.Ilyenkov.

G.

Kuysanov,

and

The reader will find here elucida-

tion of the

general

principles of modern
tion, of scientific

cal world outlook,

problems of dialectical logic. Draw-

ing on the latest research, the

authors analyse the active nature of
human consciousness, the social
nature of consciousness and its
correlation with man's individual
psychology, the role of social practice in developing scientific concepts. The book contains wellreasoned criticism of present-day
conceptions of idealism.

SOVTET SERIALS

llpo1teuu

zy.ilaHus$a

l,

a

ilapK-

Eyprcoasxu eos?rreilu
sa_6o0et4emo Ha qooeKo. Coeur,

lIl5,26

c.

Peq.: Carpancxxfi U. Hoeue lPyI

yqeHl

Iloarutn, Pyurrxrr, CCCP, vexocIl, crp. 39_43.
no.a*ilrl]'
flonos C, Cosxaxue u cotluoJt,a
peq.: ,[aangonrvB., A6oanxap.
cpeda. Cogut, 1976,219 c.
Ils*un
8.,
Bonpocu
E.
.{anrou
__Peq.:
fiuaocofiuu. l,OtO,
Hoeue KHuzu... Nr12, cp. 32-3E. l8l-182.
"rp.
KHueu... ),'li

Soviet serials appeared in lg16 in Moscow (unless stated
otherwise)
Abbreviations:
Peu.=boo1 ..u'.t
B c6.=in the collection
B rs.:in the book

ueHul;

relations.
2nt

Co4uanuzu u Ha4uu. Mocxoa,
1975, 494 c. Marepnaau Mer(AynapoAnoft rconQepenqrn n Mocrse
yqacrneM yrreHblx
1973
corluaJrr crr qecKxx crpaH. [Knzra

s

r. c
[3Aarra raKr(e a

Eepanne,

Bylanenrre, Bapuraoe, flpare,
CoQnrl.
Peq.: Auaxr:aenE., C:naslztrII. Hseecmufl AH Kagaxcxofi CCP. Cepun

oduqecmeeuxux HayK. A.nrua-Ar:a,

N!5, clp. 8l-84.
Ancsel

i). A

m"grendiilt dntudat

Peq.: Xeseuu M.
N!l0, crp.

Bonpocu
149-151.

Contemporary Studies

in Philo'

sophical ldealism. Ed. bY J. Howie,
T.

Buford. Cape Cod

t915,29O pp.
Peq.: Haaeroe

I{.,

(Mass.),

Hanetos

fI.

Hoeue KHueu... Nil0, ctp.49-54'
Fraenkel

570 pp.

Peq.: EnprcroaE., flo6aaeaB.
Hoewe KHu?u... Nell, ctp. 49-54.

G.

A. ,4bstract

Set Theory.

Amsterdam, 1976,28O pp.
Perl.: Pygaarctl. Hoeue K*ueu...
N!11, crp. 4348.

Cybemetic

London, 1975,347 pp.

Peq.: EuprcxonE.,

Peq.: Pygasnrl" Hooue Kuueu...
),,1!9,

crp.

49-54.

R.

Sloicisme et stoiciens
face au probllme de l'au-deld.Pais,

Hoven

l97l,

179 p.

Peq.: .

lIruue.IK[HB.

ipeaueir ucmopuu.

Jt4,

Becmxux

ctp.

140-

144.

Metodologia

conocimiento
cient(fico. Habana, 1975, tA5 p.
[Coalrecrnurfi rpyn y.rerrrx Ky6rI

n CCCPI

Peq.: 3QrpoeC., AeprcrnnaA.

Hoeue KHuzu... N!l1, crp. 29-34.

MilhauJ. Le maruismc en mouvement.Paris, 1975,

x2

KHU?u.,.

RiisebergU. Determinismus und
Physik. Berlin, 1975, 208 S.

Peq.: KorrruresA.

{uaoco$uu. Nell, c'rp.

Bonpocu

Vad6e M. Gaston Bachelard ou
le nouvel idealisme dpistdmologique.
Paris, 1975, 3(X p.

Peq.: KysxeqonB. Ilooute
au...

J,,l!

KHU-

lO, crp. M-49.

KHU-

Enrepr,ranS. Xponotoeua dpeenupa. (Eauxxuit Bocmox u
axmuwtocmo), IIep. c axu. Mocrsa, 1975,336 c.

uc-

mopuu. Nel1, cr:p. l9Gl92.

M.

3e-uao opa| a y
cpeOuo oejexoexoj Cp6uju. Eeorpag,
1973.43 c.

Peq.: tDpefircn6epr M. Bonpocu
ucmopuu. N!10, crp. 192-195.
,(nuor III. IlpoSuxmepxom u 6al-

RaucKomo npoScotozxo ileuxexueCo$ne, 195,230 c.

ilup. Ii6,

Jlxaucypen

E. MAXH-ux yiltt

axuJutazooHl

uumepHa4uoHaJlu3-ilbtH 3Ap{UJtt XepearccgH xa. Pe(.
I. Baa4oo. Ytaayiaarap, 1975,
243 r.

crp.

Peq.: Mapuron E., flxronapot fl..

Ilpodteuu ,\atoueeo

BonaviaD. Ricchata quellccani.
Pinturas murales prehispdnicas.
Lima, 1974, 187 p.
Peq.: Bepeercus 0. Jlamuxcxan
Attepuxa. N!6, crp. l9O-192..
Cespedes C. M. de. Escrifos. T.
l-2. La Habana, 1974,T. 1.475 p.:

T.2.447 p.

flur B. Llzdpauuwe cmambu u
petu. Ilep. c HeM. Mocxna, 1976,

ut*a ucmopufl. Ne6, crp.

383 c.

Peq.: Kapuota

II.

Tpu6yva r,eKmopa. Kuira, l* 12, crop. 4243.
Caxxcgopx M. ApOwu mopuilx

myyx. Xodotu.opuux

aplwx

xyebc?atm aplaucnox 1uxmamyp.
Y:raan-6aarap, 1974, 333 r.
Peq.: Marueeaal . Hapoila Asuu
u ASpuxu. ).,1!5, crp. 156160.

Agramonte

I.

Documentos. La

V. Epistolaio.

Habana, 1974,28 p.

La

Peq.: [Inrnxa[L Hoean u noeeilua.fl ucmopun

Jt6, crp.

182-18/..

Die Berner Konlerenz der Kom(j0
fanuor- 1 Februar 19i9). Berlin,
munistischen Partei Deutschland

tn4, 62 S.

Peq.: Eara M. Hoean u xoeeilwon
ucmopufl. ).,1!6, crp. ln-l98.

BeyrauD. Russische Orientpolitik

und die Entstehung des deutschen
Kaiseneiches I 865- 1870/7 1. Wiesbaden, 194, 308 S.
Peq.: KnnxnnHaH., Kpe6cK'. IIcmopun CCCP. Ni6, crp. 212-214.

45 ntrm hoat d6ng cua Dang Lao
d6ng Vi€t-nam.

Hi-n6i,

l95,l9l tt.

Bocmoxa.

}.&4, crp. 169-172.

Peq.: JInsyHB. Merciyxapodxan
?tcu3Hb. N! 12, crp. l3l-132.

AguileraF.

He?o

coepenexxuil

Coeemcxoe

Peq.: HnruraIl, Hoeat u uoeeilwat ucmopui. NL5, crp. 182-lU.

Audllary Hlstorlcsl lXsclplines

180-182.

Peq.: 3rcsrcxuHaT.

caaenxooeilexue. Ng.6, crp. 9l-93.

Habana, 1974.415 p.

Illiory.

Peq.: Xaonnnll. Bonpocu

Ay6osaq J, Uma-unapcmao u
zpaSutxu pailxu4u y Cp1uju l8j11941 ze. Eeorpag, 1975, 353 c.

Yycen xozxutt, yita atcuaaazaa.

169-170.

Peq.: BareaaO. Pa6oluil Ktacc u

182 p.

Peq.: Kyoneqon B. -Eloaae
],,1! ll, crp. 14-39.

au...

fio6aaenB.

crp.49-54.

Peq.: KasrHll. Hoewe
Ntl2, crp.26-32.

Brarojenrh

del

N!ll,

Rainko S. Ma*sizm i iego krytycy.
Warszawa, 1976,367 s.

Heitsch W. Mathematik und Wcl-

tanschauung. Berlin, 1976, 328 S.

of

lluman
Learning and Performance. The
Guide to a Theory and Research.
Pask

Hoawe KHueu...

mitoszai. Budapest, 1974.
$unocoSuu.

Pask G. Conversation, Cognition
and Learning. A Cybernetic TheorY
and Methodology. Amsterdam, 1975,

Peq,: Plmnnall. Hoeaa u xoeefi182-184.

Chartes de coutume en Picardie

(XI-XilI siicles).

Publides par
R. Fossier. Collection de documents
in6dits sur I'histoire de France.
Paris. 1974, 633 p.

Peq.: Beccneprnufi0.

Cpeduue eeKa.

B

Bsm. 40,

c6.:

crp.

307-308.

Dal Pontl.
Milano, 1975,

I Lager di Mussolini.
144 p.

Peq.: HenaepB. Hoeoa u uoeeil-

uan ucmopufl. Ne6, crp.

199-20{J.

T. IX.
Poztafi, 1975.
Peq.: IprroprmqT. Coeemcxoe
Dokumenta Occupationis

j&6, c'rp. 90-91.
Essays in Anti-Labour History:
Responses to the Ripe of Labour in
Britain. Ed. by K. D. Brown. Londor, 1974,40 pp.
Peq.: Amarosal . Hoeanuxoeeil'Ne5,
ua.n ucmoput
crp. 2o4,-2M.
FonerE. Tom Pain and.Revolutionary America. New Yirk, 191,6,
caaenxoeeilexue.

326 pp.

Peq.: fagxuesK. Hoaae KHu?u...
Ni 12, crp. 3843.

FrankelJ. British Foreign policy,
London, 1975,356 pp.

1945-1973.

Peq.: KannroronaH. Bonpoca
ucmopuu. Ne9, crp. 195-198.

Fribergl.

Styre

i kistid. Studiet i

t3

kisfiin'altninges organisation och
s

trukt ur I 939 I 945. Stockholm, I 973,

!!.1

g.

Peq.:9epnuluesaO. B c6.: Cxax-

iluxaecxuil c6opxurc. 21. Tatrurus,
crp.28l-286.

Geissl. The Pan-African Movement. London, 1974, 575 pp.

Peq.: IoageHJI. Bonpocu

uc-

mopuu. JS9, crp. 192-194.

Geschichte der Freien Deutschen

Iugend. Leiter

196, 366 S.

K.

Jahnke. Berlin,

Peq.: Anrpyurnx0.
ll, crp. 7&75.

Hoeae

Rutt?u... Nr

Geschichte der Sorben.Bd.2. Von
bis 1917. [Von] J. Sotta,

17E9
H.

Zwahr. Mit Beitrflgen

von

F. Fiirster e.a. Bautzen, 1974,328 S.

Peq.: Tpo$nMosneK. Ilpodaetu
croe'txogxaecmea, Jlstis, BrtrI. 14,

crop. 12$127.

Grabmiiller H.-J. Die Pskover
Chroniken. Untersuchungen zut russischen Regionalchronistik im I 3.- I 5.

Iahrhundert. lViesbaden, 1975.
Peq,: Xopourresl.rA. Hcmopua
CCCP. Nr6, c'rp 215-217

HiftonR.H. The English Peasantry in the Later Middle Ages. The
Ford Lectures for 19j and Related
Studies, Oxford, 195.

Peq.: IyrnonaE. B c6.: Cpedxue

eexa. Bun.40, crp.

30G'305.

Histdtic de Angola. Porto, 195,
163 p.

Peq.: MacaetB. Hoewe K*ueu,..

lG9, crp. 7679.

HiihnW., SchiederK.-H. Spanien. 1939-1976. Kampf fiir Freiheit
und Demokrafie. Frankfurt a/M.,

196, 63 S.
Peq.: MocKsvHIl. Hoede KHuzu...
N!12, crp. 53-58.

ru

The Indus

trial Syndicalist. Introd.

by G. Brown. Nottingham, 1974,
3fl) pp.

Peq.: KelrnepB. Hoeaa u xoeeil-

u(a ucmopun N!6, crp. 199.
KatzM. The People bf Hamilton,

Canada West. Fomily ond Class in a
Mid-Nineteenth-Century City. Calrl.bridge (Mass.), 1975,381 pp.
Peq.: TururosB. Hoeafl u xoaeil-

u*a ucmopufl. Ni6, crp. 193-195.
KiesslingW. Ernst Schneller.

Lebensbild eines Revolutioniirs. Ber-

lin, 194, 382 S.
Peq.: CoroaooP. Bonpocu ucmopuu KmCC. J\llll, crp. 139-142.
KoZnar Y. Cesto vitdzstvi. Bojovd
pesta teskoslovenskfch voienskich
jednoten v SSSR. Praha, 19/5,l2l s.
Peq.: fpnropaHD\. Hoeue Kvueu--.

Nell, crp.

50-65.

lem liberaler Parteien in Deutschland
1890-1914. Hrsg. K. Holl, G. List.
Gdttingen, 1975. 176 S.
Peq.: IIaT pyuea A. Bonpoca uc-

mopuu. N!12,

crp.

182-185.

MahonJ. Harry Pollit. A Biogrophy. Lotdon, 1976, 567 PP.

Peq.: KptlaosJl. Hoeae
N}12, crp. 49-53.

KHtt?t/...

Markov W., SoboulA. 1789. Gros'
Revolution der Franzosen. Berlin,
19/5,,180 S.

Yxpaitcot<uit icmopu,txuil xypHarr.
Klri'n, Ne 10, crop. l5E-159.

iluxaecxuil c6opxux. 21. Ta.urut'

LantzeffG.V., PierceR. A. Baslward to Empire. Exploration and
Conquest on the Russian Open Fron-

tier, to

1750. Montreal-London,
1973, X 276 pp.

Peq.: IloaesofiE.

emxozpaSua. N!5,

crp.

Coeemcxon
178-182.

Laube A., Steinmetz M., Fogler G.

Illustrierte

hichte der deutsehen
friihburgerlichen Revolution. Berlin,
Gesc

ln4,

416 s.
Peq.: Bo;rogapcKr{fi

B., Mafiep B,,

ferpe6uqxarA. B c6.: Cpeilxue
aexa- Bvtn.40, crp. 294-3N.
Lib e ralis mus und imperialistisc her

Staat. Der Imperialismus als hob-

Peq.: CernsauosaC.

Hoawe

1961-1970.

Warszawa, 1975'

Peq.: Ipa6oncxrfiC.

KHueu... Nel0,

ctp.

Hoowe

72-77.

London, l9l, 198 pp.
Peq.: OcunosaT. B c6.: Cpedxue
eexa. Bstn.40, c'rp. 308-309.

NodlL. Enigmatique
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OUR GLOSSARY
SOCIO-ECONOMIC FORMATION-a certain type of human
society at a definite stage of its historical development. A socioeconomic formation is based ot a mode of production which is a unity

*
in production and their interrelations). The
sum-total of the relations of production constitutes, according to
Marx, the economic structure of society, the real foundation on which

classes, social groups

should be stressed, however, that a socio-economic formation should
not be reduced to a mode of production as it involves all aspects of
social being and consciousness in their organic unity.
The category of socio-economic formation occupies a central
place in histoical mateialism (Marxist theory of the development of
society); it helps to distinguish one period of history from another, to
identify what common is to be found in different countries passing the
same stage of historical development. Marxism offers the following
classification of historically constituted socio-economic formations:
primitive communism, slavery, feudalism, capitalism (antagonistic);
iommunism. The consecutive replacement of socio-economic formations takes the form of qualitative leaps.
A socio-economic formation seldom appears in its pure and simple
form. Within the framework of the above-mentioned formations there
was a considerable variety of transitional forms and specific variants,
which does not deny the Marxist-Leninist division of the historical
progress of mankind into formations but makes it still richer in
content. The socio-economic formations constitute an integral whole ,
which corresponds to the objective dialectics of history,for they are
it7

interconnected not only by the continuity of the forces of production
but also by their mutual negation in the form of social rdvolutions.

The category of subjective factor reflects tne motive forces of
history, the irnportance of practice in c
reality; it
is coternninous with the category of
objeciive
conditions. The interaction of the two
the tenet
y is made by people, by the
of the historical process the
o play in the transformation of
The obiective conditions under sociaiisrn lead to a sharp growth of
the role of the subjective factor. The communist social fbrmation
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Y CAPITALIS

stic

ical
the
the

capitalism wh
the
ies and the stat
the
state rnachine in the econoEny of the capitalist countries, by the
increased domination of the financial oligarchy. The material basis of
state monopoly capitalisrn is formed by the highly concentrated
industry and the highly centralised capital, both joint-stock and state.

their condensed expression (see V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol.
24, pp.n24O3).
State monopoly capitalism has the following basic forms: the
direct subordination of enterprises, banks, whole branches of
industry and transport to the state power; the
stock companies with private capital partici
state-budget enterprises; direct participation
relations and trade turnover as both seller and purchaser and in the
expansion of the state market; the state's accumulating huge sums of
money and financing large-scale projects; taking integration rneasures
on the international level; subsidising and preferential tax rating of
private cornpanies; regulating (planning and programming) of
economic life, etc. Among the features of state monopoly capitalism
there aqe also the active use by the monopolies of the political and
administrative potential and economic might of the state for their
direct intervention in the processes of production, circulation and
distribution and, consequently, in ttre appropriation of surplus value;
the further consolidation of the personal unio4 of the top state
executives (both civil and military) with the owners of considerable
corporate property and the joint-stock cornpany leadership; the
growing influence of sectoral and national entrepreneurs'unions on
the main directions of the government's activities and its policy. This
does not mean, of course, that ttrere cannot be certain collisions
between the state and individual monopoly groups, between current
economic interests of the monopoly bourgeoisie of a given country
and some broader state and political considerations which ultimately
express its long-term economic objectives.
A certain form or a combination of forms of state rnonopoly
capitalism is to be found in each capitalist country depending on the
historical conditions and existing situation. State monopoly capitalisrn
does not appear in its "pure" form, because in industry, agriculture
and services there remains a certain part of medium-size and small
non-monopoly enterprises.
The developrnent of monopoly capitalisnn into state monopoly
capitalisrn is objectively conditioned by the inner regularities of the
capitalist reproduction under irnperialism.
In its evolution, state monopoly capitalism has passed several
stages, the first of which covers the period between the tum of the
century and the First World War, and the last, current one, began in
the latter half of the 1950s. Now we witness the strengthening of the
interdependence of objective and subjective factors of the development of state monopoly capitalism, the growth of the "feedback"
influence of the political and ideological conceptions of the monopoly
bourgeoisie on objective economic processes. Extraordinary measures of state monopoly regulation of the economy to bc used in critical situations of a world war or a grave economic crisis are now becoming part and parcel of the entire capitalist reproduption mechanrsm.

The Editors intend to publish an article on state monopoly

capitalism in the nearest future.
na
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